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SGO
First-line Niraparib
Improves PFS
in Ovarian Cancer
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HE TREATMENT LANDSCAPE
in advanced bladder cancer has
been rapidly evolving over the
past several years with the broad use of
immune checkpoint inhibitors and the
integration of antibody-drug conjugates
(ADCs) and targeted therapy making
their way into current regimens.
In 2015, first-line chemotherapy for
metastatic bladder cancer consisted of
gemcitabine and cisplatin and alternative regimens such as carboplatin- or
taxane-based regimens. There were
no standard therapies for second-line
chemotherapies at that time.
Fast
forward
to
2022 and first-line
systemic therapy for
locally advanced or
metastatic
disease
in
cisplatin-eligible
patients remains the
same. In patients who
THOMAS FLAIG, MD
are cisplatin-ineligible,
preferred regimens include gemcitabine and carboplatin, followed by
avelumab (Bavencio) maintenance
therapy, atezolizumab (Tecentriq)
in patients whose tumors express
PD-L1, pembrolizumab (Keytruda) for
patients who are platinum-ineligible,
and a number of alternative therapies
for specific circumstances, including ifosfamide (Ifex), doxorubicin,
and gemcitabine.1
Thomas Flaig, MD, addressed new
and emerging systemic therapies for
bladder cancer during the National
Comprehensive Cancer Network
(NCCN) 2022 Annual Conference.2
CONTINUED ON PAGE

N INDIVIDUALIZED STARTING dose of niraparib (Zejula),
determined by weight and
platelet count, continued to demonstrate a clinical meaningful improvement in progression-free survival
(PFS) in newly diagnosed ovarian
cancer in the first-line maintenance
setting, regardless of
biomarker
status,
according to data from
the phase 3 PRIME
study (NCT03709316)
presented during the
2022 SGO Annual Meeting on Women’s Cancer.
NING LI, MD
The median PFS in
the intent-to-treat (ITT) population
was 24.8 months (HR, 0.45; 95% CI,
19.2–not estimated [NE]) in the niraparib arm compared with 8.3 months
(95% CI, 7.3-11.1) in the placebo
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ELCC
Combining Camrelizumab and
Chemotherapy Improves Overall
Survival in Squamous NSCLC

PER® SPOTLIGHT: Lung Cancer
Role of Molecular Biology, Evolving
Immunotherapy Addressed in Lung
Cancer Conference

W

L

HEN CAMRELIZUMAB (FORMERLY SHR-1210) was combined with chemotherapy in the
first-line setting, an improvement was seen
in survival rates in patients with advanced
squamous non–small cell lung cancer
(NSCLC), according to updated overall
survival (OS) findings from the phase 3

32

CAICUN ZHOU, MD,
PHD
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UNG CANCER, TRADITIONALLY
labeled as having poor outcomes,
has shed its former outlook and
looks to the future with hope because of
2 strategies that have changed the fate of
patients with thoracic malignancies, said
Solange Peters, MD, PhD, in an interview with Targeted Therapies in Oncology™
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Cholangiocarcinoma Approaches

Jesper B. Anderson, PhD, University of
Copenhagen, addressed 3 recent approvals
To come to come
for the treatment of cholangiocarcinoma.
to come.
TargetedOnc.com/link/1745
View at: targetedonc.com/link/000
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NOW APPROVED

Target PSMA+ mCRPC
wherever it goes—bone,
nodal, or visceral metastases1

Not an actual patient.

Indication
PLUVICTO™ (lutetium Lu 177 vipivotide tetraxetan) is
indicated for the treatment of adult patients with prostatespecific membrane antigen (PSMA)-positive metastatic
castration-resistant prostate cancer (mCRPC) who have been
treated with androgen receptor (AR) pathway inhibition and
taxane-based chemotherapy.

IMPORTANT SAFETY INFORMATION
Risk From Radiation Exposure
PLUVICTO contributes to a patient’s long-term cumulative
radiation exposure, which is associated with an increased
risk for cancer.
Minimize radiation exposure to patients, medical personnel,
and household contacts during and after treatment with
PLUVICTO consistent with institutional practices, patient
treatment procedures, Nuclear Regulatory Commission
patient-release guidance, and instructions to the patient
for follow-up radiation protection.
Ensure patients increase oral fluid intake and advise them
to void as often as possible to reduce bladder radiation.
To minimize radiation exposure to others, advise patients to
limit close contact (less than 3 feet) with household contacts
for 2 days or with children and pregnant women for 7 days,
to refrain from sexual activity for 7 days, and to sleep in a

separate bedroom from household contacts for 3 days, from
children for 7 days, or from pregnant women for 15 days.

Myelosuppression
PLUVICTO can cause severe and life-threatening
myelosuppression. In the VISION study, grade 3 or 4 decreased
hemoglobin (15%), decreased platelets (9%), decreased
leukocytes (7%), and decreased neutrophils (4.5%) occurred
in patients treated with PLUVICTO. Grade ≥3 pancytopenia
occurred in 1.1% of patients (including 2 fatal events). Two
deaths (0.4%) due to intracranial hemorrhage and subdural
hematoma in association with thrombocytopenia were
observed. One death due to sepsis and concurrent
neutropenia was observed.
Perform complete blood counts before and during treatment
with PLUVICTO. Withhold, reduce dose, or permanently
discontinue PLUVICTO and clinically treat patients based on
severity of myelosuppression.

Renal Toxicity
PLUVICTO can cause severe renal toxicity. In the VISION study,
grade 3 or 4 acute kidney injury (3%) and increased creatinine
(0.9%) occurred in patients treated with PLUVICTO.
Advise patients to remain well hydrated and to urinate
frequently before and after administration of PLUVICTO.
Perform kidney function laboratory tests, including serum
creatinine and calculated creatinine clearance (CrCl), before

In the pivotal phase 3 VISION trial, PLUVICTO + BSOC vs BSOC alone1-4:
Alternate Primary End Points

Key Secondary End Point

Significantly improved median OS1,2

Significantly improved rPFS3

Significantly improved ORR1,4a

VS 11.3
15.3
months, respectively

8.7 VS 3.4

months, respectively

30% VS 2%

of patients, respectively

HR=0.62
(95% CI, 0.52-0.74)
P<0.001

HR=0.40
(95% CI, 0.31-0.52)
P<0.001

CR: 6% vs 0%
PR: 24% vs 2%
P<0.001b

(N=551 vs 280)

(N=385 vs 196)

(N=319 vs 120)c
(ORR=CR+PR)

Interpretation of the magnitude of the rPFS effect was limited due to a high degree of censoring from early dropout in the control arm
ORR is reported as a measure of response in soft tissue disease, lymph node, or visceral lesions.
Stratified Wald’s Chi-square test 2-sided P value.
c
Patients with evaluable disease at baseline.
a

b

VISION trial design1,2
VISION was an international, prospective, open-label, multicenter, randomized phase 3 clinical trial evaluating PLUVICTO in
831 adult patients with PSMA-positive mCRPC previously treated with at least 1 AR pathway inhibitor and 1 or 2 taxane regimens.
Participants were randomized in a 2:1 ratio to receive PLUVICTO (7.4 GBq every 6 weeks for up to 6 cycles) + protocol-permitted
BSOC or BSOC alone.

and during treatment. Withhold, reduce dose, or permanently
discontinue PLUVICTO based on severity of renal toxicity.

Embryo-Fetal Toxicity
The safety and efficacy of PLUVICTO have not been
established in females. Based on its mechanism of action,
PLUVICTO can cause fetal harm. No animal studies using
lutetium Lu 177 vipivotide tetraxetan have been conducted to
evaluate its effect on female reproduction and embryo-fetal
development; however, all radiopharmaceuticals, including
PLUVICTO, have the potential to cause fetal harm. Advise
male patients with female partners of reproductive potential
to use effective contraception during treatment with
PLUVICTO and for 14 weeks after the last dose.

Infertility
The recommended cumulative dose of 44.4 GBq of
PLUVICTO results in a radiation-absorbed dose to the testes
within the range where PLUVICTO may cause temporary
or permanent infertility.

Adverse Reactions
The most common adverse reactions (≥20%) occurring at
a higher incidence in patients who received PLUVICTO plus
best standard of care (BSoC) were fatigue, dry mouth, nausea,
anemia, decreased appetite, and constipation. Clinically
relevant adverse reactions in <5% of patients included dry
eye, vertigo, and pancytopenia (including bicytopenia).

Laboratory Abnormalities
The most common laboratory abnormalities that worsened
from baseline in ≥30% of patients who received PLUVICTO
plus BSoC were decreased lymphocytes, decreased
hemoglobin, decreased leukocytes, decreased platelets,
decreased calcium, and decreased sodium.
Please see Brief Summary of full Prescribing Information
on the following pages.
AR, androgen receptor; ARPI, androgen receptor pathway inhibitors; BSOC, best
standard of care; CR, complete response; mCRPC, metastatic castration-resistant
prostate cancer; ORR, overall response rate; OS, overall survival; PR, partial response;
PSMA, prostate-specific membrane antigen; PSMA+, PSMA positive; rPFS, radiographic
progression-free survival.

Learn more at PluvictoHCP.com
References:
1. Pluvicto [prescribing information]. Millburn, NJ: Advanced Accelerator Applications
USA, Inc; 2022. 2. Sartor O et al; VISION Investigators. N Engl J Med. 2021;385(12):10911103. doi:10.1056/NEJMoa2107322. 3. Data on file. VISION [PSMA-617-01] study. Novartis
Pharmaceuticals Corp; 2021. 4. Sartor O et al; VISION Investigators. N Engl J Med.
2021;385(12)(suppl):1091-1103. doi:10.1056/NEJMoa2107322.
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PLUVICTO TM (lutetium Lu 177 vipivotide tetraxetan) injection, for intravenous use
Initial U.S. Approval: 2022

(0.2%), subdural hematoma (0.2%), ischemic stroke (0.2%), COVID-19 (0.2%), and aspiration
pneumonia (0.2%).

BRIEF SUMMARY: Please see package insert for full prescribing information.
1 INDICATIONS AND USAGE
PLUVICTO is indicated for the treatment of adult patients with prostate-specific membrane
antigen (PSMA)-positive metastatic castration-resistant prostate cancer (mCRPC) who have
been treated with androgen receptor (AR) pathway inhibition and taxane-based chemotherapy.

PLUVICTO was permanently discontinued due to adverse reactions in 12% of patients. Adverse
reactions leading to permanent discontinuation of PLUVICTO in ≥ 1% of patients who received
PLUVICTO plus BSoC were anemia (2.8%), thrombocytopenia (2.8%), and leukopenia (including
neutropenia) (1.7%).

4 CONTRAINDICATIONS
None.
5 WARNINGS AND PRECAUTIONS
5.1 Risk From Radiation Exposure
PLUVICTO contributes to a patient’s overall long-term cumulative radiation exposure. Long-term
cumulative radiation exposure is associated with an increased risk for cancer.
Minimize radiation exposure to patients, medical personnel, and household contacts during
and after treatment with PLUVICTO consistent with institutional good radiation safety practices,
patient treatment procedures, Nuclear Regulatory Commission patient-release guidance, and
instructions to the patient for follow-up radiation protection at home.
Ensure patients increase oral fluid intake and advise patients to void as often as possible to
reduce bladder radiation.
Before the patient is released, the healthcare provider should explain the necessary radioprotection precautions that the patient should follow to minimize radiation exposure to others [see
Patient Counseling Information (17) in the full prescribing information]. Following administration
of PLUVICTO, advise patients to limit close contact (less than 3 feet) with household contacts for
2 days or with children and pregnant women for 7 days. Following administration of PLUVICTO,
advise patients to refrain from sexual activity for 7 days. Following administration of PLUVICTO,
advise patients to sleep in a separate bedroom from household contacts for 3 days, from children
for 7 days, or from pregnant women for 15 days.
5.2 Myelosuppression
PLUVICTO can cause severe and life-threatening myelosuppression, including anemia, thrombocytopenia, leukopenia, and neutropenia. In the VISION study, Grade 3 or 4 decreased hemoglobin
(15%), decreased platelets (9%), decreased leukocytes (7%), and decreased neutrophils (4.5%)
occurred in patients treated with PLUVICTO. Grade ≥ 3 pancytopenia occurred in 1.1% (which
includes two fatal events) in patients treated with PLUVICTO. Two deaths (0.4%) due to intracranial
hemorrhage and subdural hematoma in association with thrombocytopenia were observed in
patients who received PLUVICTO. One death due to sepsis and concurrent neutropenia was
observed in patients who received PLUVICTO.
Perform complete blood counts before and during treatment with PLUVICTO. Withhold, reduce
dose, or permanently discontinue PLUVICTO and clinically treat patients based on the severity of
myelosuppression [see Dosage and Administration (2.4) in the full prescribing information].
5.3 Renal Toxicity
PLUVICTO can cause severe renal toxicity. In the VISION study, Grade 3 or 4 acute kidney injury
(3%) and increased creatinine (0.9%) occurred in patients treated with PLUVICTO.
Advise patients to remain well hydrated and to urinate frequently before and after administration
of PLUVICTO. Perform kidney function laboratory tests, including serum creatinine and calculated
CLcr, before and during treatment with PLUVICTO. Withhold, reduce dose, or permanently discontinue PLUVICTO based on the severity of renal toxicity [see Dosage and Administration (2.4)
in the full prescribing information].
5.4 Embryo-Fetal Toxicity
The safety and efficacy of PLUVICTO have not been established in females. Based on its mechanism of action, PLUVICTO can cause fetal harm [see Clinical Pharmacology (12.1) in the full
prescribing information]. No animal studies using lutetium Lu 177 vipivotide tetraxetan have
been conducted to evaluate its effect on female reproduction and embryo-fetal development;
however, all radiopharmaceuticals, including PLUVICTO, have the potential to cause fetal harm.
Advise male patients with female partners of reproductive potential to use effective contraception during treatment with PLUVICTO and for 14 weeks after the last dose [see Use in Specific
Populations (8.1, 8.3)].
5.5 Infertility
PLUVICTO may cause infertility in males. The recommended cumulative dose of 44.4 GBq of
PLUVICTO results in a radiation absorbed dose to the testes within the range where PLUVICTO
may cause temporary or permanent infertility [see Use in Specific Populations (8.3)].
6 ADVERSE REACTIONS
The following clinically significant adverse reactions are described elsewhere in the labeling:
• Myelosuppression [see Warnings and Precautions (5.2)]
• Renal Toxicity [see Warnings and Precautions (5.3)]
6.1 Clinical Trials Experience
Because clinical trials are conducted under widely varying conditions, adverse reaction rates
observed in the clinical trials of a drug cannot be directly compared to rates in the clinical trials
of another drug and may not reflect the rates observed in practice.
The safety of PLUVICTO was evaluated in the VISION study in patients with progressive,
PSMA-positive mCRPC [see Clinical Studies (14) in the full prescribing information]. Of the
831 patients randomized, 734 patients received at least one dose of randomized treatment.
Patients received at least one dose of either PLUVICTO 7.4 GBq (200 mCi) administered every
6 to 10 weeks plus BSoC (N = 529) or BSoC alone (N = 205). The median duration of exposure
to randomized treatment was 7.8 months (range, 0.3 to 24.9) for patients who received
PLUVICTO plus BSoC. Among patients who received PLUVICTO plus BSoC, the median number
of doses of PLUVICTO received was 5 (range, 1 to 6). The median cumulative dose of PLUVICTO
was 37.5 GBq (range, 7.0 to 48.3). The median duration of follow-up was 14.8 months for
patients receiving PLUVICTO plus BSoC.
Serious adverse reactions occurred in 36% of patients who received PLUVICTO plus BSoC.
Serious adverse reactions in > 1% of patients who received PLUVICTO plus BSoC included
hemorrhage (4%), musculoskeletal pain (3.8%), sepsis (3.2%), anemia (2.8%), urinary tract
infection (2.6%), acute kidney injury (1.7%), pneumonia (1.7%), pancytopenia (1.3%), pyrexia
(1.3%), spinal cord compression (1.1%), and pulmonary embolism (1.1%).
Fatal adverse reactions occurred in 2.8% of patients who received PLUVICTO plus BSoC,
including sepsis (0.9%), pancytopenia (0.6%), hepatic failure (0.4%), intracranial hemorrhage

Adverse reactions leading to a dose interruption of PLUVICTO occurred in 16% of patients. The
most frequent (≥ 3%) adverse reactions leading to a dose interruption of PLUVICTO in patients
who received PLUVICTO plus BSoC were anemia (5%) and thrombocytopenia (3.6%).
Adverse reactions leading to a dose reduction of PLUVICTO occurred in 6% of patients. The
most frequent (≥ 1%) adverse reactions leading to a dose reduction of PLUVICTO in patients
who received PLUVICTO plus BSoC were thrombocytopenia (1.9%) and anemia (1.3%).
The most common adverse reactions (≥ 20%) occurring at a higher incidence in patients who
received PLUVICTO plus BSoC were fatigue, dry mouth, nausea, anemia, decreased appetite,
and constipation.
The most common laboratory abnormalities that worsened from baseline in ≥ 30% of patients
who received PLUVICTO plus BSoC were decreased lymphocytes, decreased hemoglobin,
decreased leukocytes, decreased platelets, decreased calcium, and decreased sodium.
Table 3 and Table 4 summarize the incidence of adverse reactions and laboratory abnormalities,
respectively.
Table 3: Adverse Reactions (≥ 5%) in Patients with PSMA-positive mCRPC Who Received
PLUVICTO Plus BSoC in VISION
PLUVICTO Plus BSoC
(N = 529)

Adverse Reactions

All Grades
(%)

BSoC
(N = 205)

Grades 3 to 4
(%)

All Grades
(%)

Grades 3 to 4
(%)

General disorders
Fatigue

43

6

23

1.5

Decreased appetite

21

1.9

15

0.5

Weight decreased

11
10

0.4
0.4

9
7

0
0.5

7

0.4

3.4

0

Dry mouthb

39

0

0.5

0

Nausea

35

1.3

17

0.5

Constipation

20

1.1

11

0.5

Vomiting c

19

0.9

6

0.5

Peripheral edemaa
Pyrexia
Gastrointestinal disorders

Diarrhea

19

0.8

2.9

0.5

Abdominal paind

11

1.1

6

0.5

Anemia

32

13

13

4.9

Thrombocytopenia

17

8

4.4

1

Urinary tract infectione

12

3.8

1

0.5

Acute kidney injuryf

9

3.2

6

2.9

Dizziness

8

0.9

4.4

0

Headache

7

0.8

2

0

Blood and lymphatic system disorders

Renal and urinary disorders

Nervous system disorders

Dysgeusiag
7
0
1.5
0
Abbreviation: BSoC, best standard of care.
aPeripheral edema includes peripheral edema, ﬂuid retention, and ﬂuid overload.
b Dry mouth includes dry mouth, aptyalism, and dry throat.
cVomiting includes vomiting and retching.
d Abdominal pain includes abdominal pain, abdominal pain upper, abdominal discomfort, abdominal
pain lower, abdominal tenderness, and gastrointestinal pain.
e Urinary tract infection includes urinary tract infection, cystitis, and cystitis bacterial.
fAcute kidney injury includes blood creatinine increased, acute kidney injury, renal failure, and blood
urea increased.
gDysgeusia includes dysgeusia and taste disorder.
Clinically relevant adverse reactions in < 5% of patients who received PLUVICTO plus BSoC
included dry eye, vertigo, and pancytopenia (including bicytopenia).
Table 4: Select Laboratory Abnormalities (≥ 10%) That Worsened from Baseline in Patients
With PSMA-positive mCRPC Who Received PLUVICTO Plus BSoC (Between Arm Difference of
≥ 5% All Grades) in VISION
Laboratory Abnormalities

BSoCb

PLUVICTO Plus BSoCa
All Grades
(%)

Grades 3 to 4
(%)

All Grades
(%)

Grades 3 to 4
(%)

39

2.5

28

3

Decreased sodium

33

0.6c

23

1

Increased aspartate
aminotransferase

28

1.1

18

1c

Chemistry
Decreased calcium

(continued)

All Grades
(%)

Grades 3 to 4
(%)

8.3 Females and Males of Reproductive Potential
Contraception
Males
Based on its mechanism of action, advise male patients with female partners of reproductive
potential to use effective contraception during treatment with PLUVICTO and for 14 weeks after
the last dose [see Clinical Pharmacology (12.1), Nonclinical Toxicology (13.1) in the full prescribing information].

24

0.9c

14

0.5c

24

0.6

18

0.5c

Infertility
The recommended cumulative dose of 44.4 GBq of PLUVICTO results in a radiation absorbed
dose to the testes within the range where PLUVICTO may cause temporary or permanent infertility.

11

0c

5

0c

Table 4: Select Laboratory Abnormalities (≥ 10%) That Worsened from Baseline in Patients
With PSMA-positive mCRPC Who Received PLUVICTO Plus BSoC (Between Arm Difference of
≥ 5% All Grades) in VISION
Laboratory Abnormalities

BSoCb

PLUVICTO Plus BSoCa
All Grades
(%)

Grades 3 to 4
(%)

Increased creatinine
Increased potassium

Chemistry

Increased sodium
Hematology
Decreased lymphocytes

85

47

51

18

Decreased hemoglobin

63

15c

34

7c

Decreased leukocytes

56

7

22

2

Decreased platelets

45

9

20

2.5

Decreased neutrophils
28
4.5
9
0.5
Abbreviation: BSoC, best standard of care.
aThe denominator used to calculate the rate for each laboratory parameter varied from 506 to 529
based on the number of patients with a baseline value and at least one post-treatment value.
bThe denominator used to calculate the rate for each laboratory parameter varied from 194 to 198
based on the number of patients with a baseline value and at least one post-treatment value.
cNo Grade 4 laboratory abnormalities worsening from baseline were reported.
8 USE IN SPECIFIC POPULATIONS
8.1 Pregnancy
Risk Summary
The safety and efficacy of PLUVICTO have not been established in females. Based on its mechanism of action, PLUVICTO can cause fetal harm [see Clinical Pharmacology (12.1) in the full
prescribing information]. There are no available data on PLUVICTO use in pregnant females. No
animal studies using lutetium Lu 177 vipivotide tetraxetan have been conducted to evaluate its
effect on female reproduction and embryo-fetal development; however, all radiopharmaceuticals,
including PLUVICTO, have the potential to cause fetal harm.
8.2 Lactation
Risk Summary
The safety and efficacy of PLUVICTO have not been established in females. There are no data on
the presence of lutetium Lu 177 vipivotide tetraxetan in human milk or its effects on the breastfed
child or on milk production.

8.4 Pediatric Use
The safety and effectiveness of PLUVICTO in pediatric patients have not been established.
8.5 Geriatric Use
Of the 529 patients who received at least one dose of PLUVICTO plus BSoC in the VISION
study, 387 patients (73%) were 65 years or older and 143 patients (27%) were 75 years or older.
No overall differences in effectiveness were observed between patients ≥ 75 years of age and
younger patients. Serious adverse reactions occurred in 11% of patients ≥ 75 years of age and
in 11% of younger patients. Grade ≥ 3 adverse reactions occurred in 40% of patients ≥ 75 years
of age and in 31% of younger patients.
8.6 Renal Impairment
Exposure of lutetium Lu 177 vipivotide tetraxetan is expected to increase with the degree of
renal impairment [see Clinical Pharmacology (12.3) in the full prescribing information]. No dose
adjustment is recommended for patients with mild (baseline CLcr 60 to 89 mL/min by CockcroftGault) to moderate (CLcr 30 to 59 mL/min) renal impairment; however, patients with mild or
moderate renal impairment may be at greater risk of toxicity. Frequently monitor renal function
and adverse reactions in patients with mild to moderate renal impairment [see Dosage and
Administration (2.4) in the full prescribing information]. The pharmacokinetics and safety of
PLUVICTO have not been studied in patients with severe (CLcr 15 to 29 mL/min) renal impairment or end-stage renal disease.
10 OVERDOSAGE
In the event of administration of a radiation overdosage with PLUVICTO, reduce the radiation
absorbed dose to the patient by increasing the elimination of the radionuclide from the body by
frequent micturition or by forced diuresis and frequent bladder voiding. Estimate the effective
radiation dose that was applied and treat with additional supportive care measures as clinically
indicated.
Distributed by:
Advanced Accelerator Applications USA, Inc.
Millburn, NJ 07041
©2022 Advanced Accelerator Applications USA, Inc.
PLUVICTO is a trademark of Novartis AG and/or its affiliates
U.S. Patents 10398791; 10406240
T2022-17
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vidence supporting new regimens across first-, second-,
and third-line settings is always welcome. And this issue
of Targeted Therapies in Oncology™ features expansive
conference coverage on the agents and combinations bringing
hope to patients with cancer. We also look at ongoing results
that point to the continued benefit of some first-line treatments
in the gynecologic cancer field.
Investigators at the National Comprehensive Cancer Network (NCCN) 2022 Annual Conference provided a historical
perspective on treatment regimens over the years. During a
presentation on the treatment landscape in advanced urothelial cancer, Thomas Flaig, MD, noted how first-line therapy in
2015 consisted of various chemotherapy combinations. He
emphasized that there were no second-line therapies approved
at the time and that the best a patient could hope for was
enrollment in a clinical trial (pages 32-33).
Although the chemotherapy regimen remains the same for
cisplatin-eligible patients, the treatment outlook today is significantly different for cisplatin-ineligible patients. Their regimen
has expanded to include multiple immunotherapies that can be
stratified by a patient’s PD-L1 status and targeted therapies.
Second-line treatment consists of pembrolizumab (Keytruda),
especially in patients post platinum therapy.
Similarly, for patients with follicular lymphoma who experience less than optimal outcomes with Bruton tyrosine kinase
inhibitors, alternate classes of agents have garnered support
and include PI3K and EZH2 inhibitors and chimeric antigen
receptor T-cell therapy. These third-line regimens and their
treatment activity updates were presented by Ann S. LaCasce,
MD, MMSc, during the NCCN conference (pages 33-34).
During the 2022 Society of Gynecologic Oncology’s Annual
Meeting on Women’s Cancer, results from the phase 3 PRIME
study (NCT03709316) continued to support the use of niraparib (Zejula) in the first-line maintenance setting in patients with
ovarian cancer (pages 43-44). Ning Li, MD, presented these
findings, which demonstrated the agent’s clinically meaningful
improvement in progression-free survival in newly diagnosed
ovarian cancer in the first-line maintenance setting, regardless
of biomarker status.
The unique combination of camrelizumab plus chemotherapy vs placebo plus chemotherapy demonstrated continued
overall survival (OS) benefit after prolonged follow-up in
patients with non–small cell lung cancer (NSCLC). Findings
presented at the 2022 European Lung Cancer Congress
supported this regimen as a potential new first-line therapy
option in advanced NSCLC (pages 53-54).
Investigators reported that patients in the treatment arm had
a median OS of 27.4 months vs the control arm with a median
OS of 15.5 months (HR, 0.57; 95% CI, 0.44-0.75; 1-sided logrank P < .0001).
Targeted Therapies in Oncology™ will continue to enthusiastically report on the expanding lines of therapy that are helping
improve the lives of patients. TT
Mike Hennessy Jr
PRESIDENT & CEO
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HIS MONTHLY ARTICLE is usually devoted to highlighting particular
discoveries arising in the major journals or the highest-impact oncology
meetings throughout the year. But this month, I would like to address
the topic of how all these new findings and exciting new data get transmitted into clinical practice for the oncology community at large. Two somewhat
interrelated but also different methods are the comprehensive “guidelines” from
the National Comprehensive Cancer Network (NCCN) and “clinical pathways.”
These 2 approaches are similar in that they reflect the most recent data and
trial results but begin to diverge in terms of application because NCCN guidelines often permit multiple and sometimes many different therapeutic options,
without a particular advocacy toward one approach or modality over the other.
Surgical therapy may be equally permitted as well as nonsurgical-, radiation-,
or chemotherapy-based regimens.
Clinical pathways, on the other hand, are more instructive and try to distill the
available therapeutic or diagnostic options down to one primarily recommended
treatment selection. Usually, 3 parameters in the prioritization hierarchy determine the most-recommended approach: oncologic efficacy, toxicity, and cost.
Pathways are very useful for health systems and cancer centers to monitor quality,
and compensation may be—to some degree—linked with quality metrics, such as the
“on pathway” rate. These decision-support tools are often mandated or incentivized
by health insurers and major clinical networks. Some standard-of-care recommendations, such as cellular immunotherapies, may be on a pathway but require referral to
another specialized center, adding complication because a referral to another center
may create a negative impact on the established physician-patient relationship.
Nonetheless, the value of pathways is inarguable and permits health systems to
stimulate a periodic conversation with their oncologists if they fall below the 80% or
90% on-pathway rate. It also may facilitate clinical research by permitting the oncologist to write a free text explanation for why the clinician went “off pathway,” and
this may lead to the development of clinical trials in the phase 4 or pragmatic arena.
Thus, there is a role for these overlapping entities—guidelines and pathways—and each permits flexibility for the oncologist for available treatment
options in the level and quality of data. The public expects and demands that
we are held to externally verifiable treatment algorithms. This does not mean
that we practice cookbook medicine, but rather, that we can defend and justify
our decisions with sufficient flexibility to personalize and individualize our
treatment choices with the patient at the center of the relationship. TT
R o b e r t L . F e r r i s , M D, P h D
CO-PHYSICIAN EDITOR IN CHIEF
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AXICABTAGENE CILOLEUCEL (AXI-CEL; YESCARTA) |

F DA AP PROVA L

The FDA has granted approval to axicabtagene ciloleucel (axicel; Yescarta) for the treatment of adult patients with large
B-cell lymphoma (LBCL) that is refractory to first-line chemoimmunotherapy or relapses within 12 months of first-line chemoimmunotherapy, according to an announcement from the FDA.
Findings from the phase 3 ZUMA-7 (NCT03391466) clinical
trial supported the approval. In adult patients who have primary
refractory LBCL or who relapse within 12 months following
completion of first-line therapy, axi-cel led to a 60% improvement in event-free survival (EFS) compared with standard-ofcare (SOC) chemotherapy.
The EFS benefit in the axi-cel arm was significant with a hazard ratio of 0.40 (95% CI, 0.31-0.51; stratified P < .0001). The
estimated 18-month EFS rate was 41.5% (95% CI, 34.2%-48.6%)
with axi-cel vs 17.0% (95% CI, 11.8%-23.0%) with SOC. The estimated median EFS was 8.3 months (95% CI, 4.5-15.8) with axicel vs 2.0 months (95% CI, 1.6-2.8) with SOC.
The SOC second-line treatment in the curative setting for
LBCL is salvage chemotherapy followed by consolidation highdose therapy (HDT)–autologous stem cell transplant (ASCT). Due
to poor prognosis, many patients are ineligible for SOC.
The objective response rate (ORR) was 83% with axi-cel vs
50% with SOC (odds ratio, 5.31; 95% CI, 3.1-8.9; P < .0001). In
the axi-cel arm, the ORR consisted of a 65% complete response
rate and an 18% partial response rate; these rates were 32% and
18%, respectively, with SOC.
At the time of the interim analysis, the median overall survival
was not reached (95% CI, 28.3–not evaluable [NE]) with axi-cel
compared with 35.1 months (95% CI, 18.5-NE) with SOC (HR,
0.730; 95% CI, 0.530-1.007; P = .0270).
ZUMA-7 is a randomized, open-label, multicenter study of
359 patients with LBCL who had not yet received treatment for
relapsed or refractory lymphoma and were potential candidates
for ASCT. Patients were randomized 1:1 to receive axi-cel plus
conditioning chemotherapy (n = 180) or SOC with investigatorselected platinum-based chemoimmunotherapy (n = 179). In addition to the primary end point of EFS, the key secondary end points
of the study were progression-free survival, safety, and patientreported outcomes.

FUTIBATINIB |
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Eligible patients for treatment in the study were those with
LBCL that was relapsed/refractory within 12 months of frontline
therapy and who had intentions to proceed to HDT-ASCT. Stratification factors included response to frontline therapy and second-line, age-adjusted International Prognostic Index (sAAIPI).
At baseline, the treatment arms were well balanced. The
median patient age was 59 years (range, 21-81) and 30% of
patients were 65 or older. Most patients (79%) had stage III/IV
disease and 45% of patients had a sAAIPI of 2 to 3. Most patients
(74%) were primary refractory to their frontline therapy vs 26%
who relapsed within 1 year of their prior treatment. Fifty-four
percent of patients had elevated lactate dehydrogenase levels.
With a data cutoff date of March 18, 2021, for the primary
analysis, 94% of the 180 patients randomized received chimeric
antigen receptor T-cell therapy, and 36% of those randomized to
the SOC arm underwent HDT-ASCT.
Grade 3 or higher adverse events (AEs) were observed in
91% of patients treated with axi-cel compared with 83% of those
treated with SOC. The most common grade 3 or higher AEs were
neutropenia (69% vs 41%, respectively), anemia (30% vs 39%), and
leukopenia (29% vs 22%). Grade 3 or higher serious AEs occurred
in 42% of the axi-cel arm compared with 40% of the SOC arm.
There were 55 deaths in the axi-cel arm due to progressive disease (n = 47), grade 5 AEs during the protocol-specified
reporting period (n = 7), and definitive therapy-related mortality
(n = 1). In contrast, the SOC arm had 68 deaths.
Cases of grade 3 or higher cytokine release syndrome (CRS)
occurred in 6% of patients in the axi-cel arm. The most common
any-grade events were pyrexia (99%), hypotension (43%), and
sinus tachycardia (31%). CRS was managed by tocilizumab
(Actemra) in 65% of patients, corticosteroids in 24%, and vasopressors in 6%. The median time to onset was 3 days and the
median duration of events was 7 days.
Finally, grade 3 or higher neurologic events occurred in 21%
of the axi-cel arm compared with 1% of SOC-treated patients,
of which the most common were tremor, confusional state, and
aphasia. All events appeared to be managed by corticosteroids.
AVAILABLE AT TARGETEDONC.COM/LINK/1725

MARCH 30, 2022

The FDA has accepted a new drug application (NDA) for futibatinib,
seeking approval for the treatment of patients with previously
treated locally advanced or metastatic cholangiocarcinoma who
harbor FGFR2 gene rearrangements, including gene fusions.
According to an announcement by the drug developer Taiho
Oncology, Inc, the application has been granted priority review by
the FDA, with a Prescription Drug User Fee Act target action date
of September 30, 2022.
The NDA for futibatinib is supported by findings from the
phase 2b FOENIX-CCA2 study (NCT02052778), which assessed
the treatment in 103 patients with locally advanced or metastatic unresectable intrahepatic cholangiocarcinoma with FGFR2
gene rearrangements who had received 1 or more prior lines
of systemic therapy. Patients received futibatinib 20 mg once
daily until disease progression or unacceptable toxicity. The
primary outcome of the phase 2 study was objective response
rate (ORR). Secondary end points included duration of response
(DOR), disease control rate, progression-free survival, patientreported outcomes, and overall survival.
Results reported in 2021 showed that the agent demonstrated frequent and durable objective responses in the
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patient population. These results were observed irrespective of
patients’ baseline characteristics, molecular alteration, or
comutation. Further, adverse events (AEs) reported with the
agent appeared manageable.
Futibatinib achieved an ORR of 41.7% per independent central review, with a 9.7-month median DOR. Moreover, 72% of
responses lasted for more than 6 months.
In terms of safety, the most common treatment-related AEs
(TRAEs) were hyperphosphatemia (85%), alopecia (33%), and dry
mouth (30%). The most frequent grade 3 TRAE was hyperphosphatemia (30%). Grade 1/2 retinal disorders were also noted,
having occurred in 8% of patients. Overall, the TRAEs were tolerable; however, dose interruptions occurred in 50% of patients,
and dose reductions were required for 54%. Two patients discontinued treatment due to TRAEs.
Based on these data, futibatinib was granted breakthrough
therapy designation by the FDA in 2021 for the treatment of
patients with previously treated locally advanced metastatic
cholangiocarcinoma.
AVAILABLE AT TARGETEDONC.COM/LINK/1726
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I-OMBURTAMAB |

APRIL 1, 2022

Y-mAbs Therapeutics, Inc has resubmitted a biologics license
application (BLA) to the FDA seeking approval for I-omburtamab
for the treatment of pediatric patients with central nervous system (CNS)/leptomeningeal metastasis from neuroblastoma,
according to a press release from the company. This resubmission
follows a refusal-to-file letter from the FDA, stating that certain
parts of the chemistry, manufacturing, and control module and
clinical module of the application were lacking important details.
The new BLA is supported by findings from the pivotal
101 and 03-133 studies. In the 03-133 study, omburtamab
monotherapy was evaluated in pediatric patients with CNS/
leptomeningeal metastasis from neuroblastoma, and in the
101 study, investigators assessed the combination of naxitamabgqgk (Danyelza) and omburtamab in patients with neuroblastoma.
Patients in the phase 2 03-133 study were given up to 2 doses
of the agent. The goal of the study was to determine safety
by the number of patients with treatment-related toxicities. In
107 evaluable patients, the median survival with omburtamab
was 50.8 months, with the final median survival not reached. The

MIRVETUXIMAB SORAVTANSINE |

findings reported in 2019 were comparable with a prior report of
a 47.1-month survival in a group of 93 patients.
In 68 patients with other CNS cancers, including medulloblastoma (n = 27), ependymoma (n = 9), and embryonal tumors
with multilayered rosettes (n = 4), sarcoma (n = 9), melanoma
(n = 5), and other tumors (n = 14), 201 injections of omburtamab
were safely administered in the outpatient setting. Investigators
identified no dose-limiting toxicities. Grade 1/2 fever, headache,
and vomiting were rare adverse events (AEs) observed in these
patients. Further, grade 3 chemical meningitis and increasing
communicating hydrocephalus were AEs requiring discontinuation of the agent.
In the 101 study, 17 patients were administered the combination of naxitamab and omburtamab and followed for a median
of 26 weeks. The overall survival rate observed with the combination was 87% vs 30% in a historic control.

AVAILABLE AT TARGETEDONC.COM/LINK/1727
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A biologics license application (BLA) had been submitted to
the FDA for mirvetuximab soravtansine monotherapy as a
potential treatment option for patients with folate receptor
alpha (FRα)–high platinum-resistant ovarian cancer who have
received 1 to 3 prior systemic treatments, according to an announcement by ImmunoGen, Inc.
Data from the phase 3 SORAYA clinical trial (NCT04296890)
support the BLA for single-agent mirvetuximab soravtansine, an
antibody-drug conjugate. Topline data from the study recently
showed the agent achieved meaningful antitumor activity with
consistent safety and favorable tolerability, meeting the study’s
primary end point.
At the data cutoff date of November 16, 2021, mirvetuximab
soravtansine demonstrated an objective response rate (ORR) of
32.4% (95% CI, 23.6%-42.2%) in the overall efficacy patient population (n = 105). Of the 34 patients who responded to the antibody-drug conjugate, 5 patients achieved a complete response
(CR), and 29 patients experienced a partial response (PR).
Additionally, 45.7% of patients had stable disease (SD), whereas
19.0% experienced disease progression. The median duration
of response (DOR) was 6.9 months (95% CI, 5.6-8.1), and the
median progression-free survival (PFS) with mirvetuximab soravtansine was 4.3 months (95% CI, 3.7-5.1).
In the group of patients who had received 1 to 2 lines of prior systemic treatment, mirvetuximab soravtansine achieved an
ORR of 35.3% (95% CI, 22.4%-49.9%), with a 5.9-month median
DOR (95% CI, 4.2-8.1). Among patients who received 3 prior
lines of treatment, the agent induced an ORR of 30.2% (95% CI,
18.3%-44.3%), with a median DOR of 7.0 months (n = 16; 95% CI,
3.5-not reached [NR]).
The phase 3, single-arm SORAYA study has thus far enrolled
106 of 110 patients with platinum-resistant high-grade serous
epithelial ovarian cancer, primary peritoneal cancer, or fallopian

tube cancer with tumors expressing a high level of FRα. Patients
in the study are receiving mirvetuximab soravtansine monotherapy at 6 mg/kg, adjusted by ideal body weight, administered
on day 1 of an every-3-week cycle and being assessed for the
primary end point of ORR, as well as for secondary end points
including DOR, adverse events, PFS, overall survival, and cancer
antigen 125 response.
The median number of prior lines of therapy was 3 in the
106 patients enrolled, with 51% having received 3 prior lines of
therapy and 48% 1 to 2 prior lines of therapy. All patients had
received prior bevacizumab (Avastin), and 48% of patients had
received a prior PARP inhibitor.
Patients who had previously received a PARP inhibitor experienced an ORR with mirvetuximab soravtansine of 38.0% (95%
CI, 24.7%-52.8%) and a median DOR of 5.7 months (n = 19; 95%
CI, 3.5-8.1). Those not previously exposed to a PARP inhibitor
had an ORR of 27.5% (95% CI, 15.9%-41.7%) with the agent and a
median DOR of 5.9 months (n = 14; 95% CI, 3.0-NR).
Finally, the ORR as assessed by the blind independent
review (BICR) committee was 31.6% (95% CI, 22.4%-41.9%)
among 95 patients, which included a CR rate of 5.3% and a
PR rate of 26.3%. A total of 55.8% of patients achieved SD, and 8.4%
experienced disease progression. The BICR-assessed median
DOR was 11.7 months (95% CI, 5.0-NR), and the BICR-assessed
median PFS was 5.5 months (95% CI, 3.8-6.9).
Overall, mirvetuximab soravtansine was well tolerated and consistent with the known safety profile. Treatment-related adverse
events (TRAEs) resulted in dose reductions in 19% of patients,
dose delays in 32%, and discontinuations in 7%. The most common TRAEs observed were low grade and generally reversible,
including blurred vision, keratopathy, and nausea.

A P P L ICAT IO N
S UB M IT T E D
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For adult patients with unresectable locally advanced or
metastatic triple-negative breast cancer (mTNBC) who have
received 2 or more prior systemic therapies, at least one of
them for metastatic disease

A WAY IN
WITH TRODELVY
TRODELVY attacks mTNBC with an antibody-drug conjugate (ADC)
that binds to Trop-2.1
Based on preclinical data. May not correlate with clinical outcomes.

EXPLORE MORE POSSIBILITIES. SCAN TO VISIT TRODELVYHCP.COM.

INDICATION

WARNINGS AND PRECAUTIONS

TRODELVY®(sacituzumab govitecan-hziy) is a Trop-2-directed antibody and
topoisomerase inhibitor conjugate indicated for the treatment of adult patients
with unresectable locally advanced or metastatic triple-negative breast cancer
(mTNBC) who have received two or more prior systemic therapies, at least one
of them for metastatic disease.

Neutropenia: Severe, life-threatening, or fatal neutropenia can occur and may
require dose modification. Neutropenia occurred in 61% of patients treated with
TRODELVY. Grade 3-4 neutropenia occurred in 47% of patients. Febrile
neutropenia occurred in 7%. Withhold TRODELVY for absolute neutrophil count
below 1500/mm3 on Day 1 of any cycle or neutrophil count below 1000/mm3 on
Day 8 of any cycle. Withhold TRODELVY for neutropenic fever.
Diarrhea: Diarrhea occurred in 65% of all patients treated with TRODELVY.
Grade 3-4 diarrhea occurred in 12% of patients. One patient had intestinal
perforation following diarrhea. Neutropenic colitis occurred in 0.5% of patients.
Withhold TRODELVY for Grade 3-4 diarrhea and resume when resolved to
≤Grade 1. At onset, evaluate for infectious causes and if negative, promptly
initiate loperamide, 4 mg initially followed by 2 mg with every episode of diarrhea
for a maximum of 16 mg daily. Discontinue loperamide 12 hours after diarrhea
resolves. Additional supportive measures (e.g., fluid and electrolyte substitution)
may also be employed as clinically indicated. Patients who exhibit an excessive
cholinergic response to treatment can receive appropriate premedication (e.g.,
atropine) for subsequent treatments.
Hypersensitivity and Infusion-Related Reactions: Serious hypersensitivity
reactions including life-threatening anaphylactic reactions have occurred with
TRODELVY. Severe signs and symptoms included cardiac arrest, hypotension,
wheezing, angioedema, swelling, pneumonitis, and skin reactions.
Hypersensitivity reactions within 24 hours of dosing occurred in 37% of patients.
Grade 3-4 hypersensitivity occurred in 2% of patients. The incidence of
hypersensitivity reactions leading to permanent discontinuation of TRODELVY
was 0.3%. The incidence of anaphylactic reactions was 0.3%. Pre-infusion
medication is recommended. Observe patients closely for hypersensitivity and
infusion-related reactions during each infusion and for at least 30 minutes after
completion of each infusion. Medication to treat such reactions, as well as

IMPORTANT SAFETY INFORMATION
BOXED WARNING: NEUTROPENIA AND DIARRHEA
• Severe or life-threatening neutropenia may occur. Withhold TRODELVY
for absolute neutrophil count below 1500/mm3 or neutropenic fever.
Monitor blood cell counts periodically during treatment. Consider G-CSF
for secondary prophylaxis. Initiate anti-infective treatment in patients
with febrile neutropenia without delay.
• Severe diarrhea may occur. Monitor patients with diarrhea and give fluid
and electrolytes as needed. Administer atropine, if not contraindicated,
for early diarrhea of any severity. At the onset of late diarrhea, evaluate
for infectious causes and, if negative, promptly initiate loperamide. If
severe diarrhea occurs, withhold TRODELVY until resolved to ≤Grade 1
and reduce subsequent doses.

CONTRAINDICATIONS
• Severe hypersensitivity reaction to TRODELVY.

GILEAD, TRODELVY, and the GILEAD and TRODELVY logos are trademarks of Gilead Sciences, Inc.
©2021 Gilead Sciences, Inc. All rights reserved. 2021-US-TROT-00040 05/21

For adult patients with unresectable locally advanced or
metastatic triple-negative breast cancer (mTNBC) who have
received 2 or more prior systemic therapies, at least one of
them for metastatic disease

TRODELVY IMPROVED
SURVIVAL IN 2L+ mTNBC
In the phase 3 ASCENT trial*

PROVEN SURVIVAL BENEFIT
In brain metastases-negative
(BM-neg) population2*

3X LONGER
MEDIAN PFS

In BM-neg
population2*

1 YEAR
MEDIAN OS

than single-agent chemotherapy
5.6 months with TRODELVY (range: 4.3–6.3) (n=235) vs
1.7 months with single-agent chemotherapy (range: 1.5–2.6) (n=233);
95% CI, HR: 0.41 (0.32–0.52) P<.0001
In the full population1*
• Median PFS was 4.8 months for TRODELVY (range: 4.1–5.8) (n=267)
vs 1.7 months with single-agent chemotherapy (range: 1.5–2.5) (n=262);
95% CI, HR: 0.43 (0.35–0.54) P<.0001

12.1 months with TRODELVY (range: 10.7–14.0) (n=235) vs
6.7 months with single-agent chemotherapy (range: 5.8–7.7) (n=233);
95% CI, HR: 0.48 (0.38–0.59) P<.0001
In the full population1*
• Median OS was 11.8 months for TRODELVY (range: 10.5–13.8) (n=267)
vs 6.9 months with single-agent chemotherapy (range: 5.9–7.6) (n=262);
95% CI, HR: 0.51 (0.41–0.62) P<.0001

*TRODELVY was studied in ASCENT, a phase 3, randomized, active-controlled, open-label trial. Patients were randomized (1:1) to receive TRODELVY
10 mg/kg as an intravenous infusion on Days 1 and 8 of a 21-day cycle (n=267) or physician's choice of single-agent chemotherapy (n=262), which
included eribulin, vinorelbine, gemcitabine, or capecitabine. Patients were treated until disease progression or unacceptable toxicity. The efficacy
analysis included Progression-Free Survival (PFS) in BM-neg patients (primary endpoint) by BICR based on RECIST 1.1 criteria, PFS for the full
population (all patients with and without brain metastases), and Overall Survival (OS) vs single-agent chemotherapy.
• 88% of the full population were BM-neg.1 Results in these patients were similar to those seen in the full population (all randomized patients).2
See exploratory findings for BM-positive population at TRODELVYHCP.com
• 13% of patients in the TRODELVY group in the full population received only 1 prior line of systemic therapy in the metastatic setting (in addition
to having disease recurrence or progression within 12 months of neoadjuvant /adjuvant systemic therapy). Efficacy results for this subgroup of
patients were consistent with those who had received at least 2 prior lines in the metastatic setting1
BICR=blinded, independent, central review; CI=confidence interval; HR=hazard ratio; OS=Overall Survival; PFS=Progression-Free Survival; RECIST=Response Evaluation Criteria in Solid Tumors.

emergency equipment, should be available for immediate use. Permanently
discontinue TRODELVY for Grade 4 infusion-related reactions.
Nausea and Vomiting: Nausea occurred in 66% of all patients treated with
TRODELVY and Grade 3 nausea occurred in 4% of these patients. Vomiting
occurred in 39% of patients and Grade 3-4 vomiting occurred in 3% of these
patients. Premedicate with a two or three drug combination regimen (e.g.,
dexamethasone with either a 5-HT3 receptor antagonist or an NK1 receptor
antagonist as well as other drugs as indicated) for prevention of chemotherapyinduced nausea and vomiting (CINV). Withhold TRODELVY doses for Grade 3
nausea or Grade 3-4 vomiting and resume with additional supportive measures
when resolved to Grade ≤1. Additional antiemetics and other supportive
measures may also be employed as clinically indicated. All patients should be
given take-home medications with clear instructions for prevention and
treatment of nausea and vomiting.
Increased Risk of Adverse Reactions in Patients with Reduced UGT1A1
Activity: Patients homozygous for the uridine diphosphate-glucuronosyl
transferase 1A1 (UGT1A1)*28 allele are at increased risk for neutropenia, febrile
neutropenia, and anemia and may be at increased risk for other adverse reactions
with TRODELVY. The incidence of Grade 3-4 neutropenia was 67% in patients
homozygous for the UGT1A1*28, 46% in patients heterozygous for the UGT1A1*28
allele and 46% in patients homozygous for the wild-type allele. The incidence of
Grade 3-4 anemia was 25% in patients homozygous for the UGT1A1*28 allele, 10%
in patients heterozygous for the UGT1A1*28 allele, and 11% in patients homozygous
for the wild-type allele. Closely monitor patients with known reduced UGT1A1
activity for adverse reactions. Withhold or permanently discontinue TRODELVY
based on clinical assessment of the onset, duration and severity of the observed
adverse reactions in patients with evidence of acute early-onset or unusually severe
adverse reactions, which may indicate reduced UGT1A1 function.
Embryo-Fetal Toxicity: Based on its mechanism of action, TRODELVY can cause

teratogenicity and/or embryo-fetal lethality when administered to a pregnant
woman. TRODELVY contains a genotoxic component, SN-38, and targets rapidly
dividing cells. Advise pregnant women and females of reproductive potential of
the potential risk to a fetus. Advise females of reproductive potential to use
effective contraception during treatment with TRODELVY and for 6 months after
the last dose. Advise male patients with female partners of reproductive
potential to use effective contraception during treatment with TRODELVY and
for 3 months after the last dose.

ADVERSE REACTIONS
In the ASCENT study (IMMU-132-05), the most common adverse reactions
(incidence ≥25%) were fatigue, neutropenia, diarrhea, nausea, alopecia, anemia,
constipation, vomiting, abdominal pain, and decreased appetite. The most
frequent serious adverse reactions (SAR) (>1%) were neutropenia (7%),
diarrhea (4%), and pneumonia (3%). SAR were reported in 27% of patients, and
5% discontinued therapy due to adverse reactions. The most common Grade 3-4
lab abnormalities (incidence ≥25%) in the ASCENT study were reduced
neutrophils, leukocytes, and lymphocytes.

DRUG INTERACTIONS
UGT1A1 Inhibitors: Concomitant administration of TRODELVY with inhibitors of
UGT1A1 may increase the incidence of adverse reactions due to potential increase in
systemic exposure to SN-38. Avoid administering UGT1A1 inhibitors with TRODELVY.
UGT1A1 Inducers: Exposure to SN-38 may be substantially reduced in patients
concomitantly receiving UGT1A1 enzyme inducers. Avoid administering UGT1A1
inducers with TRODELVY.
References: 1. TRODELVY [package insert]. Foster City, CA: Gilead Sciences, Inc.; April
2021. 2. Data on file. Gilead Sciences, Inc. 2021.

Please see Brief Summary of full Prescribing Information,
including BOXED WARNING, on the next page.

TRODELVY® (sacituzumab govitecan-hziy) for injection, for intravenous use
Brief Summary of full Prescribing Information. See full Prescribing Information. Rx Only.
WARNING: NEUTROPENIA AND DIARRHEA
• Severe or life-threatening neutropenia may occur. Withhold TRODELVY for absolute neutrophil count below
1500/mm3 or neutropenic fever. Monitor blood cell counts periodically during treatment. Consider G-CSF for
secondary prophylaxis. Initiate anti-infective treatment in patients with febrile neutropenia without delay.
• Severe diarrhea may occur. Monitor patients with diarrhea and give fluid and electrolytes as needed. Administer
atropine, if not contraindicated, for early diarrhea of any severity. At the onset of late diarrhea, evaluate for
infectious causes and, if negative, promptly initiate loperamide. If severe diarrhea occurs, withhold TRODELVY
until resolved to ≤ Grade 1 and reduce subsequent doses.
[See Warnings and Precautions and Dosage and Administration]
INDICATIONS AND USAGE
Also see Clinical Studies
TRODELVY (sacituzumab govitecan-hziy) is a Trop-2-directed antibody and topoisomerase inhibitor conjugate indicated for the
treatment of adult patients with:
• Unresectable locally advanced or metastatic triple-negative breast cancer (mTNBC) who have received two or more prior
systemic therapies, at least one of them for metastatic disease.
• Locally advanced or metastatic urothelial cancer (mUC) who have previously received a platinum-containing chemotherapy and
either programmed death receptor-1 (PD-1) or programmed death-ligand 1 (PD-L1) inhibitor. This indication is approved under
accelerated approval based on tumor response rate and duration of response. Continued approval for this indication may be
contingent upon verification and description of clinical benefit in a confirmatory trial.
DOSAGE AND ADMINISTRATION
Also see Warnings and Precautions
Do NOT substitute TRODELVY for or use with other drugs containing irinotecan or its active metabolite SN-38.
The recommended dose of TRODELVY is 10 mg/kg administered as an intravenous infusion once weekly on Days 1 and 8 of
21-day treatment cycles. Continue treatment until disease progression or unacceptable toxicity. Do not administer TRODELVY at doses
greater than 10 mg/kg. Administer TRODELVY as an intravenous infusion only. Do not administer as an intravenous push or bolus.
• First infusion: Administer infusion over 3 hours. Observe patients during the infusion and for at least 30 minutes following the
initial dose, for signs or symptoms of infusion-related reactions.
• Subsequent infusions:
infusions Administer infusion over 1 to 2 hours if prior infusions were tolerated. Observe patients during the
infusion and for at least 30 minutes after infusion.
• Premedication: Prior to each dose of TRODELVY, premedication for prevention of infusion reactions and prevention of
chemotherapy-induced nausea and vomiting (CINV) is recommended. Premedicate with antipyretics, H1 and H2 blockers prior
to infusion, and corticosteroids may be used for patients who had prior infusion reactions. Premedicate with a two or three drug
combination regimen (e.g., dexamethasone with either a 5-HT3 receptor antagonist or an NK1 receptor antagonist, as well as
other drugs as indicated).
Dose Modifications for Infusion-related Reactions: Slow or interrupt the infusion rate of TRODELVY if the patient develops
an infusion-related reaction. Permanently discontinue TRODELVY for life-threatening infusion-related reactions.
Dose Modifications for Adverse Reactions: Withhold or discontinue TRODELVY to manage adverse reactions as described
below. Do not re-escalate the TRODELVY dose after a dose reduction for adverse reactions has been made.
Severe Neutropenia,
Neutropenia defined as Grade 4 neutropenia ≥7 days, OR Grade 3 febrile neutropenia (absolute neutrophil count or ANC
<1000/mm3 and fever ≥38.5°C), OR at time of scheduled treatment, Grade 3-4 neutropenia which delays dosing by 2 or 3 weeks
for recovery to ≤ Grade 1:
• At first occurrence, 25% dose reduction and administer granulocyte-colony stimulating factor (G-CSF). At second occurrence,
50% dose reduction. At third occurrence, discontinue TRODELVY.
• At time of scheduled treatment, if Grade 3-4 neutropenia occurs which delays dosing beyond 3 weeks for recovery to ≤Grade 1,
discontinue TRODELVY at first occurrence.
Severe Non-Neutropenic Toxicity
Toxicity, defined as Grade 4 non-hematologic toxicity of any duration, OR any Grade 3-4 nausea,
vomiting or diarrhea due to treatment that is not controlled with antiemetics and anti-diarrheal agents, OR other Grade 3-4
non-hematologic toxicity persisting >48 hours despite optimal medical management, OR at time of scheduled treatment, Grade
3-4 non-neutropenic hematologic or non-hematologic toxicity, which delays dose by 2 or 3 weeks for recovery to ≤Grade 1:
• At first occurrence, 25% dose reduction. At second occurrence, 50% dose reduction. At third occurrence, discontinue TRODELVY.
• In the event of Grade 3-4 non-neutropenic hematologic or non-hematologic toxicity, which does not recover to ≤Grade 1 within
3 weeks, discontinue TRODELVY at first occurrence.
CONTRAINDICATIONS
Also see Warnings and Precautions
TRODELVY is contraindicated in patients who have experienced a severe hypersensitivity reaction to TRODELVY.
WARNINGS AND PRECAUTIONS
Also see BOXED WARNING, Dosage and Administration, Contraindications, Clinical Pharmacology, Nonclinical
Toxicology, and Use in Specific Populations
Neutropenia: Severe, life-threatening, or fatal neutropenia can occur in patients treated with TRODELVY. Neutropenia occurred
in 61% of patients treated with TRODELVY. Grade 3-4 neutropenia occurred in 47% of patients. Febrile neutropenia occurred in
7% of patients. Withhold TRODELVY for ANC below 1500/mm3 on Day 1 of any cycle or neutrophil count below 1000/mm3 on Day
8 of any cycle. Withhold TRODELVY for neutropenic fever. Dose modifications may be required due to neutropenia.
Diarrhea: TRODELVY can cause severe diarrhea. Diarrhea occurred in 65% of all patients treated with TRODELVY. Grade 3-4
diarrhea occurred in 12% of all patients treated with TRODELVY. One patient had intestinal perforation following diarrhea.
Neutropenic colitis occurred in 0.5% of patients. Withhold TRODELVY for Grade 3-4 diarrhea at the time of scheduled treatment
administration and resume when resolved to ≤ Grade 1. At the onset of diarrhea, evaluate for infectious causes and if negative,
promptly initiate loperamide, 4 mg initially followed by 2 mg with every episode of diarrhea for a maximum of 16 mg daily.
Discontinue loperamide 12 hours after diarrhea resolves. Additional supportive measures (e.g., fluid and electrolyte substitution)
may also be employed as clinically indicated. Patients who exhibit an excessive cholinergic response to treatment with TRODELVY
(e.g., abdominal cramping, diarrhea, salivation, etc.) can receive appropriate premedication (e.g., atropine) for subsequent
treatments.
Hypersensitivity and Infusion-Related Reactions: Serious hypersensitivity reactions including life-threatening anaphylactic
reactions have occurred with TRODELVY treatment. Severe signs and symptoms included cardiac arrest, hypotension, wheezing,
angioedema, swelling, pneumonitis, and skin reactions. Hypersensitivity reactions within 24 hours of dosing occurred in 37% of
patients treated with TRODELVY. Grade 3-4 hypersensitivity occurred in 2% of patients. The incidence of hypersensitivity reactions
leading to permanent discontinuation of TRODELVY was 0.3%. The incidence of anaphylactic reactions was 0.3%. Premedication
for infusion reactions in patients receiving TRODELVY is recommended. Have medications and emergency equipment to treat
infusion-related reactions, including anaphylaxis, available for immediate use when administering TRODELVY. Closely monitor
patients for hypersensitivity and infusion-related reactions during each infusion and for at least 30 minutes after completion of
each infusion. Permanently discontinue TRODELVY for Grade 4 infusion-related reactions.
Nausea and Vomiting: TRODELVY is emetogenic. Nausea occurred in 66% of all patients treated with TRODELVY. Grade 3 nausea
occurred in 4% of patients. Vomiting occurred in 39% of patients. Grade 3-4 vomiting occurred in 3% of these patients.
Premedicate with a two or three drug combination regimen (e.g., dexamethasone with either a 5-HT3 receptor antagonist or an
NK1 receptor antagonist as well as other drugs as indicated) for prevention of CINV. Withhold TRODELVY doses for Grade 3 nausea
or Grade 3-4 vomiting and resume with additional supportive measures when resolved to ≤Grade1. Additional antiemetics and
other supportive measures may also be employed as clinically indicated. All patients should be given take-home medications
with clear instructions for prevention and treatment of nausea and vomiting.

Increased Risk of Adverse Reactions in Patients with Reduced UGT1A1 Activity: Patients homozygous for the uridine
diphosphate-glucuronosyl transferase 1A1 (UGT1A1)*28 allele are at increased risk for neutropenia, febrile neutropenia, and
anemia and may be at increased risk for other adverse reactions with TRODELVY. The incidence of neutropenia and anemia was
analyzed in 701 patients who received TRODELVY and had UGT1A1 genotype results. The incidence of Grade 3-4 neutropenia was
67% in patients homozygous for the UGT1A1*28 (n=87), 46% in patients heterozygous for the UGT1A1*28 allele (n=301), and
46% in patients homozygous for the wild-type allele (n=313). The incidence of Grade 3-4 anemia was 25% in patients
homozygous for the UGT1A1*28 allele, 10% in patients heterozygous for the UGT1A1*28 allele, and 11% in patients homozygous
for the wild-type allele. Closely monitor patients with known reduced UGT1A1 activity for adverse reactions. Withhold or
permanently discontinue TRODELVY based on onset, duration, and severity of the observed adverse reactions in patients with
evidence of acute early-onset or unusually severe adverse reactions, which may indicate reduced UGT1A1 enzyme activity.
Embryo-Fetal Toxicity: Based on its mechanism of action, TRODELVY can cause teratogenicity and/or embryo-fetal lethality
when administered to a pregnant woman. TRODELVY contains a genotoxic component, SN-38, and targets rapidly dividing cells.
Advise pregnant women and females of reproductive potential of the potential risk to a fetus. Advise females of reproductive
potential to use effective contraception during treatment with TRODELVY and for 6 months after the last dose. Advise male
patients with female partners of reproductive potential to use effective contraception during treatment with TRODELVY and for 3
months after the last dose.
ADVERSE REACTIONS
Also see BOXED WARNING, Warnings and Precautions, and Clinical Studies
The pooled safety population described in the Warnings and Precautions section reflect exposure to TRODELVY as a single
agent in 795 patients from three studies, IMMU-132-01, IMMU-132-05 and IMMU-132-06 which included 366 patients with
mTNBC who had received prior systemic chemotherapy for advanced disease and 180 patients with mUC. Among the 795 patients
treated with TRODELVY, the median duration of treatment was 4.1 months (range: 0 to 59 months). The most common (≥ 25%)
adverse reactions were nausea (66%), diarrhea (65%), fatigue (62%), neutropenia (61%), alopecia (45%), anemia (42%),
vomiting (39%), constipation (37%), decreased appetite (34%), rash (32%) and abdominal pain (28%).
Metastatic Triple-Negative Breast Cancer
The safety of TRODELVY was evaluated in a randomized, active-controlled, open-label trial (ASCENT, IMMU-132-05) in patients
with mTNBC who had previously received a taxane and at least two prior therapies. Patients were randomized (1:1) to receive
either TRODELVY (n=258) or single agent chemotherapy (n=224) and were treated until disease progression or unacceptable
toxicity. For patients treated with TRODELVY, the median duration of treatment was 4.4 months (range: 0 to 23 months). Serious
adverse reactions occurred in 27% of patients, and those in > 1% included neutropenia (7%), diarrhea (4%), and pneumonia
(3%). Fatal adverse reactions occurred in 1.2% of patients, including respiratory failure (0.8%) and pneumonia (0.4%). TRODELVY
was permanently discontinued for adverse reactions in 5% of patients. These adverse reactions (≥1%) were pneumonia (1%)
and fatigue (1%). The most frequent (≥5%) adverse reactions leading to a treatment interruption in 63% of patients were
neutropenia (47%), diarrhea (5%), respiratory infection (5%), and leukopenia (5%). The most frequent (>4%) adverse reactions
leading to a dose reduction in 22% of patients were neutropenia (11%) and diarrhea (5%). G-CSF was used in 44% of patients
who received TRODELVY. The most common adverse reactions (≥25%) were fatigue, neutropenia, diarrhea, nausea, alopecia,
anemia, constipation, vomiting, abdominal pain, and decreased appetite. The most common Grade 3-4 lab abnormalities
(≥25%) were decreased neutrophils (49%), decreased leukocytes (41%), and decreased lymphocytes (31%).
Locally Advanced or Metastatic Urothelial Cancer
The safety of TRODELVY was evaluated in a single-arm, open-label study (TROPHY, IMMU-132-06) in patients (n=113) with mUC
who had received previous platinum-based and anti-PD-1/PD-L1 therapy. Serious adverse reactions occurred in 44% of patients,
and those in >1% included infection (18%), neutropenia (12%, including febrile neutropenia in 10%), acute kidney injury (6%),
urinary tract infection (6%), sepsis or bacteremia (5%), diarrhea (4%), anemia, venous thromboembolism, and small intestinal
obstruction (3% each), pneumonia, abdominal pain, pyrexia, and thrombocytopenia (2% each). Fatal adverse reactions occurred
in 3.6% of patients, including sepsis, respiratory failure, epistaxis, and completed suicide. TRODELVY was permanently
discontinued for adverse reactions in 10% of patients. The most frequent of these adverse reactions was neutropenia (4%,
including febrile neutropenia in 2%). The most common adverse reactions leading to dose interruption in 52% of patients were
neutropenia (27%, including febrile neutropenia in 2%), infection (12%), and acute kidney injury (8%). The most common
(>4%) adverse reactions leading to a dose reduction in 42% of patients were neutropenia (13%, including febrile neutropenia in
3%), diarrhea (11%), fatigue (8%), and infection (4%). G-CSF was used in 47% of patients who received TRODELVY. The most
common adverse reactions (incidence ≥25%) were diarrhea, fatigue, neutropenia, nausea, any infection, alopecia, anemia,
decreased appetite, constipation, vomiting, rash, and abdominal pain. The most common Grade 3-4 lab abnormalities (≥25%)
were decreased neutrophils (43%), decreased leukocytes (38%), and decreased lymphocytes (35%). Other clinically significant
adverse reactions (≤15%) include: peripheral neuropathy (12%), sepsis or bacteremia (9%), and pneumonia (4%).
DRUG INTERACTIONS
Also see Warnings and Precautions and Clinical Pharmacology
UGT1A1 Inhibitors: Concomitant administration of TRODELVY with inhibitors of UGT1A1 may increase the incidence of adverse
reactions due to potential increase in systemic exposure to SN-38. Avoid administering UGT1A1 inhibitors with TRODELVY.
UGT1A1 Inducers: Exposure to SN-38 may be substantially reduced in patients concomitantly receiving UGT1A1 enzyme
inducers. Avoid administering UGT1A1 inducers with TRODELVY.
USE IN SPECIFIC POPULATIONS:
Also see Warnings and Precautions, Clinical Pharmacology, and Nonclinical Toxicology
Pregnancy: TRODELVY can cause teratogenicity and/or embryo-fetal lethality when administered to a pregnant woman. There
are no available data in pregnant women to inform the drug-associated risk. Advise pregnant women and females of
reproductive potential of the potential risk to a fetus.
Lactation: There is no information regarding the presence of sacituzumab govitecan-hziy or SN-38 in human milk, the effects on
the breastfed child, or the effects on milk production. Because of the potential for serious adverse reactions in a breastfed child,
advise women not to breastfeed during treatment and for 1 month after the last dose of TRODELVY.
Females and Males of Reproductive Potential: Verify the pregnancy status of females of reproductive potential prior to
initiation. TRODELVY can cause fetal harm when administered to a pregnant woman. Advise females of reproductive potential to
use effective contraception during treatment with TRODELVY and for 6 months after the last dose.
Males: Advise male patients with female partners of reproductive potential to use effective contraception during treatment with
TRODELVY and for 3 months after the last dose.
Infertility: Based on findings in animals, TRODELVY may impair fertility in females of reproductive potential.
Infertility
Pediatric Use: Safety and effectiveness of TRODELVY have not been established in pediatric patients.
Geriatric Use: Of the patients who received TRODELVY, 264/795 (33%) of all patients were ≥ 65 years old, and 11% were ≥75
years old. No overall differences in safety and effectiveness were observed between these patients and younger patients.
Hepatic Impairment: No adjustment to the starting dose is required when administering TRODELVY to patients with mild
hepatic impairment (bilirubin ≤ 1.5 ULN and AST/ALT < 3 ULN). The safety of TRODELVY in patients with moderate or severe
hepatic impairment has not been established, and no recommendations can be made for the starting dose in these patients.
See PATIENT COUNSELING INFORMATION and FDA-approved patient labeling.

TRODELVY, the TRODELVY logo, GILEAD and the GILEAD logo are trademarks of Gilead Sciences, Inc. ©2021 Gilead Sciences, Inc. All rights reserved. 2021-US-TROT-00040 05/21

REGULATORY ROUNDUP

DT2216 |

APRIL 5, 2022

The FDA has granted fast-track designation to DT2216 for the
treatment of adult patients with relapsed or refractory peripheral
T-cell lymphoma and cutaneous T-cell lymphoma, according to an
announcement from Dialectic Therapeutics, Inc.
DT2216 is a B-cell lymphoma extra-large (BCL-XL)–specific
degrader that, in preclinical studies, selectively induced the degradation BCL-XL in cancer cells. The agent can lead to cellular
destruction by either stimulating the return of cellular apoptosis,
sensitizing the cells to be more susceptible to chemotherapy.
DT2216 is currently under investigation in a phase 1 clinical trial
(NCT04886622).
In this open-label, first-in-human, dose-escalation study of
DT2216 in patients with relapsed/refractory malignancies, the
coprimary end points include the incidence of adverse events
(AEs), the severity of AEs, and the number of patients with
dose-limiting toxicity. The secondary end points include the
measurements of maximum concentration of DT2216 following

PRGN-3006 ULTRACAR-T |

AVAILABLE AT TARGETEDONC.COM/LINK/1730

FA ST T R AC K
D ES I GNAT I O N S

APRIL 4, 2022

The FDA has granted fast-track designation to PRGN-3006
UltraCAR-T for the treatment of patients with relapsed or
refractory acute myeloid leukemia (R/R AML), according to a news
release from Precigen, Inc.
The multigenic autologous chimeric antigen receptor T-cell
agent was previously granted orphan drug designation by
the FDA for the treatment of R/R AML and is currently being

ALRIZOMADLIN (APG-115) |

intravenous administration, half-life of DT2216, clearance of
DT2216, levels of BCL-XL in peripheral blood mononuclear cells,
platelet counts following administration of DT2216, and the
number of patients who have oncological responses to DT2216
based on the RECIST 1.1 criteria.
The study is actively recruiting up to 24 patients to receive
DT2216. To be eligible, patients 18 years or older are required
to have histologically or cytologically confirmed disease, have
evidence of disease progression or inadequate response on the
last regimen as assessed by the investigator, and have exhausted
all curative treatment options. At screening, patients must have
an ECOG performance status of 0 or 1, adequate organ function,
left ventricular ejection fraction of at least 50%, adequate washout from the following prior to first dose of study therapy, and all
prior AEs must be resolved to a grade 1 or lower.

evaluated in a first-in-human, single-center, nonrandomized,
investigator-initiated phase 1/1b study (NCT03927261). The
study includes both patients with R/R AML and those with highrisk myelodysplastic syndrome.

AVAILABLE AT TARGETEDONC.COM/LINK/1733

MARCH 21, 2022

The FDA has granted the targeted inhibitor alrizomadlin
(APG-115) a rare pediatric disease (RPD) designation for the
treatment of neuroblastoma, according to a press release from
Ascentage Pharma.
In a phase 2 trial (NCT03611868) of patients with multiple
solid tumor types who had failed to benefit from immunotherapy,
alrizomadlin in combination with pembrolizumab (Keytruda)
showed antitumor activity and was well tolerated. It is also being
investigated as monotherapy in a phase 1 trial (NCT02935907)
of patients with advanced solid tumors or lymphoma. Early-phase
trials of alrizomadlin in combination with other agents are also
recruiting patients.
The RPD will provide more opportunities for clinical studies of
alrizomadlin in patients with high-risk neuroblastoma who have

SERPLULIMAB (HANSIZHUANG) |

few other treatment options. The priority review voucher enables
the drug sponsor to receive priority reviews of future new drug
applications or biologics license applications. Ascentage Pharma
plans to launch a clinical study of patients with neuroblastoma
in the near future.
Alrizomadlin is a novel oral MDM2-p53 inhibitor that has
demonstrated antitumor activity in neuroblastoma in vitro and in
vivo models. It has previously been granted 6 orphan drug designations and 2 RPDs by the FDA. The RPD designation will qualify
the drug for the priority review voucher program meant to encourage development of novel therapies for rare pediatric diseases.

R A R E D I S EA S E
D ES I GNAT I O N

AVAILABLE AT TARGETEDONC.COM/LINK/1734

APRIL 7, 2022

The FDA has granted orphan drug designation to serplulimab
(Hansizhuang) for the treatment of patients with small cell
lung cancer (SCLC), according to a press release from developer
Shanghai Henlius Biotech, Inc.
Serplulimab is the first dual monoclonal antibody (mAb)
combination therapy with the ability to target PD-L1– and VEGFexpressing tumors. The agent has investigational new drug approval
from the National Medical Products Administration in China for the
treatment of advanced solid tumors.
Recently, the randomized, double-blind, multicenter, phase
3 study (NCT04063163) of serplulimab plus chemotherapy
in previously-untreated patients with ES-SCLC demonstrated
improvement in overall survival (OS) compared with placebo and
chemotherapy, meeting the study’s primary end point.
“SCLC is a type of lung cancer with strong invasion and poor

prognosis, among which ES-SCLC cancer cells are prone to metastasis. At present, ES-SCLC is still treated with chemotherapy or chemotherapy combined with PD-L1 inhibitors. It is easy to progress after
chemotherapy, and the 5-year survival rate is generally less than 5%.
The results of the phase 3 trial of serplulimab bring a new option for
anti–PD-1 mAb as a first-line ES-SCLC therapy,” Jie Wan, MD, PhD,
lead investigator of the study and a professor at the Chinese Academy
of Medical Sciences, said in a statement about the study results.
Overall, 567 patients have been included in the study and randomly assigned 2:1 to receive either serplulimab plus chemotherapy or placebo plus chemotherapy. Eligible patients were those with
histologically or cytologically confirmed disease, no prior systemic
therapy for ES-SCLC, and adequate organ function.

O R P H A N D RU G
D ES I GNAT I O N

AVAILABLE AT TARGETEDONC.COM/LINK/1735
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REGULATORY ROUNDUP

MAGROLIMAB |

APRIL 12, 2022

The FDA has lifted the partial clinical hold placed on studies of
magrolimab in combination with azacitidine (Vidaza). Comprehensive safety data were reviewed by the FDA from all studies,
leading the regulatory body to its decision.
Uncertain data around the investigator-reported serious
adverse reactions between treatment arms were the reason for
the partial clinical hold placed in January 2022. At the time, there
was no clear adverse event (AE) profile for the combination, and
no new safety signal had been observed. The partial clinical hold
temporarily stopped screening and enrollment of patients with
myelodysplastic syndrome (MDS) and acute myeloid leukemia (AML).
Enrollment in the studies can now resume for US trials of
magrolimab plus azacitidine. For international studies, the developer, Gilead Sciences, Inc, is working with regulatory agencies
to reopen enrollment.
The lift of the partial clinical hold on magrolimab studies
is good news for the phase 3 ENHANCE trial (NCT04313881)
of magrolimab plus azacitidine vs azacitidine plus placebo in
untreated patients with MDS. The randomized, double-blind,
multicenter study met the prespecified enrollment threshold
required for the first interim analysis prior to hold being placed.
Among the 24 patients with MDS in the study, the overall response rate (ORR) observed with magrolimab/azacitidine
administered at 75 mg/m2 was 92%, including a 50% complete
response (CR) rate, a 33% marrow CR rate, and an 8% hematologic
improvement. Stable disease was also observed in 8% of patients.
In the AML cohort (n = 22), magrolimab plus azacitidine
achieved an ORR of 64%, which consisted of a 41% CR rate,
CR with complete blood count recovery in 14% of patients, and

CLINICAL HOLD
U PDAT E
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EMAVUSERTIB (CA-4948) |

AVAILABLE AT TARGETEDONC.COM/LINK/1736

APRIL 4, 2022

The FDA has placed a partial clinical hold on the phase 1/2a TakeAim
Leukemia study of emavusertib (CA-4948) given as monotherapy
and in combination with azacitidine (Vidaza) and venetoclax (Venclexta) to patients with relapsed or refractory acute myeloid leukemia
(R/R AML), according to a press release by Curis, Inc.
Additional data from the study have been requested by the
FDA in regard to the death of a patient who experienced rhabdomyolysis in addition to several other conditions. This event
was previously reported as a dose-limiting toxicity (DLT) of emavusertib. The FDA is also requesting safety, efficacy, and other
data related to rhabdomyolysis and how Curis determined the
recommended phase 2 dose (RP2D) of the agent in the study.
During the partial clinical hold, the study must halt enrollment of patients with AML; however, those already enrolled and
deriving benefit from emavusertib may continue treatment at a
dose of up to 300 mg twice daily.
TakeAim Leukemia is a multicenter, open-label, phase 1/2a
dose-escalation and expansion study (NCT04278768). Patients
with either R/R AML or high-risk myelodysplastic syndrome (MDS)
will comprise of 4 cohorts of patients. In 1 cohort, patients will be
those diagnosed with FLT3–internal tandem duplication–mutant R/R
AML who failed 1 to 3 prior treatments, including a FLT3 inhibitor. In
another cohort, patients enrolled will be those with FLT3 wild-type
R/R AML who failed 1 to 3 prior treatments. The first MDS cohort
will include patients with R/R high-risk MDS with spliceosome
mutations (SF3B1, U2AF1, SRSF2, ZRSR2) resistant or refractory to
hypomethylating agents (HMA) who are ineligible for intensive chemotherapy and had received up to 3 prior treatments. Finally, the last
cohort will include patients with R/R high-risk MDS without spliceosome mutations who are resistant or refractory to HMA, ineligible for
intensive chemotherapy, and had a maximum of 3 prior treatments.
The phase 1 coprimary end points include determining the
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morphologic leukemia–free state in 5%. Thirty-two percent of patients
in the cohort had stable disease, and 5% had progressive disease.
The median overall survival was not reached in either cohort,
with a median follow-up of 6.4 months (range, 2.0-14.4) in the
MDS cohort and 8.8 months (range, 1.9-16.9) in the AML cohort.
The ENHANCE trial will include 520 patients with newly diagnosed
MDS who have adequate performance status and hematological, liver,
and kidney function. Patients will be evaluated for the coprimary
end points of complete remission (CR) rate and overall survival. The
secondary end points of the study include duration of CR, objective
response rate, duration of response, red blood cell transfusion independence rate, event-free survival, minimal residual disease–negativity
response rate, time to transformation to AML, percentage of patients
with treatment-emergent AEs, and quality of life determined by Functional Assessment of Cancer Therapy-Anemia response rate. A readout of data from ENHANCE is expected from the company in 2023.
The preliminary efficacy of magrolimab and azacitidine has already
been demonstrated, based on results from the randomized, open-label
ENHANCE-2 study (NCT04778397). In the study, magrolimab/azacitidine was compared with azacitidine plus intensive chemotherapy in
patients with TP53-mutant AML, including patients with MDS.
Both ENHANCE and ENHANCE-2 are ongoing studies with prospective completion dates of February 2025 and July 2025, respectively. Gilead is now shifting its focus to working with the FDA to
remove the partial clinical hold on trials of magrolimab in patients
with diffuse large B-cell lymphoma. No studies of magrolimab in
patients with solid tumors were affected by the partial clinical hold.

maximum-tolerated dose of emavusertib monotherapy, the RP2D
of emavusertib, and the maximum tolerated dose (MTD) of emavusertib plus azacitidine.
The phase 2 coprimary end points include determining the RP2D
of emavusertib plus azacitidine, the MTD of emavusertib plus venetoclax, the RP2D of emavusertib with venetoclax, complete response
rate, duration of response, and safety determined by the frequency.
In phase 1 and 1b, the study will follow a 3 + 3 design. The
3 patients initially enrolled will be evaluated for DLTs during cycle 1
of treatment. If no DLTs are observed, the patients will proceed to
the next higher dose level. In the event of DLTs in the first 3 patients,
the dose level may be expanded. Secondary end points of the trial
included pharmacokinetics and overall response rate.
In the phase 2a dose-expansion portion of the study, investigators will follow a Simon 2-stage design, with approximately
9 patients enrolled in each cohort. In the event of a response to
treatment, 30 patients will be enrolled in each cohort.
The starting dose of emavusertib in the study is 200 mg twice
daily. In the dose-escalation phase, the agent will be administered for
28 consecutive cycles. Another experimental arm in the dose-escalation phase will consist of emavusertib 200 mg twice daily for 21 days
of a 28-day cycle, combined with azacitidine 75 mg/m2 administered
by intravenous or subcutaneous infusion. In the last dose-escalation
cohort, patients will receive emavusertib 200 mg for 21 days of a
28-day cycle plus venetoclax 100 mg orally for 21 days of a 28-day cycle.
In the dose-expansion phase, patients will receive the RP2D
determined from the phase 1 dose-escalation phase.
The hold has no bearing on the TakeAim Lymphoma study
(NCT03328078), exploring treatment with emavusertib in
patients with B-cell malignancies.
AVAILABLE AT TARGETEDONC.COM/LINK/1737
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Oncologists Overlook
Clinical Use of NGS
By Jonathan Stein, PhD
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N THE PAST 2 decades, genetic testing
has advanced significantly. Among these
developments, next-generation sequencing (NGS) has become a trusted technology.
NGS relies on parallel sequencing of multiple small fragments of DNA, a process that
dramatically reduces the time it takes to
sequence an individual’s genome.
Genomic sequencing can identify genetic
variants that may eventually lead to cancer,
Alzheimer’s disease, or increase an individual’s
risk of developing a specific illness. NGS testing also reveals pharmacogenomic information
that can tell clinicians whether a patient would
have an adverse reaction to a specific drug.
Since its commercialization in 2004, sequencing a single human genome cost more than
$10 million in 2007, the price dropped below
$600 by August 2021, making NGS viable for
researchers and many individuals.1
Given all the benefits of NGS for individual and population health—not to mention
its potential for reducing health care costs
associated with treating chronic diseases—one would expect NGS to be widely
adopted by providers and supported by
payers. Yet, the clinical utility of genetic
testing is grossly overlooked by clinicians
and the Centers for Medicare & Medicaid
Services (CMS). Neither Medicare nor many
clinicians know how to interpret and use
genetic information. This does a disservice
to all health care disciplines in terms of
exploring preventive medicine possibilities
and developing clinical treatments for significantly ill patients, both of which would
produce better outcomes while significantly
lowering health care costs.

Complex and Unfamiliar
One major barrier to clinicians and payers
using NGS to improve care and reduce costs is
the complexity of genomic science. The underlying genetic pathways and the information

around those pathways providing clues to
treatment modalities and underlying issues
are incredibly complicated. NGS can help
clinicians solve these genetic mysteries
for patients. Clinicians, however, want and
need simple tools because they are under
time constraints and pressure to treat what
may be life-threatening conditions. Given a
choice between using something complicated and unfamiliar or working with the skill
set in which they have invested tremendous
time and effort, it is not surprising that many
clinicians will opt for the latter.

Proving the Value of NGS to Payers
But there is real-world evidence that pharmacogenomic screening is improving health
outcomes while reducing costs, both of
which are essential to value-based care and
beneficial to patients, providers, and payers.
The Kentucky Teacher’s Retirement System
(KTRS) recruited members for a pharmacogenomic testing pilot to assess whether the
prescription drugs they were taking were
safe and appropriate to their conditions.
More than 9000 of the system’s 36,315 members agreed to participate.
The screenings revealed that the system’s
health plan was wasting more than $1 million annually on drugs that were not working for members, $11 million on drugs that
were prescribed in the wrong dosage, and
$7 million on drugs when there were better
alternatives. As a result of the NGS testing
program, 64% of KTRS members tested had
their medications changed to a safer or
more effective drug or dosage. This led to
an 11% reduction in prescription claims, a
22% reduction in hospitalizations, and a 27%
reduction in slips and falls (which can be
caused by adverse reaction to medications).2
Overall, spending by KTRS’s health plan
was down 14% over the 16 months of the
pilot for members who had NGS testing. In

that same period, health plan spending on
members who did not undergo panel testing
increased by 3%. Encouraged by the results,
KTRS is actively recruiting the remainder of
its workforce for pharmacogenomic testing
because its clinical and fi nancial efficacy
has been demonstrated.

Next Steps Toward NGS Adoption
Change comes slowly in health care, but the
obvious and substantive benefits of NGS to
patients, providers, payers, and researchers
should prompt vigorous efforts to educate medical school students and practicing clinicians
about genetic testing. This includes a realistic
understanding of the costs of genetic testing. A
radiology test, of which thousands are ordered
every day in the United States, can cost thousands of dollars—more than the current cost of
NGS testing, which continues to decline.
Medicare can accelerate the adoption of
NGS testing by creating more codes for specific tests (such as for pulmonary disorders)
that are not being covered. In January 2020,
CMS announced it would cover NGS testing
for types of cancer, particularly female breast
and ovarian cancer.
Clinicians follow a set of best practices and
deploy a common set of tools when treating
patients. They will do a visual examination,
check vital signs, and perhaps draw blood for
some basic tests or order an image from a lab.
Ideally, genetic testing will become a regular
part of a clinician’s diagnostic tool kit. TT
For more information, visit https://bit.ly/3jYmhO3
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HE PAST 5 decades have seen an incredible
evolution in science, from the microcosm of
our understanding of life through advances
in the Human Genome Project (HGP) to the macrocosm of commercial space travel. Although there is
tremendous excitement about boundaries of science
stretching beyond human imagination, realizing
the real-world impact of scientific advancement on
the health outcomes of patients provides a reality
check on how far we still must go.
The completion of the HGP1 has ushered in a new
era in our understanding of cancer; specifically,
the unraveling of the human genome has revealed
that cancer is a complex set of diseases with the
possibilities of genetically targeted treatment
options and a greater understanding of genetic
variations that can lead to high-risk disease. The
field of oncology has witnessed rapid strides and
perhaps benefited most with the understanding of
complex interaction of epigenetics, environmental
factors, and social determinants of health (SDOH).2
This field is now seen as precision medicine (PM)
or, to be more precise, the field of precision oncology
and personalized medicine. PM holds the promise
of revolutionizing cancer prevention and treatment
by combining genotype, phenotype, and social
factors.3 The implementation of PM in cancer care
permits a tailor-made approach that increases the
chance of treatment response and reduces adverse
events (AEs). The application of PM stretches far
beyond an individualized approach to cancer care
with a wider relevance and larger impact regarding population health outcomes.
When it comes to oncology, PM has progressively
focused on the sequencing of cancer genomes. This
has led to a better understanding of oncogenesis
and actionable alterations. With the use of comprehensive genomic profi ling (CGP), the cost of
sequencing the cancer genome has been reduced
and spurred the development of targeted therapies.
The depth and breadth of discoveries and innovation have enabled the detection of somatic driver
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mutations, resistance mechanisms, quantification
of mutational burden, and germline mutations.
CGP technology has led to whole exome sequencing
(WES) to optimize our understanding of molecular
pathological process and appropriate therapeutic
options. In addition, CGP has catalyzed progressive
developments in pharmacogenomics by uncovering
variance in drug metabolism and by explaining
differences in the efficacy and toxicity of identical
regimens in ethnically diverse populations.

Promises of PM
PM is an “approach to disease prevention and treatment to maximize effectiveness by considering
individual variability in genes, environment, and
lifestyle,” according to the PM Initiative Working
Group.4 The goal of PM is to advance medical and
scientific discoveries to offer more tailored, precise,
and accurate health interventions to maximize
benefits for patients.5 PM adopts diverse strategies
in cancer medicine tailored to the unique biology
of a patient’s disease. These strategies range from
the application of CGP (either CGP or WES and/or
pharmacogenomics) to identify a mutation to the
use of targeted therapies to select site-agnostic
approaches. PM’s importance is growing faster
than our health care system can adapt. To fulfi l the
desired goals and objectives, the oncology ecosystem needs to carry out a comprehensive strategy
for success. PM holds the promise of improved
efficiency, better care, and the reduction of ineffective treatments and costs. However, there are
potential pitfalls and health care inequities that
may minimize global application and benefits from
the PM-derived approach.

Challenges, Pitfalls in PM Implementation
Lack of appropriate representation of members of
minority communities in Genome-Wide Association
Studies (GWAS). Clinical trial results may not be
applicable to all populations. Further, diverse populations may not benefit equally. To achieve the full
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Needs assessment to address cancer health
disparities. PM has increased racial disparity
in cancer care6 in contrast to the theme of the
Cancer Moonshot program. African American
men often experience worse prostate cancer
outcomes than White men, leading to racial
disparities that could be partially explained
by differences in genomic data.9 Prostate
tumors of African American men manifest a
unique immune repertoire and have significant enrichment of proinflammatory immune
pathways that are associated with poorer
outcomes.9 Collaborative and intensive efforts
at all levels of research, from the funding of
studies to the publication of findings, will be
necessary to ensure that genomic research
does not conserve historical inequities or

1. Lack of appropriate representation
of minorities in the genome-wide
association studies, leading
to cancer health disparities
2. Lack of uptake of next-generation
sequencing testing in advanced
cancers
3. Payer-related factors:
limited coverage / health policy:
4. Payer policies are frequently a
hindrance for access to testing
5. Physician and healthcare team
education
6. Social determinants of health
7. Confusion between multiple
diagnostic technologies
8. Pharmacogenomics
9. Germline testing

curtail the contribution that genomics could
make to the health of all humanity.10,11 There
is the need to study more diverse populations
using empirical examples and theoretical reasoning.12 Appropriate patient diversity across
all 3 elements is critical given that racial and/
or ethnic groups may experience disparate
responses to certain drugs. This has the impact
of reducing clinical efficacy and/or increasing
the risk of AEs when drugs are brought to market after testing in a nonrepresentative clinical
trial population.13,14
To fulfi ll the promises of precision medicine so that the right care is delivered to the
right patient at the right time, actionable
solutions to the barriers listed above should
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be addressed and implemented. We started
a pilot study at Carolina Blood and Cancer
Care Associates (CBCCA) with the Community Oncology Alliance to develop best clinical practices to increase biomarker testing.

Research Scope
The primary scope of this pilot is to develop
best practices in incorporating biomarker testing in community cancer clinics by creating
the Real-World Evidence (RWE) Registry by
using CGP and NGS/WES testing to address
cancer health disparities (CHD). This would
create a road map of implementation of PM for
identifying actionable mutations in an inclusive fashion. The research scope of this pilot
covers 4 major areas necessary for creating
best clinical practices.
• Identify appropriate steps and
strategy to achieve optimum
testing for all patients with cancer,
including all patients from minority
populations, in accordance with
approved guidelines
• Collect information on SDOH (identify barriers to biomarker testing)
• Identify barriers and solution
to implement PM in community
cancer clinics
• Address CHD using PM
Results: Oncologists and providers of the
CBCCA serving an ethnically diverse population in rural South Carolina examined
1786 cancer patients in 2021. Patients were
examined by 5 oncologists and 3 advanced
practice practitioners. Of these, 1466 patients
were followed for regular care. Also,
240 patients were seen for single consultation
in hospital and were being followed by other
specialists (urologists or other oncologists in
the area) and were hospitalized when our team
saw them). Seventy-one patients were lost to follow-up. Of the 1466 patients followed at clinic,
512 were survivors having routine follow-up
care. Of the 954 patients followed for active
cancer management, 510 were early stage or
noninvasive and did not qualify for CGP testing based on payer criteria and FDA approval
of tests. Of the 442 patients who met criteria,
42 refused to have additional testing done
because they responded to ongoing treatment
and/or had reservations. Finally, our team was
able to get CGP testing done for 354 patients.
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Payer-related factors: limited coverage/
health policy. Payer policies are frequently
a hindrance for access to testing. A study
published in JCO Precision Oncology by Hsiao
et al8 reported that limited coverage and low
reimbursement for the CGP testing pose a
huge barrier, and broader reimbursement
policies are needed to adopt pan-cancer CGP
testing that benefits patients in clinical practice. Additionally, CGP is not covered equally
across health care benefits.

Summary of Challenges
and Pitfalls of Implementing
Precision Medicine

BIOMARKER TESTING

potential of PM, it is important to develop a
comprehensive catalog of mutations unique to
each race and ethnicity, representing a realworld scenario. A 2017 study examined the
populations included in GWAS. The study
found that nearly 80% of individuals in GWAS
were of European descent, 10% were of Asian
descent, 2% of African descent, 1% of Hispanic
descent, and less than 1% were of other populations.6,7 Health care inequity could deepen
with PM. Failure to address systemic bias in
health care provision and genetic databases
will make existing disparities worse.

.
A treatment designed for your
cytopenic myelofibrosis patients.1
To learn more,
visit VONJO.com
Indication
VONJOTM (pacritinib) is indicated for the treatment of adults with intermediate or high-risk primary or secondary (post-polycythemia vera [PPV] or
post-essential thrombocythemia [PET]) myelofibrosis (MF) with a platelet count below 50 × 109/L.
This indication is approved under accelerated approval based on spleen volume reduction. Continued approval for this indication may be contingent
upon verification and description of clinical benefit in a confirmatory trial(s).
VONJO is available as 100 mg capsules, for oral use.

Important Safety Information
CONTRAINDICATIONS
VONJO is contraindicated in patients concomitantly using strong CYP3A4 inhibitors or inducers as these medications can significantly alter exposure to
pacritinib, which may increase the risk of adverse reactions or impair efficacy.

Please see Important Safety Information and Brief Summary on the following pages and
full Prescribing Information at VONJO.com.
Reference: 1. VONJO. Prescribing information. CTI BioPharma Corp.; 2022.
VONJO™ is a trademark of CTI BioPharma Corp. ©2022 CTI BioPharma Corp. All rights reserved. US-PAC-2100040 03/2022

Important Safety Information (cont.)

WARNINGS AND PRECAUTIONS
Hemorrhage: Serious (11%) and fatal (2%) hemorrhages have occurred in VONJO-treated
patients with platelet counts <100 x 109/L. Serious (13%) and fatal (2%) hemorrhages have
occurred in VONJO-treated patients with platelet counts <50 x 109/L. Grade ≥3 bleeding
events (defined as requiring transfusion or invasive intervention) occurred in 15% of patients
treated with VONJO compared to 7% of patients treated with control arm. Due to hemorrhage,
VONJO dose reductions, dose interruptions, or permanent discontinuations occurred in 3%,
3%, and 5% of patients, respectively. Avoid use of VONJO in patients with active bleeding and
hold VONJO 7 days prior to any planned surgical or invasive procedures.
Assess platelet counts periodically, as clinically indicated. Manage hemorrhage using
treatment interruption and medical intervention. In the case of severe bleeding, hold VONJO
until hemorrhage resolves. When the bleeding has resolved, restart treatment at 50% of the
last given dose. If the bleeding recurs, discontinue treatment with VONJO. In the event of
life-threatening bleeding, discontinue VONJO.
Diarrhea: VONJO caused diarrhea in approximately 48% of patients compared to 15% of
patients treated with the control arm. The median time to resolution in VONJO-treated
patients was 2 weeks. The incidence of reported diarrhea decreased over time with 41% of
patients reporting diarrhea in the first 8 weeks of treatment, 15% in Weeks 8-16, and 8% in
Weeks 16-24. Diarrhea resulted in treatment interruption in 3% of VONJO-treated patients.
None of the VONJO-treated patients reported diarrhea that resulted in treatment
discontinuation. Serious diarrhea adverse reactions occurred in 2% of patients treated with
VONJO compared to none in the control arm.
Control preexisting diarrhea before starting VONJO treatment. Manage diarrhea with
antidiarrheal medications, fluid replacement, and dose modification. Treat diarrhea with
antidiarrheal medications promptly at the first onset of symptoms. Interrupt or reduce VONJO
dose in patients with significant diarrhea despite optimal supportive care. In patients with
Grade 3 or 4 diarrhea, hold VONJO until it resolves to Grade ≤1 or baseline, and restart VONJO
at the last given dose. Intensify antidiarrheal regimen and provide fluid replacement. For
recurrent diarrhea, hold VONJO until the diarrhea resolves to Grade ≤1 or baseline, and restart
VONJO at 50% of the last given dose once the toxicity has resolved. Concomitant antidiarrheal
treatment is required for patients restarting VONJO.
Thrombocytopenia: VONJO can cause thrombocytopenia. VONJO dosing was reduced due to
worsening thrombocytopenia in 2% of patients with preexisting moderate to severe
thrombocytopenia (platelet count <100 x 109/L). VONJO dosing was reduced due to worsening
thrombocytopenia in 2% of patients with preexisting severe thrombocytopenia (platelet
count <50 x 109/L). Monitor platelet count prior to VONJO treatment and as clinically indicated
during treatment. Interrupt VONJO in patients with clinically significant worsening of
thrombocytopenia that lasts for more than 7 days. Restart VONJO at 50% of the last given
dose once the toxicity has resolved. If toxicity recurs, hold VONJO. Restart VONJO at 50% of
the last given dose once the toxicity has resolved.
Prolonged QT Interval: VONJO can cause prolongation of the QTc interval. QTc prolongation
of >500 msec was higher in VONJO-treated patients than in patients in the control arm
(1.4% vs 1%). QTc increase from baseline by 60 msec or higher was greater in VONJO-treated
patients than in control arm patients (1.9% vs 1%). Adverse reactions of QTc prolongation were
reported for 3.8% of VONJO-treated patients and 2% of control arm patients. No cases of
torsades de pointes were reported.
Avoid use of VONJO in patients with a baseline QTc of >480 msec. Avoid use of drugs with
significant potential for QTc prolongation in combination with VONJO. Correct hypokalemia prior to
and during VONJO treatment. Manage QTc prolongation using VONJO interruption and electrolyte
management. In the case of QTc prolongation >500 msec or >60 msec from baseline, hold VONJO.
If QTc prolongation resolves to ≤480 msec or baseline within 1 week, restart VONJO at the same
dose. If time to resolution is >1 week, restart VONJO at a reduced dose.
Major Adverse Cardiac Events (MACE): Another Janus associated kinase (JAK) inhibitor has
increased the risk of MACE, including cardiovascular death, myocardial infarction, and stroke
(compared to those treated with TNF blockers) in patients with rheumatoid arthritis, a
condition for which VONJO is not indicated.
Consider the benefits and risks for the individual patient prior to initiating or continuing
therapy with VONJO, particularly in patients who are current or past smokers and patients
with other cardiovascular risk factors. Patients should be informed about the symptoms of
serious cardiovascular events and the steps to take if they occur.
Thrombosis: Another JAK inhibitor has increased the risk of thrombosis, including deep
venous thrombosis, pulmonary embolism, and arterial thrombosis (compared to those
treated with TNF blockers) in patients with rheumatoid arthritis, a condition for which VONJO
is not indicated. Patients with symptoms of thrombosis should be promptly evaluated and
treated appropriately.
Secondary Malignancies: Another JAK inhibitor has increased the risk of lymphoma and
other malignancies, excluding non-melanoma skin cancer (NMSC), (compared to those
treated with TNF blockers) in patients with rheumatoid arthritis, a condition for which VONJO
is not indicated. Patients who are current or past smokers are at additional increased risk.

Consider the benefits and risks for the individual patient prior to initiating or continuing
therapy with VONJO, particularly in patients with a known malignancy (other than a
successfully treated NMSC), patients who develop a malignancy, and patients who are
current or past smokers.
Risk of Infection: Another JAK inhibitor has increased the risk of serious infections
(compared to best available therapy) in patients with myeloproliferative neoplasms. Serious
bacterial, mycobacterial, fungal, and viral infections may occur in patients treated with
VONJO. Delay starting therapy with VONJO until active serious infections have resolved.
Observe patients receiving VONJO for signs and symptoms of infection and manage promptly.
Use active surveillance and prophylactic antibiotics according to clinical guidelines.
DRUG INTERACTIONS
Effect of Other Drugs on VONJO: VONJO is predominantly metabolized by CYP3A4.
Coadministration of VONJO with strong CYP3A4 inhibitors or inducers are contraindicated.
Avoid concomitant use of VONJO with moderate CYP3A4 inhibitors or inducers.
Effect of VONJO on Other Drugs: VONJO is an inhibitor of CYP1A2, CYP3A4, P-glycoprotein
(P-gp), breast cancer resistance protein (BCRP), and organic cation transporter 1 (OCT1) in
vitro. Concomitant administration of VONJO with these substrates may increase their plasma
concentrations. Avoid coadministration of VONJO with drugs that are sensitive substrates of
CYP1A2, CYP3A4, P-gp, BCRP, or OCT1.
ADVERSE REACTIONS
Fatal adverse reactions occurred in 8% of patients receiving VONJO 200 mg twice daily and in
9% of patients treated with best available therapy (BAT). The fatal adverse reactions among
patients treated with VONJO 200 mg twice daily included events of disease progression (3%),
and multiorgan failure, cerebral hemorrhage, meningorrhagia, and acute myeloid leukemia in
<1% of patients each, respectively.
Serious adverse reactions occurred in 47% of patients treated with VONJO 200 mg twice daily
and in 31% of patients treated with BAT. The most frequent serious adverse reactions
occurring in ≥3% patients receiving VONJO 200 mg twice daily were anemia (8%),
thrombocytopenia (6%), pneumonia (6%), cardiac failure (4%), disease progression (3%),
pyrexia (3%), and squamous cell carcinoma of skin (3%).
Permanent discontinuation due to an adverse reaction occurred in 15% of patients receiving
VONJO 200 mg twice daily compared to 12% of patients treated with BAT. The most frequent
reasons for permanent discontinuation in ≥2% of patients receiving VONJO 200 mg twice
daily included anemia (3%) and thrombocytopenia (2%).
The most common adverse reactions in ≥20% of patients (N=106) were diarrhea,
thrombocytopenia, nausea, anemia, and peripheral edema.
USE IN SPECIFIC POPULATIONS
Pregnancy: There are no available data on VONJO use in pregnant women to evaluate for a
drug-associated risk of major birth defects, miscarriage, or adverse maternal or fetal
outcomes. Advise pregnant women of the potential risk to a fetus. Consider the benefits and
risks of VONJO for the mother and possible risks to the fetus when prescribing VONJO to a
pregnant woman.
Lactation: There are no data on the presence of pacritinib in either human or animal milk,
the effects on the breastfed child, or the effects on milk production. It is not known whether
VONJO is excreted in human milk. Because of the potential for serious adverse reactions in
the breastfed child, advise patients that breastfeeding is not recommended during treatment
with VONJO, and for 2 weeks after the last dose.
Infertility: Pacritinib reduced male mating and fertility indices in BALB/c mice. Pacritinib
may impair male fertility in humans.
Pediatric Use: The safety and effectiveness of VONJO in pediatric patients have not been
established.
Hepatic Impairment: Administration of a single dose of VONJO 400 mg to subjects with
hepatic impairment resulted in a decrease in the geometric mean area under the
concentration curve (AUC) of pacritinib by 8.5%, 36%, and 45% in subjects with mild
[Child-Pugh A], moderate [Child-Pugh B], or severe hepatic impairment [Child-Pugh C],
respectively, compared to subjects with normal hepatic function. Avoid use of VONJO in
patients with moderate [Child-Pugh B] or severe hepatic impairment [Child-Pugh C].
Renal Impairment: Administration of a single dose of VONJO 400 mg to subjects with renal
impairment resulted in approximately 30% increase in maximal concentration (Cmax) and AUC
of pacritinib in subjects with eGFR 15 to 29 mL/min and eGFR <15 mL/min on hemodialysis
compared to subjects with normal renal function (eGFR ≥90 mL/min). Avoid use of VONJO in
patients with eGFR <30 mL/min.
Please see Brief Summary on the following pages
and full Prescribing Information at VONJO.com.
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VONJO™ (pacritinib) capsules, for oral use
Initial U.S. Approval: 2022
BRIEF SUMMARY: Consult the package insert for complete prescribing
information.
1 INDICATIONS AND USAGE
VONJO™ (pacritinib) is indicated for the treatment of adults with intermediate or
high-risk primary or secondary (post-polycythemia vera [PPV] or post-essential
thrombocythemia [PET]) myelofibrosis (MF) with a platelet count below
50 × 109/L.
This indication is approved under accelerated approval based on spleen
volume reduction. Continued approval for this indication may be contingent
upon verification and description of clinical benefit in a confirmatory trial(s).
2 DOSAGE AND ADMINISTRATION
2.1 Recommended Dosage
The recommended dosage of VONJO is 200 mg orally twice daily, with or
without food. Swallow capsules whole. Do not open, break, or chew capsules.
Patients who are on treatment with other kinase inhibitors before the initiation
of VONJO must taper or discontinue according to the prescribing information for
that drug.
4 CONTRAINDICATIONS
VONJO is contraindicated in patients concomitantly using strong CYP3A4
inhibitors or inducers as these medications can significantly alter exposure to
pacritinib, which may increase the risk of adverse reactions or impair efficacy.
5 WARNINGS AND PRECAUTIONS
5.1 Hemorrhage
Serious (11%) and fatal (2%) hemorrhages have occurred in VONJO-treated
patients with platelet counts <100 x 109/L. Serious (13%) and fatal (2%)
hemorrhages have occurred in VONJO-treated patients with platelet counts
<50 x 109/L. Grade ≥3 bleeding events (defined as requiring transfusion or
invasive intervention) occurred in 15% of patients treated with VONJO compared
to 7% of patients treated with control arm. Due to hemorrhage, VONJO dose
reductions, dose interruptions, or permanent discontinuations occurred in 3%,
3%, and 5% of patients, respectively.
Avoid use of VONJO in patients with active bleeding and hold VONJO 7 days prior
to any planned surgical or invasive procedures. Assess platelet counts
periodically, as clinically indicated. Manage hemorrhage using treatment
interruption and medical intervention.
5.2 Diarrhea
VONJO caused diarrhea in approximately 48% of patients compared to 15% of
patients treated with the control arm. The median time to resolution in VONJOtreated patients was 2 weeks. The incidence of reported diarrhea decreased
over time with 41% of patients reporting diarrhea in the first 8 weeks of
treatment, 15% in Weeks 8-16, and 8% in Weeks 16-24. Diarrhea resulted in
treatment interruption in 3% of VONJO-treated patients. None of the VONJOtreated patients reported diarrhea that resulted in treatment discontinuation.
Serious diarrhea adverse reactions occurred in 2% of patients treated with
VONJO compared to no such adverse reactions in patients in the control arm.
Control preexisting diarrhea before starting VONJO treatment. Manage diarrhea
with antidiarrheal medications, fluid replacement, and dose modification. Treat
diarrhea with antidiarrheal medications promptly at the first onset of
symptoms. Interrupt or reduce VONJO dose in patients with significant diarrhea
despite optimal supportive care.
5.3 Thrombocytopenia
VONJO can cause worsening thrombocytopenia. VONJO dosing was reduced
due to worsening thrombocytopenia in 2% of patients with preexisting
moderate to severe thrombocytopenia (platelet count <100 x 109/L). VONJO
dosing was reduced due to worsening thrombocytopenia in 2% of patients with
preexisting severe thrombocytopenia (platelet count <50 x 109/L). Monitor
platelet count prior to VONJO treatment and as clinically indicated during
treatment. Interrupt VONJO in patients with clinically significant worsening of
thrombocytopenia that lasts for more than 7 days. Restart VONJO at 50% of the
last given dose once the toxicity has resolved. If toxicity recurs, hold VONJO.
Restart VONJO at 50% of the last given dose once the toxicity has resolved.

5.4 Prolonged QT Interval
VONJO can cause prolongation of the QTc interval. QTc prolongation of >500 msec
was higher in VONJO-treated patients than in patients in the control arm (1.4%
vs 1%). QTc increase from baseline by 60 msec or higher was greater in VONJOtreated patients than in control arm patients (1.9% vs 1%). Adverse reactions of
QTc prolongation were reported for 3.8% of VONJO-treated patients and 2% of
control arm patients. No cases of torsades de pointes were reported.
Avoid use of VONJO in patients with a baseline QTc of >480 msec. Avoid use of
drugs with significant potential for QTc prolongation in combination with VONJO.
Correct hypokalemia prior to and during VONJO treatment. Manage QTc
prolongation using VONJO interruption and electrolyte management.
5.5 Major Adverse Cardiac Events (MACE)
Another Janus associated kinase (JAK) inhibitor has increased the risk of MACE,
including cardiovascular death, myocardial infarction, and stroke (compared to
those treated with TNF blockers) in patients with rheumatoid arthritis, a
condition for which VONJO is not indicated.
Consider the benefits and risks for the individual patient prior to initiating or
continuing therapy with VONJO, particularly in patients who are current or past
smokers and patients with other cardiovascular risk factors. Patients should be
informed about the symptoms of serious cardiovascular events and the steps to
take if they occur.
5.6 Thrombosis
Another JAK inhibitor has increased the risk of thrombosis, including deep
venous thrombosis, pulmonary embolism, and arterial thrombosis (compared
to those treated with TNF blockers) in patients with rheumatoid arthritis, a
condition for which VONJO is not indicated. Patients with symptoms of
thrombosis should be promptly evaluated and treated appropriately.
5.7 Secondary Malignancies
Another JAK inhibitor has increased the risk of lymphoma and other
malignancies, excluding non-melanoma skin cancer (NMSC), (compared to
those treated with TNF blockers) in patients with rheumatoid arthritis, a
condition for which VONJO is not indicated. Patients who are current or past
smokers are at additional increased risk.
Consider the benefits and risks for the individual patient prior to initiating or
continuing therapy with VONJO, particularly in patients with a known
malignancy (other than a successfully treated NMSC), patients who develop a
malignancy, and patients who are current or past smokers.
5.8 Risk of Infection
Another JAK inhibitor has increased the risk of serious infections (compared to
best available therapy) in patients with myeloproliferative neoplasms. Serious
bacterial, mycobacterial, fungal, and viral infections may occur in patients
treated with VONJO. Delay starting therapy with VONJO until active serious
infections have resolved. Observe patients receiving VONJO for signs and
symptoms of infection and manage promptly. Use active surveillance and
prophylactic antibiotics according to clinical guidelines.
5.9 Interactions With CYP3A4 Inhibitors or Inducers
Coadministration of VONJO with strong CYP3A4 inhibitors or inducers is
contraindicated. Avoid concomitant use of VONJO with moderate CYP3A4
inhibitors or inducers.
6 ADVERSE REACTIONS
The following clinically significant adverse reactions are described elsewhere
in the labeling:
• Hemorrhage [see Warnings and Precautions (5.1)]
• Diarrhea [see Warnings and Precautions (5.2)]
• Thrombocytopenia [see Warnings and Precautions (5.3)]
• Prolonged QT Interval [see Warnings and Precautions (5.4)]
• Major Adverse Cardiac Events [see Warnings and Precautions (5.5)]
• Thrombosis [see Warnings and Precautions (5.6)]
• Secondary Malignancies [see Warnings and Precautions (5.7)]
• Risk of Infection [see Warnings and Precautions (5.8)]
6.1 Clinical Trials Experience
Because clinical trials are conducted under widely varying conditions, adverse
reaction rates observed in the clinical trials of a drug cannot be directly
compared to rates in the clinical trials of another drug and may not reflect the
rates observed in practice.

6 ADVERSE REACTIONS (cont.)
6.1 Clinical Trials Experience (cont.)
PERSIST-2 Trial
The safety of VONJO was evaluated in the randomized, controlled PERSIST-2
trial. In PERSIST-2, key eligibility criteria included adults with intermediate or
high-risk primary or secondary (PPV or PET) MF with splenomegaly and a
platelet count ≤100 × 109/L. Prior JAK inhibitor therapy was permitted. Patients
received VONJO at 200 mg twice daily (n=106), 400 mg once daily (n=104), or
best available therapy ([BAT] n=98). Forty-seven (44%) of the 106 patients
treated with VONJO 200 mg twice daily had a baseline platelet count of
<50 x 109/L. The 400 mg once daily dose could not be established to be safe,
so further information on this arm is not provided.
In PERSIST-2, among the 106 patients treated with VONJO 200 mg twice daily,
the median baseline hemoglobin was 9.7 g/dL, and the median drug exposure
was 25 weeks. Fifty-four percent of patients were exposed for 6 months, and
18% were exposed for approximately 12 months. Accounting for dose
reductions, the average daily dose (mean relative dose intensity) and median
daily dose (median relative dose intensity) were 380 mg (95%) and 400 mg
(100%), respectively, for patients receiving VONJO twice daily.
The median age of patients who received VONJO 200 mg twice daily was 67 years
(range: 39 to 85 years), 59% were male, 86% were White, 3% were Asian, 2% were
Native Hawaiian or Other Pacific Islander, 0% were Black, 9% did not report race,
and 87% had an Eastern Cooperative Oncology Group performance status of 0 to 1.
Serious adverse reactions occurred in 47% of patients treated with VONJO
200 mg twice daily and in 31% of patients treated with BAT. The most frequent
serious adverse reactions occurring in ≥3% patients receiving VONJO 200 mg
twice daily were anemia (8%), thrombocytopenia (6%), pneumonia (6%),
cardiac failure (4%), disease progression (3%), pyrexia (3%), and squamous cell
carcinoma of skin (3%). Fatal adverse reactions occurred in 8% of patients
receiving VONJO 200 mg twice daily and in 9% of patients treated with BAT. The
fatal adverse reactions among patients treated with VONJO 200 mg twice daily
included events of disease progression (3%), and multiorgan failure, cerebral
hemorrhage, meningorrhagia, and acute myeloid leukemia in <1% of patients
each, respectively.
Permanent discontinuation due to an adverse reaction occurred in 15% of
patients receiving VONJO 200 mg twice daily compared to 12% of patients
treated with BAT. The most frequent reasons for permanent discontinuation in
≥2% of patients receiving VONJO 200 mg twice daily included anemia (3%) and
thrombocytopenia (2%).
Drug interruptions due to an adverse reaction occurred in 27% of patients who
received VONJO 200 mg twice daily compared to 10% of patients treated with BAT.
The most frequent reasons for drug interruption in ≥2% of patients receiving
VONJO 200 mg twice daily were anemia (5%), thrombocytopenia (4%), diarrhea
(3%), nausea (3%), cardiac failure (3%), neutropenia (2%), and pneumonia (2%).
Dosage reductions due to an adverse reaction occurred in 12% of patients who
received VONJO 200 mg twice daily compared to 7% of patients treated with
BAT. Adverse reactions requiring dosage reduction in ≥2% of patients who
received VONJO 200 mg twice daily included thrombocytopenia (2%),
neutropenia (2%), conjunctival hemorrhage (2%), and epistaxis (2%).
The most common adverse reactions in ≥20% of patients (N=106) were
diarrhea, thrombocytopenia, nausea, anemia, and peripheral edema.
Table 5 summarizes the common adverse reactions in PERSIST-2 during
randomized treatment.
Table 5 Adverse Reactions Reported in ≥10% Patients Receiving VONJO (200 mg
Twice Daily) or BAT During Randomized Treatment in PERSIST-2
Adverse Reactions
Diarrhea
Thrombocytopenia
Nausea
Anemia
Peripheral edema
Vomiting
Dizziness
Pyrexia
Epistaxis
Dyspnea
Pruritus
Upper respiratory tract infection
Cough
a Grade by CTCAE Version 4.03.

VONJO (200 mg Twice Daily)
(N=106)
All Gradesa
Grade ≥3
%
%
48
4
34
32
32
1
24
22
20
1
19
0
15
1
15
1
12
5
10
0
10
2
10
0
8
2

Best Available Therapy
(N=98)
All Gradesa
Grade ≥3
%
%
15
0
23
18
11
1
15
14
15
0
5
1
5
0
3
0
13
1
9
3
6
0
6
0
10
0

7 DRUG INTERACTIONS
7.1 Effect of Other Drugs on VONJO
Strong and Moderate CYP3A4 Inhibitors
VONJO is predominantly metabolized by CYP3A4. In a clinical drug interaction
study, a single dose of VONJO 400 mg was administered following treatment
with clarithromycin, a strong CYP3A4 inhibitor. Clarithromycin was administered
as 500 mg twice daily for 5 days, which is a submaximal regimen for CYP3A4
inhibition. Compared to VONJO administered alone, the area under the
concentration curve (AUC) and maximal concentration (Cmax) of pacritinib
increased by 80% and 30%, respectively, upon coadministration with
clarithromycin. The increase in exposure to pacritinib may be even higher when
tested following a longer treatment with clarithromycin that results in maximal
CYP3A4 inhibition. The impact of moderate CYP3A4 inhibitors on the
pharmacokinetics of VONJO has not been investigated in clinical studies.
Coadministration of VONJO with strong CYP3A4 inhibitors is contraindicated.
Avoid concomitant use of VONJO with moderate CYP3A4 inhibitors.
Strong and Moderate CYP3A4 Inducers
In a clinical drug interaction study, a single dose of VONJO 400 mg was
administered following treatment with rifampin, a strong CYP3A4 inducer, at
600 mg once daily for 10 days. Compared to VONJO administered alone, the AUC
and Cmax of pacritinib decreased by 87% and 51%, respectively, upon
coadministration with rifampin. The impact of moderate CYP3A4 inducers on
the pharmacokinetics of VONJO has not been investigated in clinical studies.
Coadministration of VONJO with strong CYP3A4 inducers is contraindicated.
Avoid concomitant use of VONJO with moderate CYP3A4 inducers.
7.2 Effect of VONJO on Other Drugs
CYP1A2 or CYP3A4 Substrates
VONJO is an inhibitor of CYP1A2 and CYP3A4 in vitro. Concomitant administration
of VONJO with CYP1A2 or CYP3A4 substrates may increase the plasma
concentrations of these substrates. Avoid coadministration of VONJO with drugs
that are sensitive substrates of CYP1A2 or CYP3A4.
P-gp, BCRP, or OCT1 Substrates
VONJO is an inhibitor of P-glycoprotein (P-gp), breast cancer resistance protein
(BCRP), and organic cation transporter 1 (OCT1) in vitro. Concomitant
administration of VONJO with P-gp, BCRP, or OCT1 substrates may increase the
plasma concentrations of these substrates. Avoid coadministration of VONJO
with drugs that are sensitive substrates of P-gp, BCRP, or OCT1.
8 USE IN SPECIFIC POPULATIONS
8.1 Pregnancy
Risk Summary
There are no available data on VONJO use in pregnant women to evaluate for a
drug-associated risk of major birth defects, miscarriage, or adverse maternal or
fetal outcomes. In animal reproduction studies, administration of pacritinib to
pregnant mice or rabbits at exposures that were considerably lower than those
observed at the recommended human dose were associated with maternal
toxicity and embryonic and fetal loss. Advise pregnant women of the potential
risk to a fetus. Consider the benefits and risks of VONJO for the mother and
possible risks to the fetus when prescribing VONJO to a pregnant woman.
The estimated background risk of major birth defects and miscarriage for the
indicated population(s) is unknown. All pregnancies have a background risk of
birth defect, loss, or other adverse outcomes. In the U.S. general population, the
estimated background risk of major birth defects and miscarriage in clinically
recognized pregnancies is 2%-4% and 15%-20%, respectively.
Data
Animal Data
Pacritinib was administered orally to pregnant mice at doses of 30, 100, or
250 mg/kg/day from gestation day 6 to gestation day 15. Pacritinib was also
administered orally to pregnant rabbits at doses of 15, 30, or 60 mg/kg/day from
gestation day 7 until gestation day 20. In both species, pacritinib was
associated with maternal toxicity, which resulted in postimplantation loss in
mice, abortions in rabbits, and reduced fetal body weights in mice and rabbits
at exposures 0.1 times (mice) and 0.3 times (rabbits) the exposure at the
recommended human dose (AUC-based). In mice, the high dose was
associated with an increased incidence of an external malformation (cleft
palate) in the presence of maternal toxicity.

8 USE IN SPECIFIC POPULATIONS (cont.)
8.1 Pregnancy (cont.)
In a pre- and post-natal development study in mice, pregnant animals were
dosed with pacritinib from implantation through lactation at 30, 100, or
250 mg/kg/day. Maternal toxicity was noted at 250 mg/kg and associated
with increased gestation length and dystocia, lowered mean birth weights
and neonatal survival, and transiently delayed startle response, learning, and
memory development at weaning.
8.2 Lactation
Risk Summary
There are no data on the presence of pacritinib in either human or animal milk,
the effects on the breastfed child, or the effects on milk production. It is not
known whether VONJO is excreted in human milk. Because of the potential for
serious adverse reactions in the breastfed child, advise patients that
breastfeeding is not recommended during treatment with VONJO, and for
2 weeks after the last dose.
8.3 Females and Males of Reproductive Potential
Infertility
Males
Pacritinib reduced male mating and fertility indices in BALB/c mice. Pacritinib
may impair male fertility in humans.
8.4 Pediatric Use
Safety and effectiveness in pediatric patients have not been established.
8.5 Geriatric Use
Clinical studies of VONJO did not include sufficient numbers of subjects aged 65
and over to determine whether they respond differently from younger subjects.
8.6 Hepatic Impairment
Administration of a single dose of VONJO 400 mg to subjects with hepatic
impairment resulted in a decrease in the geometric mean AUC of pacritinib by
8.5%, 36%, and 45% in subjects with mild [Child-Pugh A], moderate [Child-Pugh
B], or severe hepatic impairment [Child-Pugh C], respectively, compared to
subjects with normal hepatic function. Avoid use of VONJO in patients with
moderate [Child-Pugh B] or severe hepatic impairment [Child-Pugh C].
8.7 Renal Impairment
Administration of a single dose of VONJO 400 mg to subjects with renal
impairment resulted in approximately 30% increase in Cmax and AUC of pacritinib
in subjects with eGFR 15 to 29 mL/min and eGFR <15 mL/min on hemodialysis
compared to subjects with normal renal function (eGFR ≥90 mL/min). Avoid use
of VONJO in patients with eGFR <30 mL/min.
17 PATIENT COUNSELING INFORMATION
See FDA approved patient labeling (Patient Information).
Discuss the following with patient prior to and during treatment with VONJO:
Current therapy with another kinase inhibitor
Advise patients who are currently taking a kinase inhibitor that they must taper
or discontinue their current kinase inhibitor therapy according to the package
insert for that drug prior to starting VONJO.
Hemorrhage
Advise patients that VONJO can cause hemorrhage and instruct them to consult
their healthcare provider right away if bleeding occurs. Advise patients about
how to recognize bleeding and of the urgent need to report any unusual
bleeding to their physician. Patients should urgently seek emergency medical
attention for any bleeding that cannot be stopped.
Diarrhea
Advise patients that VONJO can cause diarrhea. Advise patients to stay hydrated
while taking VONJO and to inform their physician if they experience diarrhea.
Instruct patients to initiate antidiarrheal medications (eg, loperamide) if
diarrhea occurs. Advise patients to urgently seek emergency medical attention
if diarrhea becomes severe.
Thrombocytopenia
Advise patients that VONJO is associated with thrombocytopenia, and of the
need to monitor complete blood counts before and during treatment.
Prolonged QT Interval
Advise patients to consult their healthcare provider immediately if they feel
faint, lose consciousness, or have signs or symptoms suggestive of arrhythmia.
Advise patients with a history of hypokalemia of the importance of monitoring
their electrolytes.

Major Adverse Cardiac Events (MACE)
Advise patients that events of MACE including myocardial infarction, stroke, and
cardiovascular death, have been reported in clinical studies with another JAK
inhibitor used to treat rheumatoid arthritis, a condition for which VONJO is not
indicated. Advise patients, especially current or past smokers or patients with
other cardiovascular risk factors, to be alert for the development of signs and
symptoms of cardiovascular events.
Thrombosis
Advise patients that events of deep vein thrombosis (DVT) and pulmonary
embolism (PE) have been reported in clinical studies with another JAK inhibitor
used to treat rheumatoid arthritis, a condition for which VONJO is not indicated.
Advise patients to tell their healthcare provider if they develop any signs or
symptoms of a DVT or PE.
Secondary Malignancies
Advise patients, especially current or past smokers and patients with a known
secondary malignancy (other than a successfully treated NMSC), that
lymphoma and other malignancies (excluding NMSC) have been reported in
clinical studies with another JAK inhibitor used to treat rheumatoid arthritis, a
condition for which VONJO is not indicated.
Infections
Advise patients that treatment with another JAK inhibitor has increased the risk
of serious infections in patients with myeloproliferative neoplasms and that
serious bacterial, mycobacterial, fungal, and viral infections may occur in
patients treated with VONJO. Inform patients of the signs and symptoms of
infection and to report any such signs and symptoms promptly.
Nausea and Vomiting
Advise patients that nausea and vomiting may occur during treatment with
VONJO. Instruct them on how to manage nausea and vomiting and to immediately
inform their healthcare provider if nausea/vomiting become severe.
Drug-Drug Interactions
Advise patients to inform their healthcare providers of all medications they are
taking, including prescription and over-the-counter medications, vitamins,
herbal products, and dietary supplements.
Dosing
Advise patients to take VONJO twice a day, with or without food or drink, at
similar times each day. Instruct patients to swallow the VONJO capsules whole
and not to open, break, or chew the capsules. Instruct patients that if they miss
a dose of VONJO, to skip the dose and take the next dose when it is due and
return to the normal schedule. Warn patients not to take 2 doses to make up for
the missed dose. Instruct patients to discontinue VONJO 7 days prior to any
surgery or invasive procedures (such as cardiac catheterization, coronary
stenting, or varicose vein ablation) due to the risk of bleeding and to only
restart VONJO on the instruction of their healthcare provider. Patients should
not change or stop taking VONJO without first consulting their physician.
Lactation
Advise patients to avoid breastfeeding while taking VONJO and for 2 weeks after
the final dose.
Additional information can be found at VONJO.com.
Manufactured and marketed by:
CTI BioPharma Corp.
3101 Western Ave #800
Seattle, WA 98121
VONJO™ is a trademark of CTI BioPharma Corp.
©2022 CTI BioPharma Corp. All rights reserved.
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and the majority (57.8%) reported household
incomes below $50,000 (FIGURE 1). A minority
of patients (24.3%) had 4-year college degrees
or higher (FIGURE 2); the highest educational
attainment was high school graduate for 47.3%.
Household income below $50,000 was
associated with financial and food insecurity:
patients from lower-income households were
more likely to report being worried about
being able to pay bills often/always (19.4%
vs 0%, respectively; Fisher exact P = .03) and
were more likely to be either worried about
running out of food (18.3% vs 0%; Fisher exact
P = .02) or to have run of out of food (15.1% vs
0%; Fisher exact P = .02) in the past 12 months.
Of these patients, 133 had liquid biopsy and
the rest (n = 221) had either somatic CGP panel
or WES (FIGURE 3). Of patients who had
liquid biopsy (FIGURE 4), 24 had actionable
mutations. An additional 52 patients had CGP
findings indicative of germline implications.
Of the 221 patients with tissue-based CGP
testing, 38 had an actionable mutation with
an FDA-approved drug. Within tissue-based
testing, WES had detected a higher number
of CGP findings with germline implications
compared with somatic testing alone. An additional 64 patients had CGP findings suggestive
of a mutation with an FDA-approved drug in

In our study, we found actionable mutation
resulting in change of management in up to
25% of patients where targeted therapy could
be offered. Additional observations included
significant patients with germline implications, the most common being p53 deletion.
We plan to expand this study from its original scope so that it is implemented across the
community practice. TT
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another tumor type. In summary, our CGP testing rate for clinically appropriate utilization
of CGP and biomarker testing (either tissue
based or liquid biopsy) reached 84% of eligible patients. Of these patients tested for CGP,
clinically actionable findings that resulted in
change in management were seen in 23% for
FDA-approved agent in the same tumor type
and 28% in another tumor type. Additionally,
40% of patients had findings indicating germline implications. The most common finding of
germline implications was p53 deletion.
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Nonmelanoma Skin Cancer
Immunotherapy Offers Hopeful
Outcomes in Nonmelanoma Skin Cancers
By Thao K. Adams, PharmD, BCOP
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HE GOLD STANDARD for localized
nonmelanoma skin cancer (NMSC)
treatment in the vast majority of
patients is surgery and radiation therapy (RT), but treatment of advanced or
metastatic NMSC may require systemic methods
given the poor prognosis.1 New and emerging treatment modalities for advanced NMSC provide hope
for this patient subset.
“I think the biggest thing that’s happened in the
field and one of the reasons I’m enthusiastic about
it is that there have been tremendous changes…
very recently for both cutaneous squamous
cell carcinoma and basal cell carcinoma,” said
Michael K. Wong, MD, PhD, FRCPC, a professor
in the Department of Melanoma Medical Oncology
at The University of Texas MD Anderson Cancer
Center, during an interview with Targeted Therapies in Oncology™.

Cutaneous Squamous Cell Carcinoma

Sandra P. D’Angelo, MD
Medical Oncologist
Memorial Sloan Kettering Cancer Center
New York, NY
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Although cemiplimab (Libtayo) and pembrolizumab
(Keytruda) have received FDA approval for use in
cutaneous squamous cell carcinoma (CSCC), realworld data on tolerability and efficacy are scarce,
which has led to investigatory studies.2
The real-world clinical outcome and tolerability
of cemiplimab-rwlc was evaluated in a retrospective cohort trial in the Netherlands.3 Objective clinical response was achieved in 50% of patients, with
13.6% having a complete response (CR; n = 66). The
median progression-free survival (PFS) and overall
survival (OS) rates were not reached after a median
follow-up of 11.7 months. The most common adverse
events (AEs) were fatigue and pruritis in 48.5% and
30.3% of patients, respectively. Real-world analysis
of cemiplimab use demonstrated similar response
rates to those of clinical trials and the drug was
tolerable for patients with CSCC.3
Another trial that evaluated the real-world pattern of treatment in CSCC was performed in the
United States using retrospective, observational

Targeted Therapies in Oncology | Vol. 11 No. 7

data captured from health care claims from commercial health coverage or private Medicare supplemental coverage.4 Results demonstrated that
between 2013 and 2019, 75.8% of patients received
chemotherapy, 51.7% of patients received RT, and
35.7% of patients received targeted therapy as fi rstline treatment (n = 207). Cetuximab was the most
common targeted therapy in the fi rst-line setting.
However, the investigators concluded that results
may not be reflective of emerging real-world
treatment patterns in the most recent years. They
performed an analysis of the mortality using the
National Death Index in 126 patients and found an
OS of 76% at 6 months and 50% at 12 months post
index date. Median survival without surgery or RT
180 days post index date was 11.2 months. Additionally, health care–related expenditures were
mainly attributed to outpatient costs.4
Checkpoint inhibitors have been at the forefront
of systemic therapy in advanced CSCC with the
FDA approval of cemiplimab and pembrolizumab
(Keytruda) in this patient population.
Wong said, “The 2 approved agents, cemiplimab
and pembrolizumab, have propelled the field forward by showing significant objective response
rate [ORR (achieved in approximately half of
patients)] and a CR [rate around the 10% to 15%
range. The results are] something very unusual
considering that all we had before in the systemic
space was combination cytotoxic chemotherapy or
anti-EGFR drugs that are given as monotherapy or
in combination with RT.”
The FDA’s granting an expanded label indication
for pembrolizumab for the treatment of advanced
CSCC was based on data from KEYNOTE-629
(NCT03284424), a multicenter, multicohort, nonrandomized, open-label trial. The ORR was 50%
(n = 54). The AE profi le was similar in CSCC compared with other malignancies.5
Cemiplimab and pembrolizumab have been
incorporated into the standard of care as fi rstline treatment for advanced CSCC; however, the
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Emerging options for metastatic cutaneous squamous, basal, and Merkel cell carcinoma
are elucidating alternative approaches to treatment. Experts are hopeful these
advances will usher in additional targeted therapies.

question of therapy sequencing remains unanswered. A study evaluated the sequential use of
cemiplimab following progression on immunotherapy.6 Eleven patients were in cohort A, consisting of patients who received cemiplimab after
immunotherapy, and 2 patients were in cohort B,
consisting of those who received cemiplimab not
immediately following immunotherapy. The ORR
was 54% in cohort A and the cumulative 6-month
disease control rate (DCR) was 77%. In cohort B,
both patients had progressive disease (PD) as best
response. Common AEs with cemiplimab included
rash and hypomagnesemia. Investigators noted a
high and durable response rate in cohort A, which
requires validation in a larger patient population.6
On the sequencing of immunotherapy, Wong

said, “The idea of sequencing with all current strategies [is an] extremely important question. There’s
no answer to that yet. Certainly we’re learning
from other cancers that are using immunotherapy,
notably melanoma. All those questions that we’ve
asked in melanoma, we’re now asking in squamous
cell carcinoma and basal cell carcinoma as well.”
Another
potential
emerging
treatment
option for patients with CSCC is nivolumab
(Opdivo) in the fi rst-line setting.7 A single
arm phase 2 trial in treatment-naïve patients
with advanced CSCC demonstrated an ORR at
24 weeks of 58.3% (n = 24). The median PFS was
12.7 months and estimated OS was 20.7 months.
RT prior to nivolumab was associated with worse
outcomes (P = .035). Overall, AEs were tolerable, 

Although cemiplimab
and pembrolizumab
have gained FDA
approval in cutaneous
squamous cell
carcinoma, cases
of resistance have
emerged, leading
to the search for
new targets and
combinations.
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and those related to nivolumab occurred in
87.3% of patients with the majority being
grade 1 or 2. The investigators concluded
that the fi ndings from this trial further
affi rm checkpoint inhibitors as the standard
of care in advanced CSCC.7

Basal Cell Carcinoma
Historically, patients with basal cell carcinoma (BCC) have had limited treatment
options. “We’ve really had to resort to the
toolbox that we had which was surgery,
radiation. Perhaps the fi rst breakthrough we
had was in basal cell carcinoma where there
was this recognition of a molecular pathway
called a hedgehog pathway....” Wong said.
“We recognize that there was a large proportion of these basal cell cancers which had
aberrations in the hedgehog pathway resulting in the turning on of this pathway as a
prerequisite for the cancer. By defi nition,
inhibition of the same pathway would result
in tumor regression…. For almost a decade
now we’ve had the use of hedgehog inhibitors (HHIs) for basal cell carcinoma with
more than half of the patients [responding to
therapy], and if you add disease control rate,
it’s even higher,” he continued.
A retrospective cohort study evaluated the
characteristics and outcomes of patients who
discontinued fi rst-line treatment of HHIs
in advanced BCC.8 A total of 73 patients
discontinued fi rst-line treatment with
HHIs; 4 patients were included in the second-line initiators group and 15 were in the
second-line noninitiators group. Fourteen
patients discontinued fi rst-line HHI therapy
because of toxicity and those patients were
in the second-line noninitiators group. An
additional 4 patients discontinued fi rst-line
HHIs because of disease progression and
were in the second-line initiators group. One
patient who discontinued fi rst-line HHIs
because of disease progression was in the
second-line noninitiators group. The median
time at which HHIs were discontinued was
9 months in the second-line initiators group
and 7 months in the second-line noninitiators group. The time to fi rst-line HHI
discontinuation was consistent with that of
previous studies. The investigators found
an unmet need for effective second-line
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treatment for patients after fi rst-line HHI
discontinuation in advanced BCC.8
Clinical trials have attempted to bridge
the unmet gap of standard of care for second-line treatment of advanced BCC. In the
past year, the FDA granted regular approval
for cemiplimab for patients with locally
advanced or metastatic BCC after treatment
with HHIs or those who are unable to receive
an HHI based on results from Study 1620
(NCT03132636), an open-label, multicenter,
nonrandomized trial. In patients with locally
advanced BCC, the ORR was 29% (n = 84).
Additionally, in metastatic BCC, the ORR
was 21% (n = 28).9
Wong said, “Now we have a new possibility
in the use of anti–PD-1 immunotherapies,
specifically cemiplimab. What has happened
at ESMO [European Society for Medical
Oncology] and ASCO [American Society
of Clinical Oncology] are a slew of [results
from] studies showing response rates in
specific subsets or patients in community
practice all in line with what we know is
happening, which is [that cemiplimab] is
an active therapy and gives us opportunities in the [HHI]-refractory space, which
is something that we’ve not had before.
Cemiplimab has fi lled an [unmet gap] in a
significant way because one of the things is
that patients achieve complete responses…
and that’s a big deal.”
In addition to systemic targeted therapies
in BCC, topical therapy with remetinostat,
a histone deacetylase (HDAC) inhibitor,
has also shown efficacy and safety for
local treatment of BCC as an alternative
to surgery.10 In the study, 27 patients with
45 tumors were included in the intentionto-treat analysis (FIGURE10).
According to Wong, “There’s been a
tremendous amount of effort using immunomodulatory agents [in different drug
delivery methods and]…we have tried to
address this unmet gap in our therapeutic
armamentarium. The use of topical HDAC
inhibitors is along the same vein, but we
don’t have good data yet to establish these
as standards of care. Nevertheless, these are
attempts to elucidate an immune response
in an organ that has suffered prolonged and
excessive UV radiation damage.”

Merkel Cell Carcinoma
One of the newer therapies approved for
Merkel cell carcinoma (MCC), a rare and
aggressive subset of skin cancer, is avelumab
(Bavencio), an anti–PD-L1 immune checkpoint inhibitor. Results from the JAVELIN
Merkel 200 trial (NCT02155647) led to the
FDA approval of avelumab in MCC.11
Sandra D’Angelo, MD, a medical oncologist at Memorial Sloan Kettering Cancer
Center, said, “The JAVELIN Merkel 200 study
was conducted in 2 parts. The fi rst part was a
second-line postchemotherapy clinical trial
[in which] a number of patients with MCC
received avelumab at the time of progression
on chemotherapy. [The results] formed the
initial basis that led to the FDA approval of
avelumab for MCC. In addition, the second
part of the study was in a treatment-naïve
cohort [who received] avelumab.”
Long-term data were presented at ASCO
regarding patients who received at least
1 line of therapy prior to avelumab.11 The
results demonstrated clinically meaningful OS of 12.6 months after 65.1 months of
median follow-up in 88 patients. The OS rate
at 48 months was 30% and at 60 months was
26%. The treatment discontinuation rate
was 12.5%, with the most common reason
for discontinuation being disease progression followed by AEs. Most patients, 71.6%,
had died at the time of data cutoff, none as a
result of avelumab-related AEs. Long-term
results from this study solidify avelumab
as the standard of care in patients with
metastatic MCC after progression on at
least 1 line of chemotherapy.11
“The 5-year follow-up data are the longest
follow-up with checkpoint inhibitors we
have in MCC. Overall, [this small population represented] meaningful and important data, which established checkpoint
inhibitors as the standard of care in MCC,”
noted D’Angelo.
Checkpoint inhibitors have found success
in the treatment of metastatic MCC, but the
question of their durability after therapy cessation was evaluated in a multicenter, international retrospective study in 40 patients.12
Avelumab was the primary checkpoint
inhibitor in 90% of patients. The trial investigators found that patients had a median time

“I think the biggest thing that’s happened in the field
and one of the reasons I’m enthusiastic about it is that there
have been tremendous changes…very recently for both
cutaneous squamous cell carcinoma and basal cell carcinoma.”
—Michael K. Wong, MD, PhD, FRCPC

on treatment of 13.5 months and median
time on treatment after best response of
8 months. At the time of treatment discontinuation, a CR was achieved in 75% of
patients, a partial response (PR) in 20%, and
stable disease (SD) in 5%. However, after
12 months of follow-up after therapy discontinuation, 35% of patients had PD. Patients
who achieved a CR had a decreased risk
of relapse compared with non-CR patients
(P = .044). However, PD occurred in 26% of
patients who achieved a CR, in 57% who
achieved a PR, and in 100% who achieved
SD. A lower number of checkpoint inhibitor
cycles received was associated with a risk of
disease progression (P > .05); however, duration of treatment after best response was
not associated with PD. The response rate to
retreatment with checkpoint inhibitors was
75% in 8 of 14 patients who had PD.12
D’Angelo said, “This study asks a very
important question of what the consequences
are of stopping therapy. My takeaway from
this study is that it’s a retrospective study so
there are [limitations based on its design,]
but these are the best data that exist in MCC
and they’re valuable and very important
data. Interestingly, the response rate to
retreatment was 75%. If [therapy is stopped
and the disease progresses], you can recapture a lot of those responses at the time of
retreatment. These are small numbers and
retrospective [data], so you have to be cautious with how you interpret and utilize that
data. [In clinical practice], it’s all about having conversations with patients and figuring
out what’s important to them.”
Ongoing trials currently recruiting
patients with MCC include the MERKLIN 1 (NCT04874831) and MERKLIN2
(NCT04393753) studies. MERKLIN 1 is
a phase 2, open label, multicenter study
evaluating the use of domatinostat, an oral
class 1 HDAC inhibitor, in combination with
avelumab in treatment-naïve patients with
metastatic disease.13 MERKLIN2 is a phase
2, open label, multicenter, single-arm study
evaluating the combination of domatinostat
with avelumab in metastatic disease after
progression on anti–PD-L1 antibody therapy.
A total of 40 patients are expected to be
enrolled in the MERKLIN2 trial.14 “These

are important studies and ones that are currently enrolling, and I look forward to seeing
these results,” D’Angelo said.
Other novel therapies being explored in
MCC are transgenic T-cell receptor therapy
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and toll-like receptor agonists. Cavrotolimod, a spherical nucleic acid consisting of
toll-like receptor 9 agonists, was recently
designated as an orphan drug for the treatment of MCC based on preliminary results
of a phase 1b trial.15 These results demonstrated potential activity with cavrotolimod
in combination with pembrolizumab with
no serious toxicity concerns. Cavrotolimod
in combination with pembrolizumab will
be evaluated in the phase 2 dose expansion phase in 2 patient cohorts, one with
advanced or metastatic MCC and the other
with advanced or metastatic CSCC.15
“Cavrotolimod requires intratumoral injection and the goal with all these approaches
is to figure out ways to modify the immune
microenvironment,” D’Angelo said. “I think
the important question here is that we still
don’t have good biomarkers of response to
checkpoint blockade…. As a field, it’s really
on us to…understand it better [which would]
allow us to choose the right strategy but it
seems that some sort of combinatorial strategy
is where the field is headed,” she said.
Looking at the progress and future of
targeted treatment in NMSC, Wong said,
“The biggest unmet need now is in the
PD-1–refractory space in skin cancer. The
majority of patients do not achieve a longterm response and that’s unfortunate. The
question is why? All these [novel treatment
approaches] are percolating and it’s an
incredibly exciting time. We will see the
dominant hypothesis emerge and I’m not
sure what it’s going to be. The recent drug
approvals in melanoma tell us there are
checkpoints yet to be discovered which may
be efficacious, so that whole area with second- and third-generation checkpoint inhibitors in the field is exciting now. What I tell
patients is that there are opportunities and
hope in [advanced and metastatic NMSC]
where in the past this was an area that was
one of the dark corners of oncology. For the
fi rst time we really see a glimmer of hope
and what the hope is for not just response,
but long-term, unmaintained, high-quality
responses, which in layman’s terms translates to cure.” TT
REFERENCES ARE AVAILABLE ON TARGETEDONC.COM.
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A new treatment in relapsed or refractory
DLBCL after 2 lines of systemic therapy

INDICATION AND USAGE
ZYNLONTA is indicated for the treatment of adult patients with relapsed or refractory large B-cell lymphoma after two or
more lines of systemic therapy, including diffuse large B-cell lymphoma (DLBCL) not otherwise specified, DLBCL arising
from low-grade lymphoma, and high-grade B-cell lymphoma.
This indication is approved under accelerated approval based on overall response rate. Continued approval for this
indication may be contingent upon verification and description of clinical benefit in a confirmatory trial(s).
IMPORTANT SAFETY INFORMATION
WARNINGS AND PRECAUTIONS
Effusion and Edema
Serious effusion and edema occurred in patients treated with ZYNLONTA. Grade 3 edema occurred in 3% (primarily peripheral
edema or ascites) and Grade 3 pleural effusion occurred in 3% and Grade 3 or 4 pericardial effusion occurred in 1%.
Monitor patients for new or worsening edema or effusions. Withhold ZYNLONTA for Grade 2 or greater edema or effusion
until the toxicity resolves. Consider diagnostic imaging in patients who develop symptoms of pleural effusion or pericardial
effusion, such as new or worsened dyspnea, chest pain, and/or ascites such as swelling in the abdomen and bloating.
Institute appropriate medical management for edema or effusions.
Myelosuppression
Treatment with ZYNLONTA can cause serious or severe myelosuppression, including neutropenia, thrombocytopenia, and
anemia. Grade 3 or 4 neutropenia occurred in 32%, thrombocytopenia in 20%, and anemia in 12% of patients. Grade 4
neutropenia occurred in 21% and thrombocytopenia in 7% of patients. Febrile neutropenia occurred in 3%.
Monitor complete blood counts throughout treatment. Cytopenias may require interruption, dose reduction, or
discontinuation of ZYNLONTA. Consider prophylactic granulocyte colony-stimulating factor administration as applicable.
Infections
Fatal and serious infections, including opportunistic infections, occurred in patients treated with ZYNLONTA. Grade 3 or
higher infections occurred in 10% of patients, with fatal infections occurring in 2%. The most frequent Grade ≥3 infections
included sepsis and pneumonia.
Monitor for any new or worsening signs or symptoms consistent with infection. For Grade 3 or 4 infection, withhold
ZYNLONTA until infection has resolved.
Cutaneous Reactions
Serious cutaneous reactions occurred in patients treated with ZYNLONTA. Grade 3 cutaneous reactions occurred in
4% and included photosensitivity reaction, rash (including exfoliative and maculo-papular), and erythema.

ZYNLONTA is a trademark of ADC Therapeutics SA.
US-Comm-LTX-00003 August 2021
© 2021 ADC Therapeutics SA. All rights reserved.

for injection, for intravenous use
Visit zynlontahcp.com to learn about:
Prescribing Information

Dosing and administration

Resources for healthcare professionals
Access and support for patients

Cutaneous Reactions (continued)
Monitor patients for new or worsening cutaneous reactions, including photosensitivity reactions. Withhold ZYNLONTA for
severe (Grade 3) cutaneous reactions until resolution. Advise patients to minimize or avoid exposure to direct natural or
artificial sunlight including exposure through glass windows. Instruct patients to protect skin from exposure to sunlight by
wearing sun-protective clothing and/or the use of sunscreen products. If a skin reaction or rash develops, dermatologic
consultation should be considered.
Embryo-Fetal Toxicity
Based on its mechanism of action, ZYNLONTA can cause embryo-fetal harm when administered to a pregnant woman
because it contains a genotoxic compound (SG3199) and affects actively dividing cells.
Advise pregnant women of the potential risk to a fetus. Advise females of reproductive potential to use effective
contraception during treatment with ZYNLONTA and for 9 months after the last dose. Advise male patients with female
partners of reproductive potential to use effective contraception during treatment with ZYNLONTA and for 6 months after
the last dose.
ADVERSE REACTIONS
In a pooled safety population of 215 patients (Phase 1 and LOTIS-2), the most common (>20%) adverse reactions,
including laboratory abnormalities, were thrombocytopenia, increased gamma-glutamyltransferase, neutropenia, anemia,
hyperglycemia, transaminase elevation, fatigue, hypoalbuminemia, rash, edema, nausea, and musculoskeletal pain.
In LOTIS-2, serious adverse reactions occurred in 28% of patients receiving ZYNLONTA. The most common serious adverse
reactions that occurred in ≥2% receiving ZYNLONTA were febrile neutropenia, pneumonia, edema, pleural effusion, and
sepsis. Fatal adverse reactions occurred in 1%, due to infection.
Permanent treatment discontinuation due to an adverse reaction of ZYNLONTA occurred in 19% of patients. Adverse reactions
resulting in permanent discontinuation of ZYNLONTA in ≥2% were gamma-glutamyltransferase increased, edema, and effusion.
Dose reductions due to an adverse reaction of ZYNLONTA occurred in 8% of patients. Adverse reactions resulting in dose
reduction of ZYNLONTA in ≥4% was gamma-glutamyltransferase increased.
Dosage interruptions due to an adverse reaction occurred in 49% of patients receiving ZYNLONTA. Adverse reactions leading
to interruption of ZYNLONTA in ≥5% were gamma-glutamyltransferase increased, neutropenia, thrombocytopenia, and edema.
You may report side effects to the FDA at (800) FDA-1088 or www.fda.gov/medwatch.
You may also report side effects to ADC Therapeutics at 1-855-690-0340.
Please see Brief Summary of the full Prescribing Information on adjacent pages.

ZYNLONTATM (loncastuximab tesirine-lpyl) for injection, for intravenous use
The following is a Brief Summary; refer to full Prescribing Information for complete product information.

Table 1: Adverse Reactions (≥10%) in Patients with Relapsed
or Refractory DLBCL who received ZYNLONTA in LOTIS-2
Adverse Reaction

ZYNLONTA
(N=145)
All Grades (%)

Grades 3 or 4 (%)

General Disorders and Administration Site Conditions
Fatigueb

38

1a

Edemac

28

3a

Rashd

30

2a

Pruritus

12

0

Photosensitivity reaction

10

2a

Nausea

23

0

Diarrhea

17

2a

Abdominal paine

14

3

Vomiting

13

0

Constipation

12

0

Skin and Subcutaneous Tissue Disorders

Gastrointestinal Disorders

Musculoskeletal and Connective Tissue Disorders
23

1a

15

0

Dyspneag

13

1a

Pleural effusion

10

2a

10

<1a

Musculoskeletal painf
Metabolism and Nutrition Disorders
Decreased appetite
Respiratory Disorders

Infection
Upper respiratory tract infectionh

Table 2: Select Laboratory Abnormalities (≥10%) That Worsened from
Baseline in Patients with Relapsed or Refractory DLBCL Who Received
ZYNLONTA in LOTIS-2
Laboratory
Abnormality

ZYNLONTAa
All Grades (%)

Grade 3 or 4 (%)

Platelets decreased

58

17

Neutrophils decreased

52

30

Hemoglobin decreased

51

10b

GGT increased

57

21

Glucose increased

48

8

AST increased

41

<1b

Albumin decreased

37

<1b

ALT increased

34

3

Hematologic

Chemistry

TM

ZYNLONTA is a trademark of ADC Therapeutics SA.
© 2021 ADC Therapeutics SA. All rights reserved.
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ICIs and Targeted Treatments
Expand Role in mUC

 CONT INU ED FROM COV ER

Thomas W. Flaig, MD,
Vice Chancellor of Research
University of Colorado Denver
Denver, CO
University of Colorado Anschutz
Medical Campus
Aurora, CO

Comparing 2015 to 2022, Flaig noted that today,
there's a much more complicated clinical picture
that emerges with a new crop of approaches.
In addition, in the second-line setting in locally
advanced or metastatic disease, Flaig noted that
the preferred treatment is pembrolizumab for
patients post platinum. The number of alternative
preferred regimens has also grown. “It’s important
to maximize the optimal benefit of therapy for our
patients,” said Flaig, vice chancellor of research
for the University of Colorado Denver and the University of Colorado Anschutz Medical Campus.

Immune Checkpoint Inhibitors
“This has been an extremely active area over the
last few years,” Flaig said. “The key theme is the
integration of immune checkpoint inhibitors and
is highlighted by the approval of pembrolizumab,
which was the leading wave of approvals,” Flaig
said.3,4 Pembrolizumab was evaluated as second-

TA B L E . R AT E O F R E S P O N S E I N T H E E R D A F I T I N I B T R I A L ( N C T 0 2 3 6 5 5 9 7 ) 1 1

VALUE

RATE OF RESPONSE
(95% CI) PERCENT

Any objective response

40

40 (31-50)

Complete response

3

3

Partial response

37

37

Stable disease

39

39

Progressive disease

18

18

Could not be evaluated or unknown

2

2

VARIABLE
Response per investigator assessment

a

a

a

43% of patients had received at least 2 previous courses of treatment
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line therapy in patients with advanced urothelial
cancer (NCT02256436) and demonstrated longer
overall survival (OS) by about 3 months.
In the post-surgery setting, Flaig spotlighted
NCT02632409, a phase 3 randomized trial evaluating
nivolumab (Opdivo) vs placebo in patients with
high-risk muscle-invasive urothelial carcinoma
after radical surgery.5 Findings revealed that
disease-free survival was longer with adjuvant
nivolumab than with placebo and among patients
with a PD-L1 expression level of 1% or more.
Powles et al demonstrated that avelumab plus best
supportive care significantly prolonged OS, compared with best supportive care alone, among patients
with urothelial cancer.6 In the avelumab group, OS
was determined to be 71.3% in 1 year vs 58.4% in
the control group. Median OS was 21.4 months vs
14.3 months (HR, 0.69; 95% CI, 0.56-0.86; P = .001).
The agent also prolonged OS in the PD-L1-positive
population; OS at 1 year was 79.1% in the avelumab
group and 60.4% in the control group (HR, 0.56; 95%
CI, 0.40-0.79; P < .001).
The median progression-free survival (PFS) was
3.7 months in the avelumab group and 2.0 months
in the control group in the overall population
(HR, 0.62; 95% CI, 0.52-0.75) and 5.7 months and
2.1 months, respectively, in the PD-L1-positive
population (HR, 0.56; 95% CI, 0.43-0.73).
“Immune checkpoint inhibitors have had a dramatic [effect] on the way we treat and think about
patients with bladder cancer,” Flaig said.

Antibody-Drug Conjugates
Two ADCs are currently approved: enfortumab
vedotin-ejfv (Padcev) and sacituzumab govitecan-hziy (Trodelvy).

© PRB ARTS / stock.adobe.com
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Enfortumab vedotin-ejfv was approved in
December 2019 based on results from Trial
EV-301 (NCT03474107) and evaluated the
ADC vs investigator’s choice of single-agent
chemotherapy, which could be docetaxel,
paclitaxel, or vinflunine.7
Median OS was 12.9 months (95% CI,
10.6-15.2) for patients on the treatment arm
(n = 301) vs 9.0 months for those receiving
chemotherapy (n = 307) (95% CI, 8.1-10.7) (HR,
0.70; 95% CI, 0.56-0.89; P = .0014).8
In the trial, the median PFS was 5.6 months
(95% CI, 5.3-5.8) compared with 3.7 months
(95% CI, 3.5-3.9), respectively (HR 0.62; 95%
CI, 0.51-0.75; P < .0001).
The ORR was 40.6% (95% CI, 34.9%-46.5%)
vs 17.9% (95% CI, 13.7%-22.8%), respectively
(P < .0001).8
An accelerated approval for sacituzumab
govitecan-hziy was granted in April 2021, after
efficacy and safety of the ADC were evaluated
in the TROPHY-U-01 trial (NCT03547973).9
Patients with locally advanced or metastatic
urothelial carcinoma were evaluated.
Investigators
reported
that
the
confi rmed ORR was 27.7% (95% CI,
19.6%-36.9%)
with
5.4%
complete
responses and 22.3% partial responses.
The median duration of response was
7.2 months (95% CI, 4.7-8.6), according to
the investigators.10

© Kateryna Kon / Shutterstock.com

Targeted Therapy
The tyrosine kinase inhibitor of FGFR1-4,
erdafitinib (Balversa), was evaluated in an
open-label phase 2 study (NCT02365597),
patients who had locally advanced and unresectable or metastatic urothelial carcinoma
with prespecified FGFR alterations were
randomly assigned to receive erdafitinib in
either an intermittent or a continuous regimen in the dose-selection phase of the study.11
Investigators reported the rate of confirmed response to erdafitinib therapy was
40%; it was determined that 3% of patients
had a complete response and 37% had a
partial response (TABLE 11). Among the
22 patients who had undergone previous
immunotherapy, the confirmed response
rate was 59%. The median duration of
progression-free survival was 5.5 months, and
the median duration of OS was 13.8 months.11
“Currently, we have a much more complicated picture of how we think about our
patients with metastatic bladder cancer,”
Flaig said. “Our objective now [compared
with 2015] is to try to align the optimal therapies with our patients.” TT
REFERENCES ARE AVAILABLE ON TARGETEDONC.COM.
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PI3K Inhibitors and CAR T-Cell
Therapy Find Their Niche in
Indolent B-Cell Lymphomas
By Will Pizii

I

N RELAPSE/REFRACTORY follicular lymphoma
(FL), promising results have been observed
with PI3K inhibitors and are encouraging
because of the less than optimal outcome associated
with Bruton's tyrosine kinase inhibitors (BTK).1,2
PI3K inhibitors, such as copanlisib (Aliqopa)
and umbralisib (Ukoniq), the EZH2 inhibitor tazemetostat (Tazverik), and axicabtagene ciloleucel (axi-cel;
Yescarta), have shown favorable results.
These third-line regimens and their treatment activity
updates were presented at the National Comprehensive
Cancer Network (NCCN) Annual Conference 2022 by
Ann S. LaCasce, MD, MMSc, director of the Mass General Brigham Fellowship in Hematology and Oncology at
the Dana-Farber Cancer Institute and associate professor at the Harvard Medical School.3

Ann S. LaCasce, MD, MMSc
Director
Dana-Farber/Mass General Brigham
Fellowship in Hematology/Oncology
Associate Professor of Medicine
Harvard Medical School
Dana-Farber Cancer Institute
Boston, MA

PI3K Inhibitors
Copanlisib was studied in a phase 2 trial (NCT01660451)
in 142 patients with relapsed or refractory indolent lymphoma.4 Patients received 60 mg intravenously on days
1, 8, and 15 of a 28-day cycle. The overall response rate
(ORR) was 59%, the complete remission (CR) rate was 14%,
and the median progression-free survival (PFS) rate was
11.2 months (95% CI, 0.2-24.0). Copanlisib had a manageable safety profile in these patients; the most common any
grade adverse events (AEs) reported were hypertension
(61%), hyperglycemia (50%), and diarrhea (34%).
A subsequent study compared rituximab (Rituxan)
plus copanlisib vs placebo plus rituximab in patients 
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TA B L E . I C R - A S S E S S E D R E S P O N S E S T O TA Z E M E T O S TAT I N E Z H 2 - M U TA N T ( N = 4 5 ) A N D
E Z H 2 – W I L D - T Y P E ( N = 5 4 ) P O P U L AT I O N S 7
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EZH2-MUTANT, n (%)

EZH2–WILD-TYPE, n (%)

Objective response rate

31 (69%)

19 (35%)

Overall disease control rate

44 (98%)

37 (69%)
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Best overall response

JCO.2016.70.4320

Complete response

6 (13%)

2 (4%)

Partial response

25 (56%)

17 (31%)

Stable disease

13 (29%)

18 (33%)

1 (2%)

12 (22%)

Progressive disease
ICR, independent radiology committee.
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with relapsed/refractory indolent lymphoma
(NCT02626455).5
Investigators
randomly assigned patients 2:1 to receive
the copanlisib combination (n = 307) or the
placebo combination (n = 151). About 60%
of patients in both cohorts had follicular
lymphoma (n = 184 and n = 91, respectively).
The median PFS of patients with FL was
22.2 months (95% CI, 17.8-33.1) in the copanlisib arm vs 18.7 months (HR, 0.58; 95% CI,
10.2-21.1; P = .0014). Benefit was also seen in
the copanlisib combination in patients with
other forms of indolent lymphoma.
Umbralisib, the other beneficial PI3K
inhibitor, was tested in 208 patients with
indolent lymphoma, 56% (n = 117) of whom
had FL. Investigators in this multicohort,
open-label, phase 2b study (NCT02793583)
administered 800 mg of umbralisib orally
once daily until disease progression, unacceptable toxicity, or study withdrawal.6 Those
in the FL cohort experienced an ORR of 45%,
a CR of 6%, and a median PFS of 10.6 months
(95% CI, 7.2-13.7). Forty-three patients (37%)
had more than 3 prior regimens. Any grade
neutropenia and diarrhea occurred in 16%
and 59% of patients, respectively. Grade 3
neutropenia was found in 12% and grade 3
diarrhea was found in 10%.

EZH2 Inhibitor

LaCasce spotlighted EZH2 mutations and
how they are present in approximately 20%
of patients with FL. Investigators found tazemetostat was active in both EZH2-mutant
and EZH2–wild-type lymphomas (TABLE 7).
In an open-label, single-arm, phase 2 trial
(NCT01897571), tazemetostat was given
in 800 mg doses orally twice per day in
28-day cycles to patients who had EZH2mutant (n = 45) or EZH2–wild-type (n = 54)
FL.7 Assessed by an independent radiology
committee, 31 patients (69%; 95% CI,53%-
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82%) in the EZH2-mutant arm had an objective response rate compared with 19 patients
(35%; 95% CI, 23%-49%) in the EZH2–wildtype arm. CR occurred in 6 patients (13%) in
the mutant group and in 2 patients (4%) in the
wild-type group. The median PFS was comparable between the 2 arms. The EZH2-mutant
arm had a median PFS of 13.8 months (95%
CI, 10.7-22.0) vs the EZH2–wild-type arm,
which had a median PFS of 11.1 months (95%
CI, 3.7-14.6). LaCasce commented: “This is
a very well tolerated drug. It has a significantly favorable toxicity profile. So this is a
very good option in patients who are elderly,
or those who do not have bulky or rapidly
progressive disease, particularly those with
wild-type EZH2 who may be able to do well
with stable disease for some period of time.”

5. Matasar MJ, Dreyling M, Leppä S, et al. Feasibility of combining the
phosphatidylinositol 3-kinase inhibitor copanlisib with rituximab-based
immunochemotherapy in patients with relapsed indolent B-cell Lymphoma. Clin Lymphoma Myeloma Leuk. 2021;21(11):e886-e894.
doi:10.1016/j.clml.2021.06.021
6. Fowler NH, Samaniego F, Jurczak W, et al. Umbralisib, a dual PI3Kδ/
CK1ε inhibitor in patients with relapsed or refractory indolent lymphoma. J Clin Oncol. 2021;39(15):1609-1618. doi:10.1200/JCO.20.03433
7. Morschhauser F, Tilly H, Chaidos A, et al. Tazemetostat for patients
with relapsed or refractory follicular lymphoma: an open-label, single-arm, multicentre, phase 2 trial. Lancet Oncol. 2020;21(11):14331442. doi:10.1016/S1470-2045(20)30441-1
8. Jacobson CA, Chavez JC, Sehgal AR, et al. Axicabtagene ciloleucel
in relapsed or refractory indolent non-Hodgkin lymphoma (ZUMA-5):
a single-arm, multicentre, phase 2 trial. Lancet Oncol. 2022;23(1):91103. doi:10.1016/S1470-2045(21)00591-X
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CAR T-Cell Therapy
Chimeric antigen receptor (CAR) T-cell
therapy is active and has changed the
field in aggressive B-cell lymphoma in
the relapsed refractory setting, LaCasce
said. In the ZUMA-5 trial (NCT03105336),
a single-arm, multicenter, phase 2 trial,
investigators enrolled 153 patients with
indolent lymphoma who underwent leukapheresis and axi-cel.8 At the data cutoff,
148 patients received an infusion of axi-cel,
and 124 (84%) had follicular lymphoma. The
ORR was 94% of patients with FL, and the
complete remission rate was 8%. Median PFS
was not reached in patients with FL. Any
grade neurological events occurred in 56%
of patients, and any grade cytokine release
syndrome (CRS) occurred in 78% of patients.
Grade 3 or higher neurological events
appeared in 6%, and grade 3 or higher CRS
appeared in 15%. “Although we need longer
follow-up, there is the possibility of durable
remission making this a very appealing
option for young patients,” LaCasce said. TT
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New Treatment Regimen
Examined in POLARIX Trial for
Patients With DLBCL
Matthew J. Matasar, MD, Memorial Sloan
Kettering Cancer Center Bergen, discusses
how updates in the diffuse large B-cell
lymphoma field have led to improved quality
of life for patients.
View more at targetedonc.com/
link/1743
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Complex R/R CLL Treatment Landscape
Braces as Noncovalent Inhibitors Emerge
B y To n y B e r b e r a b e , M P H
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W

ITH THE ARRIVAL of targeted therapies
for relapsed/refractory (R/R) chronic lymphocytic leukemia (CLL), efforts to identify noncovalent inhibitors are progressing. Today,
targeted agents, such as Bruton tyrosine kinase
(BTK) inhibitors, PI3K inhibitors, B-cell lymphoma
2 inhibitors, and venetoclax (Venclexta), have
delivered improvements in quality of life, progression-free survival (PFS), and overall survival (OS).
“We’re in a period where the majority of patients
are treated with several targeted therapies, rather
than chemotherapy, as a standard of care,” Anthony
Mato, MD, MSCE, said during his presentation
during the National Comprehensive Cancer Network 2022 Annual Conference.1 His presentation
provided a historical perspective on how far the
field has come in the past several decades, spanning the use of glucocorticoids and alkylating
agents, the era of combination chemotherapy and
chemoimmunotherapy, and the recent advent of
several targeted agents.
To begin, Mato noted the 3 main treatment
options for chemotherapy-free pathways in the
frontline setting: ibrutinib (Imbruvica), acalabrutinib (Calquence), and venetoclax.2-5 However, in
the R/R setting, there are 5 approved targeted
agents, with the potential for 120 treatment
sequences. “When thinking about treatment in
the [R/R] setting, we always need to consider
what was used during an earlier line of therapy,”
Mato said, who is the director of the CLL Program
at Memorial Sloan Kettering Cancer Center in
New York, New York.

Given the complex treatment landscape in the
R/R setting, Mato offered tips on developing an
optimal treatment plan for patients. “First, always
select the best frontline approach for patients,”
Mato said. When the disease progresses, 3 considerations to keep in mind are the reason for discontinuation of the therapy, the available treatment
options, and the levels of evidence to support the
decision. These considerations apply to 2 groups of
patients. The fi rst group consists of patients who
were treated with frontline BTK inhibitors and the
second group consists of patients who were treated with frontline venetoclax, he said.
For patients who are novel-agent naïve in the R/R
setting, Mato asked which novel agent—a BTK inhibitor, PI3K inhibitor, or venetoclax—should be administered first. He said in all circumstances, when
clinically acceptable, the data support a BTK inhibitor
or venetoclax before an approved PI3K inhibitor.
“There is, however, no definitive comparative data
to support venetoclax over a BTK inhibitor as a first
novel agent in novel agent–naïve R/R CLL, but limited
real-world evidence data are intriguing,” Mato said.

Anthony Mato, MD, MSCE
Director
CLL Program
Memorial Sloan Kettering Cancer Center
New York, NY

Three BTK Inhibitors
Further adding to the complexity is the availability of 3 BTK inhibitors that are indicated in
the R/R setting—ibrutinib, acalabrutinib, and
zanubrutinib (Brukinsa). Which BTK inhibitor to
choose? Mato’s short answer was to select a second-generation BTK inhibitor over ibrutinib. In
particular, he cited fi ndings from the ALPINE trial
(NCT03734016), a phase 3 study comparing 
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zanubrutinib vs ibrutinib in patients with
R/R CLL/small lymphocytic leukemia (SLL).6
At a median follow-up of 15 months, objective response rate (ORR) was significantly
higher with zanubrutinib vs ibrutinib (78.3%
vs 62.5%, 2-sided P = .0006 compared with a
prespecified α of 0.0099 for interim analysis).
ORR was higher in patients with 11q deletion
(83.6% vs 69.1%, respectively) and 17q deletion (83.3% vs 53.8%) with zanubrutinib, as
were overall 12-month PFS rates (94.9% vs
84.0%) and OS rates (97.0% vs 92.7%).6
In the ELEVATE-RR trial (NCT02477696)
that evaluated acalabrutinib vs ibrutinib,
patients were randomized 1:1 to receive 100 mg
of acalabrutinib or 420 mg of ibrutinib.7 The
primary end point was independent review
committee–assessed noninferiority of PFS.
After a median follow-up of 40.9 months,
acalabrutinib was determined to be noninferior to ibrutinib, with a median PFS of
38.4 months in both arms (acalabrutinib,
95% CI, 33.0-38.6; ibrutinib, 95% CI, 33.041.6; HR, 1.00; 95% CI, 0.79-1.27).
Mato also shared data from a study that
evaluated the optimal sequencing of ibrutinib, idelalisib (Zydelig), and venetoclax in
CLL.8 In the trial, 683 patients were evaluated, and investigators determined that with a
median follow-up of 17 months (range, 1-60),
median PFS and OS for the entire cohort were
35 months and not reached, respectively.
Patients treated with ibrutinib (vs idelalisib)
as fi rst kinase inhibitor had a significantly
better PFS in all settings: frontline (HR, 2.8;
95% CI, 1.3-6.3, P = .01), R/R (HR, 2.8; 95% CI
1.9-4.1; P < .001), and 17p deletion (HR, 2.0;
95% CI, 1.2-3.4; P = .008).
In this real-world trial, Mato et al concluded
that ibrutinib appeared superior to idelalisib
as first kinase inhibitor. In the event of kinase
inhibitor failure, an alternate kinase inhibitor
or venetoclax therapy should be considered
over chemoimmunotherapy combinations.
Further, choosing venetoclax upon ibrutinib
failure might be superior to idelalisib.

Investigators concluded that CLL relapse
after acalabrutinib is mediated by mutations
in BTK that are similar to ibrutinib. They
recommended that further BTK resistance
monitoring could offer the opportunity to
intervene before symptomatic disease. This
fi nding and others have spurred the development of several noncovalent BTK inhibitors,
including vecabrutinib, AQQ-531, and LOXO305 (pirtobrutinib).
Mato touched on pirtobrutinib, which has
shown to be highly selective for BTK as compared with other kinases. Pirtobrutinib has
a different binding mode, “such that it has
the opportunity to overcome resistance and
seems well tolerated,” Mato said.10
In the phase 1/2 BRUIN study
(NCT03740529), 323 patients were treated
with pirtobrutinib across 7 dose levels
(25 mg, 50 mg, 100 mg, 150 mg, 200 mg, 250 mg,
and 300 mg once per day). Investigators
reported that 0 dose-limiting toxicities were
observed, and the maximum tolerated dose
was not reached. The recommended phase 2
dose was 200 mg daily. Adverse events (AEs)
in at least 10% of 323 patients were fatigue
(20%), diarrhea (17%), and contusion (13%).
The most common AE of grade 3 or higher
was neutropenia (10%).

For cellular therapies, the role of chimeric
antigen receptor (CAR) T-cell therapy in CLL is
undergoing evaluation. Mato spotlighted the
TRANSCEND-CLL-004 trial (NCT03331198),
which evaluated the CD19-directed CAR
T-cell therapy, lisocabtagene maraleucel
(Breyanzi), in patients with high-risk CLL
or SLL who have previously progressed on
ibrutinib. In the monotherapy cohort, the
ORR was 82%, with a partial response of 36%.
Median PFS was 18 months (95% CI, 3.0–not
reached).11 “I’m quite encouraged cellular
therapies will play a major role in the management of [R/R] CLL,” Mato said.
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New Treatment Options
Turning to emerging treatment options,
Mato focused on the development of resistance to BTK inhibitors that are attributable
to mutations, notably C481 mutations that
are detected at disease progression. In a
presentation by Woyach et al,9 investigators reported that patients underwent deep
sequencing every 3 to 6 cycles, using a digital droplet polymerase chain reaction assay
for BTK C481S after receiving acalabrutinib.

There are encouraging data for allogeneic
stem cell transplantation (alloHCT) in
patients who received prior targeted therapies, according to a study by Roeker et
al.12 In this trial, 29% (18 of 63) of patients
received novel agents as CLL-directed
therapy prior to undergoing alloHCT. The
3 most common novel agents used in any line
of therapy prior to alloHCT were ibrutinib
(82%), venetoclax (40%), and idelalisib (20%).
The investigators reported that neither the
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number of novel agents nor the specific novel
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MONJUVI is second-line targeted
immunotherapy for adult patients with
DLBCL who are ineligible for transplant1
INDICATIONS & USAGE
MONJUVI (tafasitamab-cxix), in combination with lenalidomide, is indicated for the
treatment of adult patients with relapsed or refractory diffuse large B-cell lymphoma
(DLBCL) not otherwise specified, including DLBCL arising from low grade lymphoma,
and who are not eligible for autologous stem cell transplant (ASCT).
This indication is approved under accelerated approval based on overall response
rate. Continued approval for this indication may be contingent upon verification and
description of clinical benefit in a confirmatory trial(s).

NCCN

GUIDELINES

NCCN Clinical Practice Guidelines in Oncology (NCCN Guidelines®)
recommend tafasitamab-cxix (MONJUVI)
in combination with lenalidomide as a second-line or subsequent therapy
option for DLBCL in patients who are not candidates for transplant.2*

*It is unclear if tafasitamab or loncastuximab tesirine or if any other CD-19 directed therapy would have a negative impact
on the efficacy of subsequent anti-CD19 CAR T-cell therapy.
NCCN makes no warranties of any kind whatsoever regarding their content, use, or application and disclaims any
responsibility for their application or use in any way.
DLBCL=diffuse large B-cell lymphoma; NCCN=National Comprehensive Cancer Network.

IMPORTANT SAFETY INFORMATION
Contraindications
None.

Warnings and Precautions
Infusion-Related Reactions
MONJUVI can cause infusion-related reactions
(IRRs). In L-MIND, infusion-related reactions
occurred in 6% of the 81 patients. Eighty
percent of infusion-related reactions occurred
during cycle 1 or 2. Signs and symptoms

included fever, chills, rash, flushing, dyspnea,
and hypertension. These reactions were
managed with temporary interruption of the
infusion and/or with supportive medication.
Premedicate patients prior to starting
MONJUVI infusion. Monitor patients frequently
during infusion. Based on the severity of
the infusion-related reaction, interrupt or
discontinue MONJUVI. Institute appropriate
medical management.

Please see additional Important Safety Information and the Brief Summary
of Prescribing Information on the following pages.
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MONJUVI is second-line targeted immunotherapy for
adult patients with DLBCL who are ineligible for transplant1
INDICATIONS & USAGE
MONJUVI (tafasitamab-cxix), in combination with lenalidomide, is indicated for the treatment of adult patients with
relapsed or refractory diffuse large B-cell lymphoma (DLBCL) not otherwise specified, including DLBCL arising from
low grade lymphoma, and who are not eligible for autologous stem cell transplant (ASCT).
This indication is approved under accelerated approval based on overall response rate. Continued approval for this
indication may be contingent upon verification and description of clinical benefit in a confirmatory trial(s).

L-MIND study design1
• L-MIND was an open-label, multicenter, single-arm study that evaluated the efficacy and safety of MONJUVI in
combination with lenalidomide followed by MONJUVI monotherapy in adult patients with R/R DLBCL after 1 to 3 prior
systemic DLBCL therapies, including CD20-containing therapy. The median number of prior therapies was 2
• Enrolled patients at the time of the trial were not eligible for or refused ASCT
• Efficacy was established in 71 patients with DLBCL (confirmed by central laboratory) based on best ORR
(defined as the proportion of complete and partial responders) and DoR, as assessed by an Independent Review
Committee using the International Working Group Response Criteria (Cheson 2007)
• Patients received MONJUVI 12 mg/kg intravenously in combination with lenalidomide (25 mg orally on
days 1 to 21 of each 28-day cycle) for a maximum of 12 cycles, followed by MONJUVI as monotherapy until
disease progression or unacceptable toxicity

IMPORTANT SAFETY INFORMATION
Warnings and Precautions (cont’d)
Myelosuppression
MONJUVI can cause serious or severe myelosuppression,
including neutropenia, thrombocytopenia, and anemia. In
L-MIND, Grade 3 neutropenia occurred in 25% of patients,
thrombocytopenia in 12% and anemia in 7%. Grade 4
neutropenia occurred in 25% and thrombocytopenia
in 6%. Neutropenia led to treatment discontinuation in
3.7% of patients.
Monitor complete blood counts (CBC) prior to
administration of each treatment cycle and throughout
treatment. Monitor patients with neutropenia for signs of
infection. Consider granulocyte colony-stimulating factor
(G-CSF) administration. Withhold MONJUVI based on the
severity of the adverse reaction. Refer to the lenalidomide
prescribing information for dosage modifications.

Infections
Fatal and serious infections, including opportunistic
infections, occurred in patients during treatment with
MONJUVI and following the last dose.
In L-MIND, 73% of the 81 patients developed an infection.
The most frequent infections were respiratory tract
infection (24%), urinary tract infection (17%), bronchitis
(16%), nasopharyngitis (10%) and pneumonia (10%).
Grade 3 or higher infection occurred in 30% of the
81 patients. The most frequent grade 3 or higher infection
was pneumonia (7%). Infection-related deaths were
reported in 2.5% of the 81 patients.
Monitor patients for signs and symptoms of infection
and manage infections as appropriate.

Please see additional Important Safety Information and the Brief Summary of Prescribing Information
on the following pages.

1-YEAR PRIMARY ANALYSIS 1 *

HIGH ORR REACHED, with a majority

SUSTAINED REMISSION in patients

of responders achieving CR

with R/R DLBCL1

1-year primary analysis in patients with R/R DLBCL
(N=71)1†

1-year primary analysis in patients with R/R DLBCL
(N=71)1†‡

1

Best ORR: 55% (n=39; 95% CI: 43%, 67%)
CR: 37%

Median DoR: 21.7 months (range: 0, 24)

PR: 18%

3-YEAR FOLLOW-UP ANALYSIS 3 *
MONJUVI, in combination
with lenalidomide, was granted
accelerated approval based on
the 1-year primary analysis of the
L-MIND study. The data for the
3-year analysis of the L-MIND
study has not yet been submitted
to or reviewed by the FDA. The
status with respect to potential
inclusion of these data in the
final, FDA-approved labeling has
yet to be determined.
This analysis is exploratory in
nature, and L-MIND was not
designed or powered to evaluate
and compare multiple subgroups.
These results should be interpreted
with caution given the small
sample size, which may lead to
estimates that are unstable.

ORR (3-year analysis)3
3-year follow-up analysis in patients with R/R DLBCL (N=71)3†
Best ORR: 54%§ (n=38; 95% CI: 41%, 66%)
CR: 35%

Response rates in 2L and 3L+ (3-year analysis)3
3-year follow-up analysis in patients with R/R DLBCL (N=71)3†||
100

||

Patients (%)

80

60

43% CR
63% ORR
(n=22; 95%
CI: 45%, 79%)

40

20

‡Kaplan-Meier estimates.1,3

28% CR

20% PR

0

†Assessed by an Independent
Review Committee.1,3
Due to rounding, ORR percentages
may not correspond with the sum of
CR and PR percentages.

PR: 18%

17% PR

2L (n=35)

3L+ (n=36)

Patients who had received
1 prior therapy

Patients who had received
2 or more prior therapies

44% ORR§
(n=16; 95%
CI: 28%, 62%)

§

R/R=relapsed/refractory;
ASCT=autologous stem cell
transplant; ORR=best overall response
rate; DoR=duration of response;
CR=complete response rate;
CI=confidence interval; PR=partial
response rate; NR=not reached.

3-year follow-up analysis in patients with R/R DLBCL (N=71)3†‡
1.0

Proportion of patients in remission

*The cutoff date for the primary
analysis was November 30, 2018
and occurred after the last patient
enrolled had completed 12 months
of follow-up. The cutoff date for
the 3-year follow-up analysis was
October 30, 2020 and occurred
after the last patient enrolled had
completed 35 months of follow-up.3,4

Median DoR (3-year analysis)3

0.9
0.8
0.7
0.6
0.5
0.4
0.3

Median DoR: 43.9 months
(95% CI: 15.0, NR)

0.2
0.1
0.0
0 1

3

6

12

18

Number of patients at risk
38 36 31
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13
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4

0

Time (months)
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REACH FOR MONJUVI
MONJUVI is second-line targeted
immunotherapy for adult patients with
DLBCL who are ineligible for transplant 1

INDICATIONS & USAGE
MONJUVI (tafasitamab-cxix), in combination with
lenalidomide, is indicated for the treatment of adult
patients with relapsed or refractory diffuse large B-cell
lymphoma (DLBCL) not otherwise specified, including
DLBCL arising from low grade lymphoma, and who are
not eligible for autologous stem cell transplant (ASCT).
This indication is approved under accelerated approval
based on overall response rate. Continued approval for
this indication may be contingent upon verification and
description of clinical benefit in a confirmatory trial(s).

IMPORTANT SAFETY INFORMATION
Warnings and Precautions (cont’d)
Embryo-Fetal Toxicity
Based on its mechanism of action, MONJUVI may cause
fetal B-cell depletion when administered to a pregnant
woman. Advise pregnant women of the potential risk to
a fetus. Advise women of reproductive potential to use
effective contraception during treatment with MONJUVI
and for at least 3 months after the last dose.
MONJUVI is initially administered in combination with
lenalidomide. The combination of MONJUVI with
lenalidomide is contraindicated in pregnant women
because lenalidomide can cause birth defects and death
of the unborn child. Refer to the lenalidomide prescribing
information on use during pregnancy.

Adverse Reactions
Serious adverse reactions occurred in 52% of patients
who received MONJUVI. Serious adverse reactions in
≥6% of patients included infections (26%), including
pneumonia (7%), and febrile neutropenia (6%). Fatal
adverse reactions occurred in 5% of patients who
received MONJUVI, including cerebrovascular accident
(1.2%), respiratory failure (1.2%), progressive multifocal
leukoencephalopathy (1.2%) and sudden death (1.2%).

Permanent discontinuation of MONJUVI or lenalidomide
due to an adverse reaction occurred in 25% of patients
and permanent discontinuation of MONJUVI due to an
adverse reaction occurred in 15%. The most frequent
adverse reactions which resulted in permanent
discontinuation of MONJUVI were infections (5%),
nervous system disorders (2.5%), respiratory, thoracic
and mediastinal disorders (2.5%).
Dosage interruptions of MONJUVI or lenalidomide due
to an adverse reaction occurred in 69% of patients and
dosage interruption of MONJUVI due to an adverse
reaction occurred in 65%. The most frequent adverse
reactions which required a dosage interruption of
MONJUVI were blood and lymphatic system disorders
(41%), and infections (27%).
The most common adverse reactions (≥20%) were
neutropenia (51%), fatigue (38%), anemia (36%), diarrhea
(36%), thrombocytopenia (31%), cough (26%), pyrexia (24%),
peripheral edema (24%), respiratory tract infection (24%),
and decreased appetite (22%).
You may report side effects to the FDA at (800) FDA-1088
or www.fda.gov/medwatch. You may also report side
effects to MORPHOSYS US INC. at (844) 667-1992.

To learn more, visit MonjuviHCP.com
For information about patient assistance, visit MyMISSIONSupport.com
Please see the Brief Summary of Prescribing Information on the following pages.
REFERENCES: 1. MONJUVI Prescribing Information. Boston, MA: MorphoSys. 6/2021. 2. Referenced with permission from the NCCN Clinical Practice
Guidelines in Oncology (NCCN Guidelines®) for B-Cell Lymphomas V.5.2021. © National Comprehensive Cancer Network, Inc. 2021. All rights reserved.
Accessed September 22, 2021. To view the most recent and complete version of the guideline, go online to NCCN.org. 3. Data on file. 3-year follow-up
analysis. MorphoSys. Boston, MA. 4. Data on file. CSR. MorphoSys. Boston, MA.
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INDICATIONS AND USAGE
MONJUVI, in combination with lenalidomide, is indicated for the treatment of adult
patients with relapsed or refractory diffuse large B-cell lymphoma (DLBCL) not
otherwise specified, including DLBCL arising from low grade lymphoma, and who
are not eligible for autologous stem cell transplant (ASCT).
This indication is approved under accelerated approval based on overall response
rate. Continued approval for this indication may be contingent upon verification and
description of clinical benefit in a confirmatory trial(s).
CONTRAINDICATIONS
None.
WARNINGS AND PRECAUTIONS
Infusion-Related Reactions
MONJUVI can cause infusion-related reactions. In L-MIND, infusion-related reactions
occurred in 6% of the 81 patients. Eighty percent of infusion-related reactions
occurred during cycle 1 or 2. Signs and symptoms included fever, chills, rash,
flushing, dyspnea, and hypertension. These reactions were managed with temporary
interruption of the infusion and/or with supportive medication.
Premedicate patients prior to starting MONJUVI infusion. Monitor patients frequently
during infusion. Based on the severity of the infusion-related reaction, interrupt or
discontinue MONJUVI. Institute appropriate medical management.
Myelosuppression
MONJUVI can cause serious or severe myelosuppression, including neutropenia,
thrombocytopenia, and anemia. In L-MIND, Grade 3 neutropenia occurred in 25%
of patients, thrombocytopenia in 12%, and anemia in 7%. Grade 4 neutropenia occurred
in 25% and thrombocytopenia in 6%. Neutropenia led to treatment discontinuation
in 3.7% of patients.
Monitor CBC prior to administration of each treatment cycle and throughout
treatment. Monitor patients with neutropenia for signs of infection. Consider
granulocyte colony-stimulating factor administration. Withhold MONJUVI based
on the severity of the adverse reaction. Refer to the lenalidomide prescribing
information for dosage modifications.
Infections
Fatal and/or serious infections, including opportunistic infections, occurred in patients
during treatment with MONJUVI and following the last dose.
In L-MIND, 73% of the 81 patients developed an infection. The most frequent
infections were respiratory tract infection (24%), urinary tract infection (17%), bronchitis
(16%), nasopharyngitis (10%) and pneumonia (10%). Grade 3 or higher infection
occurred in 30% of the 81 patients. The most frequent grade 3 or higher infection was
pneumonia (7%). Infection-related deaths were reported in 2.5% of the 81 patients.
Monitor patients for signs and symptoms of infection and manage infections
as appropriate.
Embryo-Fetal Toxicity
Based on its mechanism of action, MONJUVI may cause fetal B-cell depletion when
administered to a pregnant woman. Advise pregnant women of the potential risk to a
fetus. Advise females of reproductive potential to use effective contraception during
treatment with MONJUVI and for at least 3 months after the last dose.
MONJUVI is initially administered in combination with lenalidomide. The combination
of MONJUVI with lenalidomide is contraindicated in pregnant women because
lenalidomide can cause birth defects and death of the unborn child. Refer to the
lenalidomide prescribing information on use during pregnancy.
ADVERSE REACTIONS
Clinical Trials Experience
Because clinical trials are conducted under widely varying conditions, adverse
reaction rates observed in clinical trials of a drug cannot be directly compared to
rates in other clinical trials of another drug and may not reflect the rates observed
in practice.
Relapsed or Refractory Diffuse Large B-Cell Lymphoma
The safety of MONJUVI was evaluated in L-MIND. Patients (n=81) received MONJUVI
12 mg/kg intravenously in combination with lenalidomide for a maximum of 12 cycles,
followed by MONJUVI as monotherapy until disease progression or unacceptable
toxicity as follows:
• Cycle 1: Days 1, 4, 8, 15 and 22 of the 28-day cycle;
• Cycles 2 and 3: Days 1, 8, 15 and 22 of each 28-day cycle;
• Cycles 4 and beyond: Days 1 and 15 of each 28-day cycle.
Among patients who received MONJUVI, 57% were exposed for 6 months or longer,
42% were exposed for greater than one year, and 24% were exposed for greater than
two years.
Serious adverse reactions occurred in 52% of patients who received MONJUVI.
Serious adverse reactions in ≥6% of patients included infections (26%), including
pneumonia (7%), and febrile neutropenia (6%). Fatal adverse reactions occurred in
5% of patients who received MONJUVI, including cerebrovascular accident (1.2%),
respiratory failure (1.2%), progressive multifocal leukoencephalopathy (1.2%) and
sudden death (1.2%).
Permanent discontinuation of MONJUVI or lenalidomide due to an adverse
reaction occurred in 25% of patients and permanent discontinuation of MONJUVI
due to an adverse reaction occurred in 15%. The most frequent adverse reactions
which resulted in permanent discontinuation of MONJUVI were infections
(5%), nervous system disorders (2.5%), respiratory, thoracic and mediastinal
disorders (2.5%).
Dosage interruptions of MONJUVI or lenalidomide due to an adverse reaction
occurred in 69% of patients and dosage interruption of MONJUVI due to an adverse
reaction occurred in 65%. The most frequent adverse reactions which required a
dosage interruption of MONJUVI were blood and lymphatic system disorders (41%),
and infections (27%).

The most common adverse reactions (≥ 20%) were neutropenia, fatigue, anemia,
diarrhea, thrombocytopenia, cough, pyrexia, peripheral edema, respiratory tract
infection, and decreased appetite.
Table 3 summarizes the adverse reactions in L-MIND.
Table 3: Adverse Reactions (≥10%) in Patients with Relapsed or Refractory Diffuse
Large B-Cell Lymphoma Who Received MONJUVI in L-MIND

MONJUVI
(N=81)
Adverse Reaction

All Grades
(%)

Grade 3 or 4
(%)

Blood and lymphatic system disorders
Neutropenia

51

49

Anemia

36

7

Thrombocytopenia

31

17

Febrile neutropenia

12

12

Fatigue*

38

3.7

Pyrexia

24

1.2

Peripheral edema

24

0

Diarrhea

36

1.2

Constipation

17

0

Abdominal pain^

15

1.2

Nausea

15

0

Vomiting

15

0

Cough

26

1.2

Dyspnea

12

1.2

Respiratory tract infection+

24

4.9

Urinary tract infection†

17

4.9

Bronchitis

16

1.2

Decreased appetite

22

0

Hypokalemia

19

6

Back pain

19

2.5

Muscle spasms

15

0

Rash‡

15

2.5

Pruritus

10

1.2

General disorders and administration site conditions

Gastrointestinal disorders

Respiratory, thoracic and mediastinal disorders

Infections

Metabolism and nutrition disorders

Musculoskeletal and connective tissue disorders

Skin and subcutaneous tissue disorders

*Fatigue includes asthenia and fatigue
+Respiratory tract infection includes: lower respiratory tract infection, upper respiratory
tract infection, respiratory tract infection
†Urinary tract infection includes: urinary tract infection, Escherichia urinary tract
infection, urinary tract infection bacterial, urinary tract infection enterococcal
^
Abdominal pain includes abdominal pain, abdominal pain lower, and abdominal
pain upper
‡Rash includes rash, rash maculo-papular, rash pruritic, rash erythematous, rash pustular
Clinically relevant adverse reactions in <10% of patients who received MONJUVI were:
• Blood and lymphatic system disorders: lymphopenia (6%)
• General disorders and administration site conditions: infusion-related reaction (6%)
• Infections: sepsis (4.9%)
• Investigations: weight decreased (4.9%)
• Musculoskeletal and connective tissue disorders: arthralgia (9%), pain in extremity
(9%), musculoskeletal pain (2.5%)
• Neoplasms benign, malignant and unspecified: basal cell carcinoma (1.2%)
• Nervous system disorders: headache (9%), paresthesia (7%), dysgeusia (6%)
• Respiratory, thoracic and mediastinal disorders: nasal congestion (4.9%),
exacerbation of chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (1.2%)
• Skin and subcutaneous tissue disorders: erythema (4.9%), alopecia (2.5%),
hyperhidrosis (2.5%)

MONJUVI® (tafasitamab-cxix)
Table 4 summarizes the laboratory abnormalities in L-MIND.
Table 4: Select Laboratory Abnormalities (>20%) Worsening from Baseline in Patients
with Relapsed or Refractory Diffuse Large B-Cell Lymphoma Who Received MONJUVI
in L-MIND

MONJUVI1
All Grades
(%)

Grade 3 or 4
(%)

Glucose increased

49

5

Calcium decreased

47

1.4

Gamma glutamyl transferase increased

34

5

Albumin decreased

26

0

Magnesium decreased

22

0

Urate increased

20

7

Phosphate decreased

20

5

Creatinine increased

20

1.4

Aspartate aminotransferase increased

20

0

46

4.1

Laboratory Abnormality
Chemistry

Females and Males of Reproductive Potential
MONJUVI can cause fetal B-cell depletion when administered to a pregnant woman.
Pregnancy Testing
Refer to the prescribing information for lenalidomide for pregnancy testing
requirements prior to initiating the combination of MONJUVI with lenalidomide.
Contraception
Females
Advise females of reproductive potential to use effective contraception during
treatment with MONJUVI and for at least 3 months after the last dose. Additionally,
refer to the lenalidomide prescribing information for additional recommendations
for contraception.
Males
Refer to the lenalidomide prescribing information for recommendations.
Pediatric Use
The safety and effectiveness of MONJUVI in pediatric patients have not been established.
Geriatric Use
Among 81 patients who received MONJUVI and lenalidomide in L-MIND, 72% were 65
years and older, while 38% were 75 years and older. Clinical studies of MONJUVI did
not include sufficient numbers of patients aged 65 and older to determine whether
effectiveness differs compared to that of younger subjects. Patients 65 years and
older had more serious adverse reactions (57%) than younger patients (39%).
This is a brief summary of information about MONJUVI. This information is not
comprehensive. Visit MONJUVI.com or call (844) 667-1992 to obtain the full
Prescribing Information.

Coagulation
Activated partial thromboplastin time
increased

1The denominator used to calculate the rate was 74 based on the number of patients with a

baseline value and at least one post-treatment value.

Immunogenicity
As with all therapeutic proteins, there is the potential for immunogenicity. The
detection of antibody formation is highly dependent on the sensitivity and specificity
of the assays. Additionally, the observed incidence of antibody (including neutralizing
antibody) positivity in an assay may be influenced by several factors, including assay
methodology, sample handling, timing of sample collection, concomitant medications,
and underlying disease. For these reasons, comparison of the incidence of antibodies
in the studies described below with the incidence of antibodies in other studies or to
other tafasitamab products may be misleading.
Overall, no treatment-emergent or treatment-boosted anti-tafasitamab antibodies were
observed. No clinically meaningful differences in the pharmacokinetics, efficacy, or
safety profile of tafasitamab-cxix were observed in 2.5% of 81 patients with relapsed or
refractory DLBCL with pre-existing anti-tafasitamab antibodies in L-MIND.
USE IN SPECIFIC POPULATIONS
Pregnancy
Risk Summary
Based on its mechanism of action, MONJUVI may cause fetal B-cell depletion when
administered to a pregnant woman. There are no available data on MONJUVI use in
pregnant women to evaluate for a drug-associated risk. Animal reproductive toxicity
studies have not been conducted with tafasitamab-cxix.
In the U.S. general population, the estimated background risk of major birth defects
and miscarriage in clinically recognized pregnancies is 2% to 4% and 15% to 20%,
respectively.
MONJUVI is administered in combination with lenalidomide for up to 12 cycles.
Lenalidomide can cause embryo-fetal harm and is contraindicated for use in
pregnancy. Refer to the lenalidomide prescribing information for additional information.
Lenalidomide is only available through a REMS program.
Clinical Considerations
Fetal/Neonatal Adverse Reactions
Immunoglobulin G (IgG) monoclonal antibodies are transferred across the placenta.
Based on its mechanism of action, MONJUVI may cause depletion of fetal CD19
positive immune cells. Defer administering live vaccines to neonates and infants
exposed to tafasitamab-cxix in utero until a hematology evaluation is completed.
Data
Animal Data
Animal reproductive studies have not been conducted with tafasitamab-cxix.
Tafasitamab-cxix is an IgG antibody and thus has the potential to cross the placental
barrier permitting direct fetal exposure and depleting fetal B lymphocytes.
Lactation
Risk Summary
There are no data on the presence of tafasitamab-cxix in human milk or the effects
on the breastfed child or milk production. Maternal immunoglobulin G is known to
be present in human milk. The effects of local gastrointestinal exposure and limited
systemic exposure in the breastfed infant to MONJUVI are unknown. Because of the
potential for serious adverse reactions in the breastfed child, advise women not to
breastfeed during treatment with MONJUVI and for at least 3 months after the last
dose. Refer to lenalidomide prescribing information for additional information.
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First-line Niraparib Improves PFS
in Ovarian Cancer
By Ariana Pelosci
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group
(HR,
0.45;
95%
CI,
0.34-0.60;
P < .001). The homologous recombination deficiency
(HRD) subgroup had a median PFS that was not
reached (NR; 95% CI, 22.3-NE) in the niraparib
arm vs 11.0 months (95% CI, 8.3-13.8) in the placebo group (HR, 0.48; 95% CI, 0.34-0.68; P <.001).
Patients with BRCA mutations had a median PFS
that was NR (95% CI, 22.3-NE) vs 10.8 months (95%
CI, 8.3-19.3) in the niraparib and placebo cohorts,
respectively (HR, 0.40; 95% CI, 0.23-0.68; P < .001).
Those with non–germline BRCA (non-gBRCA)
mutations had a median PFS of 19.3 months (95%
CI, 13.8-NE) vs. 8.3 months (95% CI, 5.6-11.2) in
the niraparib and placebo groups, respectively
(HR, 0.48; 95% CI, 0.34-0.67; P < .001).
In the non-gBRCA mutation subgroups, those
who were HRD had a median PFS of 24.8 months
(95% CI, 14.0-NE) vs 11.1 months (95% CI, 8.3-13.8)
in the niraparib and placebo groups, respectively
(HR, 0.58; 95% CI, 0.36-0.93; P = .022).
For those with non–gBRCA mutations who were
homologous recombination proficient, the median
PFS was 14.0 months (95% CI, 11.9-NE) vs 5.5 months
(95% CI, 2.9-7.3) in the niraparib and placebo groups,
respectively (HR, 0.41; 95% CI, 0.25-0.65; P < .001).
“PRIME data continue to support niraparib
monotherapy after fi rst-line platinum-based chemotherapy regardless of biomarker status,” Ning

Li, MD, Cancer Hospital, Chinese Academy of
Medical Sciences, Peking Union Medical College,
said during the presentation.
A total of 384 patients were randomized 2:1
and received either niraparib (n = 255) or placebo
(n = 129) for 36 months or until disease progression,
death, or unacceptable toxicity. Patients were eligible
for treatment if they had FIGO stage III or IV ovarian
cancer, a high-grade or serous endometrioid tumor,
previous primary or interval cytoprotective surgery
despite postoperative residual disease status, and a
complete (CR) or partial response (PR) to first-line
platinum-based chemotherapy.
Stratification factors included germline BRCA
mutational status, tumor HRD status, previous
neoadjuvant chemotherapy, and response to fi rstline platinum chemotherapy. The primary end
point was PFS via blinded independent central
review in the ITT population. Secondary end
points were OS, time to fi rst subsequent anticancer therapy in the ITT subgroup, PFS and OS in
the HRD subgroup, and safety.
At data cut-off, 102 patients in the niraparib
group and 29 in the placebo were still receiving
treatment. The median follow-up was 27.5 months.
Patient characteristics included a median age of
53.0 years in the niraparib group vs 54.0 years in
the placebo, and a median weight of 59.0 kg in the
niraparib group and 57.0 kg in the placebo group.
A total of 71.4% of patients in the niraparib 

Ning Li, MD
Director
National Cancer Center
Professor
Cancer Institute and Hospital
Chinese Academic Medicine
Beijing, China
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NIRAPARIB (n = 255)

PLACEBO (n = 129)

253 (99.2)

121 (93.8)

249 (97.6)

111 (86.0)

139 (54.5)

23 (17.8)

125 (49.0)

9 (7.0)

48 (18.8)

11 (8.5)

38 (14.9)

5 (3.9)

TEAEs leading to treatment interruption

160 (62.7)

25 (19.4)

TEAEs leading to dose reduction

103 (40.4)

8 (6.2)

TEAEs leading to discontinuation

17 (6.7)

7 (5.4)

TEAEs leading to death

1 (0.4)

0

Any TEAEs
Treatment-related
Grade ≥3 TEAEs
Treatment-related
Serious TEAEs
Treatment-related

TEAEs, treatment-emergent adverse events
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group had FIGO stage III disease vs 72.9% in
the placebo and 28.6% vs 27.1% of patients in
both respective groups had stage IV disease.
A total of 83.1% and 79.8% experienced a CR
to previous platinum-based chemotherapy
in the niraparib and chemotherapy groups,
respectively. Prior treatment with chemotherapy resulted in a PR in 16.9% vs 20.2% of
patients in each respective group. A total of
33.3% of patients in the niraparib group and
31.0% in the placebo group had a germline
BRCA mutation.
At 24 months, 52.6% in the niraparib group
and 30.4% in the placebo group did not have
progressive disease or death. Those in the
HRD subgroup without progressive disease or
TA R G E T E D O N C O LO GY T M V I D E O
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quality of life in the maintenance setting for
patients with ovarian cancer.
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death included 57.4% in the niraparib group
and 33.9% in the placebo group.
OS data were immature in the ITT population
(HR, 0.63; 95% CI, 0.38-1.03; P = .061). The
median time to first subsequent anti-cancer
therapy was 29.2 months (95% CI, 22.4–NE) in
the niraparib group and 11.9 months (95% CI,
8.8-14.8) in the placebo group.
“While overall survival [OS] data are still
immature, there is a trend in favor of niraparib at this data cut-off,” Li said.
Grade 3 or higher treatment-emergent
adverse events (TEAEs) were observed in
54.5% vs 17.8% of patients in the niraparib
and placebo groups, respectively. Grade 3/4
treatment-related AEs were observed in 49.0%
vs 7.0% in the niraparib and placebo groups,
respectively. Serious TEAEs were observed
in 18.8% vs 8.5% of patients in the niraparib
and placebo groups, respectively, of which
14.9% vs 3.9% treatment related (TABLE 1).
In the niraparib and placebo cohorts,
TEAEs relating to treatment interruption
were observed in 62.7% vs 19.4%, dose
reductions in 40.4% vs 6.2%, discontinuation
in 6.7% vs 5.4%, and death in 0.4% vs 0% of
patients, respectively. Common grade 3 or
higher TEAEs observed in the niraparib and
placebo cohorts, respectively, were decreased neutrophil count (17.3% vs 1.6%),
decreased white blood cell count (6.7% vs
0.8%), anemia (18.0% vs 1.6%), decreased
platelet count (14.1% vs 0.8%), and increased
glutamyltransferase (5.1% vs 17.1%). TT
REFERENCE
Li N, Zhu J, Yin R, et al. Efficacy and safety of niraparib as maintenance
treatment in patients with newly diagnosed advanced ovarian cancer
using an individualized starting dose (PRIME Study): a randomized,
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Annual Meeting on Women’s Cancer; March 18-21, 2022; Phoenix, AZ.
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Investigators Hope Oregovomab
Combo Will Show Benefit in
Advanced Epithelial Ovarian Cancer
By Lindsay Fischer

© Aliaksandr Marko/ stock.adobe.com

O

REGOVOMAB (OVAREX) IN combination with paclitaxel and carboplatin
for patients with advanced epithelial
ovarian cancer is being tested in the phase 3
FLORA-5 trial (NCT04498117). Oregovomab
is an investigational monoclonal antibody
with promising phase 2 data. Oregovomab
and the FLORA-5 trial were highlighted
during the 2022 Society of Gynecologic
Oncology Annual Meeting on Women’s Cancer in March.1
“Oregovomab is an investigational monoclonal antibody that has been studied in
clinical trials for patients with ovarian
cancer whose tumor cells express the tumorassociated antigen CA-125 (MUC16),” the
investigators noted in a poster presentation
during the meeting. “Oregovomab is a novel
immunotherapy that enhances the immune
response to CA-125.”
Iregovomab is a murine monoclonal antibody B43.12, an IgG1k subclass immunoglobin that functions by binding to CA-125
with high affi nity. The compound’s interactions with circulating and tissue-associated
CA-125 induce robust immune responses.
The phase 3 double-blind, placebocontrolled, multicenter study has been
designed to compare the safety and efficacy
of oregovomab plus chemotherapy with placebo plus chemotherapy. Patients will be randomly assigned 1:1 to receive either 2 mg of
intravenous oregovomab or placebo, along with
6 standard cycles of paclitaxel/carboplatin.
Additionally, investigators will seek to
confirm the clinical benefit observed in a

randomized phase 2 study (NCT01616303),
which demonstrated that adding oregovomab to paclitaxel and carboplatin resulted
in clinically significant improvements in
progression-free survival (PFS) and overall
survival (OS).2
At a median follow-up of 42 months, the
addition of oregovomab yielded a median PFS
of 41.8 months (95% CI, 21.8-not estimable
[NE]) compared with 12.2 months (95% CI,
10.4-18.6) with standard chemotherapy (HR,
0.46, 95% CI 0.28-0.70; P = .0027). Regarding
OS, the median was not reached with the
oregovomab group (45.2-NE) but was 43.2
months (31.8-NE) in the control group (HR,
0.35; 95% CI, 0.16-0.74; P = .043)
Investigators noted that the trial will also
seek to evaluate the role of oregovomab as a
neoadjuvant chemotherapy option.
To be eligible for enrollment, patients must
have already received optimal debulking
surgery and be either about to begin chemotherapy (cohort 1) or have completed 3 cycles
of neoadjuvant therapy and about to resume
3 additional cycles of chemotherapy (cohort
2). Patients in each cohort will be randomly
assigned to both treatment regimens.
Patients in cohort 1 will receive either oregovomab or placebo on cycles 1, 3, 5, and 5+
of chemotherapy for 12 weeks. Meanwhile,
patients in cohort 2 will receive oregovomab
or placebo on cycles 4, 6, 6+ for 6 weeks, and
6+ for 18 weeks. Both groups will receive posttreatment follow-up and survival assessment.
The primary objective is PFS, with secondary objectives including OS, safety, and

quality of life. Stratification factors include
FIGO stage (IIIA/IIIB vs IIIC/IV) and residual disease status after surgical debulking.
Key eligibility criteria for enrollment also
will include a recent diagnosis of epithelial
ovarian, fallopian tube, or peritoneal origin
FIGO stage III or IV cancer; optimal debulking surgery to R1 or R0 stage; an ECOG
performance status of 0 or 1; serum CA-125
levels greater or equal to 50 U/mL prior to
surgery or chemotherapy; and adequate bone
marrow liver, or renal function.
Those who test positive for BRCA1/2 germline gene mutations, have carcinoma, or
previously received treatment with other
immune-suppressive drugs are excluded
from enrollment. Furthermore, if patients
are expected to require additional treatment
with PARP inhibitors, bevacizumab (Avastin)
or any other investigational agents; or if they
harbor active autoimmune diseases, serious
illness, clinically significant infections; or if
they have a history of more than 1 debulking
surgery, they will not be able to enroll. TT
REFERENCES
1. Secord AA, Barroilhet L, Gupta S, et al. FLORA-5/GOG-3035: a
phase III double blind placebo controlled multicenter clinical study of
front-line chemo-immunotherapy (paclitaxel and carboplatin +/- oregovomab) in patients with advanced epithelial ovarian cancer. Presented at: SGO Annual Meeting on Women’s Cancer; March 18-21, 2022;
Phoenix, AZ. Abstract 298.
2. Brewer M, Angioli R, Scambia G, et al. Front-line chemo-immunotherapy with carboplatin-paclitaxel using oregovomab indirect immunization in advanced ovarian cancer: a randomized phase II study. Gynecol Oncol. 2020;156(3):523-529. doi:10.1016/j.ygyno.2019.12.024
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Adjuvant Immunotherapy Combinations
Are Explored in Endometrial Cancer
By Jackie Collins

T

HE BENEFIT OF pembrolizumab (Keytruda) vs placebo in combination with
adjuvant chemotherapy with or without
radiation therapy in patients with newly diagnosed high-risk endometrial cancer after surgery with curative intent is under evaluation in
the ENGOT-en11/GOG-3053/KEYNOTE-B21
trial (NCT04634877). The rationale for the
trial is attributed to the antitumor activity
of the immune checkpoint inhibitor and outcomes with both adjuvant chemotherapy and
adjuvant chemoradiotherapy.
Details of the trial were presented in
a poster by author Brian Slomovitz, MD,
during the Society of Gynecologic Oncology
2022 Annual Meeting on Women’s Cancer.1
Slomovitz is director of gynecologic oncology at Mount Sinai Medical Center in Miami
Beach, Florida.
Specifically, the authors of the poster
noted that efficacy data from a phase 3
trial (NCT00942357) demonstrated that the
estimated 5-year recurrence-free survival
rate for patients with high-risk endometrial
cancer is 58% (95% CI, 53%-64%) and 59%
(95% CI, 53%-65%) following adjuvant chemotherapy alone (n = 361) or chemotherapy plus
radiation therapy (n = 346), respectively.2
Previous studies have already proven the
durable antitumor activity and manageable
safety of pembrolizumab monotherapy for
this patient population. For example, in the
phase 2 KEYNOTE 158 trial (NCT02628067),
the agent elicited an overall response rate
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(ORR) of 57% (95% CI, 42%-71%), with 16%
being complete responses and 41% being partial responses, among 49 evaluable patients
with previously treated microsatellite instability–high advanced endometrial cancer,
with 93% of responses ongoing after at least
9 months of follow-up.3
Also, pembrolizumab in combination with
lenvatinib (Lenvima) showed promising
antitumor activity in the phase 1b/2 KEYNOTE-146 trial (NCT02501096), in which
108 patients with previously treated advanced
endometrial cancer achieved an ORR of 38%
(95% CI, 28.8%-47.8%) at week 24. Additionally,
the median progression-free survival was
7.4 months (95% CI, 5.3-8.7) and the median
overall survival (OS) was 16.7 months (range,
15.0-not estimable).4
ENGOT-en11/GOG-3053/KEYNOTE-B21,
which commenced in 2020, has an estimated
enrollment of 990 patients. Patients will
be randomly assigned 1:1 to receive either
pembrolizumab at 200 mg or placebo in
combination with carboplatin area under the
curve 5 or 6, and 175-mg/m2 paclitaxel every
3 weeks. For patients who plan to receive
optional radiotherapy per investigator decision, paclitaxel should be administered for
4 cycles; all other individuals should receive
6 cycles of paclitaxel. If radiotherapy is
pursued it should be started within 6 weeks
of completion of carboplatin and paclitaxel.
Following completion of 6 cycles of treatment, patients will proceed to 6 cycles of

pembrolizumab at 400 mg with or without
radiotherapy and with or without cisplatin.
To be eligible for enrollment, patients must
be at least 18 years of age and have an ECOG
performance status of 0 or 1 within 7 days
of randomization. They must also have a histologically confi rmed new diagnosis of endometrial carcinoma or carcinosarcoma (mixed
Mullerian tumor) and have undergone curative intent surgery that included hysterectomy
and bilateral salpingo-oophorectomy and be
at high risk of recurrence as assessed by the
International Federation of Gynecology and
Obstetrics (FIGO) staging criteria.1
Additional inclusion criteria include disease free with no evidence of locoregional
disease or distant metastasis postoperatively
and on imaging, no prior radiation or systemic therapy—including immunotherapy or
hormonal therapy—in any setting, submission of a tumor tissue sample from current
diagnosis of endometrial carcinoma or carcinosarcoma, and adequate organ function.
As for exclusion criteria, key items include
presence of a uterine mesenchymal tumor,
FIGO (2009) surgical I/II endometrial cancer
without a known aberrant p53 expression
or p53 mutation, a known POLE mutation,
or FIGO stage IVB disease of any histology
even if there was no evidence of disease after
surgery. Patients are also ineligible if they
have a measurable or nonmeasurable residual tumor after surgery or a history of a second malignancy, unless potentially curative
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treatment had been completed, with no evidence of malignancy for 3 years. Patients
are not permitted if they have received prior
therapy with an anti–PD-L1 or anti–PD-L2
agent with an agent directed to another stimulatory or coinhibitory T-cell receptor or to
have received a live vaccine within 30 days
before the fi rst study dose.
Additional exclusion criteria were diagnosis of immunodeficiency or receiving chronic
systemic steroid therapy (> 10 mg prednisone
equivalent) or any immunosuppressive therapy within 7 days before the first study
dose, severe hypersensitivity (grade ≥ 3) to
pembrolizumab and/or any of its excipients,
active autoimmune disease that required systemic treatment in the past 2 years, history of
noninfectious pneumonitis or active pneumonitis, history of HIV infection or hepatitis B,
history of or active hepatitis C, allogenic tissue or solid organ transplant, and inadequate
recovery or complications from surgery.
Patients were stratified by mismatch repair
(MMR) status (proficient MMR [pMMR] vs
deficient MMR) and within pMMR stratum,
planned radiation therapy (chemotherapy
plus external beam radiation therapy [EBRT]
vs EBRT vs no EBRT), histology (endometrioid vs nonendometrioid), and FIGO (2009)
surgical stage (stage I/II vs stage III/IVA).
The primary end points are disease-free
survival (DFS) as assessed by the
investigator and OS.
The secondary end points are DFS as
assessed by blinded independent central
review, OS and DFS as assessed by the
investigator by PD-L1 status, OS and DFS
as assessed by the investigator by tumor
mutational burden (TMB) status, and safety.
Additional end points are patient-reported
quality of life (QOL) assessed by the European
Organization for Research and Treatment of
Cancer Quality of Life Questionnaire (EORTC
QLQ-C30) global score and physical function
subscale, along with EORTC endometrial
cancer-specific QOL module (EORTC QLQEN24) symptom specific scale.
As for assessments, tumor imaging of the
chest, abdomen, and pelvis will be acquired
by computed tomography at screening (after
surgery but within 28 days before randomization), then every 12 weeks until week 96,
then every 24 weeks in the third year, and
annually thereafter. ECOG status will be
assessed at screening and on day 1 of each
cycle starting at stage 1 cycle 2 day 1.
DFS will be assessed radiographically or
by histopathologic confi rmation of suspected
disease recurrence. Adverse events (AEs),

including serious AEs, will be monitored
throughout the study until the last efficacy
follow-up or visit or until 30 days after the
last dose of study treatment, whichever is
earlier. PD-L1 expression will be evaluated
using the PD-L1 IHC 22C3 pharDx assay, and
TMB will be assessed from tumor samples.
Safety outcomes will be evaluated in all
patients who receive at least 1 dose of study
treatment and analyzed according to the treatment received and the PROs (patient-reported
outcomes) analysis will be conducted for all
patients who complete at least 1 PRO assessment
and received at least 1 dose of study treatment.
PROs will be assessed every cycle where
pembrolizumab or placebo is administered,
until treatment completion or discontinuation, and will continue to be collected in posttreatment follow-up until disease recurrence.
The exploratory end points for the study
include evaluating changes in the visual analog scale and characterizing health utilities
using the European Quality of Life 5-Dimensions 5-Level questionnaire (EQ-5D-5L),
along with assessing global severity of
symptoms using Patient Global Impression
of Severity (PGI-S) and global rating of
change using the Patient Global Impression
of Change (PGI-C). PRO questionnaires will
be administered in the following order:
EORTC QLQ-C30, EROTC QLQ-EN24, PGI-S,
PGI-C, and EQ-5D-5L.
Investigators will also explore locoregional
vs distant metastatic recurrence as assessed
by the investigator in addition to identifying molecular biomarkers of response or
resistance to treatments using blood and/
or tumor tissue.
Enrollment began in December 2020
and the study is planned to recruit across
21 global sites. TT
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Timely Diagnosis and Early Intervention Is Critical to Prevent
Potentially Irreversible Organ Damage in Patients With cGVHD1
Jakafi® (ruxolitinib) is indicated for treatment of chronic graft-versus-host disease (cGVHD) after failure
of one or two lines of systemic therapy in adult and pediatric patients 12 years and older.

NCCN Clinical Practice
Guidelines in Oncology
(NCCN Guidelines®)

Recommend ruxolitinib (Jakafi) as the ONLY Category 1
treatment for steroid-refractory cGVHDa-c

REACH3 Primary Endpoint: ORR at Week 242,d

49.7

%

(82/165)

with Jakafi

25.6

% (42/164)

with BAT

(OR, 2.99; 95% CI: 1.86, 4.80; P < 0.0001)e

70

%



VS

ORR through Week 243,f
(116/165)

with Jakafi

VS

57

% (94/164)
with BAT

In the Jakafi Prescribing Information, efficacy was based on ORR through week 24 (cycle 7 day 1)3

Category 1: Based upon high-level evidence, there is uniform NCCN consensus that the intervention is appropriate.
The NCCN does not recommend one systemic agent as preferred over another in steroid-refractory GVHD.
c
Referenced with permission from the NCCN Clinical Practice Guidelines in Oncology (NCCN Guidelines®) for Hematopoietic Cell Transplantation V.5.2021. © National Comprehensive Cancer Network, Inc. 2021. All rights reserved. Accessed October 6, 2021.
To view the most recent and complete version of the guideline, go online to NCCN.org. NCCN makes no warranties of any kind whatsoever regarding their content, use or application and disclaims any responsibility for their application or use in any way.
d
Overall response rate was defined as the proportion of patients with complete response or partial response, according to 2014 NIH consensus criteria, at week 24.2
e
One-sided P value, OR, and 95% CI were calculated using stratified Cochran-Mantel-Haenszel test, stratifying for moderate and severe cGVHD.2
f
Defined as proportion of patients who achieved complete or partial response, according to 2014 NIH response criteria, through week 24 (cycle 7 day 1).3
a
b

IMPORTANT SAFETY INFORMATION
 Treatment with Jakafi® (ruxolitinib) can cause thrombocytopenia, anemia and
neutropenia, which are each dose-related effects. Perform a pre-treatment complete
blood count (CBC) and monitor CBCs every 2 to 4 weeks until doses are stabilized, and
then as clinically indicated
 Manage thrombocytopenia by reducing the dose or temporarily interrupting Jakafi.
Platelet transfusions may be necessary
 Patients developing anemia may require blood transfusions and/or dose modifications
of Jakafi
 Severe neutropenia (ANC <0.5 × 109/L) was generally reversible by withholding Jakafi
until recovery
 Serious bacterial, mycobacterial, fungal and viral infections have occurred. Delay
starting Jakafi until active serious infections have resolved. Observe patients receiving
Jakafi for signs and symptoms of infection and manage promptly. Use active surveillance
and prophylactic antibiotics according to clinical guidelines
 Tuberculosis (TB) infection has been reported. Observe patients taking Jakafi for signs
and symptoms of active TB and manage promptly. Prior to initiating Jakafi, evaluate
patients for TB risk factors and test those at higher risk for latent infection. Consult a
physician with expertise in the treatment of TB before starting Jakafi in patients with
evidence of active or latent TB. Continuation of Jakafi during treatment of active TB
should be based on the overall risk-benefit determination
Jakafi and the Jakafi logo are registered trademarks of Incyte.
© 2022, Incyte Corporation. MAT-JAK-03825 03/22










Progressive multifocal leukoencephalopathy (PML) has occurred with Jakafi
treatment. If PML is suspected, stop Jakafi and evaluate
Advise patients about early signs and symptoms of herpes zoster and to seek
early treatment
Increases in hepatitis B viral load with or without associated elevations in alanine
aminotransferase and aspartate aminotransferase have been reported in patients
with chronic hepatitis B virus (HBV) infections. Monitor and treat patients with
chronic HBV infection according to clinical guidelines
When discontinuing Jakafi, myeloproliferative neoplasm-related symptoms may
return within one week. After discontinuation, some patients with myelofibrosis
have experienced fever, respiratory distress, hypotension, DIC, or multi-organ failure.
If any of these occur after discontinuation or while tapering Jakafi, evaluate and
treat any intercurrent illness and consider restarting or increasing the dose of Jakafi.
Instruct patients not to interrupt or discontinue Jakafi without consulting their physician.
When discontinuing or interrupting Jakafi for reasons other than thrombocytopenia or
neutropenia, consider gradual tapering rather than abrupt discontinuation
Non-melanoma skin cancers (NMSC) including basal cell, squamous cell, and Merkel
cell carcinoma have occurred. Perform periodic skin examinations
Treatment with Jakafi has been associated with increases in total cholesterol,
low-density lipoprotein cholesterol, and triglycerides. Assess lipid parameters
8-12 weeks after initiating Jakafi. Monitor and treat according to clinical guidelines
for the management of hyperlipidemia

Intervene With Jakafi® (ruxolitinib) at the
First Sign of Initial Systemic Treatment Failure
in cGVHD Regardless of Organs Involved
Overall Response Rates Were Higher With Jakafi
at Week 24 Regardless of Organs Involved at Baseline vs BAT4
REACH3 Subgroup Analysis: ORR at Week 24 by Baseline Organ Involvement 4,g
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OR = 3.24

(95% CI: 1.86, 5.67)
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REACH3

A randomized, open-label, multicenter, phase 3 study of Jakafi vs BAT in patients with
steroid-refractory cGVHD (N = 329).2,3,h-j The starting dose for Jakafi was 10 mg BID.
Crossover from BAT to Jakafi was permitted on or after week 24 if patients progressed, had
a mixed or unchanged response, developed toxicity to BAT, or experienced a cGVHD flare.2

Visit hcp.Jakafi.com to learn more

Patients with >1 affected organ were counted in each organ subgroup. Organ involvement was defined as organ score ≥1 based on the cGVHD staging criteria.4
Patients included in the study were 12 years and older, had undergone allogeneic HSCT from any donor source/type, and had evident myeloid and platelet engraftment.4
i
Best available therapy was chosen by the investigator prior to randomization. Options included: ibrutinib, extracorporeal photopheresis, low-dose methotrexate, mycophenolate mofetil, rituximab, everolimus, sirolimus, imatinib, infliximab,
or pentostatin.2,3
j
Steroid-refractory disease was defined as lack of response or disease progression after ≥1 week of prednisone 1 mg/kg/d, disease persistence without improvement after ≥4 weeks of prednisone >0.5 mg/kg/d or 1 mg/kg every other day,
or increase in prednisone dose to >0.25 mg/kg/d after 2 unsuccessful attempts to taper the dose.4
g

h







 In myelofibrosis and polycythemia vera, the most common nonhematologic adverse
Another JAK-inhibitor has increased the risk of major adverse cardiovascular events
reactions (incidence ≥15%) were bruising, dizziness, headache, and diarrhea. In acute
(MACE), including cardiovascular death, myocardial infarction, and stroke (compared to
those treated with tumor TNF blockers) in patients with rheumatoid arthritis, a condition graft-versus-host disease, the most common nonhematologic adverse reactions
(incidence >50%) were infections (pathogen not specified) and edema. In chronic
for which Jakafi is not indicated. Consider the benefits and risks for the individual
graft-versus-host disease, the most common nonhematologic adverse reactions
patient prior to initiating or continuing therapy with Jakafi particularly in patients who
(incidence ≥20%) were infections (pathogen not specified) and viral infections
are current or past smokers and patients with other cardiovascular risk factors. Patients
should be informed about the symptoms of serious cardiovascular events and the steps  Avoid concomitant use with fluconazole doses greater than 200 mg. Dose modifications
to take if they occur
may be required when administering Jakafi with fluconazole doses of 200 mg or less, or
with strong CYP3A4 inhibitors, or in patients with renal or hepatic impairment. Patients
Another JAK-inhibitor has increased the risk of thrombosis, including deep venous
should be closely monitored and the dose titrated based on safety and efficacy
thrombosis (DVT), pulmonary embolism (PE), and arterial thrombosis (compared to
those treated with TNF blockers) in patients with rheumatoid arthritis, a condition for
 Use of Jakafi during pregnancy is not recommended and should only be used if the
which Jakafi is not indicated. In patients with myelofibrosis (MF) and polycythemia
potential benefit justifies the potential risk to the fetus. Women taking Jakafi should not
vera (PV) treated with Jakafi in clinical trials, the rates of thromboembolic events were
breastfeed during treatment and for 2 weeks after the final dose
similar in Jakafi and control treated patients. Patients with symptoms of thrombosis
Please see Brief Summary of Full Prescribing Information for Jakafi on the
should be promptly evaluated and treated appropriately
following pages.
Another JAK-inhibitor has increased the risk of lymphoma and other malignancies
BAT, best available therapy; BID, twice daily; cGVHD, chronic graft-versus-host disease; GI, gastrointestinal;
excluding NMSC (compared to those treated with TNF blockers) in patients with
GVHD, graft-versus-host disease; HSCT, hematopoietic stem cell transplant; NCCN, National Comprehensive
rheumatoid arthritis, a condition for which Jakafi is not indicated. Patients who
Cancer Network; NIH, National Institutes of Health; OR, odds ratio; ORR, overall response rate; REACH,
are current or past smokers are at additional increased risk. Consider the benefits
Ruxolitinib in PatiEnts with RefrACtory Graft-Versus-Host Disease After Allogeneic Stem Cell Transplantation.
and risks for the individual patient prior to initiating or continuing therapy with
References: 1. Lee SJ, Flowers MED. Hematology Am Soc Hematol Educ Program. 2008;2008(1):134-141.
Jakafi, particularly in patients with a known secondary malignancy (other than a
2. Zeiser R, et al. N Engl J Med. 2021;385(3):228-238. 3. Jakafi Prescribing Information. Wilmington, DE: Incyte
successfully treated NMSC), patients who develop a malignancy, and patients who
Corporation. 4. Zeiser R, et al. [Supplementary appendix]. N Engl J Med. 2021;385(3):228-238.
are current or past smokers
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DRUG INTERACTIONS Fluconazole Concomitant use
of Jakafi with fluconazole increases ruxolitinib exposure
[see Clinical Pharmacology (12.3) in Full Prescribing
Information], which may increase the risk of exposurerelated adverse reactions. Avoid concomitant use of
Jakafi with fluconazole doses of greater than 200 mg
daily. Reduce the Jakafi dosage when used concomitantly
with fluconazole doses of less than or equal to 200 mg
[see Dosage and Administration (2.5) in Full Prescribing
Information]. Strong CYP3A4 Inhibitors Concomitant
use of Jakafi with strong CYP3A4 inhibitors increases
ruxolitinib exposure [see Clinical Pharmacology (12.3) in
Full Prescribing Information], which may increase the risk
of exposure-related adverse reactions. Reduce the Jakafi
dosage when used concomitantly with strong CYP3A4
inhibitors except in patients with aGVHD or cGVHD
[see Dosage and Administration (2.5) in Full Prescribing
Information]. Strong CYP3A4 Inducers Concomitant use
of Jakafi with strong CYP3A4 inducers may decrease
ruxolitinib exposure [see Clinical Pharmacology (12.3) in
Full Prescribing Information], which may reduce efficacy
of Jakafi. Monitor patients frequently and adjust the
Jakafi dose based on safety and efficacy [see Clinical
Pharmacology (12.3) in Full Prescribing Information].
USE IN SPECIFIC POPULATIONS Pregnancy: Risk
Summary When pregnant rats and rabbits were
administered ruxolitinib during the period of
organogenesis adverse developmental outcomes
occurred at doses associated with maternal toxicity
(see Data). There are no studies with the use of Jakafi
in pregnant women to inform drug-associated risks. The
background risk of major birth defects and miscarriage
for the indicated populations is unknown. Adverse
outcomes in pregnancy occur regardless of the health
of the mother or the use of medications. The background
risk in the U.S. general population of major birth defects
is 2% to 4% and miscarriage is 15% to 20% of clinically
recognized pregnancies. Data: Animal Data Ruxolitinib
was administered orally to pregnant rats or rabbits during
the period of organogenesis, at doses of 15, 30 or
60 mg/kg/day in rats and 10, 30 or 60 mg/kg/day in
rabbits. There were no treatment-related malformations.
Adverse developmental outcomes, such as decreases of
approximately 9% in fetal weights were noted in rats at
the highest and maternally toxic dose of 60 mg/kg/day.
This dose results in an exposure (AUC) that is
approximately 2 times the clinical exposure at the
maximum recommended dose of 25 mg twice daily.
In rabbits, lower fetal weights of approximately 8%
and increased late resorptions were noted at the highest
and maternally toxic dose of 60 mg/kg/day. This dose
is approximately 7% the clinical exposure at the
maximum recommended dose. In a pre- and post-natal
development study in rats, pregnant animals were dosed
with ruxolitinib from implantation through lactation at
doses up to 30 mg/kg/day. There were no drug-related
adverse findings in pups for fertility indices or for
maternal or embryofetal survival, growth and
development parameters at the highest dose evaluated
(34% the clinical exposure at the maximum
recommended dose of 25 mg twice daily). Lactation:
Risk Summary No data are available regarding the
presence of ruxolitinib in human milk, the effects on
the breast fed child, or the effects on milk production.
Ruxolitinib and/or its metabolites were present in the milk
of lactating rats (see Data). Because many drugs are
present in human milk and because of the potential for
thrombocytopenia and anemia shown for Jakafi in human
studies, discontinue breastfeeding during treatment with
Jakafi and for two weeks after the final dose. Data:
Animal Data Lactating rats were administered a single
dose of [14C]-labeled ruxolitinib (30 mg/kg) on postnatal
Day 10, after which plasma and milk samples were
collected for up to 24 hours. The AUC for total
radioactivity in milk was approximately 13-fold the
maternal plasma AUC. Additional analysis showed the
presence of ruxolitinib and several of its metabolites in
milk, all at levels higher than those in maternal plasma.
Pediatric Use The safety and effectiveness of Jakafi for
treatment of myelofibrosis or polycythemia vera in
pediatric patients have not been established. The safety
and effectiveness of Jakafi for treatment of

steroid-refractory aGVHD has been established for
treatment of children 12 years and older. Use of Jakafi
in pediatric patients with steroid-refractory aGVHD
is supported by evidence from adequate and
well-controlled trials of Jakafi in adults [see Clinical
Studies (14.3) in Full Prescribing Information] and
additional pharmacokinetic and safety data in pediatric
patients. The safety and effectiveness of Jakafi for
treatment of steroid-refractory aGVHD has not been
established in pediatric patients younger than 12 years
old. The safety and effectiveness of Jakafi for treatment
of cGVHD after failure of one or two lines of systemic
therapy has been established for treatment of children
12 years and older. Use of Jakafi in pediatric patients
with cGVHD after failure of one or two lines of systemic
therapy is supported by evidence from adequate and
well-controlled trials of Jakafi in adults and adolescents
[see Clinical Studies (14.3, 14.4) in Full Prescribing
Information] and additional pharmacokinetic and safety
data in pediatric patients. The safety and effectiveness of
Jakafi for treatment of cGVHD has not been established in
pediatric patients younger than 12 years old. Jakafi was
evaluated in a single-arm, dose-escalation study
(NCT01164163) in 27 pediatric patients with relapsed or
refractory solid tumors (Cohort A) and 20 with leukemias or
myeloproliferative neoplasms (Cohort B). The patients had
a median age of 14 years (range, 2 to 21 years) and
included 18 children (age 2 to < 12 years), and 14
adolescents (age 12 to < 17 years). The dose levels tested
were 15, 21, 29, 39, or 50 mg/m2 twice daily in 28-day
cycles with up to 6 patients per dose group. Overall, 38
(81%) patients were treated with no more than a single
cycle of Jakafi, while 3, 1, 2, and 3 patients received 2, 3, 4,
and 5 or more cycles, respectively. A protocol-defined
maximal tolerated dose was not observed, but since few
patients were treated for multiple cycles, tolerability with
continued use was not assessed adequately to establish a
recommended Phase 2 dose higher than the recommended
dose for adults. The safety profile in children was similar
to that seen in adults. Juvenile Animal Toxicity Data
Administration of ruxolitinib to juvenile rats resulted in
effects on growth and bone measures. When administered
starting at postnatal day 7 (the equivalent of a human
newborn) at doses of 1.5 to 75 mg/kg/day, evidence of
fractures occurred at doses ≥ 30 mg/kg/day, and effects
on body weight and other bone measures [e.g., bone
mineral content, peripheral quantitative computed
tomography, and x-ray analysis] occurred at doses
≥ 5 mg/kg/day. When administered starting at postnatal
day 21 (the equivalent of a human 2-3 years of age) at
doses of 5 to 60 mg/kg/day, effects on body weight and
bone occurred at doses ≥ 15 mg/kg/day, which were
considered adverse at 60 mg/kg/day. Males were more
severely affected than females in all age groups, and
effects were generally more severe when administration
was initiated earlier in the postnatal period. These
findings were observed at exposures that are at least
27% the clinical exposure at the maximum recommended
dose of 25 mg twice daily. Geriatric Use Of the total
number of patients with MF in clinical studies with Jakafi,
52% were 65 years and older, while 15% were 75 years
and older. No overall differences in safety or effectiveness
of Jakafi were observed between these patients and
younger patients. Clinical studies of Jakafi in patients
with aGVHD did not include sufficient numbers of subjects
age 65 and over to determine whether they respond
differently from younger subjects. Of the total number of
patients with cGVHD treated with Jakafi in clinical trials,
11% were 65 years and older. No overall differences in
safety or effectiveness of Jakafi were observed between
these patients and younger patients. Renal Impairment
Total exposure of ruxolitinib and its active metabolites
increased with moderate (CLcr 30 to 59 mL/min) and
severe (CLcr 15 to 29 mL/min) renal impairment, and
ESRD (CLcr less than 15 mL/min) on dialysis [see Clinical
Pharmacology (12.3) in Full Prescribing Information].
Modify Jakafi dosage as recommended [see Dosage and
Administration (2.6) in full Prescribing Information].
Hepatic Impairment Exposure of ruxolitinib increased
with mild (Child-Pugh A), moderate (Child-Pugh B) and
severe (Child-Pugh C) hepatic impairment [see Clinical
Pharmacology (12.3) in full Prescribing Information].

Reduce Jakafi dosage as recommended in patients with
MF or PV with hepatic impairment [see Dosage and
Administration (2.6) in full Prescribing Information].
Reduce Jakafi dosage as recommended for patients with
Stage 4 liver aGVHD. Monitor blood counts more
frequently for toxicity and modify the Jakafi dosage for
adverse reactions if they occur for patients with Score 3
liver cGVHD [see Dosage and Administration (2.6) and
Clinical Pharmacology (12.3) in full Prescribing
Information]. OVERDOSAGE There is no known antidote
for overdoses with Jakafi. Single doses up to 200 mg
have been given with acceptable acute tolerability. Higher
than recommended repeat doses are associated with
increased myelosuppression including leukopenia,
anemia and thrombocytopenia. Appropriate supportive
treatment should be given. Hemodialysis is not expected
to enhance the elimination of Jakafi.

Jakafi is a registered trademark of Incyte.
U.S. Patent Nos. 7598257; 8415362; 8722693; 8822481;
8829013; 9079912; 9814722; 10016429
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Combining Camrelizumab and
Chemotherapy Improves Overall Survival
in Squamous NSCLC
By Lisa Astor

 CO N TI N U E D F ROM COVE R

© Anne Weston, Francis Crick Institute / Wellcome Collection

CameL-sq trial (NCT03668496).1 In the trial, a
24-month OS rate of 53.4% was achieved in patients
treated with camrelizumab and chemotherapy
compared with 35.0% in those treated with chemotherapy and placebo. At 36 months, the OS rates
were 42.8% and 23.7%, respectively (TABLE 1).
“These data further support camrelizumab plus
chemo[therapy] as a standard fi rst-line treatment
option for advanced squamous non–small cell
lung cancer,” lead study author Caicun Zhou,
MD, PhD, said when presenting prolonged follow-

TA B L E . O V E R A L L S U R V I VA L R AT E S
I N T H E C A M E L- S Q T R I A L 1
CAMRELIZUMAB +
CHEMOTHERAPY
(N = 193)

PLACEBO +
CHEMOTHERAPY
(N = 196)

Median OS,
months

24.7

15.5

1-year rate

75%

62.0%

2-year rate

53.4%

35.0%

3-year rate

42.8%

23.7%

OS, overall survival.

up results with more than 1 year of additional
follow-up at the European Lung Cancer Congress 2022. Zhou is director of the Department
of Oncology, Shanghai Pulmonary Hospital;
director of Cancer Institute of Tongji University
Medical School; and chairman of the Oncology
Department of Tongji University in China.
The randomized, double-blind trial enrolled
patients with pathologically confi rmed stage IIIB
to IV squamous NSCLC who had not received prior
systemic treatment and had an ECOG performance
status of 0 or 1. Patients (n = 390) were randomly
assigned equally between the camrelizumab and
placebo arms and stratified by sex, smoking history,
and liver or brain metastasis.
In the investigational arm, patients received
200 mg of camrelizumab, carboplatin area under
the curve 5, and 175 mg/m2 of paclitaxel on day
1 of every 3-week cycle for 4 to 6 cycles, depending
on the discretion of the investigator. Treatment
was then followed by camrelizumab monotherapy
at 200 mg for up to 2 years or until disease progression or unacceptable toxicity. Patients assigned to
the placebo arm were allowed to cross over to receive
camrelizumab at the time of disease progression.
The primary end point was progression-free
survival by blinded independent review 

Caicun Zhou, MD, PhD
Director
Department of Oncology
Shanghai Pulmonary Hospital
Director
Cancer Institute of Tongji University
Medical School
Chairman
Oncology Department
Tongji University
Shanghai, China
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committee, and secondary end points included
OS, objective response rate, duration of
response, disease control rate, and safety.
In the primary analysis of the trial with
a data cutoff date of November 6, 2020, the
combination with camrelizumab showed a
significant improvement in progression-free
survival compared with chemotherapy alone
at 8.5 months vs 4.9 months, respectively
(HR, 0.37; 95% CI, 0.29-0.47; P < .0001).2
The presentation included results of follow-up of 23.7 months in the camrelizumab
arm and 15.2 months in the placebo arm. As
of the updated data cutoff on January 31, 2022,
6 patients were still receiving treatment in the
camrelizumab arm and 1 in the placebo arm.1
Baseline characteristics were balanced
between the 2 arms. Patients were aged
34 to 74 years, and more than 90% in each
arm were male. The majority of patients
had a smoking history of at least 400 cigarette-years (82%), ECOG performance status
of 1 (79%), and stage IV disease (72%). Twelve
percent of patients had either liver or brain
metastasis. Approximately half of patients
(48%) had positive PD-L1 expression by
tumor proportion score, and 21% had a tumor
proportion score of at least 50%.

Median OS was 27.4 months (95% CI, 22.1not reached [NR]) with camrelizumab and
chemotherapy compared with 15.5 months
(95% CI, 13.4-18.4) with placebo and chemotherapy (HR, 0.57; 95% CI, 0.44-0.74; log-rank
1-sided P < .0001).
Zhou noted that approximately 56% of
patients in the placebo arm crossed over
to receive camrelizumab. When OS was
adjusted for crossover, the median OS was
27.4 months (95% CI, 22.1-NR) with camrelizumab vs 12.4 months (95% CI, 10.9-14.5)
without (HR, 0.41; 95% CI, 0.30-0.56; logrank 1-sided P < .0001).
Patients received a median of 12 cycles
of treatment in the camrelizumab arm
(range, 1-32) and 7 cycles (range, 1-26) in
the placebo arm.
Treatment-emergent adverse events (AEs)
were reported in all but 1 patient. In the
camrelizumab arm, grade 3/4 AEs were
observed in 81.9% of patients vs in 75.0%
of the placebo arm. Treatment-emergent
AEs led to death in 10.4% and 13.8% of
patients in the camrelizumab and placebo
arms, respectively.
Grade 3/4 treatment-related AEs were
reported in 74.1% of patients in the

camrelizumab arm and in 71.4% of patients
in the placebo arm. These events led to death
in 3.1% and 1.5% of the camrelizumab and
placebo arms, respectively.
Immune-related AEs were observed in
77.2% of patients in the investigational arm
vs 20.4% of the control arm.
“The majority of events were due to chemotherapy,” Zhou said. The most common
treatment-related AEs in the camrelizumab
arm were white blood cell count decrease,
neutrophil count decrease, anemia, platelet
count decrease, reactive capillary endothelial proliferation, and alopecia. Reactive
capillary endothelial proliferation was rarely
seen in the placebo arm, and there were no
grade 3 or higher events. TT
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Unecritinib Shows Efficacy as
ROS1-Directed Therapy in NSCLC
By Will Pizii

U

NECRITINIB (TQ-B3101) MONOTHERAPY showed promising efficacy
in the first line for patients with
ROS1-positive non–small cell lung cancer
(NSCLC). Shun Lu, MD, PhD, a professor at
Shanghai Chest Hospital at Jiao Tong University and chief of Shanghai Lung Cancer
Center in China, presented the findings at
the European Lung Cancer Congress 2022.
The objective response rate (ORR) was
78.4% (95% CI, 69.6%-85.6%), according to
investigators, and the disease control rate
was 87.4% (95% CI, 79.7%-92.9%). Both rates
were assessed by an independent review committee (IRC). The median duration of response
(DOR) was 20.3 months (95% CI, 11.0-26.1). At
the time of data cutoff, the median duration of
follow-up was 12.1 months (95% CI, 11.9-17.4).
In this phase 2 study (NCT03972189),
investigators evaluated 111 patients from
29 sites in China between November 2019 and
January 2021. Patients received unecritinib at
300 mg twice a day until disease progression

or intolerable toxicity. The primary end point
was IRC-assessed ORR by RECIST 1.1 criteria and secondary end points were disease
control rate, DOR, progression-free survival
(PFS), overall survival (OS), and safety.
Median PFS was 15.6 months (95% CI,
10.2-27.0). At 3 months the PFS rate was
89.7% (95% CI, 82.2%-94.2%), at 6 months
it was 82.7% (95% CI, 73.9%-88.7%), and at
12 months, 53.7% (95% CI, 42.0%-64.0%). OS
at the data cutoff was not reached. However,
at 12 months the OS rate was 98.1% (95% CI,
92.5%-99.5%) and at 24 months it was 88.1%
(95% CI, 73.7%-94.9%).
The median age of patients was 52 years
(range, 44-59), and 61.3% of patients were
female (n = 68). Most patients (71.2%) had an
ECOG performance score of 1. Investigators
recorded patients’ smoking history and
found that 72.1% had never smoked, 25.2%
had a past history of smoking, and 2.7%
were currently smokers. All but 1 patient
had adenocarcinoma as pathology. Most
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TRAE n (%)

ANY GRADE (%)

≥ GRADE 3 (%)

Increased AST

82 (73.9)

4 (3.6)

Increased ALT

80 (72.1)

4.4

Vomiting

70 (63.1)

0 (0.0)

Neutrophil count decreased

63 (56.8)

28 (25.2)

Leukocyte count decreased

58 (52.3)

8 (7.2)

Sinus bradycardia

58 (52.3)

0 (0.0)

Diarrhea

48 (43.2)

0 (0.0)

Elevated serum creatine phosphokinase

47 (42.3)

0 (0.0)

Constipation

42 (37.8)

0 (0.0)

patients (92.8%) had stage IV disease and the
remainder had stage III disease. Thirty-three
patients (29.7%) had brain metastases. More
than half the patient population (58.6%)
had no previous chemotherapy treatment,
31.5% had received 1 prior line, and 9.9% had
received 2 prior chemotherapy lines.
The entire patient population experienced
any-grade
treatment-emergent
adverse
events (TEAEs), and all but 1 patient experienced treatment-related AEs (TRAEs).
Grade 3 or higher TEAEs occurred in 53.2%
of patients, grade 3 or higher TRAEs were
found in 45.1% of patients, and 14.4% experienced serious AEs (SAEs). Treatment related
SAEs occurred in 3.6% of patients. TRAEs led
to dose adjustment in 16.2% of patients, to
dose disruption in 35.1% of patients, and to
discontinuation in 16.2% of patients.
The most common any-grade TRAEs
(TABLE 1) were increased aspartate aminotransferase levels (73.9%), increased
alanine aminotransferase levels (72.1%), vomiting (63.1%), and decreased neutrophil count
(56.8%). The most common grade 3 or greater
TRAEs were decreased neutrophil count
(25.2%), decreased leukocyte count (7.2%),
increased alanine aminotransferase levels
(7.2%), and increased aspartate aminotransferase levels (3.6%). Lu noted that the occurrence of ocular organ disease was favorable,
as this any-grade AE occurred in 26.1% of
patients but was not found at grade 3 or higher.
With results offering promising efficacy
data and a manageable safety profi le, unecritinib can be regarded as a new fi rst-line
treatment option. TT

Hypoalbuminemia

42 (37.8)

0 (0.0)

Anemia

30 (27.0)

2 (1.8)

Elevated serum creatinine

28 (25.2)

0 (0.0)

apy in the first-line treatment in patients with ROS1-positive non-small

Ocular organ diseases

29 (26.1)

0 (0.0)

cell lung cancer. Ann Oncol. 2022;33(suppl 2):S31. doi:10.1016/j.

ALT, alanine aminotransferase; AST, aspartate aminotransferase; TRAEs, treatment-related adverse events.
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Oritinib Shows Promise
in EGFR T790M+ NSCLC
By Lisa Astor

T

HE THIRD-GENERATION EGFR
tyrosine kinase inhibitor (TKI) oritinib
(SH-1028) demonstrated almost complete disease control in previously treated
patients with EGFR T790M–mutant, locally
advanced or metastatic non–small cell lung
cancer (NSCLC).
Among 227 treated patients, the disease
control rate was 92.5% (95% CI, 88.3%-95.6%)
and the objective response rate was 60.4%
(95% CI, 53.7%-66.8%). The fi ndings of the
phase 2 trial (NCT03823807) were presented
at the European Lung Cancer Congress 2022.
“Oritinib demonstrated potential clinical
benefit in [patients with] advanced NSCLC
with EGFR T790M mutation following prior
therapy with first- and/or second-generation
EGFR TKIs,” said lead study author Caicun
Zhou, MD, PhD, director of the Department
of Oncology, Shanghai Pulmonary Hospital;
director of Cancer Institute of Tongji University
Medical School; and chairman of the Oncology
Department of Tongji University in China.
Between December 2019 and March
2021, 228 patients were enrolled in the single-arm study across 47 sites in China, and
227 patients were treated with at least 1 dose
of oritinib. Patients were eligible if they had
locally advanced or metastatic NSCLC and
had progressed on at least 1 prior EGFR TKI,
and had an EGFR T790M mutation.
Patients received oritinib at 200 mg orally
once daily. The investigators performed
tumor assessments by RECIST 1.1 criteria
every 6 weeks until disease progression. In
the follow-up stage, assessments were done
every 6 weeks for progression-free survival
(PFS) and every 12 weeks for overall survival
(OS). The primary end point was objective
response rate and secondary end points were
disease control rate, PFS, and, OS.
The median age of all treated patients
was 62.0 years (range, 35-87) with 41.4% of

56

patients being age 65 or older. The majority
of patients were female (57.3%), had an ECOG
performance status of 1 (87.2%), and were
never smokers (87.2%). Patients had EGFR
T790M mutations of exon 19 deletion (63.4%),
L858R (30.4%), or other mutation. Brain
mutations were reported in 35.2% of patients
and 24.7% had received prior chemotherapy
in addition to EGFR TKIs.
All responses by independent radiology
review committee were partial (60.4%). Stable
disease was reported in 30.0% of patients and
2.2% had neither a complete response nor
progressive disease. Only 3.5% had progressive
disease and response was not evaluable in 4.0%.
TA B L E . A D V E R S E E V E N T R AT E S W I T H O R I T I N I B
IN TRIAL NCT03823807
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EVENT RATE
Any adverse event

214/227 (94.3%)

Drug-related adverse events

190/227 (83.7%)

Grade ≥ 3 adverse events

65/227 (28.6%)

Grade ≥ 3 drug-related
adverse events

32/227 (14.1%)

Serious adverse events

40/227 (17.6%)

Serious drug-related adverse
events

8/227 (3.5%)

Adverse events leading to
dose interruption

30/227 (13.2%)

Drug-related adverse events
leading to dose interruption

22/227 (9.7%)

Adverse events leading to
dose reduction

3/227 (1.3%)

Drug-related adverse events
leading to dose reduction

3/227 (1.3%)

Adverse events leading to
drug discontinuation

10/227 (4.4%)

Drug-related adverse events
leading to drug discontinuation

4/227 (1.8%)

Adverse events leading to death

11/227 (4.8%)

Drug-related adverse events
leading to death

4/227 (1.8%)

The median PFS was 12.6 months (95% CI,
9.7-15.3) with events occurring in 40.1% of
patients. The median duration of response
was 12.5 months (95% CI, 11.2-not available).
Median OS data were immature at the time
of data cutoff on September 17, 2021.
In terms of safety, investigator-assessed
adverse events (AEs) were reported in
94.3% of patients and were considered drug
related in 83.7% (TABLE). The investigators
observed grade 3 or higher AEs in 28.6% of
patients and serious events in 17.6%. Dose
interruptions due to AEs were reported in
13.2% of patients, dose reductions in 1.3%,
and drug discontinuations in 4.4%. AEs led
to death in 4.8% of patients.
The most common treatment-related
events of any grade were diarrhea (41.9%),
increased blood creatine phosphokinase
levels (23.8%), decreased white blood cell
count (13.2%), increased blood creatine phosphokinase isoenzyme (12.3%), increased
aspartate aminotransferase levels (10.6%),
and increased serum creatine (10.6%). The
most common AEs of grade 3 or higher were
increased blood creatine phosphokinase levels in 4.0% of patients, diarrhea in 2.2%, and
decreased lymphocyte count in 1.8%.
Investigators are continuing to study
oritinib in a randomized, controlled, double-blind phase 3 trial (NCT04239833) that
will compare oritinib and gefitinib (Iressa)
in the fi rst-line treatment of patients with
advanced NSCLC harboring EGFR-sensitizing mutations. Enrollment in this trial has
already been completed. TT
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ahead of the 23rd Annual International Lung Cancer Congress®.1 A greater understanding of molecular biology and the role of immunotherapy in lung
cancer has ushered in a new era of understanding
the disease that has led to the development of an
extensive targeted therapy portfolio.
Molecular characterization, oncogene addiction
(ie, the dependency of certain tumor cells on a
single activated oncogenic protein or pathway to
maintain their malignant properties), and targeted
therapies have contributed to the first strategy,
according to Peters. “Now we have identified
mutations we can treat not with chemotherapy or
radiation, but with targeted therapies in the first
and second line,” said Peters, a key presenter who
is head of the medical oncology service and chair of
thoracic oncology in the Department of Oncology at
the Centre Hospitalier Universitaire Vaudois. She
is also the president of the European Society for
Medical Oncology.
As investigators discover new compounds and
targets, improvements in the pharmacology of
these agents emerge. “We have been developing
more potent and broader drugs that overcome and
prevent resistance,” Peters said.
The second strategy, immunotherapy, has led to
long-term survival in some patients with lung cancer,

despite the presence of metastatic disease. “When I
first started in oncology, I could not conceive that a
patient with metastatic disease could survive years,”
Peters said. “We now have strong data showing that
immunotherapy should be used alone or in combination in all patients with metastatic disease.”

Monotherapy and in Combinations
Nivolumab (Opdivo) was the first immune checkpoint
inhibitor approved by the FDA to treat patients with
advanced non–small cell lung cancer (NSCLC), followed by pembrolizumab (Keytruda).2,3 Nivolumab
as a single agent was supported by findings from
CheckMate 017 (NCT01642004) and CheckMate 057
(NCT01673867), which led to the agent’s approval.
Pembrolizumab was approved based on the results
of KEYNOTE-010 (NCT01905657), which evaluated
previously treated patients with advanced/metastatic NSCLC whose tumors expressed PD-L1 on at
least 1% of cells.
The role of combination immunotherapy with
nivolumab and ipilimumab (Yervoy) was elucidated
by results from CheckMate 012 (NCT01454102).4,5
CheckMate 227 (NCT02477826) also evaluated the
role of nivolumab and ipilimumab in treatmentnaive patients with stage IV or recurrent NSCLC
with a PD-L1 TPS of 1% or greater. Investigators
noted that among patients with a TPS less than 1%,
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Head of the Medical Oncology Service
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Thoracic Oncology
Oncology Department
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She needs a treatment shown to reduce risk of
recurrence in high-risk early breast cancer (EBC)1
The first FDA-approved addition to
adjuvant ET in nearly 2 decades1-9
ET=endocrine therapy; HER2−=human epidermal growth factor receptor 2–negative; HR+=hormone
receptor–positive.

INDICATION
VERZENIO® (abemaciclib) is indicated in combination with endocrine therapy (tamoxifen or an aromatase
inhibitor) for the adjuvant treatment of adult patients with hormone receptor (HR)-positive, human
epidermal growth factor receptor 2 (HER2)-negative, node-positive, early breast cancer at high
risk of recurrence and a Ki-67 score ≥20% as determined by an FDA-approved test.1
SELECT IMPORTANT SAFETY INFORMATION
Severe diarrhea associated with dehydration and infection occurred in patients treated with Verzenio.
Across four clinical trials in 3691 patients, diarrhea occurred in 81 to 90% of patients who received
Verzenio. Grade 3 diarrhea occurred in 8 to 20% of patients receiving Verzenio. Most patients experienced
diarrhea during the first month of Verzenio treatment. The median time to onset of the first diarrhea event
ranged from 6 to 8 days; and the median duration of Grade 2 and Grade 3 diarrhea ranged from 6 to 11
days and 5 to 8 days, respectively. Across trials, 19 to 26% of patients with diarrhea required a Verzenio
dose interruption and 13 to 23% required a dose reduction.
Instruct patients to start antidiarrheal therapy, such as loperamide, at the first sign of loose stools, increase
oral fluids, and notify their healthcare provider for further instructions and appropriate follow-up. For Grade
3 or 4 diarrhea, or diarrhea that requires hospitalization, discontinue Verzenio until toxicity resolves to
≤Grade 1, and then resume Verzenio at the next lower dose.
Neutropenia, including febrile neutropenia and fatal neutropenic sepsis, occurred in patients treated with Verzenio.
Across four clinical trials in 3691 patients, neutropenia occurred in 37 to 46% of patients receiving Verzenio. A Grade
≥3 decrease in neutrophil count (based on laboratory findings) occurred in 19 to 32% of patients receiving Verzenio.
Across trials, the median time to first episode of Grade ≥3 neutropenia ranged
from 29 to 33 days, and the median duration of Grade ≥3 neutropenia ranged from 11 to 16 days. Febrile
neutropenia has been reported in <1% of patients exposed to Verzenio across trials. Two deaths due to neutropenic
sepsis were observed in MONARCH 2. Inform patients to promptly report any episodes of
fever to their healthcare provider.
Monitor complete blood counts prior to the start of Verzenio therapy, every 2 weeks for the first 2 months,
monthly for the next 2 months, and as clinically indicated. Dose interruption, dose reduction, or delay in
starting treatment cycles is recommended for patients who develop Grade 3 or 4 neutropenia.
Severe, life-threatening, or fatal interstitial lung disease (ILD) or pneumonitis can occur in patients treated
with Verzenio and other CDK4/6 inhibitors. In Verzenio-treated patients in EBC (monarchE), 3% of patients
experienced ILD or pneumonitis of any grade: 0.4% were Grade 3 or 4 and there was one fatality (0.1%). In Verzeniotreated patients in MBC (MONARCH 1, MONARCH 2, MONARCH 3), 3.3% of Verzenio-treated
patients had ILD or pneumonitis of any grade: 0.6% had Grade 3 or 4, and 0.4% had fatal outcomes. Additional
cases of ILD or pneumonitis have been observed in the postmarketing setting, with fatalities reported.
Monitor patients for pulmonary symptoms indicative of ILD or pneumonitis.
Symptoms may include hypoxia, cough, dyspnea, or interstitial infiltrates
on radiologic exams. Infectious, neoplastic, and other causes for such
symptoms should be excluded by means of appropriate investigations. Dose
interruption or dose reduction is recommended in patients who develop
persistent or recurrent Grade 2 ILD or pneumonitis. Permanently discontinue
Verzenio in all patients with Grade 3 or 4 ILD
or pneumonitis.

TAKE HOPE
FU RT HE R
Please see Select Important Safety
Information throughout and Brief Summary
of full Prescribing Information for Verzenio
on the following pages.

Verzenio: FDA-APPROVED
for patients with HR+, HER2–,
node-positive EBC at high risk of
recurrence and a Ki-67 score ≥20%1-3
APPROVAL BASED ON RESULTS IN PATIENTS WITH THE INDICATED
CLINICAL AND PATHOLOGICAL RISK FACTORS ((n=2,003)1

Consider Verzenio for your patients with
NODE-POSITIVE
DISEASE

AND

4+ nodes OR 1-3 nodes with
Grade 3 disease or tumor size ≥5 cm

Ki-67

≥20

%

monarchE was a phase III clinical trial that
enrolled 5,637 peri- and postmenopausal
adult women and men with HR+, HER2−,
node-positive EBC at high risk of recurrence.
High risk was defined as 4+ positive nodes,
or 1-3 positive nodes with Grade 3 disease
or tumor size ≥5 cm (central Ki-67 testing
was conducted retrospectively for patients
with untreated breast tissue samples), or 1-3
positive nodes with Ki-67 ≥20%. All patients
completed primary treatment prior to 1:1
randomization to receive either 150-mg,
twice-daily Verzenio plus SoC ET or SoC ET
alone for 2 years. ET continued through 5-10
years as clinically indicated. The primary
endpoint was IDFS.1,2

IDFS=invasive disease–free survival;
SoC=standard of care.

SELECT IMPORTANT SAFETY INFORMATION (cont’d)
Grade ≥3 increases in alanine aminotransferase (ALT) (2 to 6%) and aspartate aminotransferase (AST) (2 to 3%) were reported in
patients receiving Verzenio. Across three clinical trials in 3559 patients (monarchE, MONARCH 2, MONARCH 3), the median time to
onset of Grade ≥3 ALT increases ranged from 57 to 87 days and the median time to resolution to Grade <3 was 13 to 14 days. The
median time to onset of Grade ≥3 AST increases ranged from 71 to 185 days and the median time to resolution to Grade <3 ranged from
11 to 15 days.
Monitor liver function tests (LFTs) prior to the start of Verzenio therapy, every 2 weeks for the first 2 months, monthly for the next 2
months, and as clinically indicated. Dose interruption, dose reduction, dose discontinuation, or delay in starting treatment cycles is
recommended for patients who develop persistent or recurrent Grade 2, or any Grade 3 or 4 hepatic transaminase elevation.
Please see Select Important Safety Information throughout and Brief Summary
of full Prescribing Information for Verzenio on the following pages.

In patients with HR+, HER2−, node-positive EBC at high risk of recurrence and a Ki-67 score ≥20% (n=2,003)

Verzenio: The only CDK4 & 6 inhibitor to reduce
risk of recurrence in combination with ET 1,7-9
INVASIVE DISEASE-FREE SURVIVAL (%)
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At 3 years, Verzenio reduced the risk
of recurrence by more than a third1
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REDUCTION IN RISK
OF RECURRENCE1

HR=0.63
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86.1% of patients remained
recurrence-free with Verzenio plus ET
vs 79.0% with ET alone.1
The number of events at the time
of analysis was 104 with Verzenio plus ET vs
158 with ET alone.1

(95% Cl: 0.49-0.80)
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HR=hazard ratio; OS=overall survival.

See the breakthrough results at
VerzenioData.com/EBC

OS was immature. A total of 95 (4.7%)
patients had died. Long-term follow-up
is planned.1,2
This post hoc efficacy analysis was
performed at a median follow-up of 27.1 months.
Additional exploratory analyses were performed
at this time; efficacy results for the subpopulation
with high-risk clinicopathological features and
Ki-67
≥20% are provided.3*
*Statistical significance was achieved for this
subpopulation earlier at the final IDFS analysis.
The result in this post hoc analysis cannot be
interpreted as statistically significant.1

SELECT IMPORTANT SAFETY INFORMATION (cont’d)
Venous thromboembolic events (VTE) were reported in 2 to 5% of patients across three clinical trials in
3559 patients treated with Verzenio (monarchE, MONARCH 2, MONARCH 3). VTE included deep vein
thrombosis, pulmonary embolism, pelvic venous thrombosis, cerebral venous sinus thrombosis, subclavian
and axillary vein thrombosis, and inferior vena cava thrombosis. In clinical trials, deaths due to VTE have
been reported in patients treated with Verzenio.
Verzenio has not been studied in patients with early breast cancer who had a history of VTE. Monitor
patients for signs and symptoms of venous thrombosis and pulmonary embolism and treat as medically
appropriate. Dose interruption is recommended for EBC patients with any grade VTE and for MBC patients
with a Grade 3 or 4 VTE.
Verzenio can cause fetal harm when administered to a pregnant woman, based on findings from animal
studies and the mechanism of action. In animal reproduction studies, administration of abemaciclib to
pregnant rats during the period of organogenesis caused teratogenicity and decreased fetal weight at
maternal exposures that were similar to the human clinical exposure based on area under the curve (AUC)
at the maximum recommended human dose. Advise pregnant women of the potential risk to a fetus.
Advise females of reproductive potential to use effective contraception during treatment with Verzenio
and for 3 weeks after the last dose. Based on findings in animals, Verzenio may impair fertility in males
of reproductive potential. There are no data on the presence of Verzenio in human milk or its effects on
the breastfed child or on milk production. Advise lactating women not to breastfeed during Verzenio
treatment and for at least 3 weeks after the last dose because of the potential for serious
adverse reactions in breastfed infants.

SELECT IMPORTANT SAFETY INFORMATION (cont’d)
The most common adverse reactions (all grades, ≥10%) observed in monarchE for Verzenio plus tamoxifen or an aromatase inhibitor
vs tamoxifen or an aromatase inhibitor, with a difference between arms of ≥2%, were diarrhea (84% vs 9%), infections (51% vs 39%),
neutropenia (46% vs 6%), fatigue (41% vs 18%), leukopenia (38% vs 7%), nausea (30% vs 9%), anemia (24% vs 4%), headache (20% vs
15%), vomiting (18% vs 4.6%), stomatitis (14% vs 5%), lymphopenia (14% vs 3%), thrombocytopenia (13% vs 2%), decreased appetite (12%
vs 2.4%), ALT increased (12% vs 6%), AST increased (12% vs 5%), dizziness (11% vs 7%), rash (11% vs 4.5%), and alopecia (11% vs 2.7 %).
The most frequently reported ≥5% Grade 3 or 4 adverse reaction that occurred in the Verzenio arm vs the tamoxifen or an aromatase
inhibitor arm of monarchE were neutropenia (19.6% vs 1%), leukopenia (11% vs <1%), diarrhea (8% vs 0.2%), and lymphopenia (5% vs <1%).
Lab abnormalities (all grades; Grade 3 or 4) for monarchE in ≥10% for Verzenio plus tamoxifen or an aromatase inhibitor with a
difference between arms of ≥2% were increased serum creatinine (99% vs 91%; .5% vs <.1%), decreased white blood cells (89% vs 28%;
19.1% vs 1.1%), decreased neutrophil count (84% vs 23%; 18.7% vs 1.9%), anemia (68% vs 17%; 1% vs .1%), decreased lymphocyte count
(59% vs 24%; 13.2 % vs 2.5%), decreased platelet count (37% vs 10%; .9% vs .2%), increased ALT (37% vs 24%; 2.6% vs 1.2%), increased
AST (31% vs 18%; 1.6% vs .9%), and hypokalemia (11% vs 3.8%; 1.3% vs 0.2%).
Strong and moderate CYP3A inhibitors increased the exposure of abemaciclib plus its active metabolites to a clinically meaningful
extent and may lead to increased toxicity. Avoid concomitant use of ketoconazole. Ketoconazole is predicted to increase the AUC of
abemaciclib by up to 16-fold. In patients with recommended starting doses of 200 mg twice daily or 150 mg twice daily, reduce the
Verzenio dose to 100 mg twice daily with concomitant use of strong CYP3A inhibitors other than ketoconazole. In patients who have had
a dose reduction to 100 mg twice daily due to adverse reactions, further reduce the Verzenio dose to 50 mg twice daily with concomitant
use of strong CYP3A inhibitors. If a patient taking Verzenio discontinues a strong CYP3A inhibitor, increase the Verzenio dose (after 3 to
5 half-lives of the inhibitor) to the dose that was used before starting the inhibitor. With concomitant use of moderate CYP3A inhibitors,
monitor for adverse reactions and consider reducing the Verzenio dose in 50 mg decrements. Patients should avoid grapefruit products.
Avoid concomitant use of strong or moderate CYP3A inducers and consider alternative agents. Coadministration of strong or
moderate CYP3A inducers decreased the plasma concentrations of abemaciclib plus its active metabolites and may lead to reduced
activity.
With severe hepatic impairment (Child-Pugh C), reduce the Verzenio dosing frequency to once daily. The pharmacokinetics of Verzenio
in patients with severe renal impairment (CLcr <30 mL/min), end stage renal disease, or in patients on dialysis is unknown. No dosage
adjustments are necessary in patients with mild or moderate hepatic (Child-Pugh A or B) and/or renal impairment (CLcr ≥30-89 mL/min).
Please see Select Important Safety Information throughout
and Brief Summary of full Prescribing Information for Verzenio
on the following pages.
AL HCP ISI_mE 12OCT2021
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VERZENIO® (abemaciclib) tablets, for oral use
Initial U.S. Approval: 2017

Embryo-Fetal Toxicity
Based on findings from animal studies and the mechanism of action, VERZENIO can cause fetal harm when
administered to a pregnant woman. In animal reproduction studies, administration of abemaciclib to pregnant rats
during the period of organogenesis caused teratogenicity and decreased fetal weight at maternal exposures that
were similar to the human clinical exposure based on area under the curve (AUC) at the maximum recommended
human dose.

Brief Summary: Consult the package insert for complete prescribing information.
INDICATIONS AND USAGE
VERZENIO® (abemaciclib) is indicated:
• in combination with endocrine therapy (tamoxifen or an aromatase inhibitor) for the adjuvant treatment of adult patients
with hormone receptor (HR)-positive, human epidermal growth factor receptor 2 (HER2)-negative, node-positive, early
breast cancer at high risk of recurrence and a Ki-67 score ≥20% as determined by an FDA-approved test.

ADVERSE REACTIONS
Clinical Studies Experience

CONTRAINDICATIONS: None

Because clinical trials are conducted under widely varying conditions, adverse reaction rates observed in the clinical
trials of a drug cannot be directly compared to rates in the clinical trials of another drug and may not reflect the rates
observed in practice.

WARNINGS AND PRECAUTIONS
Diarrhea
Severe diarrhea associated with dehydration and infection occurred in patients treated with VERZENIO.
Across four clinical trials in 3691 patients, diarrhea occurred in 81% to 90% of patients who received VERZENIO.
Grade 3 diarrhea occurred in 8% to 20% of patients receiving VERZENIO.
Most patients experienced diarrhea during the first month of VERZENIO treatment. The median time to onset of the first
diarrhea event ranged from 6 to 8 days; and the median duration of Grade 2 and Grade 3 diarrhea ranged from 6 to
11 days and 5 to 8 days, respectively. Across trials, 19% to 26% of patients with diarrhea required a VERZENIO dose
interruption and 13% to 23% required a dose reduction.
Instruct patients to start antidiarrheal therapy such as loperamide at the first sign of loose stools, increase oral fluids,
and notify their healthcare provider for further instructions and appropriate follow up. For Grade 3 or 4 diarrhea, or
diarrhea that requires hospitalization, discontinue VERZENIO until toxicity resolves to ≤Grade 1, and then resume
VERZENIO at the next lower dose.
Neutropenia
Neutropenia, including febrile neutropenia and fatal neutropenic sepsis, occurred in patients treated with VERZENIO.
Across four clinical trials in 3691 patients, neutropenia occurred in a 37% to 46% of patients receiving VERZENIO. A
Grade ≥3 decrease in neutrophil count (based on laboratory findings) occurred in 19% to 32% of patients receiving
VERZENIO. Across trials, the median time to the first episode of Grade ≥3 neutropenia ranged from 29 days to 33 days,
and the median duration of Grade ≥3 neutropenia ranged from 11 days to 16 days.
Febrile neutropenia has been reported in <1% of patients exposed to VERZENIO across trials. Two deaths due to neutropenic
sepsis were observed in MONARCH 2. Inform patients to promptly report any episodes of fever to their healthcare provider.
Monitor complete blood counts prior to the start of VERZENIO therapy, every 2 weeks for the first 2 months, monthly for
the next 2 months, and as clinically indicated. Dose interruption, dose reduction, or delay in starting treatment cycles is
recommended for patients who develop Grade 3 or 4 neutropenia.
Interstitial Lung Disease (ILD) or Pneumonitis
Severe, life-threatening, or fatal interstitial lung disease (ILD) or pneumonitis can occur in patients treated with
VERZENIO and other CDK4/6 inhibitors. In VERZENIO-treated patients in early breast cancer (monarchE, N=2791), 3%
of patients experienced ILD or pneumonitis of any grade: 0.4% were Grade 3 or 4 and there was one fatality (0.1%). In
VERZENIO-treated patients in advanced or metastatic breast cancer (N=900) (MONARCH 1, MONARCH 2, MONARCH 3),
3.3% of VERZENIO-treated patients had ILD or pneumonitis of any grade: 0.6% had Grade 3 or 4, and 0.4% had fatal
outcomes. Additional cases of ILD or pneumonitis have been observed in the postmarketing setting, with fatalities reported.
Monitor patients for pulmonary symptoms indicative of ILD or pneumonitis. Symptoms may include hypoxia, cough,
dyspnea, or interstitial infiltrates on radiologic exams. Infectious, neoplastic, and other causes for such symptoms
should be excluded by means of appropriate investigations.
Dose interruption or dose reduction is recommended for patients who develop persistent or recurrent Grade 2 ILD or
pneumonitis. Permanently discontinue VERZENIO in all patients with Grade 3 or 4 ILD or pneumonitis.
Hepatotoxicity
Grade ≥3 ALT (2% to 6%) and AST (2% to 3%) were reported in patients receiving VERZENIO.
Across three clinical trials in 3559 patients (monarchE, MONARCH 2, MONARCH 3), the median time to onset of
Grade ≥3 ALT increases ranged from 57 to 87 days and the median time to resolution to Grade <3 was 13 to 14 days.
The median time to onset of Grade ≥3 AST increases ranged from 71 to 185 days and the median time to resolution to
Grade <3 ranged from 11 to 15 days.
Monitor liver function tests (LFTs) prior to the start of VERZENIO therapy, every 2 weeks for the first 2 months, monthly
for the next 2 months, and as clinically indicated. Dose interruption, dose reduction, dose discontinuation, or delay in
starting treatment cycles is recommended for patients who develop persistent or recurrent Grade 2, or any Grade 3 or
Grade 4 hepatic transaminase elevation.
Venous Thromboembolism
Across three clinical trials in 3559 patients (monarchE, MONARCH 2, MONARCH 3), venous thromboembolic events
were reported in 2% to 5% of patients treated with VERZENIO. Venous thromboembolic events included deep vein
thrombosis, pulmonary embolism, pelvic venous thrombosis, cerebral venous sinus thrombosis, subclavian and axillary
vein thrombosis, and inferior vena cava thrombosis. In clinical trials, deaths due to venous thromboembolism have
been reported in patients treated with VERZENIO.
VERZENIO has not been studied in patients with early breast cancer who had a history of venous thromboembolism.
Monitor patients for signs and symptoms of venous thrombosis and pulmonary embolism and treat as medically
appropriate. Dose interruption is recommended for early breast cancer patients with any grade venous thromboembolic
event and for advanced or metastatic breast cancer patients with a Grade 3 or 4 venous thromboembolic event.
VERZENIO® (abemaciclib) tablets, for oral use

Advise pregnant women of the potential risk to a fetus. Advise females of reproductive potential to use effective
contraception during treatment with VERZENIO and for 3 weeks after the last dose.
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The safety population described in the Warnings and Precautions reflect exposure to VERZENIO in 3691 patients from
four clinical trials: monarchE, MONARCH 1, MONARCH 2, and MONARCH 3. The safety population includes exposure
to VERZENIO as a single agent at 200 mg twice daily in 132 patients in MONARCH 1 and to VERZENIO at 150 mg
twice daily in 3559 patients administered in combination with fulvestrant, tamoxifen, or an aromatase inhibitor in
monarchE, MONARCH 2, and MONARCH 3. The median duration of exposure ranged from 4.5 months in MONARCH 1
to 24 months in monarchE. The most common adverse reactions (incidence ≥20%) across clinical trials were: diarrhea,
neutropenia, nausea, abdominal pain, infections, fatigue, anemia, leukopenia, decreased appetite, vomiting, headache,
alopecia, and thrombocytopenia.
Early Breast Cancer
monarchE: VERZENIO in Combination with Tamoxifen or an Aromatase Inhibitor as Adjuvant Treatment
Adult patients with HR-positive, HER2-negative, node-positive early breast cancer at a high risk of recurrence
The safety of VERZENIO was evaluated in monarchE, a study of 5591 adult patients receiving VERZENIO plus endocrine
therapy (tamoxifen or an aromatase inhibitor) or endocrine therapy (tamoxifen or an aromatase inhibitor) alone.
Patients were randomly assigned to receive 150 mg of VERZENIO orally, twice daily, plus tamoxifen or an aromatase
inhibitor, or tamoxifen or an aromatase inhibitor, for two years or until discontinuation criteria were met. The median
duration of VERZENIO treatment was 24 months.
The most frequently reported (≥5%) Grade 3 or 4 adverse reactions were neutropenia, leukopenia, diarrhea, and
lymphopenia.
Fatal adverse reactions occurred in 0.8% of patients who received VERZENIO plus endocrine therapy (tamoxifen or
an aromatase inhibitor), including: cardiac failure (0.1%), cardiac arrest, myocardial infarction, ventricular fibrillation,
cerebral hemorrhage, cerebrovascular accident, pneumonitis, hypoxia, diarrhea and mesenteric artery thrombosis
(0.03% each).
Permanent VERZENIO treatment discontinuation due to an adverse reaction was reported in 19% of patients receiving
VERZENIO, plus tamoxifen or an aromatase inhibitor. Of the patients receiving tamoxifen or an aromatase inhibitor,
1% permanently discontinued due to an adverse reaction. The most common adverse reactions leading to VERZENIO
discontinuations were diarrhea (5%), fatigue (2%), and neutropenia (0.9%).
Dose interruption of VERZENIO due to an adverse reaction occurred in 62% of patients receiving VERZENIO plus
tamoxifen or aromatase inhibitors. Adverse reactions leading to VERZENIO dose interruptions in ≥5% of patients were
diarrhea (20%), neutropenia (16%), leukopenia (7%), and fatigue (5%).
Dose reductions of VERZENIO due to an adverse reaction occurred in 44% of patients receiving VERZENIO plus
endocrine therapy (tamoxifen or an aromatase inhibitor). Adverse reactions leading to VERZENIO dose reductions in
≥5% were diarrhea (17%), neutropenia (8%), and fatigue (5%).
The most common adverse reactions reported (≥20%) in the VERZENIO, plus tamoxifen or an aromatase inhibitor, arm
and ≥2% higher than the tamoxifen or an aromatase inhibitor arm were: diarrhea, infections, neutropenia, fatigue,
leukopenia, nausea, anemia, and headache. Adverse reactions are shown in Table 1 and laboratory abnormalities are
shown in Table 2.
Table 1: Adverse Reactions (≥10%) of Patients Receiving VERZENIO Plus Tamoxifen or an Aromatase
Inhibitor [with a Difference between Arms of ≥2%] in monarchE
VERZENIO Plus
Tamoxifen or an
Aromatase Inhibitor
N=2791
All Gradesa Grade 3
Grade 4
%
%
%
Gastrointestinal Disorders
Diarrhea
84
8
Nausea
30
0.5
Vomiting
18
0.5
14
0.1
Stomatitisc
Infections and Infestations
51
4.9
Infectionsd
General Disorders and Administration Site Conditions
41
2.9
Fatiguee
Nervous System Disorders
Headache
20
0.3
Dizziness
11
0.1
Metabolism and Nutrition Disorders
Decreased appetite
12
0.6
VERZENIO® (abemaciclib) tablets, for oral use

Tamoxifen or an
Aromatase Inhibitor
N=2800
All Gradesb Grade 3
Grade 4
%
%
%

0
0
0
0

9
9
4.6
5

0.2
<0.1
0.1
0

0
0
0
0

0.6

39

2.7

0.1

0

18

0.1

0

0
0

15
7

0.2
<0.1

0
0

0

2.4

<0.1

0
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Table 1: Adverse Reactions (≥10%) of Patients Receiving VERZENIO Plus Tamoxifen or an Aromatase
Inhibitor [with a Difference between Arms of ≥2%] in monarchE (Cont.)
VERZENIO Plus
Tamoxifen or an
Aromatase Inhibitor
N=2791
All Gradesa Grade 3
Grade 4
%
%
%
Skin and Subcutaneous Tissue Disorders
11
0.4
0
Rashf
Alopecia
11
0
0

Tamoxifen or an
Aromatase Inhibitor
N=2800
All Gradesb Grade 3
Grade 4
%
%
%
4.5
2.7

0
0

0
0

a

Includes the following fatal adverse reactions: diarrhea (n=1), and infections (n=4)

b

Includes the following fatal adverse reactions: infections (n=5)

c

Includes mouth ulceration, mucosal inflammation, oropharyngeal pain, stomatitis.

d

Includes all reported preferred terms that are part of the Infections and Infestations system organ class. Most
common infections (>5%) include upper respiratory tract infection, urinary tract infection, and nasopharyngitis.

Pregnancy
Risk Summary
Based on findings in animals and its mechanism of action, VERZENIO can cause fetal harm when administered to a
pregnant woman. There are no available human data informing the drug-associated risk. Advise pregnant women
of the potential risk to a fetus. In animal reproduction studies, administration of abemaciclib during organogenesis
was teratogenic and caused decreased fetal weight at maternal exposures that were similar to human clinical
exposure based on AUC at the maximum recommended human dose (see Data). Advise pregnant women of the
potential risk to a fetus.
The background risk of major birth defects and miscarriage for the indicated population is unknown. However, the
background risk in the U.S. general population of major birth defects is 2 to 4% and of miscarriage is 15 to 20% of
clinically recognized pregnancies.
Data

e

Includes asthenia, fatigue.

f

Includes exfoliative rash, mucocutaneous rash, rash, rash erythematous, rash follicular, rash generalized, rash
macular, rash maculo-papular, rash maculovesicular, rash morbilliform, rash papular, rash papulosquamous, rash
pruritic, rash vesicular, vulvovaginal rash.

Clinically relevant adverse reactions in <10% of patients who received VERZENIO in combination with tamoxifen or an
aromatase inhibitor in monarchE include:
• Pruritus-9%
• Dyspepsia-8%
• Nail disorder-6% (includes nail bed disorder, nail bed inflammation, nail discoloration, nail disorder, nail dystrophy,
nail pigmentation, nail ridging, nail toxicity, onychalgia, onychoclasis, onycholysis, onychomadesis)
• Lacrimation increased-6%
• Dysgeusia-5%
• Interstitial lung disease (ILD)/pneumonitis-3% (includes pneumonitis, radiation pneumonitis, interstitial lung
disease, pulmonary fibrosis, organizing pneumonia, radiation fibrosis – lung, lung opacity, sarcoidosis)
• Venous thromboembolic events (VTEs)-3% (includes catheter site thrombosis, cerebral venous thrombosis,
deep vein thrombosis, device related thrombosis, embolism, hepatic vein thrombosis, jugular vein occlusion,
jugular vein thrombosis, ovarian vein thrombosis, portal vein thrombosis, pulmonary embolism, subclavian vein
thrombosis, venous thrombosis limb)
Table 2: Laboratory Abnormalities (≥10%) in Patients Receiving VERZENIO Plus Tamoxifen or an
Aromatase Inhibitor [with a Difference between Arms of ≥2%] in monarchE
VERZENIO
Plus Tamoxifen or an
Aromatase Inhibitor
N=2791
All Grades Grade 3
Grade 4
%
%
%
Creatinine increased
99
0.5
0
White blood cell decreased
89
19
<0.1
Neutrophil count decreased
84
18
0.7
Anemia
68
1.0
0
Lymphocyte count decreased
59
13
0.2
Platelet count decreased
37
0.7
0.2
Alanine aminotransferase increased
37
2.5
<0.1
Aspartate aminotransferase increased
31
1.5
<0.1
Hypokalemia
11
1.2
0.1

USE IN SPECIFIC POPULATIONS

Tamoxifen or an
Aromatase Inhibitor
N=2800
All Grades Grade 3
Grade 4
%
%
%
91
<0.1
0
28
1.1
0
23
1.6
0.3
17
0.1
0
24
2.4
0.1
10
0.1
0.1
24
1.2
0
18
0.9
0
3.8
0.1
0.1

Animal Data
In an embryo-fetal development study, pregnant rats received oral doses of abemaciclib up to 15 mg/kg/day during
the period of organogenesis. Doses ≥4 mg/kg/day caused decreased fetal body weights and increased incidence of
cardiovascular and skeletal malformations and variations. These findings included absent innominate artery and aortic
arch, malpositioned subclavian artery, unossified sternebra, bipartite ossification of thoracic centrum, and rudimentary
or nodulated ribs. At 4 mg/kg/day in rats, the maternal systemic exposures were approximately equal to the human
exposure (AUC) at the recommended dose.
Lactation
Risk Summary
There are no data on the presence of abemaciclib in human milk, or its effects on the breastfed child or on milk
production. Because of the potential for serious adverse reactions in breastfed infants from VERZENIO, advise lactating
women not to breastfeed during VERZENIO treatment and for 3 weeks after the last dose.
Females and Males of Reproductive Potential
Based on animal studies, VERZENIO can cause fetal harm when administered to a pregnant woman.
Pregnancy Testing
Verify pregnancy status in females of reproductive potential prior to initiating treatment with VERZENIO.
Contraception
Females
Advise females of reproductive potential to use effective contraception during VERZENIO treatment and for 3 weeks
after the last dose.
Infertility
Males
Based on findings in animals, VERZENIO may impair fertility in males of reproductive potential.
Pediatric Use
The safety and effectiveness of VERZENIO have not been established in pediatric patients.
Geriatric Use
Of the 2791 VERZENIO-treated patients in monarchE, 15% were 65 years of age or older and 2.7% were 75 years of
age or older.
Of the 900 patients who received VERZENIO in MONARCH 1, MONARCH 2, and MONARCH 3, 38% were 65 years of age
or older and 10% were 75 years of age or older. The most common adverse reactions (≥5%) Grade 3 or 4 in patients
≥65 years of age across MONARCH 1, 2, and 3 were: neutropenia, diarrhea, fatigue, nausea, dehydration, leukopenia,
anemia, infections, and ALT increased.

DRUG INTERACTIONS

No overall differences in safety or effectiveness of VERZENIO were observed between these patients and younger
patients.

Effect of Other Drugs on VERZENIO

Renal Impairment

CYP3A Inhibitors
Strong and moderate CYP3A4 inhibitors increased the exposure of abemaciclib plus its active metabolites to a clinically
meaningful extent and may lead to increased toxicity.
Ketoconazole
Avoid concomitant use of ketoconazole. Ketoconazole is predicted to increase the AUC of abemaciclib by up to 16-fold.
Other Strong CYP3A Inhibitors
In patients with recommended starting doses of 200 mg twice daily or 150 mg twice daily, reduce the VERZENIO dose
to 100 mg twice daily with concomitant use of strong CYP3A inhibitors other than ketoconazole. In patients who have
had a dose reduction to 100 mg twice daily due to adverse reactions, further reduce the VERZENIO dose to 50 mg
twice daily with concomitant use of strong CYP3A inhibitors. If a patient taking VERZENIO discontinues a strong CYP3A
inhibitor, increase the VERZENIO dose (after 3-5 half-lives of the inhibitor) to the dose that was used before starting the
inhibitor. Patients should avoid grapefruit products.

No dosage adjustment is required for patients with mild or moderate renal impairment (CLcr ≥30-89 mL/min,
estimated by Cockcroft-Gault [C-G]). The pharmacokinetics of abemaciclib in patients with severe renal impairment
(CLcr <30 mL/min, C-G), end stage renal disease, or in patients on dialysis is unknown.
Hepatic Impairment
No dosage adjustments are necessary in patients with mild or moderate hepatic impairment (Child-Pugh A or B).
Reduce the dosing frequency when administering VERZENIO to patients with severe hepatic impairment (Child-Pugh C).
Additional information can be found at www.verzenio.com

Moderate CYP3A Inhibitors
With concomitant use of moderate CYP3A inhibitors, monitor for adverse reactions and consider reducing the
VERZENIO dose in 50 mg decrements, if necessary.
Strong and Moderate CYP3A Inducers
Coadministration of strong or moderate CYP3A inducers decreased the plasma concentrations of abemaciclib plus its
active metabolites and may lead to reduced activity. Avoid concomitant use of strong or moderate CYP3A inducers and
consider alternative agents.
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JULY 28, 2022
Neoadjuvant vs Adjuvant Immunotherapy
From the Surgeon's Perspective
Tetsuya Mitsudomi, MD, PhD

Neoadjuvant vs Adjuvant Immunotherapy
From the Medical Oncologist's Perspective
Heather A. Wakelee, MD - Co-Chair

Determining MPR and pCR
After Neoadjuvant Immunotherapy:
Are These Appropriate End Points?
Ignacio I. Wistuba, MD

How Much Does PD-L1 Score Matter
for Immunotherapy
in the Perioperative Setting?
Enriqueta Felip, MD, PhD
SBRT vs Surgery for Early-Stage Operable NSCLC:
Role of Immunotherapy?
Megan E. Daly, MD

What Other Biomarkers Are Relevant
for Perioperative Immunotherapy?
Solange Peters, MD, PhD

HER2 Mutation–Positive NSCLC:
First- and Second-line Therapy

First-line Immunotherapy +
Immunotherapy Combinations

Corey J. Langer, MD

Daniel Morgensztern, MD

First- and Second-line Approaches
for MET Exon 14 Mutations

First-line Immunotherapy +
Chemotherapy Combinations

Karen Reckamp, MD, MS

Hossein Borghaei, DO, MS

Strategies for MET-Related Resistance
in EGFR-Mutated NSCLC

First-line Immunotherapy +
Chemotherapy Combinations

Edgardo S Santos Castillero, MD, FACP

Paul Baas, MD, PhD

Incorporation of PARP Inhibitors
in Lung Cancer Therapy

Thymic Malignancies:
Current Systemic Approaches

Jonathan W. Riess, MD, MS

Jonathan W. Riess, MD, MS

Updates in Bispecific Antibodies

Mesothelioma and Thymic Malignancies:
Optimal Surgical Strategies

Daniel Morgensztern, MD

Leah M. Backhus, MD, MPH, FACS

JULY 29, 2022
ALK-Rearranged NSCLC:
Which Agent to Give First?
Solange Peters, MD, PhD

ALK TKI Sequencing and How to Choose
Next-line Agents

Mesothelioma and Thymic Malignancies:
Best Approaches for Radiation Therapy
Megan E. Daly, MD

JULY 30, 2022

Optimal Surgical Approaches
in Stage III NSCLC

Natasha B. Leighl, MD, MMSc, FRCPC, FASCO

The Current Role of Liquid
Biopsy in Lung Cancer

Managing Resistance in Fusion-Positive NSCLC

Charu Aggarwal, MD, MPH

Harvey I. Pass, MD

Charu Aggarwal, MD, MPH

Future Roles of Liquid Biopsy

Optimal Systemic Therapy for
Early-Stage EGFR Mutation–Positive
NSCLC: Resectable and Non-Operable

ROS1-Rearranged NSCLC:
How to Pick the Best Agents

Christian Rolfo, MD, PhD, MBA, Dr.hc

Corey J. Langer, MD

Lyudmila Bazhenova, MD

Use of Liquid Biopsy for Therapeutic
Monitoring in Lung Cancer

What’s New for RET-Rearranged NSCLC?

Tony S. Mok, MD, FRCPC, FASCO

Stage III Nonoperable NSCLC:
Optimal Systemic Regimens
and Future Approaches

Hossein Borghaei, DO, MS

Enriqueta Felip, MD, PhD

What Are Options After Progression
on First-line Osimertinib?
Suki Padda, MD

Optimal Therapy for Less Common Sensitizing
EGFR Mutations (eg, G719X)
Natasha B. Leighl, MD, MMSc, FRCPC, FASCO

Therapy for EGFR Exon 20 Insertions
Christian Rolfo, MD, PhD, MBA, Dr.hc

the combination conferred superior overall
survival (OS) compared with platinum-based
chemotherapy, with a median OS in the
treatment arm of 17.2 months compared with
12.2 months in the control arm (HR, 0.62).
CheckMate 568 (NCT02659059) evaluated
nivolumab plus ipilimumab every 6 weeks as
first-line treatment of advanced/metastatic
NSCLC. This single-arm phase 2 trial examined the association of efficacy with PD-L1
expression and tumor mutational burden (TMB).
Patients whose PD-L1 expression was
greater than 1% had higher progression-free

The Latest With NTRK-Rearranged NSCLC
Lyudmila Bazhenova, MD

KRAS G12C-Mutated–NSCLC: Optimal First-line
Approaches (TKI vs chemo/immunotherapy)
Suki Padda, MD

Optimal Management of Brain Metastases:
Approaches With Radiation Therapy
Megan E. Daly, MD

Systemic Therapy for Brain Metastases
Sarah B. Goldberg, MD, MPH

New Developments With KRAS
Non–G12C-Mutated NSCLC
Tetsuya Mitsudomi, MD, PhD

BRAF V600E–Mutated NSCLC:
First-line and Subsequent Therapy
Karen Reckamp, MD, MS

survival (PFS) compared with individuals
with negative tumor PD-L1 expression
(median PFS, 6.8 months vs 2.8 months,
respectively). Investigators noted that TMB
was a superior predictive biomarker compared with PD-L1 expression. In patients
whose TMB was high, the objective response
rate was 48% and 47% for patients with PD-L1
TPS greater than 1% and PD-L1 TPS less than
1%, respectively. Patients with low TMB had
an objective response rate of 18% and 5%
with PD-L1 TPS 1% or greater and PD-L1 TPS
less than 1%, respectively.

To register, visit
https://bit.ly/3vxCz5P

Use in Earlier Disease
After its success in advanced/metastatic disease, investigators turned to earlier-stage
disease to determine immunotherapy efficacy. Although perioperative chemotherapy
is the standard of care in resectable stage
IB to IIIA disease, the strategy only conveys
modest benefit.
Shu et al6 tested the activity of atezolizumab
(Tecentriq) with carboplatin and nab-paclitaxel (Abraxane) as a potential neoadjuvant
treatment. The phase 2 single-arm trial
(NCT02716038) was conducted in 3 US 
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with the latest clinical
trial updates
The Investigator Perspectives
video series features an expert
discussing the latest clinical
trial updates and patient care
management.

NEWLY RELEASED

Are Combinations the
Answer in Metastatic RCC?
Robert J. Motzer, MD, provides
perspective on recent data from the
phase 3 CLEAR trial (Study 307)/
KEYNOTE-581 for advanced renal
cell carcinoma.

hospitals that assessed 39 patients, 30 of
whom were enrolled in the study. Patients
received neoadjuvant treatment with intravenous atezolizumab (1200 mg) on day 1,
nab-paclitaxel (100 mg/m2) on days 1, 8, and
15, and carboplatin (area under the curve 5;
5 mg/mL per min) on day 1 of each 21-day
cycle. The primary end point was major
pathological response, defined as the presence of 10% or less residual viable tumor at
the time of surgery.
Investigators determined that the neoadjuvant regimen followed by surgery was safe and
feasible, with no treatment-related delays for
surgery. Ninety percent (27 of 30) of enrolled
patients received R0 resection, and there was
no apparent increase in serious postoperative
complications. Efficacy was promising, with
downstaging from N2 to N0 in 11 of 19 patients
(58%), a major pathologic response rate of 57%,
and a complete pathologic response in 33%.
Another study evaluated neoadjuvant
nivolumab in patients with newly diagnosed resectable stage IA-IIA NSCLC
(NCT02259621). Twenty-two patients were
enrolled and 21 were deemed eligible for
study. Among the 21 per protocol patients
18 patients (85%) demonstrated stable disease, and 2 patients (10%) demonstrated
a partial response whereas 1 patient had
progressive disease. Notably, CT imaging
underestimated the extent of nivolumab
response, as multiplanar reconstruction
imaging was reported in 9/21 cases (43%;
95% CI, 24%–63%). With a median follow-up
of 12 months, 2 of 20 resected patients had
experienced recurrence. Based on these
encouraging data, this trial has expanded to
examine combination neoadjuvant therapy
with nivolumab and ipilimumab.
The FDA approved durvalumab (Imfi nzi)
for unresectable stage III NSCLC based
on fi ndings from the PACIFIC trial
(NCT02125461).7,8 In PACIFIC, the median
PFS was 16.8 months (95% CI, 13.0-18.1) for
the durvalumab arm vs 5.6 months (95% CI,
4.6-7.8) with the placebo arm (HR, 0.52; 95%
CI, 0.42-0.65; P < .001). The 12- and 18-month
PFS rates also favored durvalumab over placebo, with investigators reporting 55.9% vs
35.3% for the 12-month rates and 44.2% vs
27.0% for the 18-month rates, respectively.

international faculty, “we can revisit the
evidence for the treatment options we regularly use based on our international colleagues’ experience.”
She noted that some international colleagues
implement immunotherapy in early disease,
which is contrasted by other colleagues who
have not considered it. “By sharing these
perspectives, you can improve your own
approach to treating your patients,” she said.
“I may know the data for why we treat a
disease a certain way, but I want to know
what my colleagues think about the data,
because that’s the only way I can improve.
Sometimes I’ll learn a little nuance about the
data or the limitations of the data—or maybe
there is a piece of data I haven’t considered.
It’s very important,” Peters said.
Peters will make 2 presentations during
the conference: a presentation that focuses
on the relevant biomarkers in perioperative
immunotherapy and a presentation about
the role of treatment agent sequencing in
ALK-rearranged NSCLC. TT
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Turning to the congress, Peters says the
international faculty and colleagues that
the conference brings together is a benefit.
“It brings to light the perspective of different practices,” Peters said. Clinicians draw
on their experience within their respective country, but by bringing together an
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MELANOMA

10 YEARS OF CANCER PROGRESS

A Decade of Transformation
in Melanoma Treatments
Keith T. Flaherty, MD

By Andrew Smith

W

HEN KEITH T. Flaherty, MD, began treating patients with advanced melanoma
2 decades ago, his recommendation was
simple: If you’re eligible, enroll in a clinical trial.
As late as 2010, only 2 FDA-approved therapies
existed for the treatment of advanced melanoma:
the chemotherapy dacarbazine and high-dose
(HD) IL-2. A review of 3 dacarbazine trials reported response rates of 10% to 15% and overall survival (OS) of 8 months.1 An analysis of HD IL-2
treatment reported a response rate of 16% and
severe toxicity but also a durable response rate of
just under 5% of patients.2,3
“We would immediately follow discussions of
the approved therapies by talking about investigational therapies. Essentially any investigational
therapy was on the table, even ones that were absolutely brand new, just starting phase 1 trials, with
or without rationale as to why they were a good fit
for melanoma,” said Flaherty, director of the Henri
and Belinda Termeer Center for Targeted Therapy
and director of clinical research at Massachusetts
General Hospital Cancer Center. “And this was
widely considered the appropriate conversation to
have with patients. Basically, any investigational
therapy was considered a better option than pursuing approved treatments.”

© dr322 / stock.adobe.com

The Start of the Immunotherapy Era
Things began to change in March 2011, when ipilimumab (Yervoy) was fi rst approved for the condition. More than a dozen subsequent approvals
have transformed the treatment of advanced melanoma and increased average survival by several
years (TIMELINE).
Immunotherapy investigators were first attracted
to melanoma for 2 reasons. The fi rst was the enthusiasm that physicians like Flaherty had for directing patients away from approved treatments and
toward trials. The second was the observation that
melanoma is one of the most immunogenic tumor

types. Indeed, analyses of resected melanomas
had long detected the presence of tumor-infi ltrating lymphocytes, and the occasional spontaneous
regressions observed in patients with the condition indicated that the immune system attacked
melanoma more frequently and effectively than it
did other cancers.4
Ipilimumab, a recombinant human IgG1 monoclonal antibody that increases T-cell activity by blocking the expression of CTLA-4, was first approved by
the FDA for previously treated advanced melanoma
in March 2011. The trials that led to the approval
showed an overall response rate (ORR) of just 10.9%
in patients with previously treated advanced melanoma, but the toxicity was severe. Grade 3 or 4
immune-related adverse events (AEs) occurred in
10% to 15% of patients who received ipilimumab, and
more than 2% of study patients suffered treatmentrelated deaths. However, ipilimumab was approved
because durable responses in a small percentage of
patients extended median OS by 4 months (median
OS, 10.1 months vs 6.4 months with gp100 peptide
vaccine; HR, 0.66; P = .003). At 1 year, the OS rate
was 45.6%, 33.2% at 18 months, and 23.5% at 2 years.5
Neither that approval nor a subsequent expansion approving the medication for adjuvant treatment led to widespread adoption. This was mainly
because the toxicity was so severe that patients
and physicians hesitated to risk it for a small
chance of durable response.
The true breakthrough for immunotherapy performance and adoption came with the approval of
the PD-1 inhibitors nivolumab (Opdivo) and pembrolizumab (Keytruda) in late 2014. Pembrolizumab’s accelerated approval was based on a 26% ORR
in 173 patients with melanoma in the phase 1 KEYNOTE-001 study (NCT01295827). Response duration lasted from 6 weeks to more than 37 weeks,
with no median duration reached.6 Results from
the phase 3 KEYNOTE-006 study (NCT01866319)
showed that after a median follow-up of 
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TIMELINE OF FDA APPROVALS FOR MELANOMA
2011

MARCH 25 FDA approved ipilimumab

NOVEMBER 10 FDA approved cobimetinib

(Yervoy) for patients with unresectable or
metastatic melanoma

(Cotellic) for patients with unresectable or metastatic
melanoma with BRAF V600E or V600K mutations in
combination with vemurafenib (Zelboraf)

FDA approved peginterferon
α-2b (Sylatron) for patients with melanoma with
microscopic or gross nodal involvement within
84 days of surgical resection, including complete
lymphadenectomy

FDA approved trametinib
(Mekinist) and dabrafenib (Tafinlar) for patients
with unresectable or metastatic melanoma with
BRAF V600E or V600K mutations

AUGUST 17

FDA approved vemurafenib
(Zelboraf) for patients with unresectable or
metastatic melanoma with a BRAF V600E mutation

FDA approved an expanded
label for pembrolizumab (Keytruda) for patients
with unresectable or metastatic melanoma

FDA approved dabrafenib (Tafinlar)
for patients with unresectable or metastatic
melanoma with a BRAF V600E mutation

FDA granted approval to
nivolumab (Opdivo) for the adjuvant treatment
of patients with melanoma with involvement of
lymph node(s) or in patients with metastatic
disease who have undergone complete resection

MARCH 29

2013

NOVEMBER 20

DECEMBER 18

DECEMBER 20

MAY 29

2017

Robert L. Ferris, MD, PhD

Director, UPMC Hillman
MAY Cancer
29 FDA approved trametinib (Mekinist)
Center
for patients
with unresectable or metastatic
Associate Vice Chancellor
for Cancer
Research
melanoma with a BRAF V600E or V600K mutation
University of Pittsburgh
Pittsburgh, PA

FDA granted accelerated
approval to trametinib (Mekinist) and dabrafenib
(Tafinlar) for patients with unresectable
or metastatic melanoma with a BRAF V600E
or V600K mutation

JANUARY 10

2014

FDA granted accelerated
approval to pembrolizumab (Keytruda) for patients
with unresectable or metastatic melanoma
and disease progression following ipilimumab
(Yervoy) and, if BRAF V600 mutation–positive,
a BRAF inhibitor

2018

JUNE 27 FDA approved encorafenib (Braftovi)
and binimetinib (Mektovi) for patients with
unresectable or metastatic melanoma with a
BRAF V600E or V600K mutation

SEPTEMBER 4

2019

FDA approved pembrolizumab
(Keytruda) for the adjuvant treatment of patients
with melanoma with involvement of lymph node(s)
following complete resection

2020

JULY 30 FDA approved atezolizumab
(Tecentriq) plus cobimetinib and vemurafenib
for patients with BRAF V600 mutation–positive
unresectable or metastatic melanoma

FEBRUARY 15

Suzanne L. Topalian, MD

Bloomberg-Kimmel Professor of
DECEMBER 22 FDA granted accelerated
Cancer Immunotherapy
Professor of Surgery
and Oncology
approval
to nivolumab (Opdivo) for patients
Johns Hopkins Medicine
with unresectable or metastatic melanoma and
Johns Hopkins University
Baltimore, MD disease progression following ipilimumab, and if

BRAF V600 mutation–positive, a BRAF inhibitor
FDA granted accelerated
approval to nivolumab (Opdivo) plus ipilimumab
(Yervoy) for patients with BRAF V600 wild-type,
unresectable or metastatic melanoma
SEPTEMBER 30

2015

FDA approved talimogene
laherparepvec (T-VEC; Imlygic) for patients with
recurrent melanoma following initial surgery
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FDA approved pembrolizumab
(Keytruda) for the adjuvant treatment of patients
12 years or older with stage IIB or IIC melanoma
following complete resection

DECEMBER 3

2021

OCTOBER 27
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FDA approved dabrafenib (Tafinlar)
and trametinib (Mekinist) for the adjuvant
treatment of patients with melanoma with BRAF
V600E or V600K mutations and involvement of
lymph node(s) following complete resection
APRIL 30

MARCH 18 FDA approved nivolumab and

2022

relatlimab-rmbw (Opdualag) for patients 12 years or
older with unresectable or metastatic melanoma

TH

MELANOMA

57.7 months (range, 56.7-59.2), median OS was
32.7 months (95% CI, 24.5-41.6) in patients
receiving pembrolizumab and 15.9 months in
patients receiving ipilimumab (95% CI, 13.322.0; HR, 0.73; 95% CI, 0.61-0.88; P = .00049).7
Nivolumab’s accelerated approval was
based on preliminary trial data from the
phase 3 CheckMate 037 trial (NCT01721746)
that showed a 32% ORR (95% CI, 23.5%40.8%) for patients treated with nivolumab.8
In the study, patients with unresectable or
metastatic melanoma after progression on
ipilimumab, plus a BRAF inhibitor in the
case of a BRAF mutation, had a median duration of response that was not reached (range,
1.4+ to 10.0+ months) with nivolumab vs
3.5 months (range, 1.3+ to 3.5) with investigator’s choice of chemotherapy.9
The combination of higher rates of both
overall and durable responses, along with a
much lower incidence of serious AEs, quickly
made PD-1 monotherapy the most common
treatment, but subsequent studies found the
combination of ipilimumab and nivolumab to
be even more effective. Trials indicated the
ORR for the combination was above 50%,10
and 6.5 years of follow-up data found that
the median OS with the combination was
72.1 months vs 36.9 months with nivolumab
alone (HR, 0.52; 95% CI, 0.43-0.64) and
19.9 months with ipilimumab alone.11 A minority
of patients who take such treatments experience complete remissions and may be cured.
“Although those of us who were doing the trials were optimistic about immunotherapy for
melanoma because we had seen the preclinical
data on how immunogenic it was, there were
plenty of skeptics who were surprised first by
the trial data that showed PD-1 monotherapy
had so many long-lasting responses and then
by the fact that combination immunotherapy
performed so much better,” said Jeffrey S.
Weber, MD, PhD, deputy director of NYU Langone’s Perlmutter Cancer Center.
The extra efficacy came with a price, however. Grade 3 and 4 AEs, which are reported
at 15% or less in most PD-1 monotherapy
trials, often top 50% in trials of the ipilimumab-nivolumab combination.11 According
to Flaherty, this drawback has limited its use
among community oncologists even as it has
become common at academic cancer centers.
Weber, a prolific melanoma researcher
who has co-authored more than 4700 papers,
was on the initial data safety monitoring
committee for the initial trial of the ipilimumab-nivolumab combination. “We knew
going in that it was going to be toxic, and
man, was it toxic,” he said. “But there were

“Melanoma was once
described as the tumor that
gave oncology a bad name,
and now we’ve beaten
all the tumors.”
—JEFFREY S. WEBER, MD, PhD

also great responses right from the start. It
produced responses in those brain metastases where previously there was no effective
therapy in melanoma.”
A more recently approved immunotherapy
combination may offer a better combination
of efficacy and tolerability. Earlier this year,
a trial (RELATIVITY-047; NCT03470922) of
the LAG-3 inhibitor relatlimab, used in combination with nivolumab in previously treated patients with melanoma, found increased
progression-free
survival
(PFS)
over
nivolumab alone (10.1 months vs 4.6 months;
HR, 0.75; 95% CI, 0.62-0.92; P = .006). The
PFS rate at 12 months was 47.7% in the combination group vs 36.0% in the monotherapy
group. Grade 3 or 4 treatment-related AEs
occurred in 18.9% of patients in the relatlimab-nivolumab group and 9.7% of patients
in the nivolumab group.12 Most recently, the
FDA approved relatlimab in combination
with nivolumab (Opdualag) for the treatment
of patients 12 years or older with unresectable or metastatic melanoma in March.
Another potential type of immunological
treatment that remains under investigation
in melanoma is vaccine therapy. Potential
treatments have induced responses but failed
to extend lifespan. For example, a trial of talimogene laherparepvec (T-VEC; Imlygic) found
durable responses in 16.3% of patients who
received the treatment—far more than in the
granulocyte macrophage colony-stimulating
factor control group—but OS was comparable
(23.3 months vs 18.9 months, respectively;
HR, 0.79; 95% CI, 0.62-1.00; P = .051).13

Expanding Targeted Therapies
As investigators were testing immunotherapy
treatments for melanoma, they were also
testing targeted treatments for melanomas
with BRAF mutations, which are present in
roughly 45% of melanomas.
In 2011, vemurafenib (Zelboraf) became
the first BRAF-targeted therapy approved for
melanoma after a trial showed a 48% response
rate and a 63% reduction in the 6-month risk
of death over dacarbazine chemotherapy.14

Responses to vemurafenib monotherapy were not durable, however. Median
PFS was only 5.3 months because tumors
developed resistance to treatment through
MAP kinase reactivation. Investigators
countered by adding MEK inhibition to
BRAF inhibition in trials that created a new
targeted standard of care for patients with
BRAF-mutated melanoma.
Treatment with dabrafenib (Tafi nlar) and
trametinib (Mekinist), vemurafenib and
cobimetinib (Cotellic), and encorafenib
(Braftovi) and binimetinib (Mektovi) combinations are all associated with longer OS
than BRAF inhibitor monotherapy. Response
rates exceed 60%, and complete response
rates range from 10% to 18% in trials, though
the regimens have never been tested against
one another head to head.15
However, in 2020, a combination of the
PD-L1 inhibitor atezolizumab (Tecentriq)
plus vemurafenib and cobimetinib was found
to be more effective than vemurafenib and
cobimetinib alone in the phase 3 IMspire150
trial (NCT02908672). At a median follow-up
of 18.9 months, PFS in the triplet combination group was significantly longer than
in the doublet combination control arm
(15.1 months vs 10.6 months; HR, 0.78; 95%
CI, 0.63-0.97; P = .025).16 The FDA approved
atezolizumab as part of the triplet regimen for
patients with BRAF V600–mutated unresectable or metastatic melanoma several months
later. (The drug was also later approved as
fi rst-line monotherapy in patients whose
melanoma expresses high levels of PD-L1.17)
Other investigations found that mutations
in KIT could also be targeted by treatment
with tyrosine kinase inhibitors (TKIs) such
as nilotinib (Tasigna). In 2017, the drug was
found to be associated with a 26% response
rate, a median PFS of 4.2 months, and a
median OS of 18.0 months in patients with
KIT-mutated melanoma.18
“The overall advances in melanoma have
been huge,” Weber said. “We’re the poster
child for success in both immunotherapy
and targeted therapy. The median survival
for patients with a reasonable performance
status going into treatment is now anywhere
from 3 to 6 years. If you look at the CheckMate 067 trial [NCT01844505] with the
72-month median survival, that’s amazing.11
That beats non–small cell lung cancer. That
beats colon cancer. That beats gastric cancer.
That beats any other metastatic epithelial
malignancy with the potential exception of
prostate. Melanoma was once described as
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second-line advanced RCC

• 14.6-month median PFS (95% CI: 5.9-20.1) with LENVIMA + everolimus vs 5.5 months (95% CI: 3.5-7.1)
with everolimus alone (HR: 0.37 [95% CI: 0.22-0.62])1
— 26 events (51%) occurred in the LENVIMA + everolimus arm vs 37 events (74%) in the everolimus arm

LENVIMA + everolimus is the only TKI-mTOR inhibitor combination
following anti-angiogenic therapy in advanced RCC1,2
INDICATION
LENVIMA is indicated in combination with everolimus, for the treatment of
adult patients with advanced renal cell carcinoma (RCC) following one prior
anti-angiogenic therapy.
SELECTED SAFETY INFORMATION
Warnings and Precautions
Hypertension. In DTC (differentiated thyroid cancer), hypertension occurred in
73% of patients on LENVIMA (44% grade 3-4). In RCC (renal cell carcinoma),
hypertension occurred in 42% of patients on LENVIMA + everolimus (13% grade
3). Systolic blood pressure ≥160 mmHg occurred in 29% of patients, and 21%
had diastolic blood pressure ≥100 mmHg. In HCC (hepatocellular carcinoma),
hypertension occurred in 45% of LENVIMA-treated patients (24% grade 3). Grade
4 hypertension was not reported in HCC.
Serious complications of poorly controlled hypertension have been reported.
Control blood pressure prior to initiation. Monitor blood pressure after 1
week, then every 2 weeks for the first 2 months, and then at least monthly
thereafter during treatment. Withhold and resume at reduced dose when
hypertension is controlled or permanently discontinue based on severity.
Cardiac Dysfunction. Serious and fatal cardiac dysfunction can occur
with LENVIMA. Across clinical trials in 799 patients with DTC, RCC, and HCC,
grade 3 or higher cardiac dysfunction occurred in 3% of LENVIMA-treated
patients. Monitor for clinical symptoms or signs of cardiac dysfunction.
Withhold and resume at reduced dose upon recovery or permanently
discontinue based on severity.
Arterial Thromboembolic Events. Among patients receiving LENVIMA
or LENVIMA + everolimus, arterial thromboembolic events of any severity
occurred in 2% of patients in RCC and HCC and 5% in DTC. Grade 3-5 arterial
thromboembolic events ranged from 2% to 3% across all clinical trials.
Among patients receiving LENVIMA with pembrolizumab, arterial thrombotic
events of any severity occurred in 5% of patients in CLEAR, including
myocardial infarction (3.4%) and cerebrovascular accident (2.3%).
Permanently discontinue following an arterial thrombotic event. The safety of
resuming after an arterial thromboembolic event has not been established,
and LENVIMA has not been studied in patients who have had an arterial
thromboembolic event within the previous 6 months.

Hepatotoxicity. Across clinical studies enrolling 1327 LENVIMA-treated
patients with malignancies other than HCC, serious hepatic adverse reactions
occurred in 1.4% of patients. Fatal events, including hepatic failure, acute
hepatitis and hepatorenal syndrome, occurred in 0.5% of patients. In HCC,
hepatic encephalopathy occurred in 8% of LENVIMA-treated patients
(5% grade 3-5). Grade 3-5 hepatic failure occurred in 3% of LENVIMAtreated patients; 2% of patients discontinued LENVIMA due to hepatic
encephalopathy, and 1% discontinued due to hepatic failure.
Monitor liver function prior to initiation, then every 2 weeks for the first
2 months, and at least monthly thereafter during treatment. Monitor
patients with HCC closely for signs of hepatic failure, including hepatic
encephalopathy. Withhold and resume at reduced dose upon recovery or
permanently discontinue based on severity.
Renal Failure or Impairment. Serious including fatal renal failure or
impairment can occur with LENVIMA. Renal impairment was reported in 14%
and 7% of LENVIMA-treated patients in DTC and HCC, respectively. Grade
3-5 renal failure or impairment occurred in 3% of patients with DTC and
2% of patients with HCC, including 1 fatal event in each study. In RCC, renal
impairment or renal failure was reported in 18% of LENVIMA + everolimus–
treated patients (10% grade 3).
Initiate prompt management of diarrhea or dehydration/hypovolemia.
Withhold and resume at reduced dose upon recovery or permanently
discontinue for renal failure or impairment based on severity.
Proteinuria. In DTC and HCC, proteinuria was reported in 34% and 26% of
LENVIMA-treated patients, respectively. Grade 3 proteinuria occurred in 11%
and 6% in DTC and HCC, respectively. In RCC, proteinuria occurred in 31% of
patients receiving LENVIMA + everolimus (8% grade 3). Monitor for proteinuria
prior to initiation and periodically during treatment. If urine dipstick proteinuria
≥2+ is detected, obtain a 24-hour urine protein. Withhold and resume at
reduced dose upon recovery or permanently discontinue based on severity.
Diarrhea. Of the 737 LENVIMA-treated patients in DTC and HCC, diarrhea
occurred in 49% (6% grade 3). In RCC, diarrhea occurred in 81% of
LENVIMA + everolimus–treated patients (19% grade 3). Diarrhea was the
most frequent cause of dose interruption/reduction, and diarrhea recurred
despite dose reduction. Promptly initiate management of diarrhea. Withhold
and resume at reduced dose upon recovery or permanently discontinue
based on severity.

14.6-month median PFS: with LENVIMA + everolimus vs everolimus alone1
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• 26 events (51%) occurred in the LENVIMA + everolimus arm vs 37 events (74%) in the everolimus arm1
— 21 patients (41%) who received LENVIMA + everolimus progressed vs 35 patients (70%) who received everolimus
— Death occurred in 5 patients (10%) who received LENVIMA + everolimus vs 2 patients (4%) who received
everolimus
• The treatment effect of LENVIMA + everolimus on PFS was supported by a retrospective, independent review
of radiographs with an observed HR of 0.43 (95% CI: 0.24-0.75) compared with the everolimus arm1
• Study 205 randomized 153 patients with advanced or metastatic renal cell carcinoma who had previously
received anti-angiogenic therapy 1:1:1 to LENVIMA 18 mg + everolimus 5 mg, LENVIMA 24 mg monotherapy, or
everolimus 10 mg monotherapy. All medications were administered orally once daily. Patients were required to
have histological confirmation of clear cell RCC and Eastern Cooperative Oncology Group performance status
of 0 or 1. Patients were stratified by hemoglobin level (≤13 g/dL vs >13 g/dL for males and ≤11.5 g/dL vs >11.5 g/
dL for females) and corrected serum calcium (≥10 mg/dL vs <10 mg/dL). The major efficacy outcome measure
was investigator-assessed PFS evaluated according to Response Evaluation Criteria in Solid Tumors (RECIST)
version 1.1. Other efficacy outcome measures included overall survival and objective response rate1
RCC=renal cell carcinoma; PFS=progression-free survival; TKI=tyrosine kinase inhibitor; mTOR=mammalian target of rapamycin; CI=confidence interval; HR=hazard ratio.

SELECTED SAFETY INFORMATION
Warnings and Precautions (cont’d)
Fistula Formation and Gastrointestinal Perforation. Of the 799
patients treated with LENVIMA or LENVIMA + everolimus in DTC, RCC, and
HCC, fistula or gastrointestinal perforation occurred in 2%. Permanently
discontinue in patients who develop gastrointestinal perforation of any
severity or grade 3-4 fistula.
QT Interval Prolongation. In DTC, QT/QTc interval prolongation occurred
in 9% of LENVIMA-treated patients and QT interval prolongation of >500
ms occurred in 2%. In RCC, QTc interval increases of >60 ms occurred in
11% of patients receiving LENVIMA + everolimus and QTc interval >500 ms
occurred in 6%. In HCC, QTc interval increases of >60 ms occurred in 8% of
LENVIMA-treated patients and QTc interval >500 ms occurred in 2%.
Monitor and correct electrolyte abnormalities at baseline and periodically
during treatment. Monitor electrocardiograms in patients with congenital long
QT syndrome, congestive heart failure, bradyarrhythmias, or those who are
taking drugs known to prolong the QT interval, including Class Ia and III
antiarrhythmics. Withhold and resume at reduced dose upon recovery based
on severity.
Hypocalcemia. In DTC, grade 3-4 hypocalcemia occurred in 9% of
LENVIMA-treated patients. In 65% of cases, hypocalcemia improved
Please see all Selected Safety Information throughout and
accompanying brief summary of full prescribing information.

or resolved following calcium supplementation with or without dose
interruption or dose reduction. In RCC, grade 3-4 hypocalcemia occurred in
6% of LENVIMA + everolimus–treated patients. In HCC, grade 3 hypocalcemia
occurred in 0.8% of LENVIMA-treated patients. Monitor blood calcium levels
at least monthly and replace calcium as necessary during treatment. Withhold
and resume at reduced dose upon recovery or permanently discontinue
depending on severity.
Reversible Posterior Leukoencephalopathy Syndrome (RPLS). Across
clinical studies of 1823 patients who received LENVIMA as a single agent, RPLS
occurred in 0.3%. Confirm diagnosis of RPLS with MRI. Withhold and resume at
reduced dose upon recovery or permanently discontinue depending on severity and
persistence of neurologic symptoms.

Visit www.LENVIMA.com/hcp to learn more

SELECTED SAFETY INFORMATION
Warnings and Precautions (cont’d)
Hemorrhagic Events. Serious including fatal hemorrhagic events can occur with
LENVIMA. In DTC, RCC, and HCC clinical trials, hemorrhagic events, of any grade,
occurred in 29% of the 799 patients treated with LENVIMA as a single agent or in
combination with everolimus. The most frequently reported hemorrhagic events (all
grades and occurring in at least 5% of patients) were epistaxis and hematuria. In
DTC, grade 3-5 hemorrhage occurred in 2% of LENVIMA-treated patients, including
1 fatal intracranial hemorrhage among 16 patients who received LENVIMA and had
CNS metastases at baseline. In RCC, grade 3-5 hemorrhage occurred in 8% of
LENVIMA + everolimus–treated patients, including 1 fatal cerebral hemorrhage. In
HCC, grade 3-5 hemorrhage occurred in 5% of LENVIMA-treated patients,
including 7 fatal hemorrhagic events. Serious tumor-related bleeds, including fatal
hemorrhagic events, occurred in LENVIMA-treated patients in clinical trials and in
the postmarketing setting. In postmarketing surveillance, serious and fatal carotid
artery hemorrhages were seen more frequently in patients with anaplastic thyroid
carcinoma (ATC) than other tumors. Safety and effectiveness of LENVIMA in
patients with ATC have not been demonstrated in clinical trials.

Adverse Reactions
In RCC, the most common adverse reactions (≥30%) observed in LENVIMA +
everolimus–treated patients were diarrhea (81%), fatigue (73%), arthralgia/myalgia
(55%), decreased appetite (53%), vomiting (48%), nausea (45%), stomatitis (44%),
hypertension (42%), peripheral edema (42%), cough (37%), abdominal pain (37%),
dyspnea (35%), rash (35%), decreased weight (34%), hemorrhagic events (32%),
and proteinuria (31%). The most common serious adverse reactions (≥5%) were
renal failure (11%), dehydration (10%), anemia (6%), thrombocytopenia (5%),
diarrhea (5%), vomiting (5%), and dyspnea (5%). Adverse reactions led to dose
reductions or interruption in 89% of patients. The most common adverse reactions
(≥5%) resulting in dose reductions were diarrhea (21%), fatigue (8%),
thrombocytopenia (6%), vomiting (6%), nausea (5%), and proteinuria (5%).
Treatment discontinuation due to an adverse reaction occurred in 29% of patients.

Consider the risk of severe or fatal hemorrhage associated with tumor invasion or
infiltration of major blood vessels (eg, carotid artery). Withhold and resume at
reduced dose upon recovery or permanently discontinue based on severity.

No dose adjustment is recommended for patients with mild (CLcr 60-89 mL/min) or
moderate (CLcr 30-59 mL/min) renal impairment. LENVIMA concentrations may
increase in patients with DTC, RCC, or EC (endometrial carcinoma) and severe (CLcr
15-29 mL/min) renal impairment. Reduce the dose for patients with DTC, RCC, or EC
and severe renal impairment. There is no recommended dose for patients with HCC
and severe renal impairment. LENVIMA has not been studied in patients with
end-stage renal disease.

Impairment of Thyroid Stimulating Hormone Suppression/Thyroid
Dysfunction. LENVIMA impairs exogenous thyroid suppression. In DTC, 88% of
patients had baseline thyroid stimulating hormone (TSH) level ≤0.5 mU/L. In
patients with normal TSH at baseline, elevation of TSH level >0.5 mU/L was
observed post baseline in 57% of LENVIMA-treated patients. In RCC and HCC,
grade 1 or 2 hypothyroidism occurred in 24% of LENVIMA + everolimus–treated
patients and 21% of LENVIMA-treated patients, respectively. In patients with normal
or low TSH at baseline, elevation of TSH was observed post baseline in 70% of
LENVIMA-treated patients in HCC and 60% of LENVIMA + everolimus–treated
patients in RCC.
Monitor thyroid function prior to initiation and at least monthly during treatment.
Treat hypothyroidism according to standard medical practice.
Impaired Wound Healing. Impaired wound healing has been reported in
patients who received LENVIMA. Withhold LENVIMA for at least 1 week prior to
elective surgery. Do not administer for at least 2 weeks following major surgery and
until adequate wound healing. The safety of resumption of LENVIMA after resolution
of wound healing complications has not been established.

Use in Specific Populations
Because of the potential for serious adverse reactions in breastfed infants, advise
women to discontinue breastfeeding during treatment and for at least 1 week after the
last dose. LENVIMA may impair fertility in males and females of reproductive potential.

No dose adjustment is recommended for patients with HCC and mild
hepatic impairment (Child-Pugh A). There is no recommended dose for patients
with HCC with moderate (Child-Pugh B) or severe (Child-Pugh C) hepatic
impairment. No dose adjustment is recommended for patients with DTC, RCC, or
EC and mild or moderate hepatic impairment. LENVIMA concentrations may
increase in patients with DTC, RCC, or EC and severe hepatic impairment. Reduce
the dose for patients with DTC, RCC, or EC and severe hepatic impairment.
Please see Brief Summary on the following pages.
References: 1. LENVIMA [package insert]. Nutley, NJ: Eisai Inc. 2. AFINITOR [package insert]. East
Hanover, NJ: Novartis Pharmaceuticals Corporation; 2020.

Osteonecrosis of the Jaw (ONJ). ONJ has been reported in patients receiving
LENVIMA. Concomitant exposure to other risk factors, such as bisphosphonates,
denosumab, dental disease, or invasive dental procedures, may increase the risk of ONJ.
Perform an oral examination prior to treatment with LENVIMA and periodically
during LENVIMA treatment. Advise patients regarding good oral hygiene practices
and to consider having preventive dentistry performed prior to treatment with
LENVIMA and throughout treatment with LENVIMA.
Avoid invasive dental procedures, if possible, while on LENVIMA treatment,
particularly in patients at higher risk. Withhold LENVIMA for at least 1 week prior to
scheduled dental surgery or invasive dental procedures, if possible. For patients
requiring invasive dental procedures, discontinuation of bisphosphonate treatment
may reduce the risk of ONJ.
Withhold LENVIMA if ONJ develops and restart based on clinical judgement of
adequate resolution.
Embryo-Fetal Toxicity. Based on its mechanism of action and data from animal
reproduction studies, LENVIMA can cause fetal harm when administered to
pregnant women. In animal reproduction studies, oral administration of lenvatinib
during organogenesis at doses below the recommended clinical doses resulted in
embryotoxicity, fetotoxicity, and teratogenicity in rats and rabbits. Advise pregnant
women of the potential risk to a fetus and advise females of reproductive potential
to use effective contraception during treatment with LENVIMA and for at least 30
days after the last dose.

LENVIMA® is a registered trademark used by Eisai Inc. under license from Eisai R&D Management Co., Ltd.
© 2022 Eisai Inc.
All rights reserved.
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LENVIMA® (lenvatinib) capsules BRIEF SUMMARY – See package insert for full prescribing information.
INDICATIONS AND USAGE
LENVIMA is a kinase inhibitor that is indicated:
Differentiated Thyroid Cancer (DTC)
• For the treatment of patients with locally recurrent or metastatic, progressive, radioactive iodine-refractory differentiated thyroid cancer (DTC).
Renal Cell Carcinoma (RCC)
• In combination with pembrolizumab, for the first line treatment of adult patients with advanced renal cell carcinoma (RCC).
• In combination with everolimus, for the treatment of adult patients with advanced renal cell carcinoma (RCC) following one prior
anti-angiogenic therapy.
Hepatocellular Carcinoma (HCC)
• For the first-line treatment of patients with unresectable hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC).
Endometrial Carcinoma (EC)
• In combination with pembrolizumab, for the treatment of patients with advanced endometrial carcinoma (EC) that is not microsatellite
instability-high (MSI-H) or mismatch repair deficient (dMMR) who have disease progression following prior systemic therapy in any setting
and are not candidates for curative surgery or radiation.
DOSAGE AND ADMINISTRATION
Important Dosage Information
• Reduce the dose for certain patients with renal or hepatic impairment
• Take LENVIMA once daily, with or without food, at the same time each day. If a dose is missed and cannot be taken within 12 hours, skip
that dose and take the next dose at the usual time of administration
Single Agent Therapy:
• DTC: The recommended dosage is 24 mg orally once daily.
• HCC: The recommended dosage is based on actual body weight: 12 mg orally once daily for patients greater than or equal to 60 kg or 8 mg
orally once daily for patients less than 60 kg.
Combination Therapy:
• EC: The recommended dosage is 20 mg orally once daily in combination with pembrolizumab 200 mg administered as an intravenous
infusion over 30 minutes every 3 weeks.
• RCC: The recommended dosage is:
o 20 mg orally once daily with pembrolizumab 200 mg administered as an intravenous infusion over 30 minutes every 3 weeks.
o 18 mg orally once daily with everolimus 5 mg orally once daily.
Dosage Modifications for Adverse Reactions Recommendations for LENVIMA dose interruption, reduction and discontinuation for
adverse reactions are listed in Table 1. Table 2 lists the recommended dosage reductions of LENVIMA for adverse reactions.
Table 1: Recommended Dosage Modifications for LENVIMA for Adverse Reactions
Adverse Reaction

Hypertension

Severitya
Grade 3
Grade 4

Cardiac Dysfunction
Arterial Thromboembolic Event

Grade 3
Grade 4

• Permanently discontinue.
• Permanently discontinue.

Grade 3 or 4

Renal Failure or Impairment

Grade 3 or 4

Any Grade

Fistula Formation

Grade 3 or 4

QT Prolongation

Greater than 500 ms or greater than
60 ms increase from baseline

Reversible Posterior
Leukoencephalopathy Syndrome

Other Adverse Reactions

Any Grade
Persistent or intolerable
Grade 2 or 3 adverse reaction
Grade 4 laboratory abnormality
Grade 4 adverse reaction

a

• Withhold until improves to Grade 0 to 1 or baseline.
• Either resume at a reduced dose or discontinue
depending on severity and persistence of hepatotoxicity.
• Permanently discontinue for hepatic failure.
• Withhold until improves to Grade 0 to 1 or baseline.
• Resume at a reduced dose or discontinue depending
on severity and persistence of renal impairment.
• Withhold until less than or equal to 2 grams of
proteinuria per 24 hours.
• Resume at a reduced dose.
• Discontinue for nephrotic syndrome.
• Permanently discontinue.
• Permanently discontinue.
• Withhold until improves to less than or equal to 480 ms
or baseline.
• Resume at a reduced dose.
• Withhold until fully resolved.
• Resume at a reduced dose or discontinue depending
on severity and persistence of neurologic symptoms.
• Withhold until improves to Grade 0 to 1 or baseline.
• Resume at reduced dose.
• Permanently discontinue.

National Cancer Institute Common Terminology Criteria for Adverse Events, version 4.0.

Table 2: Recommended Dosage Reductions of LENVIMA for Adverse Reactions
First Dosage
Reduction To

Second Dosage
Reduction To

Third Dosage
Reduction To

DTC

20 mg once daily

14 mg once daily

10 mg once daily

RCC

14 mg once daily

10 mg once daily

8 mg once daily

Endometrial Carcinoma

14 mg once daily

10 mg once daily

8 mg once daily

8 mg once daily

4 mg once daily

4 mg every other day

4 mg once daily

4 mg every other day

Discontinue

Indication

HCC

• Actual weight 60 kg or greater
• Actual weight less than 60 kg

Recommended Dose Modifications for Adverse Reactions for LENVIMA in Combination with Pembrolizumab
When administering LENVIMA in combination with pembrolizumab, modify the dosage of one or both drugs as appropriate. Withhold, dose
reduce, or discontinue LENVIMA as shown in Table 1. Refer to pembrolizumab prescribing information for additional dose modification information.
Recommended Dose Modifications for Adverse Reactions for LENVIMA in Combination with Everolimus
When administering LENVIMA in combination with everolimus, withhold or reduce the LENVIMA dose first and then the everolimus dose for
adverse reactions of both LENVIMA and everolimus. Refer to the everolimus prescribing information for additional dose modification information.
Dosage Modifications for Severe Renal Impairment The recommended dosage of LENVIMA for patients with DTC, RCC, or endometrial
carcinoma and severe renal impairment (creatinine clearance less than 30 mL/min calculated by Cockcroft-Gault equation using actual body weight) is:
• Differentiated thyroid cancer: 14 mg orally once daily
• Renal cell carcinoma: 10 mg orally once daily
• Endometrial carcinoma: 10 mg orally once daily
Dosage Modifications for Severe Hepatic Impairment The recommended dosage of LENVIMA for patients with DTC, RCC, or endometrial
carcinoma and severe hepatic impairment (Child-Pugh C) is:
• Differentiated thyroid cancer: 14 mg taken orally once daily
• Renal cell carcinoma: 10 mg taken orally once daily
• Endometrial carcinoma: 10 mg orally once daily
Preparation and Administration LENVIMA capsules can be swallowed whole or dissolved in a small glass of liquid. To dissolve in liquid,
put capsules into 1 tablespoon of water or apple juice without breaking or crushing the capsules. Leave the capsules in the water or apple
juice for at least 10 minutes. Stir for at least 3 minutes. After drinking the mixture, add 1 tablespoon of water or apple juice to the glass, swirl
the contents a few times and swallow the water or apple juice.
DOSAGE FORMS AND STRENGTHS
Capsules:
• 4 mg: yellowish-red body and yellowish-red cap, marked in black ink with “Є” on cap and “LENV 4 mg” on body.
• 10 mg: yellow body and yellowish-red cap, marked in black ink with “Є” on cap and “LENV 10 mg” on body.
CONTRAINDICATIONS None.
WARNINGS AND PRECAUTIONS
Hypertension Hypertension occurred in 73% of patients in SELECT (DTC) receiving LENVIMA 24 mg orally once daily and in 45% of patients
in REFLECT (HCC) receiving LENVIMA 8 mg or 12 mg orally once daily. The median time to onset of new or worsening hypertension was
16 days in SELECT and 26 days in REFLECT. Grade 3 hypertension occurred in 44% of patients in SELECT and in 24% in REFLECT. Grade 4
hypertension occurred <1% in SELECT and Grade 4 hypertension was not reported in REFLECT.
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2 g or greater proteinuria
in 24 hours

Gastrointestinal Perforation

• Withhold until improves to Grade 0 to 1 or baseline.
• Resume at a reduced dose or discontinue depending
on the severity and persistence of adverse reaction.

Any Grade

Hepatotoxicity

Proteinuria

Dosage Modifications
for LENVIMA
• Withhold for Grade 3 that persists despite optimal
antihypertensive therapy.
• Resume at reduced dose when hypertension is controlled
at less than or equal to Grade 2.
• Permanently discontinue.

In patients receiving LENVIMA 18 mg orally once daily with everolimus in Study 205 (RCC), hypertension was reported in 42% of patients and
the median time to onset of new or worsening hypertension was 35 days. Grade 3 hypertension occurred in 13% of patients. Systolic blood
pressure ≥160 mmHg occurred in 29% of patients and diastolic blood pressure ≥100 mmHg occurred in 21%.
Serious complications of poorly controlled hypertension have been reported.
Control blood pressure prior to initiating LENVIMA. Monitor blood pressure after 1 week, then every 2 weeks for the first 2 months, and
then at least monthly thereafter during treatment. Withhold and resume at a reduced dose when hypertension is controlled or permanently
discontinue LENVIMA based on severity.
Cardiac Dysfunction Serious and fatal cardiac dysfunction can occur with LENVIMA. Across clinical trials in 799 patients with DTC, RCC or
HCC, Grade 3 or higher cardiac dysfunction (including cardiomyopathy, left or right ventricular dysfunction, congestive heart failure, cardiac
failure, ventricular hypokinesia, or decrease in left or right ventricular ejection fraction of more than 20% from baseline) occurred in 3% of
LENVIMA-treated patients.
Monitor patients for clinical symptoms or signs of cardiac dysfunction. Withhold and resume at a reduced dose upon recovery or permanently
discontinue LENVIMA based on severity.
Arterial Thromboembolic Events Among patients receiving LENVIMA or LENVIMA with everolimus, arterial thromboembolic events of any
severity occurred in 2% of patients in Study 205 (RCC), 2% of patients in REFLECT (HCC) and 5% of patients in SELECT (DTC). Grade 3 to 5
arterial thromboembolic events ranged from 2% to 3% across all clinical trials.
Among patients receiving LENVIMA with pembrolizumab, arterial thrombotic events of any severity occurred in 5% of patients in CLEAR,
including myocardial infarction (3.4%) and cerebrovascular accident (2.3%).
Permanently discontinue LENVIMA following an arterial thrombotic event. The safety of resuming LENVIMA after an arterial thromboembolic
event has not been established and LENVIMA has not been studied in patients who have had an arterial thromboembolic event within the
previous 6 months.
Hepatotoxicity Across clinical studies enrolling 1327 LENVIMA-treated patients with malignancies other than HCC, serious hepatic adverse
reactions occurred in 1.4% of patients. Fatal events, including hepatic failure, acute hepatitis and hepatorenal syndrome, occurred in 0.5% of patients.
In REFLECT (HCC), hepatic encephalopathy (including hepatic encephalopathy, encephalopathy, metabolic encephalopathy, and hepatic coma)
occurred in 8% of LENVIMA-treated patients and 3% of sorafenib-treated patients. Grade 3 to 5 hepatic encephalopathy occurred in 5% of
LENVIMA-treated patients and 2% of sorafenib-treated patients. Grade 3 to 5 hepatic failure occurred in 3% of LENVIMA-treated patients
and 3% of sorafenib-treated patients. Two percent of patients discontinued LENVIMA and 0.2% discontinued sorafenib due to hepatic
encephalopathy and 1% of patients discontinued lenvatinib or sorafenib due to hepatic failure.
Monitor liver function prior to initiating LENVIMA, then every 2 weeks for the first 2 months, and at least monthly thereafter during treatment.
Monitor patients with HCC closely for signs of hepatic failure, including hepatic encephalopathy. Withhold and resume at a reduced dose upon
recovery or permanently discontinue LENVIMA based on severity.
Renal Failure or Impairment Serious including fatal renal failure or impairment can occur with LENVIMA. Renal impairment occurred in
14% of patients receiving LENVIMA in SELECT (DTC) and in 7% of patients receiving LENVIMA in REFLECT (HCC). Grade 3 to 5 renal failure or
impairment occurred in 3% (DTC) and 2% (HCC) of patients, including 1 fatality in each study.
In Study 205 (RCC), renal impairment or renal failure occurred in 18% of patients receiving LENVIMA with everolimus, including Grade 3 in
10% of patients.
Initiate prompt management of diarrhea or dehydration/hypovolemia. Withhold and resume at a reduced dose upon recovery or permanently
discontinue LENVIMA for renal failure or impairment based on severity.
Proteinuria Proteinuria occurred in 34% of LENVIMA-treated patients in SELECT (DTC) and in 26% of LENVIMA-treated patients in REFLECT
(HCC). Grade 3 proteinuria occurred in 11% and 6% in SELECT and REFLECT, respectively. In Study 205 (RCC), proteinuria occurred in 31%
of patients receiving LENVIMA with everolimus and 14% of patients receiving everolimus. Grade 3 proteinuria occurred in 8% of patients
receiving LENVIMA with everolimus compared to 2% of patients receiving everolimus.
Monitor for proteinuria prior to initiating LENVIMA and periodically during treatment. If urine dipstick proteinuria greater than or equal to 2+ is detected,
obtain a 24-hour urine protein. Withhold and resume at a reduced dose upon recovery or permanently discontinue LENVIMA based on severity.
Diarrhea Of the 737 patients treated with LENVIMA in SELECT (DTC) and REFLECT (HCC), diarrhea occurred in 49% of patients, including
Grade 3 diarrhea in 6%.
In Study 205 (RCC), diarrhea occurred in 81% of patients receiving LENVIMA with everolimus, including Grade 3 in 19%. Diarrhea was the
most frequent cause of dose interruption/reduction and diarrhea recurred despite dose reduction.
Promptly initiate management of diarrhea. Withhold and resume at a reduced dose upon recovery or permanently discontinue LENVIMA based
on severity.
Fistula Formation and Gastrointestinal Perforation Of 799 patients treated with LENVIMA or LENVIMA with everolimus in SELECT (DTC),
Study 205 (RCC) and REFLECT (HCC), fistula or gastrointestinal perforation occurred in 2%.
Permanently discontinue LENVIMA in patients who develop gastrointestinal perforation of any severity or Grade 3 or 4 fistula.
QT Interval Prolongation In SELECT (DTC), QT/QTc interval prolongation occurred in 9% of LENVIMA-treated patients and QT interval
prolongation of >500 ms occurred in 2%. In Study 205 (RCC), QTc interval increases of >60 ms occurred in 11% of patients receiving LENVIMA
with everolimus and QTc interval >500 ms occurred in 6%. In REFLECT (HCC), QTc interval increases of >60 ms occurred in 8% of LENVIMAtreated patients and QTc interval >500 ms occurred in 2%.
Monitor and correct electrolyte abnormalities at baseline and periodically during treatment. Monitor electrocardiograms in patients with
congenital long QT syndrome, congestive heart failure, bradyarrhythmias, or those who are taking drugs known to prolong the QT interval,
including Class Ia and III antiarrhythmics. Withhold and resume at reduced dose of LENVIMA upon recovery based on severity.
Hypocalcemia In SELECT (DTC), Grade 3 to 4 hypocalcemia occurred in 9% of patients receiving LENVIMA. In 65% of cases, hypocalcemia
improved or resolved following calcium supplementation, with or without dose interruption or dose reduction.
In Study 205 (RCC), Grade 3 to 4 hypocalcemia occurred in 6% of patients treated with LENVIMA with everolimus. In REFLECT (HCC), Grade 3
hypocalcemia occurred in 0.8% of LENVIMA-treated patients.
Monitor blood calcium levels at least monthly and replace calcium as necessary during treatment. Withhold and resume at reduced dose upon
recovery or permanently discontinue LENVIMA depending on severity.
Reversible Posterior Leukoencephalopathy Syndrome Across clinical studies of 1823 patients who received LENVIMA as a single agent,
reversible posterior leukoencephalopathy syndrome (RPLS) occurred in 0.3%.
Confirm the diagnosis of RPLS with magnetic resonance imaging. Withhold and resume at a reduced dose upon recovery or permanently
discontinue LENVIMA depending on severity and persistence of neurologic symptoms.
Hemorrhagic Events Serious including fatal hemorrhagic events can occur with LENVIMA. Across SELECT (DTC), Study 205 (RCC) and
REFLECT (HCC), hemorrhagic events of any grade occurred in 29% of the 799 patients treated with LENVIMA as a single agent or in
combination with everolimus. The most frequently reported hemorrhagic events (all grades and occurring in at least 5% of patients) were
epistaxis and hematuria.
In SELECT, Grade 3 to 5 hemorrhage occurred in 2% of patients receiving LENVIMA, including 1 fatal intracranial hemorrhage among 16
patients who received LENVIMA and had CNS metastases at baseline. In Study 205, Grade 3 to 5 hemorrhage occurred in 8% of patients
receiving LENVIMA with everolimus, including 1 fatal cerebral hemorrhage. In REFLECT, Grade 3 to 5 hemorrhage occurred in 5% of patients
receiving LENVIMA, including 7 fatal hemorrhagic events.
Serious tumor related bleeds, including fatal hemorrhagic events, occurred in patients treated with LENVIMA in clinical trials and in the postmarketing setting. In post-marketing surveillance, serious and fatal carotid artery hemorrhages were seen more frequently in patients with
anaplastic thyroid carcinoma (ATC) than in other tumor types. The safety and effectiveness of LENVIMA in patients with ATC have not been
demonstrated in clinical trials.
Consider the risk of severe or fatal hemorrhage associated with tumor invasion or infiltration of major blood vessels (e.g. carotid artery).
Withhold and resume at reduced dose upon recovery or permanently discontinue LENVIMA based on the severity.
Impairment of Thyroid Stimulating Hormone Suppression/Thyroid Dysfunction LENVIMA impairs exogenous thyroid suppression. In
SELECT (DTC), 88% of all patients had a baseline thyroid stimulating hormone (TSH) level ≤0.5 mU/L. In those patients with a normal TSH at
baseline, elevation of TSH level >0.5 mU/L was observed post baseline in 57% of LENVIMA-treated patients.
Grade 1 or 2 hypothyroidism occurred in 24% of patients receiving LENVIMA with everolimus in Study 205 (RCC) and in 21% of patients
receiving LENVIMA in REFLECT (HCC). In those patients with a normal or low TSH at baseline, an elevation of TSH was observed post baseline
in 70% of patients receiving LENVIMA in REFLECT and 60% of patients receiving LENVIMA with everolimus in Study 205.
Monitor thyroid function prior to initiating LENVIMA and at least monthly during treatment. Treat hypothyroidism according to standard
medical practice.
Impaired Wound Healing Impaired wound healing has been reported in patients who received LENVIMA.
Withhold LENVIMA for at least 1 week prior to elective surgery. Do not administer for at least 2 weeks following major surgery and until
adequate wound healing. The safety of resumption of LENVIMA after resolution of wound healing complications has not been established.
Osteonecrosis of the Jaw Osteonecrosis of the Jaw (ONJ) has been reported in patients receiving LENVIMA. Concomitant exposure to
other risk factors, such as bisphosphonates, denosumab, dental disease or invasive dental procedures, may increase the risk of ONJ.
Perform an oral examination prior to treatment with LENVIMA and periodically during LENVIMA treatment. Advise patients regarding good
oral hygiene practices. Avoid invasive dental procedures, if possible, while on LENVIMA treatment, particularly in patients at higher risk.
Withhold LENVIMA for at least 1 week prior to scheduled dental surgery or invasive dental procedures, if possible. For patients requiring
invasive dental procedures, discontinuation of bisphosphonate treatment may reduce the risk of ONJ. Withhold LENVIMA if ONJ develops and
restart based on clinical judgement of adequate resolution.
Embryo-Fetal Toxicity Based on its mechanism of action and data from animal reproduction studies, LENVIMA can cause fetal harm when
administered to a pregnant woman. In animal reproduction studies, oral administration of lenvatinib during organogenesis at doses below the
recommended clinical doses resulted in embryotoxicity, fetotoxicity, and teratogenicity in rats and rabbits.
Advise pregnant women of the potential risk to a fetus. Advise females of reproductive potential to use effective contraception during
treatment with LENVIMA and for at least 30 days after the last dose.
ADVERSE REACTIONS
The following adverse reactions are discussed elsewhere in the labeling:
• QT Interval Prolongation
• Hypertension
• Hypocalcemia
• Cardiac Dysfunction
• Reversible Posterior Leukoencephalopathy Syndrome
• Arterial Thromboembolic Events
• Hemorrhagic Events
• Hepatotoxicity
• Impairment of Thyroid Stimulating Hormone
• Renal Failure and Impairment
Suppression/Thyroid Dysfunction
• Proteinuria
• Impaired Wound Healing
• Diarrhea
• Osteonecrosis of the Jaw (ONJ)
• Fistula Formation and Gastrointestinal Perforation
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Clinical Trials Experience Because clinical trials are conducted under widely varying conditions, adverse reaction rates observed in
the clinical trials of a drug cannot be directly compared to rates in the clinical trials of another drug and may not reflect the rates observed
in practice.
The data in the Warnings and Precautions reflect exposure to LENVIMA as a single agent in 261 patients with DTC (SELECT) and 476 patients
with HCC (REFLECT), LENVIMA with pembrolizumab in 406 patients with endometrial carcinoma (Study 309), LENVIMA with everolimus in 62
patients with RCC (Study 205), and LENVIMA with pembrolizumab in 352 patients with RCC (CLEAR). Safety data obtained in 1823 patients
with advanced solid tumors who received LENVIMA as a single agent across multiple clinical studies was used to further characterize the
risks of serious adverse reactions. Among the 1823 patients who received LENVIMA as a single agent, the median age was 61 years (20 to 89
years), the dose range was 0.2 mg to 32 mg daily, and the median duration of exposure was 5.6 months.
The data below reflect exposure to LENVIMA in 1557 patients enrolled in randomized, active-controlled trials (REFLECT; Study 205; CLEAR;
Study 309), or a randomized, placebo-controlled trial (SELECT). The median duration of exposure to LENVIMA across these five studies ranged
from 6 to 16 months. The demographic and exposure data for each clinical trial population are described in the subsections below.
Differentiated Thyroid Cancer
The safety of LENVIMA was evaluated in SELECT, in which patients with radioactive iodine-refractory differentiated thyroid cancer were
randomized (2:1) to LENVIMA (n=261) or placebo (n=131). The median treatment duration was 16.1 months for LENVIMA. Among 261 patients
who received LENVIMA, median age was 64 years, 52% were females, 80% were White, 18% were Asian, and 2% were Black; and 4% were
Hispanic/Latino.
The most common adverse reactions observed in LENVIMA-treated patients (≥30%) were, in order of decreasing frequency, hypertension,
fatigue, diarrhea, arthralgia/myalgia, decreased appetite, decreased weight, nausea, stomatitis, headache, vomiting, proteinuria, palmarplantar erythrodysesthesia (PPE) syndrome, abdominal pain, and dysphonia. The most common serious adverse reactions (at least 2%) were
pneumonia (4%), hypertension (3%), and dehydration (3%).
Adverse reactions led to dose reductions in 68% of patients receiving LENVIMA; 18% of patients discontinued LENVIMA for adverse
reactions. The most common adverse reactions (at least 10%) resulting in dose reductions of LENVIMA were hypertension (13%), proteinuria
(11%), decreased appetite (10%), and diarrhea (10%); the most common adverse reactions (at least 1%) resulting in discontinuation of
LENVIMA were hypertension (1%) and asthenia (1%).
Table 3 presents adverse reactions occurring at a higher rate in LENVIMA-treated patients than patients receiving placebo in the double-blind
phase of the study.
Table 3: Adverse Reactions Occurring in Patients with a Between-Group Difference of ≥5% in All Grades or ≥2% in Grades 3
and 4 in SELECT (DTC)
Adverse Reaction

Placebo
N=131

All Grades
(%)

Grades 3-4
(%)

All Grades
(%)

Grades 3-4
(%)

73
9

44
2

16
2

4
0

67
47
41
36
31
29
25
17
13

9
2
5
2
2
0.4
1
0.4
0.4

17
25
8
15
11
15
2
8
4

0
1
0
0
1
1
0
0
0

67
21

11
0.4

35
8

4
0

62

5

28

3

54
51
9

7
13
2

18
15
2

1
1
1

38
18
15

3
0
0.4

11
3
9

1
0
0

34

11

3

0

32
21
12
7

3
0.4
0
0

1
3
5
2

0
0
0
0

31
24
12

1
0
0

5
18
1

0
0
0

12

0

3

0

11
10

1
1

5
1

0
0

9

2

2

0

Includes hypertension, hypertensive crisis, increased blood pressure diastolic, and increased blood pressure
Includes aphthous stomatitis, stomatitis, glossitis, mouth ulceration, and mucosal inflammation
c
Includes abdominal discomfort, abdominal pain, lower abdominal pain, upper abdominal pain, abdominal tenderness, epigastric discomfort, and
gastrointestinal pain
d
Includes oral pain, glossodynia, and oropharyngeal pain
e
Includes asthenia, fatigue, and malaise
f
Includes musculoskeletal pain, back pain, pain in extremity, arthralgia, and myalgia
g
Includes macular rash, maculo-papular rash, generalized rash, and rash
h
Includes gingivitis, oral infection, parotitis, pericoronitis, periodontitis, sialoadenitis, tooth abscess, and tooth infection
a
b

Clinically important adverse reactions occurring more frequently in LENVIMA-treated patients than patients receiving placebo, but with
an incidence of <5% were pulmonary embolism (3%, including fatal reports vs 2%, respectively) and osteonecrosis of the jaw (0.4% vs
0%, respectively).
Laboratory abnormalities with a difference of ≥2% in Grade 3-4 events and at a higher incidence in the LENVIMA arm are presented in Table 4.
Table 4: Laboratory Abnormalities with a Difference of ≥2% in Grade 3-4 Events and at a Higher Incidence in the LENVIMA
Arma,b in SELECT (DTC)
LENVIMA 24 mg

Placebo

Grades 3-4 (%)

Grades 3-4 (%)

Hypocalcemia

9

2

Hypokalemia

6

1

Increased aspartate aminotransferase (AST)

5

0

Increased alanine aminotransferase (ALT)

4

0

Increased lipase

4

1

Increased creatinine

3

0

2

0

Laboratory Abnormality
Chemistry

Hematology
Thrombocytopenia

With at least 1 grade increase from baseline
b
Laboratory Abnormality percentage is based on the number of patients who had both baseline and at least one post baseline laboratory
measurement for each parameter. LENVIMA (n=253 to 258), Placebo (n=129 to 131)
a

The following laboratory abnormalities (all Grades) occurred in >5% of LENVIMA-treated patients and at a rate that was two-fold or
higher than in patients who received placebo: hypoalbuminemia, increased alkaline phosphatase, hypomagnesemia, hypoglycemia,
hyperbilirubinemia, hypercalcemia, hypercholesterolemia, increased serum amylase, and hyperkalemia.

LENVIMA 20 mg in combination
with Pembrolizumab 200 mg
N=352
Adverse Reactions

All Grades
(%)

Grades 3-4 (%)

Sunitinib 50 mg
N=340
All Grades
(%)

Grades 3-4 (%)

General
Fatiguea
63
9
56
8
Gastrointestinal
62
10
50
6
Diarrheab
43
2
43
2
Stomatitisc
Nausea
36
3
33
1
Abdominal paind
27
2
18
1
Vomiting
26
3
20
1
Constipation
25
1
19
0
Musculoskeletal and connective tissue
e
Musculoskeletal pain
58
4
41
3
Endocrine
57
1
32
0
Hypothyroidismf
Vascular
56
29
43
20
Hypertensiong
Hemorrhagic eventsh
27
5
26
4
Metabolism
41
4
31
1
Decreased appetitei
Skin and subcutaneous tissue
Rashj
37
5
17
1
Palmar-plantar erythrodysaesthesia syndromek
29
4
38
4
Respiratory, thoracic, and mediastinal
Dysphonia
30
0
4
0
Renal and urinary
l
Proteinuria
30
8
13
3
21
5
16
2
Acute kidney injurym
Investigations
Weight decreased
30
8
9
0
Hepatobiliary
25
9
21
5
Hepatotoxicityn
Nervous system
Headache
23
1
16
1
a
Includes asthenia, fatigue, lethargy and malaise
b
Includes diarrhea and gastroenteritis
c
Includes aphthous ulcer, gingival pain, glossitis, glossodynia, mouth ulceration, mucosal inflammation, oral discomfort, oral mucosal blistering, oral
pain, oropharyngeal pain, pharyngeal inflammation, and stomatitis
d
Includes abdominal discomfort, abdominal pain, abdominal rigidity, abdominal tenderness, epigastric discomfort, lower abdominal pain, and
upper abdominal pain
e
Includes arthralgia, arthritis, back pain, bone pain, breast pain, musculoskeletal chest pain, musculoskeletal discomfort, musculoskeletal pain,
musculoskeletal stiffness, myalgia, neck pain, non-cardiac chest pain, pain in extremity, and pain in jaw
f
Includes hypothyroidism, increased blood thyroid stimulating hormone and secondary hypothyroidism
g
Includes essential hypertension, increased blood pressure, increased diastolic blood pressure, hypertension, hypertensive crisis, hypertensive
retinopathy, and labile blood pressure
h
Includes all hemorrhage terms. Hemorrhage terms that occurred in 1 or more subjects in either treatment group include: Anal hemorrhage,
aneurysm ruptured, blood blister, blood loss anemia, blood urine present, catheter site hematoma, cerebral microhemorrhage, conjunctival
hemorrhage, contusion, diarrhea hemorrhagic, disseminated intravascular coagulation, ecchymosis, epistaxis, eye hemorrhage, gastric
hemorrhage, gastritis hemorrhagic, gingival bleeding, hemorrhage urinary tract, hemothorax, hematemesis , hematoma , hematochezia,
hematuria, hemoptysis, hemorrhoidal hemorrhage , increased tendency to bruise, injection site hematoma, injection site hemorrhage, intraabdominal hemorrhage, lower gastrointestinal hemorrhage, Mallory-Weiss syndrome, melaena, petechiae, rectal hemorrhage, renal hemorrhage,
retroperitoneal hemorrhage, small intestinal hemorrhage, splinter hemorrhages, subcutaneous hematoma, subdural hematoma, subarachnoid
hemorrhage, thrombotic thrombocytopenic purpura, tumor hemorrhage, traumatic hematoma, and upper gastrointestinal hemorrhage
i
Includes decreased appetite and early satiety
j
Includes genital rash, infusion site rash, penile rash, perineal rash, rash, rash erythematous, rash macular, rash maculo-papular, rash papular,
rash pruritic, and rash pustular
k
Includes palmar erythema, palmar-plantar erythrodysesthesia syndrome and plantar erythema
l
Includes hemoglobinuria, nephrotic syndrome, and proteinuria
m
Includes acute kidney injury, azotaemia, blood creatinine increased, creatinine renal clearance decreased, hypercreatininaemia, renal failure,
renal impairment, oliguria, glomerular filtration rate decreased, and nephropathy toxic
n
Includes alanine aminotransferase increased, aspartate aminotransferase increased, blood bilirubin increased, drug-induced liver injury, hepatic
enzyme increased, hepatic failure, hepatic function abnormal, hepatocellular injury, hepatotoxicity, hyperbilirubinemia, hypertransaminasemia,
immune-mediated hepatitis, liver function test increased, liver injury, transaminases increased, and gamma-glutamyltransferase increased

Clinically relevant adverse reactions (<20%) that occurred in patients receiving LENVIMA/pembrolizumab were myocardial infarction (3%)
and angina pectoris (1%).
Table 6: Laboratory Abnormalities in ≥20% (All Grades) of Patients on LENVIMA plus Pembrolizumab in CLEAR (RCC)
LENVIMA 20 mg in combination
with Pembrolizumab 200 mg
Laboratory Abnormalitya
Chemistry
Hypertriglyceridemia
Hypercholesterolemia
Increased lipase
Increased creatinine
Increased amylase
Increased aspartate aminotransferase (AST)
Hyperglycemia
Increased alanine aminotransferase (ALT)
Hyperkalemia
Hypoglycemia
Hyponatremia
Decreased albumin
Increased alkaline phosphatase
Hypocalcemia
Hypophosphatemia
Hypomagnesemia
Increased creatine phosphokinase
Hypermagnesemia
Hypercalcemia

Sunitinib 50 mg

All Grades
%b

Grades 3-4
%b

All Grades
%b

Grade 3-4
%b

80
64
61
61
59
58
55
52
44
44
41
34
32
30
29
25
24
23
21

15
5
34
5
17
7
7
7
9
2
12
0.3
4
2
7
2
6
2
1

71
43
59
61
41
57
48
49
28
27
28
22
32
22
50
15
36
22
11

15
1
28
2
9
3
3
4
6
1
9
0
1
1
8
3
5
3
1

(continued)
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Vascular
Hypertensiona
Hypotension
Gastrointestinal
Diarrhea
Nausea
Stomatitisb
Vomiting
Abdominal painc
Constipation
Oral paind
Dry mouth
Dyspepsia
General
Fatiguee
Edema peripheral
Musculoskeletal and Connective Tissue
Arthralgia/myalgiaf
Metabolism and Nutrition
Decreased appetite
Decreased weight
Dehydration
Nervous System
Headache
Dysgeusia
Dizziness
Renal and Urinary
Proteinuria
Skin and Subcutaneous Tissue
Palmar-plantar erythrodysesthesia
Rashg
Alopecia
Hyperkeratosis
Respiratory, Thoracic and Mediastinal
Dysphonia
Cough
Epistaxis
Psychiatric
Insomnia
Infections
Urinary tract infection
Dental and oral infectionsh
Cardiac
Electrocardiogram QT prolonged

LENVIMA 24 mg
N=261

First-Line Treatment of Renal Cell Carcinoma in Combination with Pembrolizumab (CLEAR)
The safety of LENVIMA in combination with pembrolizumab was investigated in CLEAR [see Clinical Studies (14.2)]. Patients received LENVIMA
20 mg orally once daily in combination with pembrolizumab 200 mg intravenously every 3 weeks (n=352), or LENVIMA 18 mg orally once daily
in combination with everolimus 5 mg orally once daily (n=355), or sunitinib 50 mg orally once daily for 4 weeks then off treatment for 2 weeks
(n=340). The median duration of exposure to the combination therapy of LENVIMA and pembrolizumab was 17 months (range: 0.1 to 39).
Fatal adverse reactions occurred in 4.3% of patients receiving LENVIMA in combination with pembrolizumab, including cardio-respiratory
arrest (0.9%), sepsis (0.9%), and one case (0.3%) each of arrhythmia, autoimmune hepatitis, dyspnea, hypertensive crisis, increased
blood creatinine, multiple organ dysfunction syndrome, myasthenic syndrome, myocarditis, nephritis, pneumonitis, ruptured aneurysm and
subarachnoid hemorrhage.
Serious adverse reactions occurred in 51% of patients receiving LENVIMA and pembrolizumab. Serious adverse reactions in ≥2% of patients
were hemorrhagic events (5%), diarrhea (4%), hypertension (3%), myocardial infarction (3%), pneumonitis (3%), vomiting (3%), acute kidney
injury (2%), adrenal insufficiency (2%), dyspnea (2%), and pneumonia (2%).
Permanent discontinuation of LENVIMA, pembrolizumab, or both due to an adverse reaction occurred in 37% of patients; 26% LENVIMA only,
29% pembrolizumab only, and 13% both drugs. The most common adverse reactions (≥2%) leading to permanent discontinuation of LENVIMA,
pembrolizumab, or both were pneumonitis (3%), myocardial infarction (3%), hepatotoxicity (3%), acute kidney injury (3%), rash (3%), and diarrhea (2%).
Dose interruptions of LENVIMA, pembrolizumab, or both due to an adverse reaction occurred in 78% of patients receiving LENVIMA in
combination with pembrolizumab. LENVIMA was interrupted in 73% of patients and both drugs were interrupted in 39% of patients. LENVIMA
was dose reduced in 69% of patients. The most common adverse reactions (≥5%) resulting in dose reduction or interruption of LENVIMA were
diarrhea (26%), fatigue (18%), hypertension (17%), proteinuria (13%), decreased appetite (12%), palmar-plantar erythrodysesthesia (11%),
nausea (9%), stomatitis (9%), musculoskeletal pain (8%), rash (8%), increased lipase (7%), abdominal pain (6%), and vomiting (6%), increased
ALT (5%), and increased amylase (5%).
Tables 5 and 6 summarize the adverse reactions and laboratory abnormalities, respectively, that occurred in ≥20% of patients treated with
LENVIMA and pembrolizumab in CLEAR.
Table 5: Adverse Reactions in ≥20% of Patients on LENVIMA plus Pembrolizumab in CLEAR (RCC)
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Table 6: Laboratory Abnormalities in ≥20% (All Grades) of Patients on LENVIMA plus Pembrolizumab in CLEAR (RCC)
LENVIMA 20 mg in combination
with Pembrolizumab 200 mg
Laboratory Abnormalitya
Hematology
Lymphopenia
Thrombocytopenia
Anemia
Leukopenia
Neutropenia
a
b

Sunitinib 50 mg

All Grades
%b

Grades 3-4
%b

All Grades
%b

Grade 3-4
%b

54
39
38
34
31

9
2
3
1
4

66
73
66
77
72

15
13
8
8
16

With at least 1 grade increase from baseline
Laboratory abnormality percentage is based on the number of patients who had both baseline and at least one post baseline laboratory
measurement for each parameter. LENVIMA/pembrolizumab (n=343 to 349) and sunitinib (n=329 to 335).

Grade 3 and 4 increased ALT or AST was seen in 9% of patients. Grade ≥2 increased ALT or AST was reported in 64 (18%) patients, of whom
20 (31%) received ≥40 mg daily oral prednisone equivalent. Recurrence of Grade ≥2 increased ALT or AST was observed in 3 patients on
rechallenge in patients receiving LENVIMA and 10 patients receiving both LENVIMA and pembrolizumab.
Previously Treated Renal Cell Carcinoma in Combination with Everolimus (Study 205)
The safety of LENVIMA was evaluated in Study 205, in which patients with unresectable advanced or metastatic renal cell carcinoma (RCC)
were randomized (1:1:1) to LENVIMA 18 mg orally once daily with everolimus 5 mg orally once daily (n=51), LENVIMA 24 mg orally once daily
(n=52), or everolimus 10 mg orally once daily (n=50). This data also includes patients on the dose escalation portion of the study who received
LENVIMA with everolimus (n=11). The median treatment duration was 8.1 months for LENVIMA with everolimus. Among 62 patients who
received LENVIMA with everolimus, the median age was 61 years, 71% were men, and 98% were White.
The most common adverse reactions observed in the LENVIMA with everolimus-treated group (≥30%) were, in order of decreasing frequency,
diarrhea, fatigue, arthralgia/myalgia, decreased appetite, vomiting, nausea, stomatitis/oral inflammation, hypertension, peripheral edema,
cough, abdominal pain, dyspnea, rash, decreased weight, hemorrhagic events, and proteinuria. The most common serious adverse reactions
(≥5%) were renal failure (11%), dehydration (10%), anemia (6%), thrombocytopenia (5%), diarrhea (5%), vomiting (5%), and dyspnea (5%).
Adverse reactions led to dose reductions or interruption in 89% of patients receiving LENVIMA with everolimus. The most common
adverse reactions (≥5%) resulting in dose reductions in the LENVIMA with everolimus-treated group were diarrhea (21%), fatigue (8%),
thrombocytopenia (6%), vomiting (6%), nausea (5%), and proteinuria (5%).
Treatment discontinuation due to an adverse reaction occurred in 29% of patients in the LENVIMA with everolimus-treated group.
Table 7 presents the adverse reactions in >15% of patients in the LENVIMA with everolimus arm. Study 205 was not designed to demonstrate
a statistically significant difference in adverse reaction rates for LENVIMA in combination with everolimus, as compared to everolimus for any
specific adverse reaction listed in Table 7.
Table 7: Adverse Reactions Occurring in >15% of Patients in the LENVIMA with Everolimus Arm in Study 205 (RCC)

Adverse Reactions

LENVIMA 18 mg with Everolimus
5 mg
N=62

Everolimus 10 mg
N=50

In Table 8, Grade 3-4 laboratory abnormalities occurring in ≥3% of patients in the LENVIMA with everolimus arm are presented.
Table 8: Grade 3-4 Laboratory Abnormalities Occurring in ≥3% of Patients in the LENVIMA with Everolimus Arma,b in
Study 205 (RCC)
Laboratory Abnormality

LENVIMA 18 mg with Everolimus
5 mg
Grades 3-4 (%)

Everolimus 10 mg

Grades 3-4 (%)
Chemistry
Hypertriglyceridemia
18
18
Increased lipase
13
12
Hypercholesterolemia
11
0
Hyponatremia
11
6
Hypophosphatemia
11
6
Hyperkalemia
6
2
Hypocalcemia
6
2
Hypokalemia
6
2
Increased aspartate aminotransferase (AST)
3
0
Increased alanine aminotransferase (ALT)
3
2
Increased alkaline phosphatase
3
0
Hyperglycemia
3
16
Increased creatine kinase
3
4
Hematology
Lymphopenia
10
20
Anemia
8
16
Thrombocytopenia
5
0
a
With at least 1 grade increase from baseline
b
Laboratory Abnormality percentage is based on the number of patients who had both baseline and at least one post baseline laboratory
measurement for each parameter. LENVIMA with Everolimus (n=62), Everolimus (n=50)

Table 9: Adverse Reactions Occurring in ≥10% of Patients in the LENVIMA Arm in REFLECT (HCC)

Adverse Reaction
Endocrine
Hypothyroidisma
Gastrointestinal
Diarrhea
Abdominal painb
Nausea
Vomiting
Constipation
Ascitesc
Stomatitisd
General
Fatiguee
Pyrexiaf
Peripheral edema
Metabolism and Nutrition
Decreased appetite
Decreased weight
Musculoskeletal and Connective Tissue
Arthralgia/Myalgiag
Nervous System
Headache
Renal and Urinary
Proteinuriah
Respiratory, Thoracic and Mediastinal
Dysphonia
Skin and Subcutaneous Tissue
Palmar-plantar erythrodysesthesia syndrome
Rashi
Vascular
Hypertensionj
Hemorrhagic eventsk

LENVIMA 8 mg/12 mg
N=476

Sorafenib 800 mg
N=475

Grade 1-4
(%)

Grade 3-4
(%)

Grade 1-4
(%)

Grade 3-4
(%)

21

0

3

0

39
30
20
16
16
15
11

4
3
1
1
1
4
0.4

46
28
14
8
11
11
14

4
4
1
1
0
3
1

44
15
14

7
0
1

36
14
7

6
0.2
0.2

34
31

5
8

27
22

1
3

31

1

20

2

10

1

8

0

26

6

12

2

24

0.2

12

0

27

3

52

11

14

0

24

2

45
23

24
4

31
15

15
4

Includes hypothyroidism, blood thyroid stimulating hormone increased
Includes abdominal discomfort, abdominal pain, abdominal tenderness, epigastric discomfort, gastrointestinal pain, lower abdominal pain, and upper
abdominal pain
c
Includes ascites and malignant ascites
d
Includes aphthous ulcer, gingival erosion, gingival ulceration, glossitis, mouth ulceration, oral mucosal blistering, and stomatitis
e
Includes asthenia, fatigue, lethargy and malaise
f
Includes increased body temperature, pyrexia
g
Includes arthralgia, back pain, extremity pain, musculoskeletal chest pain, musculoskeletal discomfort, musculoskeletal pain, and myalgia
h
Includes proteinuria, increased urine protein, protein urine present
i
Includes erythema, erythematous rash, exfoliative rash, genital rash, macular rash, maculo-papular rash, papular rash, pruritic rash, pustular rash and rash
j
Includes increased diastolic blood pressure, increased blood pressure, hypertension and orthostatic hypertension
k
Includes all hemorrhage terms. Hemorrhage terms that occurred in 5 or more subjects in either treatment group include: epistaxis, hematuria, gingival
bleeding, hemoptysis, esophageal varices hemorrhage, hemorrhoidal hemorrhage, mouth hemorrhage, rectal hemorrhage and upper gastrointestinal
hemorrhage
a
b

In Table 10, Grade 3-4 laboratory abnormalities occurring in ≥2% of patients in the LENVIMA arm in REFLECT (HCC) are presented.
Table 10: Grade 3-4 Laboratory Abnormalities Occurring in ≥2% of Patients in the LENVIMA Arma,b in REFLECT (HCC)
Laboratory Abnormality

Lenvatinib (%)

Sorafenib (%)

Chemistry
Increased GGT
17
20
Hyponatremia
15
9
Hyperbilirubinemia
13
10
Increased aspartate aminotransferase (AST)
12
18
Increased alanine aminotransferase (ALT)
8
9
Increased alkaline phosphatase
7
5
Increased lipase
6
17
Hypokalemia
3
4
Hyperkalemia
3
2
Decreased albumin
3
1
Increased creatinine
2
2
Hematology
Thrombocytopenia
10
8
Lymphopenia
8
9
Neutropenia
7
3
Anemia
4
5
a
With at least 1 grade increase from baseline
b
Laboratory Abnormality percentage is based on the number of patients who had both baseline and at least one post baseline laboratory measurement
for each parameter. LENVIMA (n=278 to 470) and sorafenib (n=260 to 473)

Endometrial Carcinoma
The safety of LENVIMA in combination with pembrolizumab was investigated in Study 309, a multicenter, open-label, randomized (1:1), activecontrolled trial in patients with advanced endometrial carcinoma previously treated with at least one prior platinum-based chemotherapy
regimen in any setting, including in the neoadjuvant and adjuvant settings [see Clinical Studies (14.4)]. Patients with endometrial carcinoma
that are not MSI-H or dMMR received LENVIMA 20 mg orally once daily with pembrolizumab 200 mg intravenously every 3 weeks (n=342); or
received doxorubicin or paclitaxel (n= 325).
For patients with not MSI-H or dMMR status, the median duration of study treatment was 7.2 months (range 1 day to 26.8 months) and the
median duration of exposure to LENVIMA was 6.7 months (range: 1 day to 26.8 months).
Fatal adverse reactions among these patients occurred in 4.7% of those treated with LENVIMA and pembrolizumab, including 2 cases of
pneumonia, and 1 case of the following: acute kidney injury, acute myocardial infarction, colitis, decreased appetite, intestinal perforation,
lower gastrointestinal hemorrhage, malignant gastrointestinal obstruction, multiple organ dysfunction syndrome, myelodysplastic syndrome,
pulmonary embolism, and right ventricular dysfunction.
Serious adverse reactions occurred in 50% of these patients receiving LENVIMA and pembrolizumab. Serious adverse reactions with
frequency ≥3% were hypertension (4.4%), and urinary tract infection (3.2%).
Discontinuation of LENVIMA due to an adverse reaction occurred in 26% of these patients. The most common (≥1 %) adverse reactions
leading to discontinuation of LENVIMA were hypertension (2%), asthenia (1.8%), diarrhea (1.2%), decreased appetite (1.2%), proteinuria
(1.2%), and vomiting (1.2%).
Dose reductions of LENVIMA due to adverse reactions occurred in 67% of patients. The most common (≥5%) adverse reactions resulting in
dose reduction of LENVIMA were hypertension (18%), diarrhea (11%), palmar-plantar erythrodysesthesia syndrome (9%), proteinuria (7%),
fatigue (7%), decreased appetite (6%), asthenia (5%), and weight decreased (5%).
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Grade 1-4
Grade 3-4
Grade 1-4
Grade 3-4
(%)
(%)
(%)
(%)
Endocrine
Hypothyroidism
24
0
2
0
Gastrointestinal
Diarrhea
81
19
34
2
Vomiting
48
7
12
0
Nausea
45
5
16
0
Stomatitis/Oral inflammationa
44
2
50
4
Abdominal painb
37
3
8
0
Oral painc
23
2
4
0
Dyspepsia/Gastro-esophageal reflux
21
0
12
0
Constipation
16
0
18
0
General
d
73
18
40
2
Fatigue
Peripheral edema
42
2
20
0
Pyrexia/Increased body temperature
21
2
10
2
Metabolism and Nutrition
Decreased appetite
53
5
18
0
Decreased weight
34
3
8
0
Musculoskeletal and Connective Tissue
e
Arthralgia/Myalgia
55
5
32
0
Musculoskeletal chest pain
18
2
4
0
Nervous System
Headache
19
2
10
2
Psychiatric
Insomnia
16
2
2
0
Renal and Urinary
Proteinuria/Urine protein present
31
8
14
2
Renal failure eventf
18
10
12
2
Respiratory, Thoracic and Mediastinal
Cough
37
0
30
0
Dyspnea/Exertional dyspnea
35
5
28
8
Dysphonia
18
0
4
0
Skin and Subcutaneous Tissue
g
Rash
35
0
40
0
Vascular
Hypertension/Increased blood pressure
42
13
10
2
Hemorrhagic eventsh
32
6
26
2
a
Includes aphthous stomatitis, gingival inflammation, glossitis, and mouth ulceration
b
Includes abdominal discomfort, gastrointestinal pain, lower abdominal pain, and upper abdominal pain
c
Includes gingival pain, glossodynia, and oropharyngeal pain
d
Includes asthenia, fatigue, lethargy and malaise
e
Includes arthralgia, back pain, extremity pain, musculoskeletal pain, and myalgia
f
Includes blood creatinine increased, blood urea increased, creatinine renal clearance decreased, nephropathy toxic, renal failure, renal failure
acute, and renal impairment
g
Includes erythema, erythematous rash, genital rash, macular rash, maculo-papular rash, papular rash, pruritic rash, pustular rash, and septic rash
h
Includes hemorrhagic diarrhea, epistaxis, gastric hemorrhage, hemarthrosis, hematoma, hematuria, hemoptysis, lip hemorrhage, renal
hematoma, and scrotal hematocele

Hepatocellular Carcinoma
The safety of LENVIMA was evaluated in REFLECT, which randomized (1:1) patients with unresectable hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) to
LENVIMA (n=476) or sorafenib (n=475). The dose of LENVIMA was 12 mg orally once daily for patients with a baseline body weight of ≥60 kg
and 8 mg orally once daily for patients with a baseline body weight of <60 kg. The dose of sorafenib was 400 mg orally twice daily. Duration
of treatment was ≥6 months in 49% and 32% of patients in the LENVIMA and sorafenib groups, respectively. Among the 476 patients who
received LENVIMA in REFLECT, the median age was 63 years, 85% were men, 28% were White and 70% were Asian.
The most common adverse reactions observed in the LENVIMA-treated patients (≥20%) were, in order of decreasing frequency, hypertension,
fatigue, diarrhea, decreased appetite, arthralgia/myalgia, decreased weight, abdominal pain, palmar-plantar erythrodysesthesia syndrome,
proteinuria, dysphonia, hemorrhagic events, hypothyroidism, and nausea.
The most common serious adverse reactions (≥2%) in LENVIMA-treated patients were hepatic encephalopathy (5%), hepatic failure (3%),
ascites (3%), and decreased appetite (2%).
Adverse reactions led to dose reduction or interruption in 62% of patients receiving LENVIMA. The most common adverse reactions
(≥5%) resulting in dose reduction or interruption of LENVIMA were fatigue (9%), decreased appetite (8%), diarrhea (8%), proteinuria (7%),
hypertension (6%), and palmar-plantar erythrodysesthesia syndrome (5%).
Treatment discontinuation due to adverse reactions occurred in 20% of patients in the LENVIMA-treated group. The most common adverse
reactions (≥1%) resulting in discontinuation of LENVIMA were fatigue (1%), hepatic encephalopathy (2%), hyperbilirubinemia (1%), and
hepatic failure (1%).
Table 9 summarizes the adverse reactions that occurred in ≥10% of patients receiving LENVIMA in REFLECT. REFLECT was not designed to
demonstrate a statistically significant reduction in adverse reaction rates for LENVIMA, as compared to sorafenib, for any specified adverse
reaction listed in Table 9.
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Dose interruptions of LENVIMA due to an adverse reaction occurred in 58% of these patients. The most common (≥2%) adverse reactions
leading to interruption of LENVIMA were hypertension (11%), diarrhea (11%), proteinuria (6%), decreased appetite (5%), vomiting (5%),
increased alanine aminotransferase (3.5%), fatigue (3.5%), nausea (3.5%), abdominal pain (2.9%), weight decreased (2.6%), urinary tract
infection (2.6%), increased aspartate aminotransferase (2.3%), asthenia (2.3%), and palmar-plantar erythrodysesthesia (2%).
Tables 11 and 12 summarize adverse reactions and laboratory abnormalities, respectively, in patients receiving LENVIMA in Study 309.
Table 11: Adverse Reactions in ≥20% of Patients Receiving LENVIMA plus Pembrolizumab in Study 309 (EC)
Endometrial Carcinoma (not MSI-H or dMMR)
LENVIMA
20 mg in combination with
Pembrolizumab 200 mg N=342
Adverse Reaction
Endocrine
Hypothyroidismb
Vascular
Hypertensionc
Hemorrhagic eventsd
General
Fatiguee
Gastrointestinal
Diarrheaf
Nausea
Vomiting
Stomatitisg
Abdominal painh
Constipation
Musculoskeletal and Connective Tissue
Musculoskeletal disordersi
Metabolism
Decreased appetitej
Investigations
Decreased weight
Renal and Urinary
Proteinuriak
Infections
Urinary tract infectionl
Nervous System
Headache
Respiratory, Thoracic and Mediastinal
Dysphonia
Skin and Subcutaneous Tissue
Palmar-plantar erythrodysesthesiam
Rashn

Doxorubicin or
Paclitaxel N=325

All Gradesa (%)

Grades 3-4 (%)

All Gradesa (%)

Grades 3-4 (%)

67

0.9

0.9

0

67
25

39
2.6

6
15

2.5
0.9

58

11

54

6

55
49
37
35
34
27

8
2.9
2.3
2.6
2.6
0

20
47
21
26
21
25

2.8
1.5
2.2
1.2
1.2
0.6

53

5

27

0.6

44

7

21

0

34

10

6

0.3

29

6

3.4

0.3

31

5

13

1.2

26

0.6

9

0.3

22

0

0.6

0

23
20

2.9
2.3

0.9
4.9

0
0

b
c

Table 12: Laboratory Abnormalities Worsened from Baselinea Occurring in ≥20% (All Grades) or ≥3% (Grades 3-4) of Patients
Receiving LENVIMA plus Pembrolizumab in Study 309 (EC)
Endometrial Carcinoma (not MSI-H or dMMR)
LENVIMA
20 mg in combination with
Pembrolizumab 200 mg N=342
Laboratory Testb
Chemistry
Hypertriglyceridemia
Hypoalbuminemia
Increased aspartate aminotransferase
Hyperglycemia
Hypomagnesemia
Increased alanine aminotransferase
Hypercholesteremia
Hyponatremia
Increased alkaline phosphatase
Hypocalcemia
Increased lipase
Increased creatinine
Hypokalemia
Hypophosphatemia
Increased amylase
Hyperkalemia
Increased creatine kinase
Increased bilirubin
Hematology
Lymphopenia
Thrombocytopenia
Anemia
Leukopenia
Neutropenia

Doxorubicin or
Paclitaxel N=325

All Gradesc (%)

Grades 3-4 (%)

All Gradesc (%)

Grades 3-4 (%)

70
60
58
58
53
55
53
46
43
40
36
35
34
26
25
23
19
18

6
2.7
9
8
6
9
3.2
15
4.7
4.7
14
4.7
10
8
7
2.4
3.7
3.6

45
42
23
45
32
21
23
28
18
21
13
18
24
17
8
12
7
6

1.7
1.6
1.6
4.4
3.8
1.2
0.7
7
0.9
1.7
3.9
1.9
5
3.2
1
1.2
0
1.6

50
50
49
43
31

16
8
8
3.5
6

65
30
84
83
76

20
4.7
14
43
58

With at least 1 grade increase from baseline
Laboratory abnormality percentage is based on the number of patients who had both baseline and at least one post-baseline laboratory
measurement for each parameter: LENVIMA/pembrolizumab (range: 312 to 404 patients) and doxorubicin or paclitaxel (280 to 380).
c
Graded per NCI CTCAE v4.03
a
b

Postmarketing Experience The following adverse reactions have been identified during post approval use of LENVIMA. Because these
reactions are reported voluntarily from a population of uncertain size, it is not always possible to reliably estimate their frequency or establish
a causal relationship to drug exposure.
Gastrointestinal: pancreatitis, increased amylase
General: impaired wound healing
Hepatobiliary: cholecystitis
Renal and Urinary: nephrotic syndrome
Vascular: arterial (including aortic) aneurysms, dissections, and rupture
DRUG INTERACTIONS
Drugs That Prolong the QT Interval LENVIMA has been reported to prolong the QT/QTc interval. Avoid coadministration of LENVIMA with
medicinal products with a known potential to prolong the QT/QTc interval.

Pediatric Use The safety and effectiveness of LENVIMA in pediatric patients have not been established.
Juvenile Animal Data
Daily oral administration of lenvatinib mesylate to juvenile rats for 8 weeks starting on postnatal day 21 (approximately equal to a human
pediatric age of 2 years) resulted in growth retardation (decreased body weight gain, decreased food consumption, and decreases in the width
and/or length of the femur and tibia) and secondary delays in physical development and reproductive organ immaturity at doses greater than
or equal to 2 mg/kg (approximately 1.2 to 5 times the human exposure based on AUC at the recommended clinical dose of 24 mg). Decreased
length of the femur and tibia persisted following 4 weeks of recovery. In general, the toxicologic profile of lenvatinib was similar between
juvenile and adult rats, though toxicities including broken teeth at all dose levels and mortality at the 10 mg/kg/day dose level (attributed to
primary duodenal lesions) occurred at earlier treatment time-points in juvenile rats.
Geriatric Use Of the 261 patients with differentiated thyroid cancer (DTC) who received LENVIMA in SELECT, 45% were ≥65 years of age and
11% were ≥75 years of age. No overall differences in safety or effectiveness were observed between these subjects and younger subjects.
Of the 352 patients with renal cell carcinoma (RCC) who received LENVIMA with pembrolizumab in CLEAR, 45% were ≥65 years of age and 13%
were ≥75 years of age. No overall differences in safety or effectiveness were observed between these elderly patients and younger patients.
Of the 62 patients with RCC who received LENVIMA with everolimus in Study 205, 36% were ≥65 years of age. Conclusions are limited due to
the small sample size, but there appeared to be no overall differences in safety or effectiveness between these subjects and younger subjects.
Of the 476 patients with hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) who received LENVIMA in REFLECT, 44% were ≥65 years of age and 12% were
≥75 years of age. No overall differences in safety or effectiveness were observed between patients ≥65 and younger subjects. Patients
≥75 years of age showed reduced tolerability to LENVIMA.
Renal Impairment No dose adjustment is recommended for patients with mild (CLcr 60-89 mL/min) or moderate (CLcr 30-59 mL/min) renal
impairment. Lenvatinib concentrations may increase in patients with DTC, RCC, and endometrial carcinoma and severe (CLcr 15-29 mL/
min) renal impairment. Reduce the dose for patients with DTC, RCC, and endometrial carcinoma and severe renal impairment. There is no
recommended dose of LENVIMA for patients with HCC and severe renal impairment. LENVIMA has not been studied in patients with end
stage renal disease.
Hepatic Impairment No dose adjustment is recommended for patients with HCC and mild hepatic impairment (Child-Pugh A). There is no
recommended dose for patients with HCC with moderate or severe hepatic impairment.
No dose adjustment is recommended for patients with DTC, RCC, and endometrial carcinoma and mild or moderate hepatic impairment (ChildPugh A or B). Lenvatinib concentrations may increase in patients with DTC, RCC, and endometrial carcinoma and severe hepatic impairment
(Child-Pugh C). Reduce the dose for patients with DTC, RCC, and endometrial carcinoma and severe hepatic impairment.
OVERDOSAGE
Due to the high plasma protein binding, lenvatinib is not expected to be dialyzable. Death due to multiorgan dysfunction occurred in a patient
who received a single dose of LENVIMA 120 mg orally.

LENVIMA® is a registered trademark of Eisai R&D Management Co., Ltd. and is licensed to Eisai Inc.
© 2021 Eisai Inc.
All rights reserved.
Printed in USA/September 2021
LENV-US6520
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Graded per NCI CTCAE v4.03
Includes hypothyroidism, blood thyroid stimulating hormone increased, thyroiditis, primary hypothyroidism, and secondary hypothyroidism
Includes hypertension, blood pressure increased, hypertensive crisis, secondary hypertension, blood pressure abnormal, hypertensive
encephalopathy, and blood pressure fluctuation
d
Includes epistaxis, vaginal hemorrhage, hematuria, gingival bleeding, metrorrhagia, rectal hemorrhage, contusion, hematochezia, cerebral
hemorrhage, conjunctival hemorrhage, gastrointestinal hemorrhage, hemoptysis, hemorrhage urinary tract, lower gastrointestinal
hemorrhage, mouth hemorrhage, petechiae, uterine hemorrhage, anal hemorrhage, blood blister, eye hemorrhage, hematoma, hemorrhage
intracranial, hemorrhagic stroke, injection site hemorrhage, melena, purpura, stoma site hemorrhage, upper gastrointestinal hemorrhage,
wound hemorrhage, blood urine present, coital bleeding, ecchymosis, hematemesis, hemorrhage subcutaneous, hepatic hematoma, injection
site bruising, intestinal hemorrhage, laryngeal hemorrhage, pulmonary hemorrhage, subdural hematoma, umbilical hemorrhage, and vessel
puncture site bruise
e
Includes fatigue, asthenia, malaise, and lethargy
f
Includes diarrhea and gastroenteritis
g
Includes stomatitis, mucosal inflammation, oropharyngeal pain, aphthous ulcer, mouth ulceration, cheilitis, oral mucosal erythema, and tongue
ulceration
h
Includes abdominal pain, abdominal pain upper, abdominal pain lower, abdominal discomfort, gastrointestinal pain, abdominal tenderness, and
epigastric discomfort
i
Includes arthralgia, myalgia, back pain, pain in extremity, bone pain, neck pain, musculoskeletal pain, arthritis, musculoskeletal chest pain,
musculoskeletal stiffness, non-cardiac chest pain, pain in jaw
j
Includes decreased appetite and early satiety
k
Includes proteinuria, protein urine present, hemoglobinuria
l
Includes urinary tract infection, cystitis, and pyelonephritis
m
Includes palmar-plantar erythrodysesthesia syndrome, palmar erythema, plantar erythema, and skin reaction
n
Includes rash, rash maculo-papular, rash pruritic, rash erythematous, rash macular, rash pustular, rash papular, rash vesicular, and application
site rash
a

USE IN SPECIFIC POPULATIONS
Pregnancy
Risk Summary
Based on its mechanism of action and data from animal reproduction studies, LENVIMA can cause fetal harm when administered to a
pregnant woman. In animal reproduction studies, oral administration of lenvatinib during organogenesis at doses below the recommended
human doses resulted in embryotoxicity, fetotoxicity, and teratogenicity in rats and rabbits. There are no available human data informing the
drug-associated risk. Advise pregnant women of the potential risk to a fetus.
In the U.S. general population, the estimated background risk of major birth defects and miscarriage in clinically recognized pregnancies is 2%
to 4% and 15% to 20%, respectively.
Data
Animal Data
In an embryofetal development study, daily oral administration of lenvatinib mesylate at doses ≥0.3 mg/kg [approximately 0.14 times the
recommended clinical dose of 24 mg based on body surface area (BSA)] to pregnant rats during organogenesis resulted in dose-related
decreases in mean fetal body weight, delayed fetal ossifications, and dose-related increases in fetal external (parietal edema and tail
abnormalities), visceral, and skeletal anomalies. Greater than 80% postimplantation loss was observed at 1.0 mg/kg/day (approximately
0.5 times the recommended clinical dose of 24 mg based on BSA).
Daily oral administration of lenvatinib mesylate to pregnant rabbits during organogenesis resulted in fetal external (short tail), visceral
(retroesophageal subclavian artery), and skeletal anomalies at doses greater than or equal to 0.03 mg/kg (approximately 0.03 times the
recommended clinical dose of 24 mg based on BSA). At the 0.03 mg/kg dose, increased post-implantation loss, including 1 fetal death, was
also observed. Lenvatinib was abortifacient in rabbits, resulting in late abortions in approximately one-third of the rabbits treated at a dose
level of 0.5 mg/kg/day (approximately 0.5 times the recommended clinical dose of 24 mg based on BSA).
Lactation
Risk Summary
It is not known whether LENVIMA is present in human milk; however, lenvatinib and its metabolites are excreted in rat milk at concentrations
higher than those in maternal plasma. Because of the potential for serious adverse reactions in breastfed infants, advise women to
discontinue breastfeeding during treatment with LENVIMA and for at least 1 week after the last dose.
Data
Animal Data
Following administration of radiolabeled lenvatinib to lactating Sprague Dawley rats, lenvatinib-related radioactivity was approximately
2 times higher [based on area under the curve (AUC)] in milk compared to maternal plasma.
Females and Males of Reproductive Potential
Pregnancy Testing
Verify the pregnancy status of females of reproductive potential prior to initiating LENVIMA.
Contraception
Based on its mechanism of action, LENVIMA can cause fetal harm when administered to a pregnant woman.
Females
Advise females of reproductive potential to use effective contraception during treatment with LENVIMA and for at least 30 days after the
last dose.
Infertility
LENVIMA may impair fertility in males and females of reproductive potential.
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the tumor that gave oncology a bad name,
and now we’ve beaten all the tumors that
were thought to be untreatable.”

Further Advances in Melanoma
As new systemic treatments for melanoma
have been introduced, innovations in melanoma diagnosis, staging, pathology, and genotyping have likewise been introduced. For
example, the eighth edition of the American
Joint Committee on Cancer (AJCC) melanoma
staging system, which first appeared in 2018,
differed in several key areas from the seventh
edition, which was published in 2010.19
Surgical procedures have also evolved, as
study investigators found benefits to procedures such as the immediate completion
of lymph-node dissection in patients with
sentinel-node metastases.20 Thinking on the
best relative timing of surgery and medical
treatment in patients with melanoma receiving both has also continued to evolve with the
publication of new study data, some of which
suggest that immunotherapy may be more
successful before surgery than afterward.21
The simultaneous advances in immunotherapy and targeted therapy have naturally led physicians to ask which treatment
type should be used fi rst in patients whose
melanoma has targetable BRAF mutations.
Preliminary results from the fi rst large trial
to study this question, the phase 3 DREAMseq trial (NCT02224781), were presented
and published in November 2021. Initial
treatment with nivolumab plus ipilimumab
was associated with a 20 percentage point
improvement in the 2-year OS rate compared with initial treatment with the BRAF/
MEK inhibitor regimen of dabrafenib plus
trametinib (log-rank P = .0095). The results
triggered an early halt to the study.22

Looking Ahead
Ongoing and proposed melanoma research
will naturally continue to evaluate new treatment types. Results from a phase 2 study
(NCT02360579) showed that lifileucel, an autologous tumor-infiltrating lymphocyte therapy,
produced mostly long-lasting responses in 24
of 66 heavily pretreated patients, which may be
enough to secure FDA approval.23
Flaherty is just as excited by research
designed to better predict which patients
will respond well to existing treatments.
“Subsetting patients more effectively, figuring out what are the molecular biomarkers
in tumors that predict complete or at least
durable responses to BRAF-MEK or to PD-1

monotherapy, would be a major step,” said Flaherty, who has authored or co-authored more
than 300 papers on melanoma. “Roughly
25% of patients outlive their diagnosis on
PD-1 monotherapy, and we want to know who
those patients are because we do not want to
be giving combination immunotherapy with
its far higher incidence of serious adverse
events to people whose tumors have molecular signatures that indicate they will be
cured by far milder PD-1 monotherapy.” TT
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Identifying New Biomarkers
and Targets in Uterine Sarcomas
By Benjamin Holmes, DVM

Background
Uterine sarcomas are a group of rare, aggressive mesenchymal tumors, accounting for
approximately 3% to 4% of all malignant uterine neoplasms.1-3 The most common histologic
subtypes include uterine leiomyosarcoma
(ULMS; 63%), endometrial stromal sarcoma
(ESS; 21%), and undifferentiated uterine sarcoma (UUS; 5%). ESS is categorized as low or
high grade (LG-ESS, HG-ESS).1,3 Carcinosarcomas were once considered part of the uterine
sarcoma classification but are now considered
and treated as high-grade epithelial tumors
(carcinomas) instead. Uterine sarcomas of different histologic subtypes behave differently
clinically, are often diagnosed postoperatively, can be difficult to differentiate from similar
benign lesions, and carry varied prognoses
depending on grade.4,5 These characteristics
make uterine sarcomas a diagnostic and therapeutic challenge.
Suzanne George, MD, director of clinical
research at the Sarcoma Center of DanaFarber Cancer Institute, and Ravin Ratan, MD,
MEd, associate professor in the Department of
Sarcoma Medical Oncology at The University
of Texas MD Anderson Cancer Center,
discussed the difficulties and advancements in
treating patients with uterine sarcomas in interviews with Targeted Therapies in Oncology™.
“Although uterine sarcomas may have a similar initial presentation,” stated George, “they
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behave biologically differently, spread differently, and respond to treatment differently.
Inherently, they are different diseases.”
Ratan pointed out that uterine sarcomas
are rare gynecologically, but they are somewhat common in the sarcoma space specifically and are likely more heterogeneous than
currently believed. “If we consider HG-ESS,
people may think it is a transformed version
of LG-ESS, but it is actually a completely different process with a unique chromosomal
translocation, making it a unique disease
altogether.” These are just some of the characteristics of uterine sarcomas that make
this group of cancers challenging to treat.

Current NCCN Treatment Guidelines
Hysterectomy with (or without) bilateral
salpingo-oophorectomy is recommended for
any operable uterine sarcoma, according to
National Comprehensive Cancer Network
(NCCN) guidelines.5 Testing for estrogen (ER)
or progesterone (PR) hormone receptors is recommended to guide further therapy. However,
George emphasized that “proper diagnosis is
paramount and drives the treatment plan.”
Exact recommendations for adjuvant systemic therapy are not well defi ned given
the heterogeneity of uterine sarcomas and
lack of significant data; however, primary
recommendations for high-grade uterine
sarcomas include single-agent doxorubicin
(Adriamycin) and combination gemcitabine
(Gemzar) with docetaxel (Taxotere).5 In
cases of ULMS, single-agent doxorubicin
is active and less toxic than combination
therapy. There are numerous secondary recommendations, including combination and
single-agent therapies, depending on tumor
type. Enrollment in a clinical trial is also
highly recommended.

“The role of chemotherapy is typically for
women who have developed recurrent or metastatic disease,” George said. However, Ratan
mentioned that the absence of adjuvant recommendations is due to the lack of data, not the
presence of negative data. “Over time there’s
been recognition that a subset of patients with
extremity and soft tissue sarcomas clearly
benefit from chemotherapy based on their risk
profile. I believe that’s likely true for ULMS as
well, though we don’t have adjuvant trial data
to parse treatment in the same way.”
Unfortunately, treatment for uterine sarcomas is not as guided compared with other
neoplasms, in part due to the lack of data on
appropriate biomarkers or targets for therapy.3
However, recent research may produce results
that change that, and the latest NCCN guidelines highlight the importance of molecular
features in addition to histopathologic criteria
to better define each diagnosed tumor.5

Toward Precision Medicine
Diagnostic classification and prognosis have
been improved with recent advances in our
understanding of immunophenotypes and
molecular characterization of uterine sarcomas. Characteristics of LG-ESS include
positive ER and PR expression, an indolent
disease course, and recurrent translocations involving JAZF1.2 A subset of HG-ESS
tumors contain translocations resulting in
a YWHAE-NUTM2A/B fusion and have an
aggressive disease course, whereas others
harbor BCOR alterations of unknown prognostic significance. Therefore, in high-grade
sarcomas, testing for YWHAE and BCOR
alterations may result in more precise diagnoses. However, ULMS lacks a single defi ning molecular abnormality; these tumors
often exhibit multiple chromosomal changes.

© reineg / stock.adobe.com
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S THE SHIFT toward precision medicine drives a push for more individualized treatments for patients with
cancer, uterine sarcoma therapy is an area ripe
for greater personalization. With expanding
knowledge of the molecular characteristics of
uterine sarcomas, investigators are working to
develop treatments specific to each subtype.

Prospective Molecular Characterization
Investigators of a recent study (NCT01775072)
evaluated tumors from 107 women with uterine sarcomas to determine whether prospective molecular characterization of advanced
metastatic disease could indicate grade and/
or histological subtype-specific differences
that would facilitate more accurate diagnosis
and placement in clinical trials.2 Among the 80
patients with ULMS, the most common genetic
changes were loss-of-function mutations in
TP53 (56%), RB1 (51%), and ATRX (31%). Homozygous deletions of BRCA2 was identified in
only 5% of these patients, and PTEN alterations
were identified more in metastases vs primary samples. Low-grade tumors were found to
have primarily silent genomes, whereas 50.5%
of high-grade tumors exhibited whole-genome
duplication. Genomic profiling influenced histologic diagnoses for 3 patients. Identification
of actionable mutations led to matched targeted
therapy for several patients, including several
with somatically BRCA2-altered ULMS who
showed evidence of clinical benefit from PARP
inhibitors. The results of this study indicate
that genomic profiling can improve diagnostic
precision and treatment selection, but further
research is needed to determine the true implications of these findings.
PLK4 in ULMS
A subset of ULMS cases were identified in
recent genomic studies to have homologous
recombination repair deficiency (HRD).6
PLK4 plays a key role in cell division by
modulating centriole duplication, and PLK4
inhibition results in centriole dysregulation, increased double-strand DNA damage,
mitotic catastrophe, and cell death.6,7
A recent preclinical study evaluated the
PLK4 inhibitor CFI-400945 in wild-type cells
and cell lines with gene knockouts generated
using the CRISPR-Cas9 system.6 Plasmids
encoding BRCA1- and BRCA2-targeting guide
RNA, Cas9 protein, and selection markers
were transfected into 2 ULMS cell lines, SK-UT1 and SKN, which were then treated with
CFI-400945. The BRCA1- or BRCA2-deficient
cells were more sensitive to the effect of PLK4
inhibition than the wild-type cells, including
greater apoptosis and reduced viability.
“PLK4 [inhibition as cancer therapy] is an
interesting hypothesis and could justify a
phase 1 trial, but time will tell if it becomes
a future therapeutic approach,” Ratan said.
SMOC2 as a Biomarker for ULMS
Preliminary data indicate that SMOC2, a
secreted calcium-binding protein, is a poten-

“Uterine sarcomas remain a group of distinct diseases
that vary biologically and can be uniquely treated,
depending on the underlying molecular alterations….
I believe the potential opportunity is greatest
with combination therapy, and the continued
observation of DNA damage repair vulnerabilities provides
potential for therapeutic investigation.”
—SUZANNE GEORGE, MD

tial biomarker for differentiating ULMS from
its benign counterpart, uterine leiomyoma
(ULM).8 Extracellular matrix (ECM) accumulation and remodeling are key for the
development of ULMS and ULM. Expression
of SMOC2, which is present in the ECM, is
upregulated in ULM but downregulated in
ULMS compared with normal myometrium.
Additionally, the TGF-β1 pathway, which
SMOC2 modulates to drive fibrosis, is downregulated in ULMS and upregulated in ULM.
These data are promising, given the challenges of differentiating ULMS from ULM, and
further studies of SMOC2 are planned.
FOXP3+ T cells: A Positive Prognostic Indicator
A recent retrospective study characterized
the tumor immune landscape, including full
clinicopathological annotation, in 58 patients
with uterine sarcomas.9 An overall prevalence
of FOXP3-positive cells and protumor M2-like
macrophages was identified. Four tumor
type–independent immune signatures were
identified, with infiltration of FOXP3-positive
cells and M1-like macrophages associated
with a favorable prognosis. Poor survival,
upregulation of immunosuppressive markers
and ECM-related genes and proteins, and
YAP (an ECM signaling regulator) activation
were associated with a high CD8-positive/
FOXP3-positive ratio in UUS and ESS. These
findings indicate that uterine sarcomas present distinct immune signatures, independent
of tumor type, which may have prognostic
value. They also suggest ECM as a target for
future treatments.
Ratan said using tumor-specific macrophages
to achieve therapeutic response is not a new concept; however, clinical applications are lacking.
SATB2
SATB2 plays a role in altering gene expression by inducing chromatin remodeling.10
A recent study evaluated SATB2 protein
expression in tissue sections from patients

with a range of uterine tumors. With the
cutoff for positive expression defined as at
least 10% of tumor cells, the nuclear SATB2
score was negative in all endometrial stromal
nodule samples (n = 10) but positive in 83%
of LG-ESS (n = 29/35). Positive scores were
also observed in 40% of UUS (n = 4/10), 13%
of ULMS (n = 2/16), and 14% of adenosarcoma
sections (n = 3/22). In ESS samples, nuclear
SATB2 was associated with PR expression
and decreased risk of disease-specific
death in ESS (odds ratio, 0.06; 95% CI, 0.040.81;P = .04). With a sensitivity of 83% for
distinguishing between ESS and endometrial
stromal nodules, SATB2 has potential as a
diagnostic and prognostic biomarker.
Genetic Alterations as Potential Drug Targets
A recent analysis of tumor samples
from 24 Chinese patients further illuminated the varied landscape of genetic
mutations in uterine sarcomas.11 The top
5 mutated genes in ULMS were TP53
(66.67%), ATRX (44.4%), RB1 (44.44%), BRCA2
(33.33%), and MED12 (33.33%). The fewest
gene variations were identified in ESS, with
22.2% (2/9) of patients displaying mutations.
Additionally, higher tumor mutational
burdens was seen with carcinosarcomas
compared with ULMS and ESS (P = .038). The
study found that 70.83% (17/24) of enrolled
patients (including those with carcinosarcoma) could benefit from targeted therapy or
immunotherapy, based on mutations identified in therapeutic target gene families such
as CDK, PTEN, FGFR, BRCA, ATM, and NTRK.
Temozolomide + Olaparib for Advanced ULMS
The combination of temozolomide (Temodar)
and olaparib (Lynparza) has produced promising initial results in patients with heavily pretreated ULMS.12 Single-agent temozolomide or
olaparib showed limited activity in prelinical
models of ULMS, though a case report revealed
that a patient with BRCA2, TP53, and 
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PTEN deletions was sensitive to olaparib monotherapy.13 National Cancer Institute (NCI) protocol #10250 (NCT03880019) is a single-arm,
open-label, multicenter phase 2 trial. At a
median follow-up of 10.8 months, the primary
end point of objective response rate within
6 months of treatment initiation was 23%
(5/22), the overall response rate was 27%,
and tumor reduction was observed in 59% of
patients. The median progression-free survival was 6.9 months (95% CI, 5.4 months-not
estimable) and median duration of response
was 12.0 months (95% CI, 9.5 months-not
evaluable).12 The median overall survival was
not yet evaluable. Analysis is ongoing, with
correlative assays to evaluate the relationship
between HRD or preserved SLFN11 expression
(including intrinsic PARP inhibitor resistance)
and sensitivity to the drug combination. A
randomized trial is also planned.
Regarding the trial, George commented,
“The results are encouraging and suggest
the combination shows some activity, and we
look forward to follow-up studies with further
evaluation in a larger patient population.”
Ratan hopes a follow-up study will include
evaluation of HRD status. “The question is
can you look at ULMS, assess the HRD status,
then distinguish response based on that HRD
status?” he asked.
Immune Checkpoint Inhibition
Responses to immune checkpoint inhibition have
been varied in case reports thus far, even though
immunotherapy has been approved for the treatment of microsatellite instability–high tumors.
The NCCN guidelines list pembrolizumab
(Keytruda) as a secondary, biomarker-directed
systemic option in the second-line setting for
patients with uterine sarcomas who have tumor
mutational burden–high tumors.5,14
For example, in a trial of patients with
ULMS who were treated with pembrolizumab,
the majority of patients progressed early
on.14 However, 2 case reports have described
individual responses to the drug, with
1 patient achieving a complete remission lasting for more than 2 years.
Potential mechanisms of resistance to
immune checkpoint inhibitors include loss of
PTEN, loss of neoantigen expression, and the
presence of high numbers of regulatory T cells.15

Looking Forward
“Uterine sarcomas remain a group of distinct
diseases that vary biologically and can be
uniquely treated depending on the underlying
molecular alterations, and there are many
patients who lack therapeutic targets and
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require standard cytotoxic chemotherapy,”
George stated. She went on to emphasize
the need to identify which patients will
respond. “I believe the potential opportunity
is greatest with combination therapy, and
the continued observation of DNA damage
repair vulnerabilities provides potential for
therapeutic investigation.”
Ratan explained that immune therapies have
not been effective in ULMS, which is associated
with an immune-inhibitory environment
that can hopefully be overcome in the future.
In terms of the future, he said, “The most
promising avenue is looking to target specific
changes in these tumors, and the most clinically relevant approach currently is evaluating
BRCA[-mutated] and HRD tumors.” He pointed
out that in other cancers, such as breast and
ovarian, PARP inhibitors can be beneficial and
the use of a DNA-damaging agent makes sense;
however, the data in the uterine sarcoma space
are currently insufficient.
George mentioned the FDA’s recent
approval of nab-sirolimus (Fyarro) for the
treatment of patients with locally advanced,
unresectable, or metastatic malignant perivascular epithelioid cell tumor (PEComa).16
Approximately one-fourth of the patients in
the phase 2 AMPECT trial (NCT02494570),
on which the FDA based its approval, had a
diagnosis of PEComa of the uterus, and investigators observed a 39% overall response
rate (95% CI, 22%-58%) in the overall cohort.
The median progression-free survival was
10.6 months (95% CI, 5.5-not reached [NR])
and the median overall survival was 40.8
months (95% CI, 22.2-NR). After a median
follow-up of 2.5 years, the median duration of
response had still not been reached.17
“[Although] these are rare, there are certain
subtypes that have very unique and effective
therapies we need to make sure we’re aware
of,” George said. She went on to explain how
the variety and rarity of these diseases calls
for further collaboration to improve research
progress moving forward, and she described
a grant awarded by the NCI to the nonprofit
Count Me In initiative and the Broad Institute
of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology
and Harvard. Collaborative research in ULMS
will be supported, with the goal of achieving
discoveries in the genomic roots of cancer,
mechanisms of therapeutic resistance, and
potential treatment strategies.18 TT
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VISTA Emerges as a Promising
Immunotherapy Target in Cancer
By Abdullah Hashmi, MD

V

ISTA, OR V-DOMAIN immunoglobulin suppressor of T-cell activation, is an
immunoregulatory molecule involved
in maintaining T cell and myeloid quiescence.1
This review describes the role of VISTA as a
promising target in cancer immunotherapy.
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Immune Checkpoint Molecules
Within the tumor microenvironment (TME),
immune cells are often downregulated by
activated inhibitory pathways. The resulting
suppressed immune response can facilitate
cancer progression. Research has identified
key immune checkpoint molecules, such as
PD-1 and CTLA-4, that play a role in regulating these pathways.2 One of the recently
identified inhibitory checkpoint molecules
is VISTA.3 Blocking VISTA can result in
immune cells proliferating in the TME, which
can help prevent cancer from progressing.2
Randolph J. Noelle, PhD, professor of
microbiology and immunology at the Geisel
School of Medicine at Dartmouth College
in Hanover, New Hampshire, provided his
insights on the potential of the VISTA checkpoint molecule in an interview with Targeted
Therapies in Oncology TM. Noelle and his laboratory fi rst characterized and functionally
defi ned VISTA over 10 years ago.1

Targeted Therapies in Oncology is excited
to bring our readers the latest news
in the burgeoning field of immuno-oncology.

“VISTA is a negative regulatory molecule. Blocking VISTA lowers the threshold
for T-cell receptor activation of resting
T cells. The frequency of T cells mounting a response to neoantigens should be
increased,” Noelle said.
Other inhibitory checkpoint molecules,
such as CTLA-4 and PD-1, also prevent activated T cells from achieving their effector
functions. As a result, targeted therapies
against CTLA-4 and PD-1 have allowed
T cells to proliferate and attack cancer cells
in the TME and ultimately increase survival
rates of patients with cancer.4
Despite this benefit, increases in survival
from therapies targeting CTLA-4 and PD-1
were only seen in a fraction of patients
with cancer, but this did not extend to all
cancer types. A gap remains in fi nding
specific checkpoint targets to address
most cancer types.
Many potential checkpoint targets exist
in addition to VISTA, including inhibitory and
stimulatory checkpoint pathways such as LAG-3,
TIM-3, TIGIT, OX40, and ICOS.5 However,
finding the right target is a challenge, because
cancer cells of different origins and individual
patients with cancer cells of similar origins
may respond differently to identical targeted
therapies. Immunotherapeutic intervention
with VISTA is of interest to investigators.
“VISTA is an exciting new target on its
own and in combination with other checkpoint inhibitors,” Noelle said. “VISTA can
control the steady state activity of the resting immune system and should allow for
heightened antitumor immune response.”

The Role of VISTA in Immunotherapy
Research has uncovered unique features of
VISTA compared with other immune checkpoint inhibitors. Other inhibitory checkpoint
regulators, such as CTLA-4 and PD-1, are
expressed on T cells after T-cell activation in
either the priming stage (CTLA-4, to maintain T-cell anergy) or the effector stage (PD1, to prevent T-cell exhaustion).6 However,
VISTA is expressed on naïve T cells.
“A unique feature compared [with] other
costimulatory molecules is that [VISTA] is
constitutively expressed by the immune
system,” Noelle said. VISTA is found on
resting T cells and on nonactivated macrophages, Noelle added.2 Its function is to
keep the immune system quiet. All other
immune checkpoint inhibitors regulate the
process after T cells are activated. “This
gives us an opportunity to raise awareness
of the resting immune system to mount
immune responses to cancer,” he said.
VISTA serves as the earliest checkpoint
regulator of peripheral T-cell tolerance. It is
involved in enforcing quiescence in naïve T
lymphocytes when exposed to self-antigens.6
Therefore, when the VISTA gene is deleted in
mice, naive T cells are shown to have stronger responses to cytokine stimulation with
greater expansion when exposed to antigens.
VISTA has an extracellular domain with
homology to PD-L1, a B7 family ligand.1
Acting as a ligand, a VISTA-Ig fusion protein
has been shown to inhibit mouse and human
CD4-positive and CD8-positive T cells, as well
as to reduce T-cell cytokine production such
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For adults with polycythemia vera (PV) who have had an inadequate response to or are intolerant of hydroxyurea (HU)

EVERY DAY COUNTS.
JAKAFI CAN HELP.
In a subset of patients, these characteristics may
indicate advanced PV despite treatment with HU
at the maximum tolerated dose and phlebotomy.1-5
Hct
≥45%

WBC count
>11 × 109/L

or

Disease-related
SYMPTOMS

BAT, best available therapy; CHR, complete hematologic remission; Hct, hematocrit; MF, myelofibrosis; WBC, white blood cell.

*The RESPONSE (Randomized study of Efficacy and Safety in POlycythemia vera with JAK iNhibitor ruxolitinib verSus bEst available care) trial was a randomized, open-label, active-controlled phase
3 trial comparing Jakafi with BAT in 222 patients with PV. Patients enrolled in the study had been diagnosed with PV for at least 24 weeks, had an inadequate response to or were intolerant of HU,
required phlebotomy for Hct control, and exhibited splenomegaly. All patients were required to demonstrate Hct control between 40% and 45% prior to randomization. After week 32, patients were
able to cross over to Jakafi treatment.6,7
†
The composite primary endpoint was defined as Hct control without phlebotomy eligibility and a ≥35% spleen volume reduction as measured by CT or MRI. To achieve the Hct control endpoint, patients
could not become eligible for phlebotomy between weeks 8 and 32. Phlebotomy eligibility was defined as Hct >45% that is ≥3 percentage points higher than baseline or Hct >48% (lower value).6,7
‡
BAT included HU (60%), interferon/pegylated interferon (12%), anagrelide (7%), pipobroman (2%), lenalidomide/thalidomide (5%), and observation (15%).6

Indications and Usage
Jakafi is indicated for treatment of polycythemia vera (PV) in adults who have
had an inadequate response to or are intolerant of hydroxyurea.
Important Safety Information
• Treatment with Jakafi® (ruxolitinib) can cause thrombocytopenia, anemia and
neutropenia, which are each dose-related effects. Perform a pre-treatment
complete blood count (CBC) and monitor CBCs every 2 to 4 weeks until doses are
stabilized, and then as clinically indicated
• Manage thrombocytopenia by reducing the dose or temporarily interrupting
Jakafi. Platelet transfusions may be necessary
• Patients developing anemia may require blood transfusions and/or dose
modifications of Jakafi
• Severe neutropenia (ANC <0.5 × 109/L) was generally reversible by
withholding Jakafi until recovery
• Serious bacterial, mycobacterial, fungal and viral infections have occurred.
Delay starting Jakafi until active serious infections have resolved. Observe
patients receiving Jakafi for signs and symptoms of infection and manage
promptly. Use active surveillance and prophylactic antibiotics according to
clinical guidelines
• Tuberculosis (TB) infection has been reported. Observe patients taking Jakafi for
signs and symptoms of active TB and manage promptly. Prior to initiating Jakafi,
evaluate patients for TB risk factors and test those at higher risk for latent infection.
Consult a physician with expertise in the treatment of TB before starting Jakafi in
patients with evidence of active or latent TB. Continuation of Jakafi during
treatment of active TB should be based on the overall risk-benefit determination

• Progressive multifocal leukoencephalopathy (PML) has occurred with Jakafi
treatment. If PML is suspected, stop Jakafi and evaluate
• Advise patients about early signs and symptoms of herpes zoster and to seek
early treatment
• Increases in hepatitis B viral load with or without associated elevations in
alanine aminotransferase and aspartate aminotransferase have been
reported in patients with chronic hepatitis B virus (HBV) infections. Monitor
and treat patients with chronic HBV infection according to clinical guidelines
• When discontinuing Jakafi, myeloproliferative neoplasm-related symptoms may
return within one week. After discontinuation, some patients with myelofibrosis
have experienced fever, respiratory distress, hypotension, DIC, or multi-organ
failure. If any of these occur after discontinuation or while tapering Jakafi,
evaluate and treat any intercurrent illness and consider restarting or increasing
the dose of Jakafi. Instruct patients not to interrupt or discontinue Jakafi without
consulting their physician. When discontinuing or interrupting Jakafi for reasons
other than thrombocytopenia or neutropenia, consider gradual tapering rather
than abrupt discontinuation
• Non-melanoma skin cancers (NMSC) including basal cell, squamous cell, and
Merkel cell carcinoma have occurred. Perform periodic skin examinations
• Treatment with Jakafi has been associated with increases in total
cholesterol, low-density lipoprotein cholesterol, and triglycerides. Assess
lipid parameters 8-12 weeks after initiating Jakafi. Monitor and treat
according to clinical guidelines for the management of hyperlipidemia
• Another JAK-inhibitor has increased the risk of major adverse cardiovascular
events (MACE), including cardiovascular death, myocardial infarction, and
stroke (compared to those treated with tumor TNF blockers) in patients with

INTERVENE WITH JAKAFI TO ACHIEVE DURABLE COUNT CONTROL
In the phase 3 RESPONSE* trial, Jakafi demonstrated superior results† vs BAT‡
Composite Primary Endpoint

23%

(25/110) of patients receiving Jakafi achieved Hct control and ≥35% spleen volume reduction at week
32 vs <1% (1/112) of patients receiving BAT (P < 0.0001)6§

Jakafi 95% CI, 0.15-0.32; BAT 95% CI, 0.00-0.05.6

§

Individual Component of the Primary Endpoint

60
73%
%

(66/110) of patients receiving Jakafi achieved Hct control at week 32 vs 19% (21/112) of patients receiving BAT6

To achieve the Hct control endpoint, patients could not become eligible for phlebotomy between weeks 8 and 32. Phlebotomy eligibility was defined as Hct >45%
that is ≥3 percentage points higher than baseline or Hct >48% (lower value)6,7

Probability of Maintaining Hct Controla at 5 Years in RESPONSE Trial8,9
a

Absence of phlebotomy eligibility

Analysis was conducted in week 32 Hct
control responders, beginning at week 328

Kaplan-Meier Estimate: Durability of Hct Control at 5 Years
100

Progression events for the evaluation of
duration of absence of phlebotomy eligibility
included first of 2 consecutive Hct assessments
that confirms phlebotomy eligibility, death, or
development of MF or acute leukemia10

Probability, %
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Reprinted from The Lancet Haematology, 7(3), Kiladjian J-J, Zachee P,
Hino M, et al, Long-term efficacy and safety of ruxolitinib versus best
available therapy in polycythaemia vera (RESPONSE): 5-year follow up of a
phase 3 study, e226-e237, Copyright 2020, with permission from Elsevier.
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Exploratory Analysis From the RESPONSE Trial11

24%

Mean WBC Counts Over Time¶
Mean WBC Count, × 10 9/L

Secondary Endpoint
(26/110) of patients receiving Jakafi
achieved the secondary endpoint of
CHR at week 32 vs 8% (9/112) of
patients receiving BAT (P = 0.0016)6||
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Jakafi 95% CI, 0.16-0.33; BAT 95% CI, 0.04-0.15.
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Jakafi reduced mean WBCs as an individual component of CHR. CHR was defined as achieving Hct control
(as specified in the primary endpoint), platelet count ≤400 × 109/L, and WBC count ≤109/L.6,7

¶

Intervene with Jakafi in your appropriate patients with advanced PV
SWITCHTOJAKAFI.COM

rheumatoid arthritis, a condition for which Jakafi is not indicated. Consider
the benefits and risks for the individual patient prior to initiating or continuing
therapy with Jakafi particularly in patients who are current or past smokers
and patients with other cardiovascular risk factors. Patients should be
informed about the symptoms of serious cardiovascular events and the steps
to take if they occur
• Another JAK-inhibitor has increased the risk of thrombosis, including deep venous
thrombosis (DVT), pulmonary embolism (PE), and arterial thrombosis (compared to
those treated with TNF blockers) in patients with rheumatoid arthritis, a condition
for which Jakafi is not indicated. In patients with myelofibrosis (MF) and
polycythemia vera (PV) treated with Jakafi in clinical trials, the rates of
thromboembolic events were similar in Jakafi and control treated patients. Patients
with symptoms of thrombosis should be promptly evaluated and treated
appropriately
• Another JAK-inhibitor has increased the risk of lymphoma and other malignancies
excluding NMSC (compared to those treated with TNF blockers) in patients with
rheumatoid arthritis, a condition for which Jakafi is not indicated. Patients who are
current or past smokers are at additional increased risk. Consider the benefits and
risks for the individual patient prior to initiating or continuing therapy with Jakafi,
particularly in patients with a known secondary malignancy (other than a
successfully treated NMSC), patients who develop a malignancy, and patients who
are current or past smokers
• In myelofibrosis and polycythemia vera, the most common nonhematologic
adverse reactions (incidence ≥15%) were bruising, dizziness, headache, and
diarrhea. In acute graft-versus-host disease, the most common nonhematologic
adverse reactions (incidence >50%) were infections (pathogen not specified)
and edema. In chronic graft-versus-host disease, the most common

nonhematologic adverse reactions (incidence ≥20%) were infections (pathogen
not specified) and viral infections
• Avoid concomitant use with fluconazole doses greater than 200 mg. Dose
modifications may be required when administering Jakafi with fluconazole
doses of 200 mg or less, or with strong CYP3A4 inhibitors, or in patients with
renal or hepatic impairment. Patients should be closely monitored and the dose
titrated based on safety and efficacy
• Use of Jakafi during pregnancy is not recommended and should only be used if
the potential benefit justifies the potential risk to the fetus. Women taking
Jakafi should not breastfeed during treatment and for 2 weeks after the final
dose
Please see Brief Summary of Full Prescribing Information for Jakafi on the
following pages. To learn more about Jakafi, visit HCP.Jakafi.com
References: 1. Barosi G, et al. Br J Haematol. 2010;148(6):961-963.
2. Marchioli R, et al. N Engl J Med. 2013;368(1):22-33. 3. Barbui T, et al. Blood.
2015;126(4):560-561. 4. Emanuel RM, et al. J Clin Oncol. 2012;30(33):4098-4103.
5. Verstovsek S, et al. Cancer. 2014;120(4):513-520. 6. Jakafi Prescribing
Information. Wilmington, DE: Incyte Corporation. 7. Vannucchi AM, et al.
N Engl J Med. 2015;372(5):426-435. 8. Kiladjian J-J, et al. Lancet Haematol.
2020;7(3):e226-e237. 9. Kiladjian J-J, et al. Lancet Haematol. 2020;7(Suppl):1-18.
10. Data on file. Incyte Corporation. Wilmington, DE. 11. Vannucchi AM, et al.
N Engl J Med. 2015;372(Suppl):1-25.
Jakafi and the Jakafi logo are registered trademarks of Incyte.
© 2021, Incyte Corporation. MAT-JAK-03598 11/21
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DRUG INTERACTIONS Fluconazole Concomitant use
of Jakafi with fluconazole increases ruxolitinib exposure
[see Clinical Pharmacology (12.3) in Full Prescribing
Information], which may increase the risk of exposurerelated adverse reactions. Avoid concomitant use of
Jakafi with fluconazole doses of greater than 200 mg
daily. Reduce the Jakafi dosage when used concomitantly
with fluconazole doses of less than or equal to 200 mg
[see Dosage and Administration (2.5) in Full Prescribing
Information]. Strong CYP3A4 Inhibitors Concomitant
use of Jakafi with strong CYP3A4 inhibitors increases
ruxolitinib exposure [see Clinical Pharmacology (12.3) in
Full Prescribing Information], which may increase the risk
of exposure-related adverse reactions. Reduce the Jakafi
dosage when used concomitantly with strong CYP3A4
inhibitors except in patients with aGVHD or cGVHD
[see Dosage and Administration (2.5) in Full Prescribing
Information]. Strong CYP3A4 Inducers Concomitant use
of Jakafi with strong CYP3A4 inducers may decrease
ruxolitinib exposure [see Clinical Pharmacology (12.3) in
Full Prescribing Information], which may reduce efficacy
of Jakafi. Monitor patients frequently and adjust the
Jakafi dose based on safety and efficacy [see Clinical
Pharmacology (12.3) in Full Prescribing Information].
USE IN SPECIFIC POPULATIONS Pregnancy: Risk
Summary When pregnant rats and rabbits were
administered ruxolitinib during the period of
organogenesis adverse developmental outcomes
occurred at doses associated with maternal toxicity
(see Data). There are no studies with the use of Jakafi
in pregnant women to inform drug-associated risks. The
background risk of major birth defects and miscarriage
for the indicated populations is unknown. Adverse
outcomes in pregnancy occur regardless of the health
of the mother or the use of medications. The background
risk in the U.S. general population of major birth defects
is 2% to 4% and miscarriage is 15% to 20% of clinically
recognized pregnancies. Data: Animal Data Ruxolitinib
was administered orally to pregnant rats or rabbits during
the period of organogenesis, at doses of 15, 30 or
60 mg/kg/day in rats and 10, 30 or 60 mg/kg/day in
rabbits. There were no treatment-related malformations.
Adverse developmental outcomes, such as decreases of
approximately 9% in fetal weights were noted in rats at
the highest and maternally toxic dose of 60 mg/kg/day.
This dose results in an exposure (AUC) that is
approximately 2 times the clinical exposure at the
maximum recommended dose of 25 mg twice daily.
In rabbits, lower fetal weights of approximately 8%
and increased late resorptions were noted at the highest
and maternally toxic dose of 60 mg/kg/day. This dose
is approximately 7% the clinical exposure at the
maximum recommended dose. In a pre- and post-natal
development study in rats, pregnant animals were dosed
with ruxolitinib from implantation through lactation at
doses up to 30 mg/kg/day. There were no drug-related
adverse findings in pups for fertility indices or for
maternal or embryofetal survival, growth and
development parameters at the highest dose evaluated
(34% the clinical exposure at the maximum
recommended dose of 25 mg twice daily). Lactation:
Risk Summary No data are available regarding the
presence of ruxolitinib in human milk, the effects on
the breast fed child, or the effects on milk production.
Ruxolitinib and/or its metabolites were present in the milk
of lactating rats (see Data). Because many drugs are
present in human milk and because of the potential for
thrombocytopenia and anemia shown for Jakafi in human
studies, discontinue breastfeeding during treatment with
Jakafi and for two weeks after the final dose. Data:
Animal Data Lactating rats were administered a single
dose of [14C]-labeled ruxolitinib (30 mg/kg) on postnatal
Day 10, after which plasma and milk samples were
collected for up to 24 hours. The AUC for total
radioactivity in milk was approximately 13-fold the
maternal plasma AUC. Additional analysis showed the
presence of ruxolitinib and several of its metabolites in
milk, all at levels higher than those in maternal plasma.
Pediatric Use The safety and effectiveness of Jakafi for
treatment of myelofibrosis or polycythemia vera in
pediatric patients have not been established. The safety
and effectiveness of Jakafi for treatment of

steroid-refractory aGVHD has been established for
treatment of children 12 years and older. Use of Jakafi
in pediatric patients with steroid-refractory aGVHD
is supported by evidence from adequate and
well-controlled trials of Jakafi in adults [see Clinical
Studies (14.3) in Full Prescribing Information] and
additional pharmacokinetic and safety data in pediatric
patients. The safety and effectiveness of Jakafi for
treatment of steroid-refractory aGVHD has not been
established in pediatric patients younger than 12 years
old. The safety and effectiveness of Jakafi for treatment
of cGVHD after failure of one or two lines of systemic
therapy has been established for treatment of children
12 years and older. Use of Jakafi in pediatric patients
with cGVHD after failure of one or two lines of systemic
therapy is supported by evidence from adequate and
well-controlled trials of Jakafi in adults and adolescents
[see Clinical Studies (14.3, 14.4) in Full Prescribing
Information] and additional pharmacokinetic and safety
data in pediatric patients. The safety and effectiveness of
Jakafi for treatment of cGVHD has not been established in
pediatric patients younger than 12 years old. Jakafi was
evaluated in a single-arm, dose-escalation study
(NCT01164163) in 27 pediatric patients with relapsed or
refractory solid tumors (Cohort A) and 20 with leukemias or
myeloproliferative neoplasms (Cohort B). The patients had
a median age of 14 years (range, 2 to 21 years) and
included 18 children (age 2 to < 12 years), and 14
adolescents (age 12 to < 17 years). The dose levels tested
were 15, 21, 29, 39, or 50 mg/m2 twice daily in 28-day
cycles with up to 6 patients per dose group. Overall, 38
(81%) patients were treated with no more than a single
cycle of Jakafi, while 3, 1, 2, and 3 patients received 2, 3, 4,
and 5 or more cycles, respectively. A protocol-defined
maximal tolerated dose was not observed, but since few
patients were treated for multiple cycles, tolerability with
continued use was not assessed adequately to establish a
recommended Phase 2 dose higher than the recommended
dose for adults. The safety profile in children was similar
to that seen in adults. Juvenile Animal Toxicity Data
Administration of ruxolitinib to juvenile rats resulted in
effects on growth and bone measures. When administered
starting at postnatal day 7 (the equivalent of a human
newborn) at doses of 1.5 to 75 mg/kg/day, evidence of
fractures occurred at doses ≥ 30 mg/kg/day, and effects
on body weight and other bone measures [e.g., bone
mineral content, peripheral quantitative computed
tomography, and x-ray analysis] occurred at doses
≥ 5 mg/kg/day. When administered starting at postnatal
day 21 (the equivalent of a human 2-3 years of age) at
doses of 5 to 60 mg/kg/day, effects on body weight and
bone occurred at doses ≥ 15 mg/kg/day, which were
considered adverse at 60 mg/kg/day. Males were more
severely affected than females in all age groups, and
effects were generally more severe when administration
was initiated earlier in the postnatal period. These
findings were observed at exposures that are at least
27% the clinical exposure at the maximum recommended
dose of 25 mg twice daily. Geriatric Use Of the total
number of patients with MF in clinical studies with Jakafi,
52% were 65 years and older, while 15% were 75 years
and older. No overall differences in safety or effectiveness
of Jakafi were observed between these patients and
younger patients. Clinical studies of Jakafi in patients
with aGVHD did not include sufficient numbers of subjects
age 65 and over to determine whether they respond
differently from younger subjects. Of the total number of
patients with cGVHD treated with Jakafi in clinical trials,
11% were 65 years and older. No overall differences in
safety or effectiveness of Jakafi were observed between
these patients and younger patients. Renal Impairment
Total exposure of ruxolitinib and its active metabolites
increased with moderate (CLcr 30 to 59 mL/min) and
severe (CLcr 15 to 29 mL/min) renal impairment, and
ESRD (CLcr less than 15 mL/min) on dialysis [see Clinical
Pharmacology (12.3) in Full Prescribing Information].
Modify Jakafi dosage as recommended [see Dosage and
Administration (2.6) in full Prescribing Information].
Hepatic Impairment Exposure of ruxolitinib increased
with mild (Child-Pugh A), moderate (Child-Pugh B) and
severe (Child-Pugh C) hepatic impairment [see Clinical
Pharmacology (12.3) in full Prescribing Information].

Reduce Jakafi dosage as recommended in patients with
MF or PV with hepatic impairment [see Dosage and
Administration (2.6) in full Prescribing Information].
Reduce Jakafi dosage as recommended for patients with
Stage 4 liver aGVHD. Monitor blood counts more
frequently for toxicity and modify the Jakafi dosage for
adverse reactions if they occur for patients with Score 3
liver cGVHD [see Dosage and Administration (2.6) and
Clinical Pharmacology (12.3) in full Prescribing
Information]. OVERDOSAGE There is no known antidote
for overdoses with Jakafi. Single doses up to 200 mg
have been given with acceptable acute tolerability. Higher
than recommended repeat doses are associated with
increased myelosuppression including leukopenia,
anemia and thrombocytopenia. Appropriate supportive
treatment should be given. Hemodialysis is not expected
to enhance the elimination of Jakafi.

Jakafi is a registered trademark of Incyte.
U.S. Patent Nos. 7598257; 8415362; 8722693; 8822481;
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as IL-2, IL-10, TNF- α, and IFN- γ.3 Additionally in mouse models, T cells without VISTA
proliferated more than T cells with VISTA
when pulsed with antigen-presenting cells.7
Furthermore, VISTA is expressed on many
different cells in the TME, giving it broader
potential as a target than CTLA-4 and PD-1,
which are relegated to activated T cells.8
For example, VISTA is expressed on
myeloid-derived suppressor cells, including
microglia and neutrophils, tumor-associated
macrophages, and dendritic cells that all
have suppressive function in the TME.
An additional quality of VISTA exhibiting
its potential in advanced cancer therapy is
that its upregulation in various cancer types
increases as cancer worsens by grade or
stage.9 Studies have shown that VISTA gene
expression was upregulated to a greater
extent in higher-grade gliomas than in
lower-grade gliomas, and upregulation was
associated with worse patient outcomes.
Similarly, VISTA has been found to be upregulated in higher grades of oral squamous
cell carcinomas, gastrointestinal cancers,
and prostate cancers compared with lower
grades of the diseases.

VISTA may also have benefit in relation
to other checkpoint inhibitors, as specific
cancers do not respond well to anti–PD-1 or
anti–CTLA-4 therapies but may respond to
anti-VISTA approaches.
For example, pancreatic cancer does not
respond well to anti–PD-1 or anti–CTLA-4
therapy. However, VISTA-Ig fusion protein
inhibits the cytokine production of CD8-positive T cells in the pancreatic TME.10
Lastly, specific cancers may also develop
resistance to anti–CTLA-4 or anti–PD-1
therapies. Interestingly, some cancers have
been shown to upregulate VISTA in these situations. In patients with melanoma treated
with anti–PD-1 therapies, VISTA was upregulated.10,11 In prostate cancer, after ipilimumab
(Yervoy) therapy, VISTA inhibitory molecules increased in macrophages in the TME.
Therefore, VISTA upregulation may be a
key mechanism by which cancers develop
resistance to other immunotherapies.12 As a
result of this fi nding, anti-VISTA therapies
have potential for use as combination therapy
with anti–CTLA-4 and anti–PD-1 therapies in
a nonoverlapping fashion.
Several other cancers have been shown
to have high VISTA expression with worse
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overall survival (OS), making VISTA a potential therapeutic target. Brcic et al found high
numbers of regulatory T cells with VISTA
expression in squamous cell and adenocarcinomas of the lung.13 VISTA was expressed
at higher levels in microsatellite unstable
colorectal cancers compared with microsatellite stable tumors.12 Xie et al showed that
high VISTA expression was associated with
worse OS in patients with colorectal cancer.14
Likewise, high VISTA expression has been
reported in ovarian and endometrial cancers,
and VISTA messenger RNA expression was
positively correlated with immune escape–
modulating genes.14
Furthermore, in mice with ovarian cancer,
an anti-VISTA antibody prolonged the survival of tumor-bearing mice.12,15

VISTA Inhibitors in Trials
Several VISTA-targeting inhibitors are in
development and have undergone phase 1
and 2 trials.
An oral agent, CA-170, targeting both VISTA
and PD-L1 in a phase 2 trial showed a clinical benefit rate of 75% and progression-free
survival of 19.5 weeks in patients with nonsquamous non–small cell lung cancer (NSCLC).16 
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“VISTA is an exciting new target on its own
and in combination with other checkpoint inhibitors.
VISTA can control the steady state activity of the resting
immune system and should allow for heightened
anti-tumor immune response.”
—RANDOLPH J. NOELLE, PHD
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3. Lines JL, Pantazi E, Mak J, et al. VISTA is an immune checkpoint
molecule for human T cells. Cancer Res. 2014;74(7):1924-1932. Published correction appears in Cancer Res. 2014;74(11):3195.
4. Sharma P, Allison JP. The future of immune checkpoint therapy. Science. 2015;348(6230):56-61. doi:10.1126/science.aaa8172
5. Marin-Acevedo JA, Dholaria B, Soyano AE, Knutson KL, Chumsri
S, Lou Y. Next generation of immune checkpoint therapy in cancer:
new developments and challenges. J Hematol Oncol. 2018;11(1):39.
doi:10.1186/s13045-018-0582-8

Furthermore, a phase 2 trial (NCT03201458)
of patients with biliary tract cancer receiving
atezolizumab (Tecentriq) with MEK inhibitor
cobimetinib (Cotellic) showed that patients
with higher baseline or changes in VISTA
expression on circulating T cells had longer
progression-free survival than those without
high VISTA expression.17
Several molecules targeting VISTA are
undergoing phase 1 trials. HMBD-002 is
an IgG4 antibody targeting VISTA and was
shown to increase inflammatory cytokines
and inhibit tumor growth in animal models.18 The therapy is in clinical trials for
either monotherapy or in combination with
PD-1 inhibitors for treatment of patients with
triple-negative breast cancer and NSCLC.
Additionally, a phase 1 trial (NCT04475523)
is ongoing to find the recommended phase 2
dose of an anti-VISTA molecule, CI-8993, in
patients with relapsed or refractory solid
tumors. Another agent, W0180, is an anti-VISTA antibody being explored in a phase 1 trial
(NCT04564417) as monotherapy or in combination with pembrolizumab (Keytruda) to determine dosing and schedule of administration.

VISTA: Potential Challenges
Despite the potential across multiple cancer
types, VISTA remains variable in expression
based on the tissue, restricting the therapeutic potential of its inhibition. Although
VISTA is expressed in higher levels in cholangiocarcinoma, glioblastoma multiforme,
clear cell renal cell carcinoma, acute myeloid
leukemia, and pancreatic adenocarcinoma, it
is also expressed in low levels in many other
cancer types.12 These include bladder urothelial carcinoma, breast invasive carcinoma,
cervical squamous cell carcinoma, colon
adenocarcinoma, and lymphoid neoplasm
diffuse large B-cell lymphoma, among others.
Furthermore, there is evidence that VISTA
has complicated influences on cancer immunity. In several specific cancer types, VISTA
plays stimulatory checkpoint-like roles in the
activation of anticancer immunotherapy.12 In
certain cancer types, increased expression
of VISTA leads to prolonged OS. For instance,
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VISTA-positive staining in hepatocellular
carcinoma and ovarian carcinoma tumor cells
have shown prolonged OS compared with
those with VISTA-negative expression.
In addition, VISTA expression has been
significantly correlated with the density
of CD8-positive tumor infi ltrating lymphocytes, indicating VISTA may be involved in
increasing T-cell infi ltration in the TME.12
Furthermore, in esophageal adenocarcinomas, VISTA expression was associated with a
longer median OS compared with VISTA-negative patients.19 Therefore, the role of VISTA
in therapy ultimately remains to be seen.12
Noelle expressed caution regarding conflicting results with VISTA. “The TME is a complicated place. [Results derived from] simply
looking at gene expression without cellular
or protein analysis are difficult to interpret,”
Noelle said. “VISTA is a negative regulator and
will act that way when it is highly expressed.
Survival can be controlled by any number of
things. It is difficult to associate survival with
the expression of a single molecule.”
In summary, VISTA blockade can enhance
antitumor immune responses. Its expression
has increased in some cancer types after
treatment with other immunotherapies, such
as anti–PD-1/L1 and anti–CTLA-4 therapies.
Therefore, VISTA may serve as a key inhibitory
checkpoint molecule to target for cancer immunotherapy. Despite its promise, VISTA is not
universally expressed across all cancer types.
Further research to better understand the role
of VISTA in relation to cancer progression
across cancer types is also required. Several
ongoing phase 1 and 2 trials are underway for
therapies targeting VISTA across several cancer types and should help define the role of such
an approach. Potentially, the targeting of VISTA
will lead to innovations in immunotherapy to
prolong survival in patients with cancer. TT
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Low Molecular Testing Rate,
Disparities in Care Shown in Real-World
Study of NSCLC in Latin America
B y To n y B e r b e r a b e , M P H
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INDINGS FROM A retrospective realworld study evaluating rates of molecular testing and treatment patterns
conducted in patients with EGFR-mutated,
stage IV non–small cell lung cancer (NSCLC)
from 4 Latin American countries showed a
66% frequency rate in molecular testing and a
frequency of EGFR mutations of 22% overall.1
Patient records from Argentina, Colombia,
Chile, and Uruguay were reviewed. Investigators found that Argentina had the highest rate
of molecular testing at 79% in a population
where 87% of citizens belong in the private
health care system. Argentina has 3 health
care sectors: the public health care system,
run by different unions; the private health
care system; and the social security health
care system for professionals, employees, and
employers. Conversely, Uruguay had the lowest molecular testing rate at 28%, but 91% of its
population has private health care insurance.
Patients (n = 462) were divided into
2 cohorts. Cohort 1 consisted of treatment-naïve
patients with newly diagnosed stage IV
NSCLC. There were 431 patients (93.2%) who
were newly diagnosed or treatment naïve with
advanced or metastatic NSCLC from Argentina
(n = 195), Colombia (n = 96), Chile (n = 64), and
Uruguay (n = 76). In cohort 1, the mean age
was 66 years (range, 55-77), 60% were men,
and 57.3% had private insurance coverage.
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has curated studies of interest from
oncology publications to share with readers
of Targeted Therapies in Oncology.
™

The mean turnaround time for testing
was 12.4 days, with Colombia reporting
the longest turnaround time, followed by
Colombia (10 days), Uruguay (13.4 days),
and both Argentina and Chile with a 10-day
turnaround time for test results. When
reviewing molecular profi les and treatment
patterns, investigators reported that the
most frequent EGFR mutation was exon 19
deletion (47%), followed by exon 21 L858R
(36%). The frequency of ALK mutations in
the tested population was 2.4%, followed by
KRAS (1.4%), MET (1.4%), and ROS1 (1.04%).
Cohort 2 consisted of patients with stage IV
NSCLC who were positive for EGFR mutation
and had progressed after first- or secondgeneration EGFR tyrosine kinase inhibitor (TKI) treatment. Cohort 2 included
25 patients from Argentina, Colombia (n = 5),
and Chile (n = 1), with stage IV NSCLC
who had progressed after first- or secondgeneration EGFR TKI treatment. Most of these
patients were women (77.4%), with a mean
age of 58 years (range, 46-70). All patients
in this cohort had adenocarcinoma histology
and 77.4% had private health insurance. TKI
treatment included gefitinib (Iressa; 41.9%),
afatinib (Gilotrif; 35.5%), and erlotinib
(Tarceva; 22.6%).
Despite international guidelines emphasizing the importance of molecular testing,
poor access to testing has been widely
reported in Latin America.2 The investigators noted that the frequency of detecting
EGFR mutations was similar to other
studies that evaluated NSCLC occurrence
in Latin American countries. Overall,
treatment for advanced disease is heading
toward
immune-oncology
treatments
(either monotherapy or combinations with
chemotherapy) and targeted therapies.

However, in Latin American countries, platinum-based chemotherapy remains a fi rstline treatment in newly diagnosed patients
with stage IV disease, which is followed by
targeted agents and immunotherapy. In the
second line, immunotherapy was the preferred choice, followed by chemotherapy and
targeted agents, according to investigators.
Clinical guidelines recommend repeated
molecular testing when disease progression
occurs after the use of fi rst- and secondgeneration TKIs to detect mutations such as
T790M. Previous research involving patients
with NSCLC who progressed after fi rst-line
TKI therapy indicated that approximately
60% were T790M positive. The current study
is comparable to those fi ndings, with 59% of
patients being T790M positive.
The investigators noted a number of limitations associated with the current study. In
particular, they noted that inconsistent sample
sizes across the 4 countries could introduce
bias. Recall bias is another limitation as a
result of the retrospective nature of the study.
They concluded that the molecular profile
testing rate for stage IV NSCLC is low and
that the use of chemotherapy as the only
choice in the first-line setting, along with the
low use of immunotherapy or targeted therapies, demonstrates the barriers to achieving
optimal care. TT
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Oncologists Reveal Limited
Use of Geriatric Assessment
in Older Patients
By Will Pizii

R

ESEARCH HAS SHOWN the use of
standardized geriatric assessments
(GAs) to aid in treatment decisions in
older patients with cancer improves quality of
life, reduces treatment-related toxicity, and is
guideline recommended.1 However, a survey
conducted among practicing oncologists and
hematologists from the Cardinal Health Oncology Provider Extended Network revealed that
most physicians rely on ECOG performance
status and comorbidities to inform treatment
decisions in older adults with cancer; fewer
than a quarter of respondents said they use
GAs in clinical practice.2
The survey collected responses from
349 physicians on whether they use GAs to
inform treatment decisions in patients with
geriatric cancer, and 60% responded that
they do not use a formal GA for any older
patients. Of the respondents who do use GAs,
13% perform them for all older patients and
the rest use GAs for only some older patients.
The most common reasons for not using a
GA were that they are “too cumbersome to
incorporate into routine practice” (44%) and
“add no value beyond the comprehensive history and physical exam” (36%) (TABLE 1).2
Between September 2019 and March 2020,
oncologists were recruited from the Oncology
Provider Extended Network to attend 1 of 6 live
meetings and were asked questions on GAs. Participants were not aware they would be asked
questions about GAs during the live meeting.
Regarding level of experience, 23% of
survey participants had practiced between
1 and 10 years, 38% between 10 and
20 years, and 39% for more than 20 years.
The majority of physicians came from the
southern US (40%), followed by the Midwest
(22%), Northeast (19%), and the West (18%).
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TA B L E 1 . M A I N R E A S O N S F O R N O T P E R F O R M I N G A G A 2

RESPONSES, N (%)

SCORE

It is too cumbersome to incorporate into my routine practice (lack of resources or staff).

91 (44)

It adds no value to my clinical judgment and treatment decisions beyond the comprehensive history
and physical exam.

75 (36)

It adds additional time to the office visit that my clinic schedule does not permit.

60 (29)

It adds additional office visits for patients.

19 (9)

There is not a way to bill, ie, no ICD code, for a GA in an oncology visit.

17 (8)

Other

17 (8)

It has not been proven to enhance outcomes in older patients with cancer.

15 (7)

GA, geriatric assessment; ICD, International Classification of Diseases.

Most participants defined “older” patients as
70 years or older (39%), followed by 75 years
(32%), 65 years (22%), and 60 years (3%) as the
cutoff (FIGURE).2 For patients 75 years and
older, physicians answered that ECOG performance status (88%) and comorbidities (73%)
were the 2 most frequently used patient characteristics in determining treatment decisions.2
Participants with fewer years of experience
used GA more often than more experienced
physicians. Among the 80 oncologists with
10 years or less in practice, 42 (53%) reported
using a GA to inform treatment decisions
for their older patients—12 (15%) used it for
all their older patients, and 30 (38%) used it
for some (TABLE 2).2 In the group of oncologists with more than 10 years in practice
(n = 269), 100 (37%) reported using a GA, with
32 (12%) using it for all their older patients and
68 (25%) using it for some (P = .0997).
In an interview with Targeted Therapies in
Oncology ™, lead study author and chief scientific officer at Cardinal Health, Ajeet Gajra,
MD, MBBS, FACP, discussed the relationship
between oncologist experience level and utilization of GA.

“I think this [difference between more experienced and less experienced oncologists] likely
has to do with a greater emphasis and recognition of the importance of geriatric assessment,”
Gajra said. “Geriatric oncology is a newer field.
As we know, NCCN [National Comprehensive
Cancer Network] created their first set of adult
oncology guidelines back in 2005. And then,
ASCO [American Society of Clinical Oncology]
and other organizations have reiterated the
importance of geriatric assessment or having
their own guidelines. And most recently in
2018, ASCO renewed or gave an update of their
own guidelines. So, I feel there’s greater recognition by organizations in more recent times.” 3,4
Investigators also asked which validated
GA instruments doctors were aware of. Most
knew of the Mini–Mental State Exam (MMSE;
63%), the comprehensive geriatric assessment
(37%), and the Cancer and Aging Research
Group (CARG) GA tool (22%); however,
19% of participants were not aware of any of
these or other GAs listed in the question.
When asked about the specific GAs used
outside clinical trials, 54% have used MMSE,
23% have used the comprehensive GA,
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F I G U R E . A G E C U T O F F I N G E R I AT R I C O N C O L O G Y 2
45%

35%

RESPONDENTS (%)

IN-DEPTH
INSIGHTS

39%

40%

32%

30%
25%

22%

on customizing
treatment approaches

20%
15%
10%
5%
0%

3%
60+

3%

BEV15

65+

70+

75+

BEV30

Other

Total

AGE CUTOFF

Lost to foll ow-up

Withdrew consent

12% the CARG GA tool, and 9% the Chemotherapy Risk Assessment Scale for High-Age
Patients; however, 33% answered that they
had never used any validated GA instruments
outside a clinical trial.
Investigators posed additional questions to
better understand oncologists’ strategies for
assessing older adults and potential barriers to
GA use. When asked how they usually assess
physical function, most answered that they rely
on ECOG performance status (82%) and history
and physician examination (HPE; 42%). The
most frequently used cognitive assessments
were HPE (78%) or MMSE (12%). Social support
was assessed via HPE (44%) or GA (27%).
Although guidelines recommend the
use of a GA for patients 65 years and older,
the use of these tools within community
oncology practices is unclear. These survey
results highlight an important gap between
what is being recommended in clinical
practice guidelines and what oncologists are
routinely performing. These fi ndings beg
the question whether increased education
of the benefits of GA-directed therapy would
alter oncologists’ practices and potentially
increase the utilization of GA in their treatment routine for older patients.
When asked how the use of GA could become

Died

more widespread, Garjra said, “I think [it] is
important, especially [among] practicing community oncologists, to spread the word, and I
feel...that perhaps we need to spread the word
via different organizations—perhaps partnering with something like...the Community
Oncology Alliance [COA]. I think organizations
like ASCO or NCCN can partner with COA,
which [hosts a conference that] is attended by
community oncologists. I think that’s where a
major deficit is. Also, a lot of these doctors are
older or have been in practice awhile, so I think
that is perhaps a way to reach them.” TT
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TA B L E 2 . S U R V E Y Q U E S T I O N A S K I N G W H E T H E R O N C O L O G I S T S P E R F O R M G A T O I N F O R M
T R E AT M E N T D E C I S I O N S F O R O L D E R PAT I E N T S W I T H C A N C E R 2

N (%)
FULL COHORT
(N =349)

≤ 10 YEARS IN
PRACTICE (N = 80)

> 10 YEARS IN
PRACTICE (N = 269)

Yes, for some older patients.

98 (28)

30 (38)

68 (25)

No, it is not necessary with good
history and examination.

83 (24)

16 (20)

67 (25)

Yes, for all older patients.

44 (13)

12 (15)

32 (12)

RESPONSES, N (%)
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CLINICAL TRIALS

New Clinical Trials
by State
Targeted Oncology™ offers an online
resource that filters by state and
disease type to help oncologists find
studies in their practice area.
Scan the QR code to find more
trials in your practice
area or visit
targetedonc.com/
link/1312

California
CLINICAL TRIAL NCT05043714

NEBULA is a multicenter, open-label, nonrandomized phase 1a/b trial exploring the use of
NG-641 in combination with nivolumab (Opdivo) in patients with metastatic or advanced epithelial tumors. NG-641 is a next-generation blood-stable and transgene-armed T-SIGn adenoviral
vector that expresses 4 potent immunostimulatory transgenes. The estimated study completion
date is December 2022.
Approximately 30 patients will be enrolled and treated with an intravenous infusion of
NG-641 at 1 of 5 dose levels between 6 × 10¹¹ and 1 × 1013 viral particles plus nivolumab at
480 mg during the first cycle of treatment followed by nivolumab monotherapy once every
4 weeks for up to 8 cycles. Tumor types treated in NEBULA include urothelial carcinoma, head
and neck squamous cell carcinoma, microsatellite instability–high or mismatch repair–deficient
cancers, non–small cell lung cancer, endometrial cancer, cervical cancer, and others.
Recruitment has begun at the UCLA Department of Medicine in Santa Monica, California,
with investigator Lee Rosen, MD.
For more details, visit targetedonc.com/link/1722

Texas, Virginia
DISEASE TYPE Solid Tumors

FAIRFAX, VA

CLINICAL TRIAL NCT05074472

A first-in-human, open-label, dose-escalation, phase 1/2 clinical trial is exploring the use of ZB131 in
patients with solid tumors with high expression of cancer-specific plectin (CSP). ZB131 is a monoclonal antibody with high affinity and specificity for CSP, a cell surface protein. The estimated study completion date is March 2024. Approximately 37 patients will be enrolled and treated with once-weekly
intravenous ZB131 at increasing doses, starting with a dose level of 3 mg/kg up 15 mg/kg.
The dose-escalation phase of the trial will include patients with solid tumors, excluding melanoma
and hepatocellular cancer, who have failed all available therapies or are ineligible for standard therapy.
The expansion stage will include disease-specific cohorts of patients with advanced or metastatic
pancreatic cancer, advanced or metastatic serous ovarian cancer, and advanced or metastatic biliary
cancer, all in those who have failed or are not eligible for standard therapy. Eligible patients must have
an ECOG performance status of 0 or 1, measurable disease, and adequate organ function.
Recruitment has begun at NEXT Oncology in Austin, Texas; San Antonio, Texas; and Fairfax, Virginia.
For more details, visit targetedonc.com/link/1732
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DISEASE TYPE Epithelial Tumors

DISEASE TYPE Squamous Cell Carcinoma of the Lung
CLINICAL TRIAL NCT05127590
A multicenter, single-arm, phase 1b/2 clinical trial is looking at use of the selective
PARP7 inhibitor RBN-2397 plus pembrolizumab (Keytruda) in patients with advanced
squamous cell carcinoma of the lung previously treated with anti–PD-1/PD-L1 therapy. The estimated study completion date is August 2024.
Approximately 50 patients will be enrolled across the phases of the trial. In the
phase 1b safety run-in portion, 10 patients will be enrolled in a 3 + 3 design and treated with oral RBN-2397 twice daily plus intravenous pembrolizumab every 3 weeks.
Treatment will be administered in phase 2 at the selected recommended dose.
Eligible patients have advanced or metastatic disease, prior treatment with a platinum doublet and an immune checkpoint inhibitor either sequentially or in combination, progressive disease during or after the latest treatment, an ECOG performance
status of 0 to 1, measurable disease, and normal organ and bone marrow function.
Recruitment has begun in the United States at the Helen F. Graham Cancer Center
and Research Institute in Newark, Delaware, with principal investigator Jamal Misleh,
MD, and at Sarah Cannon Research Institute in Nashville, Tennessee with principal
investigator Melissa Johnson, MD. The trial is not yet recruiting but is scheduled to
begin at the Cancer Treatment Centers of America in Newnan, Georgia with Herbert
Duvivier, MD, and at Hematology Oncology Clinic in Baton Rouge, Louisiana with
Michael Castine, MD.
For more details, visit targetedonc.com/link/1724

CLINICAL TRIALS

Delaware, Georgia,
Louisiana, Tennessee

NEWNAN, GA

NEWARK, DE

BATON ROUGE, LA

NASHVILLE, TN

California, Tennessee, Virginia
DISEASE TYPE HER2-Overexpressing Gastric/

Gastroesophageal Junction Adenocarcinoma
CLINICAL TRIAL NCT05002127

ASPEN-06 is a randomized, international, multicenter, phase 2/3 clinical trial that
is open label in phase 2 and double blind in phase 3. The study is looking at the use
of evorpacept (ALX148) in combination with trastuzumab (Herceptin), ramucirumab
(Cyramza), and paclitaxel in previously treated patients with advanced HER2-overexpressing gastric/gastroesophageal junction adenocarcinoma. The estimated study
completion date is August 2028.
Approximately 450 patients will be enrolled across the phases of the trial and
randomized to receive either quadruplet therapy or treatment with trastuzumab,
ramucirumab, and paclitaxel alone. In the investigational arm, evorpacept will be
administered intravenously at 30 mg/kg every 2 weeks, intravenous trastuzumab at
an initial dose of 6 mg/kg followed by 4 mg/kg every 2 weeks, intravenous ramucirumab at 8 mg/kg every 2 weeks, and intravenous paclitaxel at 80 mg/m² on days
1, 8, and 15 of the 4-week cycle.
Eligible patients have progressed on or after prior HER2-directed therapy and fluoropyrimidine-containing or platinum-containing chemotherapy; have an adequate
performance status; and have adequate renal, liver, and bone marrow function.
Recruitment has begun in the United States at the Oncology Institute of Hope &
Innovation in Anaheim, California; Vanderbilt University Medical Center in Nashville,
Tennessee; and NEXT Oncology Virginia in Fairfax, Virginia.
For more details, visit targetedonc.com/link/1731

NASHVILLE, TN

FAIRFAX, VA

ANAHEIM, CA
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In the treatment of newly diagnosed, transplant-ineligible multiple myeloma1:

ADD TO THE MOMENTUM
®
WITH DARZALEX + Rd IN FRONTLINE
Reach for a treatment that significantly extended
progression-free survival vs Rd alone in a clinical trial1-3

IMPORTANT SAFETY INFORMATION
DARZALEX® AND DARZALEX FASPRO®:
CONTRAINDICATIONS
DARZALEX® and DARZALEX FASPRO® are contraindicated in
patients with a history of severe hypersensitivity to daratumumab,
hyaluronidase (for DARZALEX FASPRO®), or any of the components
of the formulations.
DARZALEX®: Infusion-Related Reactions
DARZALEX® can cause severe and/or serious infusion-related
reactions including anaphylactic reactions. These reactions can
be life-threatening, and fatal outcomes have been reported. In
clinical trials (monotherapy and combination: N=2066), infusionrelated reactions occurred in 37% of patients with the Week 1 (16
mg/kg) infusion, 2% with the Week 2 infusion, and cumulatively 6%
with subsequent infusions. Less than 1% of patients had a Grade
3/4 infusion-related reaction at Week 2 or subsequent infusions.
The median time to onset was 1.5 hours (range: 0 to 73 hours).
Nearly all reactions occurred during infusion or within 4 hours of
completing DARZALEX®. Severe reactions have occurred, including
bronchospasm, hypoxia, dyspnea, hypertension, tachycardia,
headache, laryngeal edema, pulmonary edema, and ocular
adverse reactions, including choroidal effusion, acute myopia, and
acute angle closure glaucoma.

Signs and symptoms may include respiratory symptoms, such as
nasal congestion, cough, throat irritation, as well as chills, vomiting,
and nausea. Less common signs and symptoms were wheezing,
allergic rhinitis, pyrexia, chest discomfort, pruritus, hypotension, and
blurred vision.
When DARZALEX® dosing was interrupted in the setting of ASCT
(CASSIOPEIA) for a median of 3.75 months (range: 2.4 to 6.9 months),
upon re-initiation of DARZALEX®, the incidence of infusion-related
reactions was 11% for the first infusion following ASCT. Infusionrelated reactions occurring at re-initiation of DARZALEX® following
ASCT were consistent in terms of symptoms and severity (Grade
3 or 4: <1%) with those reported in previous studies at Week 2 or
subsequent infusions. In EQUULEUS, patients receiving combination
treatment (n=97) were administered the first 16 mg/kg dose at Week
1 split over two days, ie, 8 mg/kg on Day 1 and Day 2, respectively.
The incidence of any grade infusion-related reactions was 42%, with
36% of patients experiencing infusion-related reactions on Day 1 of
Week 1, 4% on Day 2 of Week 1, and 8% with subsequent infusions.
Pre-medicate patients with antihistamines, antipyretics, and
corticosteroids. Frequently monitor patients during the entire
infusion. Interrupt DARZALEX® infusion for reactions of any severity
and institute medical management as needed. Permanently
discontinue DARZALEX® therapy if an anaphylactic reaction or
life-threatening (Grade 4) reaction occurs and institute appropriate
emergency care. For patients with Grade 1, 2, or 3 reactions,
reduce the infusion rate when re-starting the infusion.

Powerful efficacy to start the treatment journey1,4

Efficacy results in long-term follow-up2,3

After a median ~30 months* of follow-up, mPFS was not
reached with DARZALEX® + Rd vs 31.9 months with Rd alone.1,4

At median ~5 years (56 months)‡ of follow-up, mPFS was
not reached with DRd vs 34.4 months with Rd alone.2

• 70.6% of patients had not progressed with DRd vs 55.6% of

• 53% of patients had not progressed after ~5 years of

patients in the Rd group (DRd: 95% CI, 65.0–75.4; Rd: 95% CI,
49.5–61.3)†

44%

reduction in the risk of disease progression or
death with DRd vs Rd alone (HR=0.56; 95% CI,
0.43–0.73; P<0.0001)

Demonstrated safety profile

treatment with DRd vs 29% with Rd alone (DRd: 95% CI, 47–58;
Rd: 95% CI, 23–35)†

47%

reduction in the risk of disease progression or death
with DRd vs Rd alone (HR=0.53; 95% CI, 0.43–0.66)

These ~5-year analyses were not adjusted for multiplicity
and are not included in the current Prescribing Information.

(median treatment duration of 25.3 months)1

• The most common adverse reactions (≥20%) were upper

respiratory infection, neutropenia, IRRs, thrombocytopenia,
diarrhea, constipation, anemia, peripheral sensory
neuropathy, fatigue, peripheral edema, nausea, cough,
pyrexia, dyspnea, and asthenia

• Serious adverse reactions with a 2% greater incidence in the

DRd arm compared with the Rd arm were pneumonia (DRd
15% vs Rd 8%), bronchitis (DRd 4% vs Rd 2%), and dehydration
(DRd 2% vs Rd <1%)

MAIA Study Design: A phase 3 global, randomized, open-label
study, compared treatment with DRd (n=368) to Rd (n=369) in
adult patients with newly diagnosed, transplant-ineligible multiple
myeloma. Treatment was continued until disease progression or
unacceptable toxicity. The primary efficacy endpoint was PFS.1

CI=confidence interval; DRd=DARZALEX® (D) + lenalidomide (R) + dexamethasone
(d); HR=hazard ratio; IRR=injection-related reaction; mPFS=median progression-free
survival; PFS=progression-free survival; Rd=lenalidomide (R) + dexamethasone (d);
TEAE=treatment-emergent adverse event.
*Range: 0.0-41.4 months.4
†
Kaplan-Meier estimate.
‡
Range: 0.03-69.52 months.3
§
TEAEs are defined as any adverse event (AE) that occurs after start of the first study
treatment through 30 days after the last study treatment; or the day prior to start of
subsequent antimyeloma therapy, whichever is earlier; or any AE that is considered
drug related (very likely, probably, or possibly related) regardless of the start date
of the event; or any AE that is present at baseline but worsens in toxicity grade or is
subsequently considered drug related by the investigator.
ll
3 to 5 minutes refers to the time it takes to administer DARZALEX FASPRO® and does
not account for all aspects of treatment. For intravenous daratumumab, median
durations of 16 mg/kg infusions for the first, second, and subsequent infusions were
approximately 7, 4, and 3 hours, respectively.1,5

To reduce the risk of delayed infusion-related reactions, administer
oral corticosteroids to all patients following DARZALEX® infusions.
Patients with a history of chronic obstructive pulmonary disease
may require additional post-infusion medications to manage
respiratory complications. Consider prescribing short- and longacting bronchodilators and inhaled corticosteroids for patients with
chronic obstructive pulmonary disease.
Ocular adverse reactions, including acute myopia and narrowing
of the anterior chamber angle due to ciliochoroidal effusions with
potential for increased intraocular pressure or glaucoma, have
occurred with DARZALEX® infusion. If ocular symptoms occur,
interrupt DARZALEX® infusion and seek immediate ophthalmologic
evaluation prior to restarting DARZALEX®.

DARZALEX FASPRO®: Hypersensitivity and Other
Administration Reactions
Both systemic administration-related reactions, including severe
or life-threatening reactions, and local injection-site reactions
can occur with DARZALEX FASPRO®. Fatal reactions have been
reported with daratumumab-containing products, including
DARZALEX FASPRO®.
Systemic Reactions
In a pooled safety population of 898 patients with multiple
myeloma (N=705) or light chain (AL) amyloidosis (N=193) who
received DARZALEX FASPRO® as monotherapy or in combination,
9% of patients experienced a systemic administration-related

Safety results in long-term follow-up

(median treatment duration of 47.5 months)2
At median ~5 years of follow-up2,3:

• Most frequent TEAEs

§
≥30% were diarrhea, neutropenia,
fatigue, constipation, peripheral edema, anemia, back
pain, asthenia, nausea, bronchitis, cough, dyspnea,
insomnia, weight decreased, peripheral sensory
neuropathy, pneumonia, and muscle spasms

• Grade 3/4 infections were 41% for DRd vs 29% for Rd
• Grade 3/4 TEAEs ≥10% were neutropenia (54% for DRd

vs 37% for Rd), pneumonia (19% vs 11%), anemia (17% vs
22%), lymphopenia (16% vs 11%), hypokalemia (13% vs 10%),
leukopenia (12% vs 6%), and cataract (11% vs 11%)

These ~5-year analyses are not included in the current
Prescribing Information.

With an ~3 to 5 minute subcutaneous injection,
DARZALEX FASPRO® can be administered substantially faster
than intravenous daratumumab1,5 II

See the latest data rolling out.
Visit FrontlineMomentum.com

reaction (Grade 2: 3.2%, Grade 3: 1%). Systemic administration-related
reactions occurred in 8% of patients with the first injection, 0.3% with
the second injection, and cumulatively 1% with subsequent injections.
The median time to onset was 3.2 hours (range: 4 minutes to 3.5 days).
Of the 140 systemic administration-related reactions that occurred
in 77 patients, 121 (86%) occurred on the day of DARZALEX FASPRO®
administration. Delayed systemic administration-related reactions
have occurred in 1% of the patients.
Severe reactions included hypoxia, dyspnea, hypertension,
tachycardia, and ocular adverse reactions, including choroidal
effusion, acute myopia, and acute angle closure glaucoma. Other
signs and symptoms of systemic administration-related reactions
may include respiratory symptoms, such as bronchospasm, nasal
congestion, cough, throat irritation, allergic rhinitis, and wheezing,
as well as anaphylactic reaction, pyrexia, chest pain, pruritus, chills,
vomiting, nausea, hypotension, and blurred vision.
Pre-medicate patients with histamine-1 receptor antagonist,
acetaminophen, and corticosteroids. Monitor patients for systemic
administration-related reactions, especially following the first and
second injections. For anaphylactic reaction or life-threatening
(Grade 4) administration-related reactions, immediately and
permanently discontinue DARZALEX FASPRO®. Consider administering

IMPORTANT SAFETY INFORMATION CONTINUES ON NEXT PAGE

corticosteroids and other medications after the administration of
DARZALEX FASPRO® depending on dosing regimen and medical
history to minimize the risk of delayed (defined as occurring the day
after administration) systemic administration-related reactions.
Ocular adverse reactions, including acute myopia and narrowing
of the anterior chamber angle due to ciliochoroidal effusions
with potential for increased intraocular pressure or glaucoma,
have occurred with daratumumab-containing products. If ocular
symptoms occur, interrupt DARZALEX FASPRO® and seek immediate
ophthalmologic evaluation prior to restarting DARZALEX FASPRO®.
Local Reactions
In this pooled safety population, injection-site reactions occurred in
8% of patients, including Grade 2 reactions in 0.7%. The most frequent
(>1%) injection-site reaction was injection-site erythema. These local
reactions occurred a median of 5 minutes (range: 0 minutes to 6.5
days) after starting administration of DARZALEX FASPRO®. Monitor for
local reactions and consider symptomatic management.
DARZALEX and DARZALEX FASPRO : Neutropenia and
Thrombocytopenia
DARZALEX® and DARZALEX FASPRO® may increase neutropenia
and thrombocytopenia induced by background therapy. Monitor
complete blood cell counts periodically during treatment according
to manufacturer’s prescribing information for background therapies.
Monitor patients with neutropenia for signs of infection. Consider
withholding DARZALEX® or DARZALEX FASPRO® until recovery of
neutrophils or for recovery of platelets.
®

®

In lower body weight patients receiving DARZALEX FASPRO®, higher
rates of Grade 3-4 neutropenia were observed.
DARZALEX® and DARZALEX FASPRO®: Interference With
Serological Testing
Daratumumab binds to CD38 on red blood cells (RBCs) and
results in a positive indirect antiglobulin test (indirect Coombs test).
Daratumumab-mediated positive indirect antiglobulin test may
persist for up to 6 months after the last daratumumab administration.
Daratumumab bound to RBCs masks detection of antibodies to minor
antigens in the patient’s serum. The determination of a patient’s ABO
and Rh blood type are not impacted. Notify blood transfusion centers
of this interference with serological testing and inform blood banks
that a patient has received DARZALEX® and DARZALEX FASPRO®.
Type and screen patients prior to starting DARZALEX® and
DARZALEX FASPRO®.
DARZALEX® and DARZALEX FASPRO®: Interference With Determination
of Complete Response
Daratumumab is a human immunoglobulin G (IgG) kappa
monoclonal antibody that can be detected on both the serum
protein electrophoresis (SPE) and immunofixation (IFE) assays used for
the clinical monitoring of endogenous M-protein. This interference
can impact the determination of complete response and of disease
progression in some patients with IgG kappa myeloma protein.
DARZALEX® and DARZALEX FASPRO®: Embryo-Fetal Toxicity
Based on the mechanism of action, DARZALEX® and
DARZALEX FASPRO® can cause fetal harm when administered to a
pregnant woman. DARZALEX® and DARZALEX FASPRO® may cause
depletion of fetal immune cells and decreased bone density. Advise
pregnant women of the potential risk to a fetus. Advise females with
reproductive potential to use effective contraception during treatment
with DARZALEX® or DARZALEX FASPRO® and for 3 months after the last
dose.
The combination of DARZALEX® or DARZALEX FASPRO® with
lenalidomide, pomalidomide, or thalidomide is contraindicated
in pregnant women because lenalidomide, pomalidomide, and
thalidomide may cause birth defects and death of the unborn child.
Refer to the lenalidomide, pomalidomide, or thalidomide prescribing
information on use during pregnancy.

DARZALEX®: ADVERSE REACTIONS
The most frequently reported adverse reactions (incidence ≥20%) were
upper respiratory infection, neutropenia, infusion-related reactions,
thrombocytopenia, diarrhea, constipation, anemia, peripheral
sensory neuropathy, fatigue, peripheral edema, nausea, cough,
pyrexia, dyspnea, and asthenia. The most common hematologic
laboratory abnormalities (≥40%) with DARZALEX® are neutropenia,
lymphopenia, thrombocytopenia, leukopenia, and anemia.

DARZALEX FASPRO®: ADVERSE REACTIONS
In multiple myeloma, the most common adverse reaction (≥20%) with
DARZALEX FASPRO® monotherapy is upper respiratory tract infection.
The most common adverse reactions with combination therapy (≥20%
for any combination) include fatigue, nausea, diarrhea, dyspnea,
insomnia, headache, pyrexia, cough, muscle spasms, back pain,
vomiting, hypertension, upper respiratory tract infection, peripheral
sensory neuropathy, constipation, pneumonia, and peripheral
edema. The most common hematologic laboratory abnormalities
(≥40%) with DARZALEX FASPRO® are decreased leukocytes, decreased
lymphocytes, decreased neutrophils, decreased platelets, and
decreased hemoglobin.

INDICATIONS
DARZALEX® (daratumumab) is indicated for the treatment of adult
patients with multiple myeloma:
• In combination with lenalidomide and dexamethasone in newly
diagnosed patients who are ineligible for autologous stem cell
transplant and in patients with relapsed or refractory multiple
myeloma who have received at least one prior therapy
• In combination with bortezomib, melphalan, and prednisone in
newly diagnosed patients who are ineligible for autologous stem cell
transplant
• In combination with bortezomib, thalidomide, and dexamethasone
in newly diagnosed patients who are eligible for autologous stem
cell transplant
• In combination with bortezomib and dexamethasone in patients
who have received at least one prior therapy
• In combination with carfilzomib and dexamethasone in patients with
relapsed or refractory multiple myeloma who have received one to
three prior lines of therapy
• In combination with pomalidomide and dexamethasone in
patients who have received at least two prior therapies including
lenalidomide and a proteasome inhibitor (PI)
• As monotherapy in patients who have received at least three prior
lines of therapy including a PI and an immunomodulatory agent or
who are double-refractory to a PI and an immunomodulatory agent
DARZALEX FASPRO® (daratumumab and hyaluronidase-fihj) is
indicated for the treatment of adult patients with multiple myeloma:
• In combination with bortezomib, melphalan, and prednisone in
newly diagnosed patients who are ineligible for autologous stem cell
transplant
• In combination with lenalidomide and dexamethasone in newly
diagnosed patients who are ineligible for autologous stem cell
transplant and in patients with relapsed or refractory multiple
myeloma who have received at least one prior therapy
• In combination with bortezomib, thalidomide, and dexamethasone
in newly diagnosed patients who are eligible for autologous stem
cell transplant
• In combination with pomalidomide and dexamethasone in patients
who have received at least one prior line of therapy including
lenalidomide and a proteasome inhibitor (PI)
• In combination with carfilzomib and dexamethasone in patients with
relapsed or refractory multiple myeloma who have received one to
three prior lines of therapy
• In combination with bortezomib and dexamethasone in patients
who have received at least one prior therapy
• As monotherapy in patients who have received at least three prior
lines of therapy including a PI and an immunomodulatory agent or
who are double-refractory to a PI and an immunomodulatory agent
Please see Brief Summary of full Prescribing Information for DARZALEX®
and DARZALEX FASPRO® on adjacent pages.
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DARZALEX® (daratumumab) injection, for intravenous use
Brief Summary of Full Prescribing Information
INDICATIONS AND USAGE
DARZALEX is indicated for the treatment of adult patients with multiple myeloma:
• in combination with lenalidomide and dexamethasone in newly diagnosed patients who are ineligible
for autologous stem cell transplant and in patients with relapsed or refractory multiple myeloma who
have received at least one prior therapy.
CONTRAINDICATIONS
DARZALEX is contraindicated in patients with a history of severe hypersensitivity (e.g. anaphylactic
reactions) to daratumumab or any of the components of the formulation [see Warnings and Precautions].
WARNINGS AND PRECAUTIONS
Infusion-Related Reactions
DARZALEX can cause severe and/or serious infusion-related reactions including anaphylactic reactions.
These reactions can be life-threatening and fatal outcomes have been reported [see Adverse Reactions].
In clinical trials (monotherapy and combination: N=2,066), infusion-related reactions occurred in 37%
of patients with the Week 1 (16 mg/kg) infusion, 2% with the Week 2 infusion, and cumulatively 6% with
subsequent infusions. Less than 1% of patients had a Grade 3/4 infusion-related reaction at Week 2 or
subsequent infusions. The median time to onset was 1.5 hours (range: 0 to 73 hours). The incidence of
infusion modification due to reactions was 36%. Median durations of 16 mg/kg infusions for the Week 1,
Week 2, and subsequent infusions were approximately 7, 4, and 3 hours respectively. Nearly all reactions
occurred during infusion or within 4 hours of completing DARZALEX. Prior to the introduction of postinfusion medication in clinical trials, infusion-related reactions occurred up to 48 hours after infusion.
Severe reactions have occurred, including bronchospasm, hypoxia, dyspnea, hypertension, tachycardia,
headache, laryngeal edema, pulmonary edema, and ocular adverse reactions, including choroidal effusion,
acute myopia, and acute angle closure glaucoma. Signs and symptoms may include respiratory symptoms,
such as nasal congestion, cough, throat irritation, as well as chills, vomiting and nausea. Less common
signs and symptoms were wheezing, allergic rhinitis, pyrexia, chest discomfort, pruritus, hypotension, and
blurred vision [see Adverse Reactions].
When DARZALEX dosing was interrupted in the setting of ASCT (CASSIOPEIA) for a median of 3.75 months
(range: 2.4 to 6.9 months), upon re-initiation of DARZALEX, the incidence of infusion-related reactions was
11% for the first infusion following ASCT. Infusion rate/dilution volume used upon re-initiation was that
used for the last DARZALEX infusion prior to interruption for ASCT. Infusion-related reactions occurring at
re-initiation of DARZALEX following ASCT were consistent in terms of symptoms and severity (Grade 3 or
4:<1%) with those reported in previous studies at Week 2 or subsequent infusions.
In EQUULEUS, patients receiving combination treatment (n=97) were administered the first 16 mg/kg dose
at Week 1 split over two days i.e. 8 mg/kg on Day 1 and Day 2, respectively. The incidence of any grade
infusion-related reactions was 42%, with 36% of patients experiencing infusion-related reactions on Day 1
of Week 1, 4% on Day 2 of Week 1, and 8% with subsequent infusions. The median time to onset of a reaction
was 1.8 hours (range: 0.1 to 5.4 hours). The incidence of infusion interruptions due to reactions was 30%.
Median durations of infusions were 4.2 hours for Week 1-Day 1, 4.2 hours for Week 1-Day 2, and 3.4 hours
for the subsequent infusions.
Pre-medicate patients with antihistamines, antipyretics and corticosteroids. Frequently monitor patients
during the entire infusion [see Dosage and Administration (2.3) in Full Prescribing Information]. Interrupt
DARZALEX infusion for reactions of any severity and institute medical management as needed. Permanently
discontinue DARZALEX therapy if an anaphylactic reaction or life-threatening (Grade 4) reaction occurs
and institute appropriate emergency care. For patients with Grade 1, 2, or 3 reactions, reduce the infusion
rate when re-starting the infusion [see Dosage and Administration (2.4) in Full Prescribing Information].
To reduce the risk of delayed infusion-related reactions, administer oral corticosteroids to all patients
following DARZALEX infusions [see Dosage and Administration (2.3) in Full Prescribing Information].
Patients with a history of chronic obstructive pulmonary disease may require additional post-infusion
medications to manage respiratory complications. Consider prescribing short- and long-acting
bronchodilators and inhaled corticosteroids for patients with chronic obstructive pulmonary disease [see
Dosage and Administration (2.3) in Full Prescribing Information].
Ocular adverse reactions, including acute myopia and narrowing of the anterior chamber angle due to
ciliochoroidal effusions with potential for increased intraocular pressure or glaucoma, have occurred
with DARZALEX infusion. If ocular symptoms occur, interrupt DARZALEX infusion and seek immediate
ophthalmologic evaluation prior to restarting DARZALEX.
Interference with Serological Testing
Daratumumab binds to CD38 on red blood cells (RBCs) and results in a positive Indirect Antiglobulin Test
(Indirect Coombs test). Daratumumab-mediated positive indirect antiglobulin test may persist for up to
6 months after the last daratumumab infusion. Daratumumab bound to RBCs masks detection of antibodies
to minor antigens in the patient’s serum [see References]. The determination of a patient’s ABO and Rh
blood type are not impacted [see Drug Interactions].
Notify blood transfusion centers of this interference with serological testing and inform blood banks that
a patient has received DARZALEX. Type and screen patients prior to starting DARZALEX [see Dosage and
Administration (2.1) in Full Prescribing Information].
Neutropenia
DARZALEX may increase neutropenia induced by background therapy [see Adverse Reactions].
Monitor complete blood cell counts periodically during treatment according to manufacturer’s prescribing
information for background therapies. Monitor patients with neutropenia for signs of infection. Consider
withholding DARZALEX until recovery of neutrophils.
Thrombocytopenia
DARZALEX may increase thrombocytopenia induced by background therapy [see Adverse Reactions].
Monitor complete blood cell counts periodically during treatment according to manufacturer’s prescribing
information for background therapies. Consider withholding DARZALEX until recovery of platelets.
Interference with Determination of Complete Response
Daratumumab is a human IgG kappa monoclonal antibody that can be detected on both, the serum protein
electrophoresis (SPE) and immunofixation (IFE) assays used for the clinical monitoring of endogenous
M-protein [see Drug Interactions]. This interference can impact the determination of complete response
and of disease progression in some patients with IgG kappa myeloma protein.
Embryo-Fetal Toxicity
Based on the mechanism of action, DARZALEX can cause fetal harm when administered to a pregnant
woman. DARZALEX may cause depletion of fetal immune cells and decreased bone density. Advise
pregnant women of the potential risk to a fetus. Advise females with reproductive potential to use effective
contraception during treatment with DARZALEX and for 3 months after the last dose [see Use in Specific
Populations].
The combination of DARZALEX with lenalidomide, pomalidomide, or thalidomide is contraindicated in
pregnant women, because lenalidomide, pomalidomide, and thalidomide may cause birth defects and
death of the unborn child. Refer to the lenalidomide, pomalidomide, or thalidomide prescribing information
on use during pregnancy.
ADVERSE REACTIONS
The following clinically significant adverse reactions are described elsewhere in the labeling:
• Infusion-related reactions [see Warning and Precautions].
• Neutropenia [see Warning and Precautions].
• Thrombocytopenia [see Warning and Precautions].
Clinical Trials Experience
Because clinical trials are conducted under widely varying conditions, adverse reaction rates observed
in the clinical trials of a drug cannot be directly compared to rates in the clinical trials of another drug and
may not reflect the rates observed in practice.
The safety data described below reflects exposure to DARZALEX (16 mg/kg) in 2,459 patients with multiple
myeloma including 2,303 patients who received DARZALEX in combination with background regimens and
156 patients who received DARZALEX as monotherapy. In this pooled safety population, the most common
adverse reactions (≥20%) were upper respiratory infection, neutropenia, infusion-related reactions,
thrombocytopenia, diarrhea, constipation, anemia, peripheral sensory neuropathy, fatigue, peripheral
edema, nausea, cough, pyrexia, dyspnea, and asthenia.
Newly Diagnosed Multiple Myeloma Ineligible for Autologous Stem Cell Transplant
Combination Treatment with Lenalidomide and Dexamethasone (DRd)
The safety of DARZALEX in combination with lenalidomide and dexamethasone was evaluated in MAIA

DARZALEX® (daratumumab) injection
[see Clinical Studies (14.1) in Full Prescribing Information]. Adverse reactions described in Table 1 reflect
exposure to DARZALEX for a median treatment duration of 25.3 months (range: 0.1 to 40.44 months) for
daratumumab-lenalidomide-dexamethasone (DRd) and of 21.3 months (range: 0.03 to 40.64 months) for
lenalidomide-dexamethasone (Rd).
Serious adverse reactions with a 2% greater incidence in the DRd arm compared to the Rd arm were
pneumonia (DRd 15% vs Rd 8%), bronchitis (DRd 4% vs Rd 2%) and dehydration (DRd 2% vs Rd <1%).
Table 1: Adverse Reactions Reported in ≥10% of Patients and With at Least a 5% Greater Frequency in
the DRd Arm in MAIA
Body System
DRd (N=364)
Rd (N=365)
Adverse Reaction
All Grades Grade 3
Grade 4
All Grades Grade 3
Grade 4
(%)
(%)
(%)
(%)
(%)
(%)
Gastrointestinal disorders
Diarrhea
57
7
0
46
4
0
Constipation
41
1
<1
36
<1
0
Nausea
32
1
0
23
1
0
Vomiting
17
1
0
12
<1
0
Infections
Upper respiratory tract
52
2
<1
36
2
<1
infectiona
29
3
0
21
1
0
Bronchitisb
Pneumoniac
26
14
1
14
7
1
Urinary tract infection
18
2
0
10
2
0
General disorders and administration site conditions
Infusion-related reactionsd 41
2
<1
0
0
0
Peripheral edemae
41
2
0
33
1
0
Fatigue
40
8
0
28
4
0
Asthenia
32
4
0
25
3
<1
Pyrexia
23
2
0
18
2
0
Chills
13
0
0
2
0
0
Musculoskeletal and connective tissue disorders
Back pain
34
3
<1
26
3
<1
Muscle spasms
29
1
0
22
1
0
Respiratory, thoracic and mediastinal disorders
32
3
<1
20
1
0
Dyspneaf
30
<1
0
18
0
0
Coughg
Nervous system disorders
Peripheral sensory
24
1
0
15
0
0
neuropathy
Headache
19
1
0
11
0
0
Paresthesia
16
0
0
8
0
0
Metabolism and nutrition disorders
Decreased appetite
22
1
0
15
<1
<1
Hyperglycemia
14
6
1
8
3
1
Hypocalcemia
14
1
<1
9
1
1
Vascular disorders
13
6
<1
7
4
0
Hypertensionh
Key: D=daratumumab, Rd=lenalidomide-dexamethasone.
a
Acute sinusitis, Bacterial rhinitis, Laryngitis, Metapneumovirus infection, Nasopharyngitis,
Oropharyngeal candidiasis, Pharyngitis, Respiratory syncytial virus infection, Respiratory tract
infection, Respiratory tract infection viral, Rhinitis, Rhinovirus infection, Sinusitis, Tonsillitis, Tracheitis,
Upper respiratory tract infection, Viral pharyngitis, Viral rhinitis, Viral upper respiratory tract infection
b Bronchiolitis, Bronchitis, Bronchitis viral, Respiratory syncytial virus bronchiolitis, Tracheobronchitis
c
Atypical pneumonia, Bronchopulmonary aspergillosis, Lung infection, Pneumocystis jirovecii infection,
Pneumocystis jirovecii pneumonia, Pneumonia, Pneumonia aspiration, Pneumonia pneumococcal,
Pneumonia viral, Pulmonary mycosis
d
Infusion-related reaction includes terms determined by investigators to be related to infusion
e Generalized edema, Gravitational edema, Edema, Peripheral edema, Peripheral swelling
f Dyspnea, Dyspnea exertional
g Cough, Productive cough
h Blood pressure increased, Hypertension
Laboratory abnormalities worsening during treatment from baseline listed in Table 2.
Table 2: Treatment-Emergent Hematology Laboratory Abnormalities in MAIA
DRd (N=364)
Rd (N=365)
All Grades Grade 3
Grade 4
All Grades Grade 3
Grade 4
(%)
(%)
(%)
(%)
(%)
(%)
Leukopenia
90
30
5
82
20
4
Neutropenia
91
39
17
77
28
11
Lymphopenia
84
41
11
75
36
6
Thrombocytopenia
67
6
3
58
7
4
Anemia
47
13
0
57
24
0
Key: D=daratumumab, Rd=lenalidomide-dexamethasone.
Relapsed/Refractory Multiple Myeloma
Combination Treatment with Lenalidomide and Dexamethasone
The safety of DARZALEX in combination with lenalidomide and dexamethasone was evaluated in POLLUX
[see Clinical Studies (14.2) in Full Prescribing Information]. Adverse reactions described in Table 3
reflect exposure to DARZALEX for a median treatment duration of 13.1 months (range: 0 to 20.7 months)
for daratumumab-lenalidomide-dexamethasone (DRd) and of 12.3 months (range: 0.2 to 20.1 months) for
lenalidomide-dexamethasone (Rd).
Serious adverse reactions occurred in 49% of patients in the DRd arm compared with 42% in the Rd arm.
Serious adverse reactions with at least a 2% greater incidence in the DRd arm compared to the Rd arm
were pneumonia (DRd 12% vs Rd 10%), upper respiratory tract infection (DRd 7% vs Rd 4%), influenza and
pyrexia (DRd 3% vs Rd 1% for each).
Adverse reactions resulted in discontinuations for 7% (n=19) of patients in the DRd arm versus 8% (n=22)
in the Rd arm.
Table 3: Adverse Reactions Reported in ≥ 10% of Patients and With at Least a 5% Greater Frequency
in the DRd Arm in POLLUX
Adverse Reaction
DRd (N=283)
Rd (N=281)
All Grades Grade 3
Grade 4
All Grades Grade 3
Grade 4
(%)
(%)
(%)
(%)
(%)
(%)
Infections
Upper respiratory tract
65
6
<1
51
4
0
infectiona
General disorders and administration site conditions
Infusion-related
48
5
0
0
0
0
reactionsb
Fatigue
35
6
<1
28
2
0
Pyrexia
20
2
0
11
1
0
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Table 3: Adverse Reactions Reported in ≥ 10% of Patients and With at Least a 5% Greater Frequency
in the DRd Arm in POLLUX (continued)
Adverse Reaction
DRd (N=283)
Rd (N=281)
All Grades Grade 3
Grade 4
All Grades Grade 3
Grade 4
(%)
(%)
(%)
(%)
(%)
(%)
Gastrointestinal disorders
Diarrhea
43
5
0
25
3
0
Nausea
24
1
0
14
0
0
Vomiting
17
1
0
5
1
0
Respiratory, thoracic and mediastinal disorders
30
0
0
15
0
0
Coughc
Dyspnead
21
3
<1
12
1
0
Musculoskeletal and connective tissue disorders
Muscle spasms
26
1
0
19
2
0
Nervous system disorders
Headache
13
0
0
7
0
0
Key: D=daratumumab, Rd=lenalidomide-dexamethasone.
a upper respiratory tract infection, bronchitis, sinusitis, respiratory tract infection viral, rhinitis, pharyngitis,
respiratory tract infection, metapneumovirus infection, tracheobronchitis, viral upper respiratory tract
infection, laryngitis, respiratory syncytial virus infection, staphylococcal pharyngitis, tonsillitis, viral
pharyngitis, acute sinusitis, nasopharyngitis, bronchiolitis, bronchitis viral, pharyngitis streptococcal,
tracheitis, upper respiratory tract infection bacterial, bronchitis bacterial, epiglottitis, laryngitis viral,
oropharyngeal candidiasis, respiratory moniliasis, viral rhinitis, acute tonsillitis, rhinovirus infection
b Infusion-related reaction includes terms determined by investigators to be related to infusion
c cough, productive cough, allergic cough
d dyspnea, dyspnea exertional
Laboratory abnormalities worsening during treatment from baseline listed in Table 4.
Table 4: Treatment-Emergent Hematology Laboratory Abnormalities in POLLUX
DRd (N=283)
Rd (N=281)
All Grades Grade 3
Grade 4
All Grades Grade 3
Grade 4
(%)
(%)
(%)
(%)
(%)
(%)
Lymphopenia
95
42
10
87
32
6
Neutropenia
92
36
17
87
32
8
Thrombocytopenia
73
7
6
67
10
5
Anemia
52
13
0
57
19
0
Key: D=daratumumab, Rd=lenalidomide-dexamethasone.
Herpes Zoster Virus Reactivation
Prophylaxis for Herpes Zoster Virus reactivation was recommended for patients in some clinical trials
of DARZALEX. In monotherapy studies, herpes zoster was reported in 3% of patients. In the combination
therapy studies, herpes zoster was reported in 2-5% of patients receiving DARZALEX.
Infections
Grade 3 or 4 infections were reported as follows:
• Relapsed/refractory patient studies: DVd: 21% vs. Vd: 19%; DRd: 28% vs. Rd: 23%; DPd: 28%; DKda: 37%,
Kda: 29%; DKdb: 21%
a where carfilzomib 20/56 mg/m2 was administered twice-weekly
b where carfilzomib 20/70 mg/m2 was administered once-weekly
• Newly diagnosed patient studies: D-VMP: 23%, VMP: 15%; DRd: 32%, Rd: 23%; DVTd: 22%; VTd: 20%.
Pneumonia was the most commonly reported severe (Grade 3 or 4) infection across studies. In active
controlled studies, discontinuations from treatment due to infections occurred in 1-4% of patients.
Fatal infections (Grade 5) were reported as follows:
• Relapsed/refractory patient studies: DVd: 1%, Vd: 2%; DRd: 2%, Rd: 1%; DPd: 2%; DKda: 5%, Kda: 3%;
DKdb: 0%
a where carfilzomib 20/56 mg/m2 was administered twice-weekly
b where carfilzomib 20/70 mg/m2 was administered once-weekly
• Newly diagnosed patient studies: D-VMP: 1%, VMP: 1%; DRd: 2%, Rd: 2%; DVTd: 0%, VTd: 0%.
Fatal infections were generally infrequent and balanced between the DARZALEX containing regimens and
active control arms. Fatal infections were primarily due to pneumonia and sepsis.
Hepatitis B Virus (HBV) Reactivation
Hepatitis B virus reactivation has been reported in less than 1% of patients (including fatal cases) treated
with DARZALEX in clinical trials.
Other Clinical Trials Experience
The following adverse reactions have been reported following administration of daratumumab and
hyaluronidase for subcutaneous injection:
Nervous System disorders: Syncope
Immunogenicity
As with all therapeutic proteins, there is the potential for immunogenicity. The detection of antibody formation is
highly dependent on the sensitivity and specificity of the assay. Additionally, the observed incidence of antibody
(including neutralizing antibody) positivity in an assay may be influenced by several factors including assay
methodology, sample handling, timing of sample collection, concomitant medications, and underlying disease.
For these reasons, comparison of the incidence of antibodies in the studies described below with the
incidence of antibodies in other studies or to other daratumumab products may be misleading.
In clinical trials of patients with multiple myeloma treated with DARZALEX as monotherapy or as
combination therapies, none of the 111 evaluable monotherapy patients, and 2 of the 1,383 evaluable
combination therapy patients, tested positive for anti-daratumumab antibodies. One patient administered
DARZALEX as combination therapy, developed transient neutralizing antibodies against daratumumab.
However, this assay has limitations in detecting anti-daratumumab antibodies in the presence of high
concentrations of daratumumab; therefore, the incidence of antibody development might not have been
reliably determined.
Postmarketing Experience
The following adverse reactions have been identified during post-approval use of daratumumab. Because
these reactions are reported voluntarily from a population of uncertain size, it is not always possible to
reliably estimate their frequency or establish a causal relationship to drug exposure.
Immune System disorders: Anaphylactic reaction, IRR (including deaths)
Gastrointestinal disorders: Pancreatitis
Infections: Cytomegalovirus, Listeriosis
DRUG INTERACTIONS
Effects of Daratumumab on Laboratory Tests
Interference with Indirect Antiglobulin Tests (Indirect Coombs Test)
Daratumumab binds to CD38 on RBCs and interferes with compatibility testing, including antibody screening
and cross matching. Daratumumab interference mitigation methods include treating reagent RBCs with
dithiothreitol (DTT) to disrupt daratumumab binding [see References] or genotyping. Since the Kell blood
group system is also sensitive to DTT treatment, supply K-negative units after ruling out or identifying
alloantibodies using DTT-treated RBCs.
If an emergency transfusion is required, administer non-cross-matched ABO/RhD-compatible RBCs per
local blood bank practices.
Interference with Serum Protein Electrophoresis and Immunofixation Tests
Daratumumab may be detected on serum protein electrophoresis (SPE) and immunofixation (IFE) assays
used for monitoring disease monoclonal immunoglobulins (M protein). False positive SPE and IFE assay
results may occur for patients with IgG kappa myeloma protein impacting initial assessment of complete
responses by International Myeloma Working Group (IMWG) criteria. In patients with persistent very
good partial response, where daratumumab interference is suspected, consider using a FDA-approved

daratumumab-specific IFE assay to distinguish daratumumab from any remaining endogenous M protein
in the patient’s serum, to facilitate determination of a complete response.
USE IN SPECIFIC POPULATIONS
Pregnancy
Risk Summary
DARZALEX can cause fetal harm when administered to a pregnant woman. The assessment of associated
risks with daratumumab products is based on the mechanism of action and data from target antigen CD38
knockout animal models (see Data). There are no available data on the use of DARZALEX in pregnant
women to evaluate drug-associated risk of major birth defects, miscarriage or adverse maternal or fetal
outcomes. Animal reproduction studies have not been conducted.
The estimated background risk of major birth defects and miscarriage for the indicated population is
unknown. All pregnancies have a background risk of birth defect, loss, or other adverse outcomes. In the
U.S. general population, the estimated background risk of major birth defects and miscarriage in clinically
recognized pregnancies is 2% to 4% and 15% to 20%, respectively.
The combination of DARZALEX and lenalidomide, pomalidomide, or thalidomide is contraindicated in pregnant
women, because lenalidomide, pomalidomide, and thalidomide may cause birth defects and death of the
unborn child. Lenalidomide, pomalidomide, and thalidomide are only available through a REMS program.
Refer to the lenalidomide, pomalidomide, or thalidomide prescribing information on use during pregnancy.
Clinical Considerations
Fetal/Neonatal Adverse Reactions
Immunoglobulin G1 (IgG1) monoclonal antibodies are transferred across the placenta. Based on its
mechanism of action, DARZALEX may cause depletion of fetal CD38 positive immune cells and decreased
bone density. Defer administering live vaccines to neonates and infants exposed to DARZALEX
in utero until a hematology evaluation is completed.
Data
Animal Data
Mice that were genetically modified to eliminate all CD38 expression (CD38 knockout mice) had reduced
bone density at birth that recovered by 5 months of age. Data from studies using CD38 knockout animal
models also suggest the involvement of CD38 in regulating humoral immune responses (mice), fetomaternal immune tolerance (mice), and early embryonic development (frogs).
Lactation
Risk Summary
There is no data on the presence of daratumumab in human milk, the effects on the breastfed child, or the
effects on milk production. Maternal immunoglobulin G is known to be present in human milk. Published
data suggest that antibodies in breast milk do not enter the neonatal and infant circulations in substantial
amounts. Because of the potential for serious adverse reactions in the breastfed child when DARZALEX
is administered with lenalidomide, pomalidomide, or thalidomide, advise women not to breastfeed during
treatment with DARZALEX. Refer to lenalidomide, pomalidomide, or thalidomide prescribing information
for additional information.
Females and Males of Reproductive Potential
DARZALEX can cause fetal harm when administered to a pregnant woman [see Use in Specific Populations].
Pregnancy Testing
With the combination of DARZALEX with lenalidomide, pomalidomide, or thalidomide, refer to the
lenalidomide, pomalidomide, or thalidomide labeling for pregnancy testing requirements prior to initiating
treatment in females of reproductive potential.
Contraception
Advise females of reproductive potential to use effective contraception during treatment with DARZALEX
and for 3 months after the last dose. Additionally, refer to the lenalidomide, pomalidomide, or thalidomide
labeling for additional recommendations for contraception.
Pediatric Use
Safety and effectiveness of DARZALEX in pediatric patients have not been established.
Geriatric Use
Of the 2,459 patients who received DARZALEX at the recommended dose, 38% were 65 to 74 years of age,
and 15% were 75 years of age or older. No overall differences in effectiveness were observed between
these patients and younger patients. The incidence of serious adverse reactions was higher in older
than in younger patients [see Adverse Reactions]. Among patients with relapsed and refractory multiple
myeloma (n=1,213), the serious adverse reactions that occurred more frequently in patients 65 years and
older were pneumonia and sepsis. Within the DKd group in CANDOR, fatal adverse reactions occurred in
14% of patients 65 years and older compared to 6% of patients less than 65 years. Among patients with
newly diagnosed multiple myeloma who are ineligible for autologous stem cell transplant (n=710), the
serious adverse reaction that occurred more frequently in patients 75 years and older was pneumonia.
REFERENCES
1. Chapuy, CI, RT Nicholson, MD Aguad, et al., 2015, Resolving the daratumumab interference with blood
compatibility testing, Transfusion, 55:1545-1554 (accessible at http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1111/
trf.13069/epdf).
PATIENT COUNSELING INFORMATION
Advise the patient to read the FDA-approved patient labeling (Patient Information).
Infusion-Related Reactions
Advise patients to seek immediate medical attention for any of the following signs and symptoms of
infusion-related reactions: itchy, runny or blocked nose; fever, chills, nausea, vomiting, throat irritation,
cough, headache, dizziness or lightheadedness, tachycardia, chest discomfort, wheezing, shortness of
breath or difficulty breathing, itching, and blurred vision [see Warnings and Precautions].
Neutropenia
Advise patients to contact their healthcare provider if they have a fever [see Warnings and Precautions].
Thrombocytopenia
Advise patients to contact their healthcare provider if they notice signs of bruising or bleeding [see
Warnings and Precautions].
Interference with Laboratory Tests
Advise patients to inform their healthcare providers, including personnel at blood transfusion centers
that they are taking DARZALEX, in the event of a planned transfusion [see Warnings and Precautions].
Advise patients that DARZALEX can affect the results of some tests used to determine complete response
in some patients and additional tests may be needed to evaluate response [see Warnings and Precautions].
Hepatitis B Virus (HBV) Reactivation
Advise patients to inform healthcare providers if they have ever had or might have a hepatitis B infection
and that DARZALEX could cause hepatitis B virus to become active again [see Adverse Reactions].
Embryo-Fetal Toxicity
Advise pregnant women of the potential hazard to a fetus. Advise females of reproductive potential to
inform their healthcare provider of a known or suspected pregnancy [see Warnings and Precautions, Use
in Specific Populations].
Advise females of reproductive potential to avoid becoming pregnant during treatment with DARZALEX
and for 3 months after the last dose [see Use in Specific Populations].
Advise patients that lenalidomide, pomalidomide, or thalidomide has the potential to cause fetal harm and
has specific requirements regarding contraception, pregnancy testing, blood and sperm donation, and
transmission in sperm. Lenalidomide, pomalidomide, and thalidomide are only available through a REMS
program [see Use in Specific Populations].
Hereditary Fructose Intolerance (HFI)
DARZALEX contains sorbitol. Advise patients with HFI of the risks related to sorbitol [see Description (11)
in Full Prescribing Information].
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DARZALEX FASPRO® (daratumumab and hyaluronidase-fihj) injection, for subcutaneous use
Brief Summary of Full Prescribing Information
INDICATIONS AND USAGE
DARZALEX FASPRO is indicated for the treatment of adult patients with multiple myeloma:
• in combination with lenalidomide and dexamethasone in newly diagnosed patients who are ineligible
for autologous stem cell transplant and in patients with relapsed or refractory multiple myeloma who
have received at least one prior therapy.
CONTRAINDICATIONS
DARZALEX FASPRO is contraindicated in patients with a history of severe hypersensitivity to daratumumab,
hyaluronidase or any of the components of the formulation [see Warnings and Precautions and Adverse
Reactions].
WARNINGS AND PRECAUTIONS
Hypersensitivity and Other Administration Reactions
Both systemic administration-related reactions, including severe or life-threatening reactions, and local
injection-site reactions can occur with DARZALEX FASPRO. Fatal reactions have been reported with
daratumumab-containing products, including DARZALEX FASPRO [see Adverse Reactions].
Systemic Reactions
In a pooled safety population of 898 patients with multiple myeloma (N=705) or light chain (AL) amyloidosis
(N=193) who received DARZALEX FASPRO as monotherapy or as part of a combination therapy, 9% of
patients experienced a systemic administration-related reaction (Grade 2: 3.2%, Grade 3: 1%). Systemic
administration-related reactions occurred in 8% of patients with the first injection, 0.3% with the second
injection, and cumulatively 1% with subsequent injections. The median time to onset was 3.2 hours (range:
4 minutes to 3.5 days). Of the 140 systemic administration-related reactions that occurred in 77 patients, 121
(86%) occurred on the day of DARZALEX FASPRO administration. Delayed systemic administration-related
reactions have occurred in 1% of the patients.
Severe reactions include hypoxia, dyspnea, hypertension, and tachycardia, and ocular adverse reactions,
including choroidal effusion, acute myopia, and acute angle closure glaucoma. Other signs and symptoms
of systemic administration-related reactions may include respiratory symptoms, such as bronchospasm,
nasal congestion, cough, throat irritation, allergic rhinitis, and wheezing, as well as anaphylactic reaction,
pyrexia, chest pain, pruritus, chills, vomiting, nausea, hypotension, and blurred vision.
Pre-medicate patients with histamine-1 receptor antagonist, acetaminophen and corticosteroids
[see Dosage and Administration (2.5) in Full Prescribing Information]. Monitor patients for systemic
administration-related reactions, especially following the first and second injections. For anaphylactic
reaction or life-threatening (Grade 4) administration-related reactions, immediately and permanently
discontinue DARZALEX FASPRO. Consider administering corticosteroids and other medications after the
administration of DARZALEX FASPRO depending on dosing regimen and medical history to minimize the risk
of delayed (defined as occurring the day after administration) systemic administration-related reactions
[see Dosage and Administration (2.5) in Full Prescribing Information].
Ocular adverse reactions, including acute myopia and narrowing of the anterior chamber angle due to
ciliochoroidal effusions with potential for increased intraocular pressure or glaucoma, have occurred
with daratumumab-containing products. If ocular symptoms occur, interrupt DARZALEX FASPRO and seek
immediate ophthalmologic evaluation prior to restarting DARZALEX FASPRO.
Local Reactions
In this pooled safety population, injection-site reactions occurred in 8% of patients, including Grade 2
reactions in 0.7%. The most frequent (>1%) injection-site reaction was injection site erythema. These local
reactions occurred a median of 5 minutes (range: 0 minutes to 6.5 days) after starting administration of
DARZALEX FASPRO. Monitor for local reactions and consider symptomatic management.
Cardiac Toxicity in Patients with Light Chain (AL) Amyloidosis
Serious or fatal cardiac adverse reactions occurred in patients with light chain (AL) amyloidosis who
received DARZALEX FASPRO in combination with bortezomib, cyclophosphamide and dexamethasone [see
Adverse Reactions]. Serious cardiac disorders occurred in 16% and fatal cardiac disorders occurred in
10% of patients. Patients with NYHA Class IIIA or Mayo Stage IIIA disease may be at greater risk. Patients
with NYHA Class IIIB or IV disease were not studied.
Monitor patients with cardiac involvement of light chain (AL) amyloidosis more frequently for cardiac
adverse reactions and administer supportive care as appropriate.
Neutropenia
Daratumumab may increase neutropenia induced by background therapy [see Adverse Reactions].
Monitor complete blood cell counts periodically during treatment according to manufacturer’s prescribing
information for background therapies. Monitor patients with neutropenia for signs of infection. Consider
withholding DARZALEX FASPRO until recovery of neutrophils. In lower body weight patients receiving
DARZALEX FASPRO, higher rates of Grade 3-4 neutropenia were observed.
Thrombocytopenia
Daratumumab may increase thrombocytopenia induced by background therapy [see Adverse Reactions].
Monitor complete blood cell counts periodically during treatment according to manufacturer’s prescribing
information for background therapies. Consider withholding DARZALEX FASPRO until recovery of platelets.
Embryo-Fetal Toxicity
Based on the mechanism of action, DARZALEX FASPRO can cause fetal harm when administered to a
pregnant woman. DARZALEX FASPRO may cause depletion of fetal immune cells and decreased bone
density. Advise pregnant women of the potential risk to a fetus. Advise females with reproductive potential
to use effective contraception during treatment with DARZALEX FASPRO and for 3 months after the last
dose [see Use in Specific Populations].
The combination of DARZALEX FASPRO with lenalidomide, thalidomide or pomalidomide is contraindicated
in pregnant women, because lenalidomide, thalidomide or pomalidomide may cause birth defects and
death of the unborn child. Refer to the lenalidomide, thalidomide or pomalidomide prescribing information
on use during pregnancy.
Interference with Serological Testing
Daratumumab binds to CD38 on red blood cells (RBCs) and results in a positive Indirect Antiglobulin Test
(Indirect Coombs test). Daratumumab-mediated positive indirect antiglobulin test may persist for up to
6 months after the last daratumumab administration. Daratumumab bound to RBCs masks detection of
antibodies to minor antigens in the patient’s serum [see References (15)]. The determination of a patient’s
ABO and Rh blood type are not impacted [see Drug Interactions].
Notify blood transfusion centers of this interference with serological testing and inform blood banks that
a patient has received DARZALEX FASPRO. Type and screen patients prior to starting DARZALEX FASPRO
[see Dosage and Administration (2.1) in Full Prescribing Information].
Interference with Determination of Complete Response
Daratumumab is a human IgG kappa monoclonal antibody that can be detected on both the serum protein
electrophoresis (SPE) and immunofixation (IFE) assays used for the clinical monitoring of endogenous
M-protein [see Drug Interactions]. This interference can impact the determination of complete response
and of disease progression in some DARZALEX FASPRO-treated patients with IgG kappa myeloma protein.
ADVERSE REACTIONS
The following clinically significant adverse reactions are described elsewhere in the labeling:
• Hypersensitivity and Other Administration Reactions [see Warnings and Precautions].
• Cardiac Toxicity in Patients with Light Chain (AL) Amyloidosis [see Warnings and Precautions].
• Neutropenia [see Warnings and Precautions].
• Thrombocytopenia [see Warnings and Precautions].
Clinical Trials Experience
Because clinical trials are conducted under widely varying conditions, adverse reaction rates observed
in the clinical trials of a drug cannot be directly compared to rates in the clinical trials of another drug and
may not reflect the rates observed in practice.
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Relapsed/Refractory Multiple Myeloma
In Combination with Lenalidomide and Dexamethasone
The safety of DARZALEX FASPRO with lenalidomide and dexamethasone was evaluated in a singlearm cohort of PLEIADES [see Clinical Studies (14.2) in Full Prescribing Information]. Patients received
DARZALEX FASPRO 1,800 mg/30,000 units administered subcutaneously once weekly from weeks 1
to 8, once every 2 weeks from weeks 9 to 24 and once every 4 weeks starting with week 25 until disease
progression or unacceptable toxicity (N=65) in combination with lenalidomide and dexamethasone. Among
these patients, 92% were exposed for 6 months or longer and 20% were exposed for greater than one year.
Serious adverse reactions occurred in 48% of patients who received DARZALEX FASPRO. Serious adverse
reactions in >5% of patients included pneumonia, influenza and diarrhea. Fatal adverse reactions occurred
in 3.1% of patients.
Permanent discontinuation of DARZALEX FASPRO due to an adverse reaction occurred in 11% of
patients who received DARZALEX FASPRO. Adverse reactions resulting in permanent discontinuation of
DARZALEX FASPRO in more than 1 patient were pneumonia and anemia.
Dosage interruptions due to an adverse reaction occurred in 63% of patients who received DARZALEX FASPRO.
Adverse reactions requiring dosage interruptions in >5% of patients included neutropenia, pneumonia, upper
respiratory tract infection, influenza, dyspnea, and blood creatinine increased.
The most common adverse reactions (≥20%) were fatigue, diarrhea, upper respiratory tract infection,
muscle spasms, constipation, pyrexia, pneumonia, and dyspnea.
Table 1 summarizes the adverse reactions in patients who received DARZALEX FASPRO in PLEIADES.
Table 1: Adverse Reactions (≥10%) in Patients Who Received DARZALEX FASPRO with Lenalidomide and
Dexamethasone (DARZALEX FASPRO-Rd) in PLEIADES
DARZALEX FASPRO
with Lenalidomide and Dexamethasone
(N=65)
All Grades
Grades ≥3
(%)
(%)
Adverse Reaction
General disorders and administration site conditions
Fatiguea
52
5#
Pyrexia
23
2#
Edema peripheral
18
3#
Gastrointestinal disorders
Diarrhea
45
5#
Constipation
26
2#
Nausea
12
0
Vomiting
11
0
Infections
Upper respiratory tract infectionb
43
3#
Pneumoniac
23
17
Bronchitisd
14
2#
Urinary tract infection
11
0
Musculoskeletal and connective tissue disorders
Muscle spasms
31
2#
Back pain
14
0
Respiratory, thoracic and mediastinal disorders
Dyspneae
22
3
Coughf
14
0
Nervous system disorders
Peripheral sensory neuropathy
17
2#
Psychiatric disorders
Insomnia
17
5#
Metabolism and nutrition disorders
Hyperglycemia
12
9#
Hypocalcemia
11
0
a
b
c
d
e
f
#

Fatigue includes asthenia, and fatigue.
Upper respiratory tract infection includes nasopharyngitis, pharyngitis, respiratory tract infection viral,
rhinitis, sinusitis, upper respiratory tract infection, and upper respiratory tract infection bacterial.
Pneumonia includes lower respiratory tract infection, lung infection, and pneumonia.
Bronchitis includes bronchitis, and bronchitis viral.
Dyspnea includes dyspnea, and dyspnea exertional.
Cough includes cough, and productive cough.
Only grade 3 adverse reactions occurred.

Clinically relevant adverse reactions in <10% of patients who received DARZALEX FASPRO with
lenalidomide and dexamethasone included:
• Musculoskeletal and connective tissue disorders: arthralgia, musculoskeletal chest pain
• Nervous system disorders: dizziness, headache, paresthesia
• Skin and subcutaneous tissue disorders: rash, pruritus
• Gastrointestinal disorders: abdominal pain
• Infections: influenza, sepsis, herpes zoster
• Metabolism and nutrition disorders: decreased appetite
• Cardiac disorders: atrial fibrillation
• General disorders and administration site conditions: chills, infusion reaction, injection site reaction
• Vascular disorders: hypotension, hypertension
Table 2 summarizes the laboratory abnormalities in patients who received DARZALEX FASPRO in PLEIADES.
Table 2: Select Hematology Laboratory Abnormalities Worsening from Baseline in Patients
Who Received DARZALEX FASPRO with Lenalidomide and Dexamethasone
(DARZALEX FASPRO-Rd) in PLEIADES
DARZALEX FASPRO
with Lenalidomide and Dexamethasonea
All Grades
Grades 3-4
Laboratory Abnormality
(%)
(%)
Decreased leukocytes
94
34
Decreased lymphocytes
82
58
Decreased platelets
86
9
Decreased neutrophils
89
52
Decreased hemoglobin
45
8
a

Denominator is based on the safety population treated with DARZALEX FASPRO-Rd (N=65).
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Immunogenicity
As with all therapeutic proteins, there is the potential for immunogenicity. The detection of antibody
formation is highly dependent on the sensitivity and specificity of the assay. Additionally, the observed
incidence of antibody (including neutralizing antibody) positivity in an assay may be influenced by
several factors including assay methodology, sample handling, timing of sample collection, concomitant
medications, and underlying disease. For these reasons, comparison of the incidence of antibodies in
the studies described below with the incidence of antibodies in other studies or to other daratumumab
products or other hyaluronidase products may be misleading.
In patients with multiple myeloma and light chain (AL) amyloidosis who received DARZALEX FASPRO
as monotherapy or as part of a combination therapy, less than 1% of 819 patients developed treatmentemergent anti-daratumumab antibodies.
In patients with multiple myeloma and light chain (AL) amyloidosis who received DARZALEX FASPRO as
monotherapy or as part of a combination therapy, 7% of 812 patients developed treatment-emergent antirHuPH20 antibodies. The anti-rHuPH20 antibodies did not appear to affect daratumumab exposure. None
of the patients who tested positive for anti-rHuPH20 antibodies tested positive for neutralizing antibodies.
Postmarketing Experience
The following adverse reactions have been identified with post-approval use of daratumumab. Because
these reactions are reported voluntarily from a population of uncertain size, it is not always possible to
reliably estimate their frequency or establish a causal relationship to drug exposure.
Immune System: Anaphylactic reaction, Systemic administration reactions (including death)
Gastrointestinal: Pancreatitis
Infections: Cytomegalovirus, Listeriosis

Pregnancy Testing
With the combination of DARZALEX FASPRO with lenalidomide, thalidomide or pomalidomide, refer to the
lenalidomide, thalidomide or pomalidomide labeling for pregnancy testing requirements prior to initiating
treatment in females of reproductive potential.
Contraception
Advise females of reproductive potential to use effective contraception during treatment with
DARZALEX FASPRO and for 3 months after the last dose. Additionally, refer to the lenalidomide, thalidomide
or pomalidomide labeling for additional recommendations for contraception.
Pediatric Use
Safety and effectiveness of DARZALEX FASPRO in pediatric patients have not been established.
Geriatric Use
Of the 291 patients who received DARZALEX FASPRO as monotherapy for relapsed and refractory multiple
myeloma, 37% were 65 to <75 years of age, and 19% were 75 years of age or older. No overall differences in
effectiveness of DARZALEX FASPRO have been observed between patients ≥65 years of age and younger
patients. Adverse reactions that occurred at a higher frequency (≥5% difference) in patients ≥65 years of
age included upper respiratory tract infection, urinary tract infection, dizziness, cough, dyspnea, diarrhea,
nausea, fatigue, and peripheral edema. Serious adverse reactions that occurred at a higher frequency
(≥2% difference) in patients ≥65 years of age included pneumonia.
Of the 214 patients who received DARZALEX FASPRO as combination therapy with pomalidomide
and dexamethasone or DARZALEX FASPRO as combination therapy with lenalidomide and low-dose
dexamethasone for relapsed and refractory multiple myeloma, 43% were 65 to <75 years of age, and 18%
were 75 years of age or older. No overall differences in effectiveness were observed between patients
≥65 years (n=131) and <65 years (n=85). Adverse reactions occurring at a higher frequency (≥5% difference)
in patients ≥65 years of age included fatigue, pyrexia, peripheral edema, urinary tract infection, diarrhea,
constipation, vomiting, dyspnea, cough, and hyperglycemia. Serious adverse reactions occurring at a
higher frequency (≥2% difference) in patients ≥65 years of age included neutropenia, thrombocytopenia,
diarrhea, anemia, COVID-19, ischemic colitis, deep vein thrombosis, general physical health deterioration,
pulmonary embolism, and urinary tract infection.
Of the 193 patients who received DARZALEX FASPRO as part of a combination therapy for light chain (AL)
amyloidosis, 35% were 65 to <75 years of age, and 10% were 75 years of age or older. Clinical studies of
DARZALEX FASPRO as part of a combination therapy for patients with light chain (AL) amyloidosis did not
include sufficient numbers of patients aged 65 and older to determine whether effectiveness differs from
that of younger patients. Adverse reactions that occurred at a higher frequency in patients ≥65 years of
age were peripheral edema, asthenia, pneumonia and hypotension.
No clinically meaningful differences in the pharmacokinetics of daratumumab were observed in geriatric
patients compared to younger adult patients [see Clinical Pharmacology (12.3) in Full Prescribing
Information].

DRUG INTERACTIONS
Effects of Daratumumab on Laboratory Tests
Interference with Indirect Antiglobulin Tests (Indirect Coombs Test)
Daratumumab binds to CD38 on RBCs and interferes with compatibility testing, including antibody screening
and cross matching. Daratumumab interference mitigation methods include treating reagent RBCs with
dithiothreitol (DTT) to disrupt daratumumab binding [see References] or genotyping. Since the Kell blood
group system is also sensitive to DTT treatment, supply K-negative units after ruling out or identifying
alloantibodies usingDTT-treated RBCs.
If an emergency transfusion is required, administer non-cross-matched ABO/RhD-compatible RBCs per
local blood bank practices.
Interference with Serum Protein Electrophoresis and Immunofixation Tests
Daratumumab may be detected on serum protein electrophoresis (SPE) and immunofixation (IFE) assays
used for monitoring disease monoclonal immunoglobulins (M protein). False positive SPE and IFE assay
results may occur for patients with IgG kappa myeloma protein impacting initial assessment of complete
responses by International Myeloma Working Group (IMWG) criteria. In DARZALEX FASPRO-treated
patients with persistent very good partial response, where daratumumab interference is suspected,
consider using a FDA-approved daratumumab-specific IFE assay to distinguish daratumumab from any
remaining endogenous M protein in the patient’s serum, to facilitate determination of a complete response.
USE IN SPECIFIC POPULATIONS
Pregnancy
Risk Summary
DARZALEX FASPRO can cause fetal harm when administered to a pregnant woman. The assessment of
associated risks with daratumumab products is based on the mechanism of action and data from target
antigen CD38 knockout animal models (see Data). There are no available data on the use of DARZALEX
FASPRO in pregnant women to evaluate drug-associated risk of major birth defects, miscarriage or adverse
maternal or fetal outcomes. Animal reproduction studies have not been conducted.
The estimated background risk of major birth defects and miscarriage for the indicated population is
unknown. All pregnancies have a background risk of birth defect, loss, or other adverse outcomes. In the
U.S. general population, the estimated background risk of major birth defects and miscarriage in clinically
recognized pregnancies is 2% to 4% and 15% to 20%, respectively.
The combination of DARZALEX FASPRO and lenalidomide, thalidomide or pomalidomide is contraindicated
in pregnant women, because lenalidomide, thalidomide and pomalidomide may cause birth defects and
death of the unborn child. Lenalidomide, thalidomide and pomalidomide are only available through a REMS
program. Refer to the lenalidomide, thalidomide or pomalidomide prescribing information on use during
pregnancy.
Clinical Considerations
Fetal/Neonatal Adverse Reactions
Immunoglobulin G1 (IgG1) monoclonal antibodies are transferred across the placenta. Based on its
mechanism of action, DARZALEX FASPRO may cause depletion of fetal CD38 positive immune cells
and decreased bone density. Defer administering live vaccines to neonates and infants exposed to
daratumumab in utero until a hematology evaluation is completed.
Data
Animal Data
DARZALEX FASPRO for subcutaneous injection contains daratumumab and hyaluronidase. Mice that were
genetically modified to eliminate all CD38 expression (CD38 knockout mice) had reduced bone density at
birth that recovered by 5 months of age. Data from studies using CD38 knockout animal models also suggest
the involvement of CD38 in the regulation of humoral immune responses (mice), feto-maternal immune
tolerance (mice), and early embryonic development (frogs).
No systemic exposure of hyaluronidase was detected in monkeys given 22,000 U/kg subcutaneously
(12 times higher than the human dose) and there were no effects on embryo-fetal development in pregnant
mice given 330,000 U/kg hyaluronidase subcutaneously daily during organogenesis, which is 45 times
higher than the human dose.
There were no effects on pre- and post-natal development through sexual maturity in offspring of mice
treated daily from implantation through lactation with 990,000 U/kg hyaluronidase subcutaneously, which
is 134 times higher than the human doses.
Lactation
Risk Summary
There is no data on the presence of daratumumab and hyaluronidase in human milk, the effects on the
breastfed child, or the effects on milk production. Maternal immunoglobulin G is known to be present in
human milk. Published data suggest that antibodies in breast milk do not enter the neonatal and infant
circulations in substantial amounts. Because of the potential for serious adverse reactions in the breastfed
child when DARZALEX FASPRO is administered with lenalidomide, thalidomide or pomalidomide, advise
women not to breastfeed during treatment with DARZALEX FASPRO. Refer to lenalidomide, thalidomide
or pomalidomide prescribing information for additional information.
Data
Animal Data
No systemic exposure of hyaluronidase was detected in monkeys given 22,000 U/kg subcutaneously
(12 times higher than the human dose) and there were no effects on post-natal development through sexual
maturity in offspring of mice treated daily during lactation with 990,000 U/kg hyaluronidase subcutaneously,
which is 134 times higher than the human doses.
Females and Males of Reproductive Potential
DARZALEX FASPRO can cause fetal harm when administered to a pregnant woman [see Use in Specific
Populations].
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PATIENT COUNSELING INFORMATION
Advise the patient to read the FDA-approved patient labeling (Patient Information).
Hypersensitivity and Other Administration Reactions
Advise patients to seek immediate medical attention for any of the following signs and symptoms of systemic
administration-related reactions: itchy, runny or blocked nose; chills, nausea, throat irritation, cough,
headache, shortness of breath or difficulty breathing, and blurred vision [see Warnings and Precautions].
Cardiac Toxicity in Patients with Light Chain (AL) Amyloidosis
Advise patients to immediately contact their healthcare provider if they have signs or symptoms of cardiac
adverse reactions [see Warnings and Precautions].
Neutropenia
Advise patients to contact their healthcare provider if they have a fever [see Warnings and Precautions].
Thrombocytopenia
Advise patients to contact their healthcare provider if they have bruising or bleeding [see Warnings and
Precautions].
Embryo-Fetal Toxicity
Advise pregnant women of the potential hazard to a fetus. Advise females of reproductive potential to
inform their healthcare provider of a known or suspected pregnancy [see Warnings and Precautions, Use
in Specific Populations].
Advise females of reproductive potential to avoid becoming pregnant during treatment with DARZALEX
FASPRO and for 3 months after the last dose [see Use in Specific Populations].
Advise patients that lenalidomide, thalidomide and pomalidomide have the potential to cause fetal harm
and have specific requirements regarding contraception, pregnancy testing, blood and sperm donation,
and transmission in sperm. Lenalidomide, thalidomide and pomalidomide are only available through a REMS
program [see Use in Specific Populations].
Interference with Laboratory Tests
Advise patients to inform their healthcare provider, including personnel at blood transfusion centers, that
they are taking DARZALEX FASPRO, in the event of a planned transfusion [see Warnings and Precautions].
Advise patients that DARZALEX FASPRO can affect the results of some tests used to determine complete
response in some patients and additional tests may be needed to evaluate response [see Warnings and
Precautions].
Hepatitis B Virus (HBV) Reactivation
Advise patients to inform healthcare providers if they have ever had or might have a hepatitis B infection
and that DARZALEX FASPRO could cause hepatitis B virus to become active again [see Adverse Reactions].
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ICIs Demonstrate Longer TTNT and OS
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NVESTIGATORS
REPORT
THAT
immune checkpoint inhibitors (ICIs) had
longer time-to-next therapy (TTNT) and
longer overall survival (OS) than taxanes
in patients with metastatic castrationresistant prostate cancer (mCRPC) when a
patient’s tumor mutational burden (TMB)
was 10 mutations per megabase (mt/Mb)
or greater but not when TMB was less than
10 mt/Mb, according to a nonrandomized
study published in Journal of the American
Medical Association (JAMA) Network Open.
Fewer patients with TMB of less than
10 mt/Mb receiving ICI had worse TTNT
compared with patients receiving taxanes.
The median TTNT for these patients was
2.4 months (range, 1.1-3.2) months vs 4.1
months (range, 2.2-6.3), respectively (HR,
2.65; 95% CI, 1.78-3.95; P < .001). In contrast, for patients with TMB of 10 mt/Mb
or greater, use of ICIs was associated with
more favorable TTNT compared with the
use of taxanes. The median TTNT was
8.0 months (range, 3.4-unknown) vs
2.4 months (range, 2.4-7.3), respectively (HR,
0.37, 95% CI, 0.15-0.87; P = .02). The median
OS was 19.9 months (range, 8.06-unknown)
vs 4.2 months (range, 2.69–6.12), respectively
(HR, 0.23; 95% CI, 0.10-0.57; P = .001).
The study enrolled 741 men with a median
age of 70 years (range, 64-76) with mCRPC
to receive comprehensive genomic profi ling
and were treated with ICI or single-agent
taxane therapy. A total of 45 patients (6.1%)
received ICI therapy and 696 patients (93.9%)
received taxane therapy.
In a comparative effectiveness analysis of
clinical variables and outcomes, investigators used prospectively defi ned biomarkerstratified genomic data from a deidentified
clinicogenomic database. Data included men
with previously treated mCRPC receiving

ICI or single-agent taxane chemotherapy
from January 2011 to April 2021.
Patients had a baseline median pretreatment prostate specific antigen (PSA)
level of 79.4 (19.0-254) ng/mL. A total of
108 patients (18.8%) had tumors with ECOG
performance status scores of 2 or greater, and
644 patients (86.9%) had received prior
systemic treatments for mCRPC. Investigators noted no significant differences in age,
pretherapy PSA levels, ECOG performance
status score, practice setting (community
vs academic), prior neoadjuvant hormonal
therapy use, prior prescribed opioid use, and
biopsy site between patients who received
ICIs vs those who received taxanes. However,
patients who received ICIs had a higher median TMB compared with those receiving taxanes (3.5 mt/Mb [range, 1.7-15.0] vs 2.5 mt/Mb
[range, 1.3-3.8], respectively; P < .001).
Investigators explored the association
between TMB and microsatellite instability
(MSI). Of all 741 patients, 2 (<1%) had MSI- high
(MSI-H) and TMB of fewer than 10 mt/Mb,
20 (2.7%) had MSI-H and TMB of 10 mt/Mb
or greater, 24 (3.2%) had microsatellite stability (MSS) and TMB of 10 mt/Mb or greater,
601 (81%) had MSS and TMB of fewer than
10 mt/Mb, and 94 (12.7%) had TMB of fewer
than 10 mt/Mb and had unknown or indeterminate microsatellite status. Patients who
were MSI-H receiving ICIs had a favorable
TTNT vs those receiving taxanes (HR, 0.38;
95% CI, 0.15-0.94; P = .04), but there was no
significant difference in OS (HR, 0.44; 95% CI,
0.15-1.27; P = .13). Patients with TMB of 10 mt/
Mb or greater receiving ICIs had better OS and
TTNT with weaker treatment interactions.
In patients who received ICIs, the most
common treatment received was pembrolizumab (Keytruda; 75.6%), nivolumab (Opdivo;
20%), and atezolizumab (Tecentriq; 4.4%).

Quiz Questions
1. Comparing outcomes of ICIs vs
taxanes in the group of patients with
MSI-H, more favorable TTNT was
demonstrated, as well as a significant
difference in OS.
● True ● False
2. The propensity-adjusted TTNT and OS
by drug class was stratified by whether
patients had TMB of fewer than
20 mt/Mb or 20 mt/Mb or greater.
● True ● False

Check your answers
online at:
https://bit.ly/3MLdNGu

Patients who received taxanes were treated
with docetaxel (50.9%) and cabazitaxel
(Jevtana; 49.1%). Biospy sites were evaluated
in the prostate (41.7%), the lymph nodes
(16.5%), the liver (13.1%), and in other sites
(28.7%) in all patients.
These results add validity to the existing
TMB cutoff of 10 mt/Mb for ICI use in later
lines of therapy and suggest that ICIs may be
a viable alternative to taxane chemotherapy
for patients with mCRPC with high TMB. TT
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CAS E
Initial presentation
• A 76-year-old woman visits her primary
care physician for her annual checkup. She
reports having fatigue, occasional night
sweats, and abdominal discomfort under
her left rib for the past 2 months. She
mentions that she feels pain in her bones,
but just attributes that to her “old age.”
• The patient spends most of her days
gardening followed by baking, her
2 favorite activities. Lately, she feels tired
after spending just 1 hour gardening and
has no energy to bake afterward.

JOHN MASCARENHAS, MD

Professor
Medicine, Hematology and Medical Oncology
Icahn School of Medicine at Mount Sinai
New York, NY

TARGETED THERAPIES IN
ONCOLOGY™: What was your
initial impression with this case
Q: and what are some potential
challenges regarding a
myelofibrosis [MF] diagnosis?
MASCARENHAS: This is a case that
A: you commonly see in the practice of a
patient with advanced primary MF. If one
were to use the Dynamic International Prognostic Scoring System,1 and include the
platelet count, she would be a high-risk
patient with a median survival of approximately 16 months. This is a patient in need
of treatment and clearly symptomatic from
both spleen and bone pain and systemic
weight loss. This is pretty clear-cut in terms
of the need for intervention. A JAK inhibitor
would be the first option for a patient like
this. Given her low platelets, the drugs that
have been historically available, ruxolitinib
[Jakafi] and fedratinib [Inrebic], are not the
optimal first-line therapies; the [recent]
approval of pacritinib [Vonjo] would allow
access to a JAK2 selective inhibitor that can
be delivered safely and effectively in
patients with low platelets. This is a prime
example of such a patient, that represents
[one with] cytopenic MF in which pacritinib
would be an excellent first-line [therapy].
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• Since her last examination a year ago,
she has lost close to 12 lbs. She says
she has not been dieting and has not
noticed a change in her eating habits.
• Patient complains of increasing fatigue
and abdominal pain, and on physical
examination shows splenomegaly
• Medical history:
◦ Hypertension (controlled)
◦ Glaucoma
◦ Asthma (controlled with inhalers)
• Patient history: nonsmoker; has
an occasional drink during book club
with her girlfriend
• Family history: she lives alone but her

Which clinical phenotypes do you
see in this disease, and
Q: typically
what are the differences between
primary and secondary MF?
There’s a spectrum that’s very heterogeA: neous. On one side of the spectrum are
the myeloproliferative patients and on the
other side are [those with] cytopenic MF. The
cytopenic patients are typified by thrombocytopenia and anemia [and] transfusion dependence.2 Splenomegaly may not be as large as
[occurs in] the proliferative patients. These
patients often have low JAK2 allele burden and
[their disease is] complicated by additional
mutations that involve spliceosome and epigenetic regulators. They tend to be [patients
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daughter and sister live close by;
no family history of cancer
• Physical exam: abdominal examination
reveals a palpable spleen 4 cm below
left costal margin; visible bruising
Clinical workup
• Current laboratory findings: baseline
findings were within normal limits at her
last examination 1 year ago:
◦ Platelet count: 44 × 109/L
◦ Hemoglobin level: 8 g/dL
◦ White blood cell count: 27 × 109/L
• Bone marrow biopsy
◦ Shows a hypercellular bone marrow,
increase in atypical-appearing
megakaryocytes and MF-2 fibrosis,
no increase in blasts by CD34+
immunohistochemistry, aspirate without
spicules
• Molecular testing:
◦ JAK V617F mutation: positive at 44%;
next-generation sequencing panel only
identified TET2 mutation at a variant allele
frequency of 17%
Treatment
• Treatment started with pacritinib (Vonjo)
200 mg twice a day

with] primary MF, but not exclusively. And
unfortunately, their survival tends to be worse
than the patients with proliferative disease.
They represent an unmet need. Often the
drugs that we would use worsen thrombocytopenia. They’re frequently not able to be treated
with active agents because of their baseline
thrombocytopenia. So this patient population,
as our patient represents, is a patient population in need and has a different biology and a
different presentation and course than the
proliferative patients; they often [have] secondary MF with high blood counts, often less
anemia thrombocytopenia, and typically have
a better prognosis. If one were to look at MF
and break it down by primary vs secondary

V i e w o n l i n e at Ta r ge t e d O n c .c o m

MF, the primary…patients, who tend to be
more [those with] cytopenic MF, have an
overall
survival
of
approximately
69 months.… [On the other hand,] patients
with secondary MF from ET [essential thrombocythemia] or PV [polycythemia vera] have
a median survival of 112 months, indicating
that there are clear differences and not all
patients with MF are uniform. [There are]
differences in the biology, differences in the
presentation, differences in the course, and
we need to start looking at that and tailoring
our treatments accordingly.3
Can you comment on pacritinib’s
mechanism of action and its specificity to JAK2 and IRAK1 and not
JAK1? How does the recent FDA
Q: approval affect your practice and
change the MF treatment landscape? Also, how have you treated
patients who have platelet counts
of less than 50,000?
The mechanism of action of pacritinib
A: is really interesting. It is a selective
JAK2 inhibitor. It spares JAK1, and that is
different than the profile of ruxolitinib. It also
inhibits FLT3 and IRAK1, specifically IRAK1.
[This] becomes quite intriguing as it may give
us some [further] insight into the mechanisms of action of this drug and perhaps why
this drug is differentiated from the other
drugs that are approved in being less myelosuppressive than ruxolitinib and fedratinib.4
We are increasingly realizing that
although the JAK/STAT signaling pathway
is integral to the biology of MF, there are
other pathways that are also relevant such
as the toll-like receptor mitosome complex
and NF-κ B/PAK pathway and axis, which
also drives inflammation.5 Inhibiting IRAK1
with pacritinib will also inhibit this pathway,
[and] relevance of this pathway to the disease
has been shown.6 It may be uniquely suited
particularly for patients [in whom] thrombocytopenia is present in order to balance
the effects of JAK inhibition while at NF-κ B
down regulation through IRAK1 inhibition.
Now that pacritinib is approved and specifically labeled for [patients with] MF with a
platelet count less than 50,0007—and that’s
irrespective of line of therapy—pacritinib
becomes the agent of choice, particularly up
front in patients with thrombocytopenia and
MF. But also, [it’s the] second-line [choice] in
patients who develop thrombocytopenia and
discontinue ruxolitinib in whom the survival
and outcomes are quite poor and the options
are quite limited. Up until now for patients
with extreme thrombocytopenia and MF,

typically, low doses of ruxolitinib were used,
and occasionally immunomodulatory drugs.
Sometimes splenectomy, with the hopes
of alleviating spleen-related complaints
and potentially improving platelet counts
and all these things, was used to varying
degrees with varying degrees of success,
but typically with suboptimal responses.
The availability of pacritinib as an option
for this thrombocytopenic patient population is, for the fi rst time, a game-changing
addition to the armamentarium that allows
for JAK inhibition across the spectrum of
patients with MF.
What has been your experience, if
using pacritinib in either the
Q: any,
first line or in patients with prior
exposure to JAK inhibitors?
My personal experience with using
A: pacritinib has been mostly [with the]
clinical trial in the PERSIST-2 study
[NCT02055781],8 the PAC203 dose-finding
study [NCT04884191],9 even the PRE-VENT
study [NCT04404361], which was the
COVID-19 study, 10 and now over the last few
weeks as a commercial agent in patients that
are not enrolled in clinical trials. My experience has been favorable with pacritinib in
terms of its activity level in spleen reduction
and symptom control. It is a FLT3 inhibitor
so there is on-target and expected GI [gastrointestinal] toxicity. This is low grade. It’s
usually within the first month or 2, and very
well managed with counseling of the patient
and awareness. Zofran (ondansetron), an
antiemetic, or even Imodium [loperamide]
for diarrhea [can be used]; rarely have
patients discontinued treatment for this GI
toxicity profile. So it’s a very manageable
profile for the drug. I do recommend in
patients who are using pacritinib, and who
are vulnerable patients with low platelets,
careful monitoring in terms of their blood
counts and attention to their platelet count.
But it is very easy to use the drug because it
comes in 100-mg capsules and the dosing is
200 mg twice a day irrespective of that
platelet count. If you have a platelet count of
7000 or 47,200, then 200 mg twice a day is
the starting dose. I would encourage patients
and physicians to start at that dose, to watch
carefully, and dose modify according to the
label if needed. Please be aware of certain
things like making sure that patients are not
also taking anticoagulation concurrently, as
this can increase the bleeding risk—although
low-dose aspirin is appropriate—and that
any coagulopathies are addressed prior to
initiation of pacritinib.

Could you also talk about the
PERSIST-1 and PERSIST-2 studies,
Q: comparing the design results
as well as the implications and
end points?
PERSIST-1 (NCT01773187) and -2 were
A: the pivotal phase 3 studies for pacritinib. PERSIST-1 was a randomized study of
pacritinib vs best available therapy [BAT] in
JAK inhibitor–naïve patients,11 and PERSIST-2
was a study of pacritinib vs BAT in patients
who have specifically a platelet count less
than 100,000 who could have [had] ruxolitinib
previously. The BAT arm in PERSIST-2 could
include ruxolitinib, in which almost half the
patients received ruxolitinib.
The PERSIST-2 study was particularly
important for the development pathway and
approval of pacritinib. It focused in on this
cytopenic MF patient population by virtue
of an inclusion criterion of platelet count
less than 100,000, in which pacritinib was
superior to BAT. Particularly when looking,
the [drug] label indicates in the less than
50,000 platelet subgroup with the SVR [spleen
volume reduction] vs the BAT arm, which
again includes ruxolitinib at low doses, and
TSS [total symptom score] 50% improvement
at 24 weeks with pacritinib vs BAT.
So the PERSIST-2 [data] provided the basis
and assurance that this drug could be delivered at its intended dose and schedule of
200 mg twice daily to patients with low
platelets including extreme thrombocytopenia, where one could provide symptom and
spleen benefit to these patients with minimal
expense to treatment-emergent cytopenias.
In terms of adverse events to be aware of
and to consider, when the fi nal analysis of
the safety of pacritinib in the PERSIST studies [was completed], as well as the additional
information from the PAC203 dose-fi nding
study, it was clear that there was no increased
risk of cardiovascular events.
Although there may be an increased risk
of bleeding events with pacritinib compared
with alternative agents, that bleeding risk
seems to be minimal and outweighed by
the benefits of the drug. Importantly, there
are no black box warnings with pacritinib,
and it’s an easy-to-dose, 200-mg twice-a-day
drug with which GI toxicity can easily be
managed in the fi rst month or 2 of treatment.

Q:
A:

Are there any ongoing challenges
in treating MF, or any unmet
needs? Are there potential
treatment options in the pipeline?
[At the moment, regarding] MF, it is an
exciting time to be involved in the 
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clinical and translational research. I would say
that in 2022 the number of clinical trial options
that are available for patients is dizzying.
This includes upfront treatment options,
second-line [ones] as add-on strategies, or alternative therapies to ruxolitinib, as well as treatments that might improve survival in patients
with MF after ruxolitinib discontinuation.
Some of the trials and drugs that I think
you need to keep an eye on and to look at
results and development for would be the
PACIFICA study [NCT03165734],12 which is
the ongoing global phase 3 study comparing
pacritinib to BAT in patients with low platelets, less than 50,000; it’s just to support the
approval of pacritinib by the FDA.
[There are also] recent top-line data from
the MOMENTUM study (NCT04173494),13
which is [evaluating] momelotinib, a JAK1-2
ACVR1 inhibitor, for patients with anemia at
baseline. The full results of that study will
likely be made public at EHA [European
Hematology Association] or ASCO [American
Society of Clinical Oncology] this year.
And then [there are] very exciting combination strategy approaches such as parsaclisib,
the PI3Kδ inhibitor, with ruxolitinib; pelabresib (CPI-0610), the oral pan-BET inhibitor
with ruxolitinib—this is an upfront population; and navitoclax, the BCL-2 XL inhibitor in
2 studies both upfront and in second line.
So novel agents have a mechanism-based
rationale, great preclinical studies, and
exciting phase 2 data to support these pivotal phase 3 studies.
Additionally, there are 2 studies and 2 agents
that have very interesting data to date and
look very promising that should be watched.
One is KRT-232 or navtemadlin, the MDM2
inhibitor that upregulates p53 single agent
after ruxolitinib failure; the data have been
outstanding and I look forward to looking
at combination therapy data with ruxolitinib. This approach looks very promising
as a class of agents. And then for imetelstat
[GRN163L], the telomerase inhibitor, …data
from the phase 2 study [have been presented]
showing prolongation of survival with this
infusional agent that targets the hematopoietic, malignant hematopoietic stem cell.
[We’re] keeping an eye on the ongoing
IMpactMF randomized phase 3 study
[NCT04576156] of imetelstat vs BAT in
patients who failed ruxolitinib in which the
primary end point is overall survival.14
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In summary, it is a very exciting time for
clinicians, investigators, and patients with
MF, as the options that are driven by the
science and that hopefully will…move the
field forward and lead to effective accommodation strategies fi ll unmet niches. [The
excitement] is palpable, and at every meeting I look forward to seeing how the progress is being made.
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What are the criteria to define
Q: response to treatment?
In terms of criteria of response definiA: tion in MF, it has to be individualized. If
patients are first and foremost suffering from
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N SEASON 3, episode 2 of Targeted Talks,
Mark Agulnik, MD, section chief of sarcoma
medical oncology, Department of Medical Oncology & Therapeutics, and research
professor, Department of Medical Oncology
& Therapeutics Research at City of Hope
Comprehensive Cancer Center in Duarte,
California, discusses molecular testing for
patients with sarcoma, targeted therapies,
and ongoing research.
Getting a picture of the molecular characteristics of a patient’s disease is a process that
has evolved over time, according to Agulnik.
The importance of this testing is its ability
to identify molecular drivers that could make
the patient eligible for clinical trial enrollment or whether there are any FDA-approved
drugs that can be administered to the patient.
In recent years, the number of targeted
therapies and immunotherapies for the
treatment of sarcoma has greatly increased.
Agulnik notes that most patients are hoping
for chemotherapy-free treatment options.…
Today, therapies such as regorafenib (Stivarga), entrectinib (Rozlytrek), and larotrectinib (Vitrakvi) appear to achieve better
outcomes, explains Agulnik. More therapies
are being explored for the treatment of sarcomas, including cabozantinib (Cabometyx)
and immunotherapies.
Agulnik also touches on the current
National Comprehensive Cancer Network
Clinical Practice Guidelines for the treatment

of sarcoma, how practices are carried out at
City of Hope, and what community oncologists should know about treating sarcoma in
today’s landscape.
The following is an excerpt from his
interview with Targeted Therapies in
Oncology™ (TTO):
TTO™: Are there any other
therapeutic strategies currently
Q: under exploration that you think
is important to note?
AGULNIK: I think for medical oncoloA: gists in the community, what becomes
very important is to have a very clear dialogue with a sarcoma specialist in your area,
or someone that you may have trained with or
someone that you may have been trained by. I
think that over the years, the sarcoma specialists around the country have trained a lot
of fellows, and these fellows have then gone
into community practices. I think it’s very
important to stay in touch with whomever
you know or reach out often if you’re giving a
lecture or a given course. Having someone
[who is] available to be able to give guidance
is important. The secondary benefit is then
they could talk about what is coming up:
what is interesting/what is exciting for our
patients.…What I’ve been very fortunate to
be able to have at City of Hope are business
opportunities to do phase 1, phase 2, and
phase 3 clinical trials, specifically for patients

with patients, [allowing me to] be able to
explore all facets of drug development for
these patients. We have second- and thirdline treatments for leiomyosarcoma from
lyposarcoma for undifferentiated pleomorphic sarcomas. We have studies for angiosarcomas looking at immunotherapy, which is
very exciting. And so, a collaboration we did
with Washington University in Seattle was to
look at the role of ipilimumab [Yervoy] and
nivolumab [Opdivo] for patients with angiosarcomas and that has since been published.1
Now we’re looking at other combinations for
patients with angiosarcoma, which is very
exciting, using targeted agents and using
immunotherapy. TT
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